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ABSTRACT 

The study of the Vaticanus umlauts is still in its infancy. It is the intention of this work to 

advance the field of study in a handful of key areas. This dissertation has surveyed all of 

the extant literature on the umlauts. It has surveyed all of the in-print arguments related to 

the age and purpose of the umlauts, as well as having documented several related 

phenomena such as the colons and the umlaut imprints. This study has provided a visual 

apparatus to the umlaut locations and has provided a more expansive working apparatus 

of the variants found at umlauted lines than has been previously published. Finally, this 

dissertation has attempted to draw further conclusions as to the source or sources behind 

the Vaticanus umlauts. In accomplishing this study, five conclusions have been reached. 

Some of these are confirmations of conclusions reached by previous scholarship, but 

some are original contributions to the study of the umlauts. 

First, the umlauts mark places of textual variation between Vaticanus and another, 

manuscript or manuscripts. Of this, all scholars appear to be in agreement. The statistical 

evidence is clear that lines marked by umlauts are considerably more likely to contain 

textual variants than unmarked lines. Additional tests performed by multiple scholars also 

confirm that the umlauts do mark places of textual variation. Additionally, there is 

another siglum in Codex Vaticanus, the marginal colon, that appears, at first glance, to be 

similar to the umlauts. With further analysis, however, it is clear that the marginal colons 

have another function not related to the marking of variants. 
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Second, though it is possible that some of the umlauts were placed in the 

manuscript later, all of the evidence points to the fact that the umlauts are made very 

early, close to the time of the manuscript's production, possibly by the original scribe of 

Vaticanus. Canart, a paleographer at the Vatican, is certain that the unretraced umlauts 

match the ink of the original scribe and gives good evidence that other original ink 

umlauts have been retraced by ink matching the rest of the retracer's work. Additionally, 

it is difficult to imagine a plausible scenario whereby two scribes, separated by as many 

as a thousand years, placed umlauts in the text of Vaticanus independent of one another, 

or that any reasonably modern scribe would use identical markings with the same 

purpose in such an ancient text. 

There is some "crowding" that occurs regarding umlaut placement that could 

suggest the umlauts were placed in the text after the Vaticanus canon numbers were 

added to the manuscript. If true, this could mean that it was not the original scribe who 

placed the umlauts, though such a conclusion would not demand a date for the umlauts 

much later than the fourth century. Additionally there are two difficult instances of 

nonstandard umlaut placement that appear be the result of crowding by marginalia that is 

considerably later. Given the overwhelming evidence to support the antiquity of the 

umlauts, these two instances of unusual umlaut placement are most likely coincidental, 

since a significant number of the umlauts are placed in nonstandard locations. 

Third, there is no good mechanical evidence to suggest whether the umlauts were 

placed sequentially or sporadically, but very little hinges on the timing of umlaut 

placement. Given that all of the evidence, text-critical, paleographical, and logical, points 

to a very early date for the umlauts, the question of timing is little more than a curiosity. 
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The existence of umlaut imprints, ink from an umlaut (retraced or not) that bled over onto 

the opposite page when the pages of the codex were closed, could be an indication that 

the umlauts were made after the text was transcribed and that they were made 

sporadically. In other words, it is possible that some umlauts were placed throughout the 

text during a first pass through the manuscript and that some umlauts were then placed 

during a second pass, etc. It is possible, but the evidence is inconclusive. It is also 

possible that the umlauts were placed sequentially in a single pass through the 

manuscript. The evidence here is equally inconclusive. 

Fourth, Vaticanus does not contain the Pericope de Adultera, and there is no 

umlaut at 7:53 marking the PA's omission. There is, however, an umlaut in the column of 

empty space following the end of John. The most likely explanation for this is that the 

scribe of Vaticanus who placed the umlauts had access to a manuscript that most likely 

did not contain the PA after John 7 and had some additional text appended to the end of 

John. The most likely candidate for this manuscript is an ancestor of Family 1. Statistical 

analysis of the frequency of Family 1 variants at umlauted lines confirms this. 

Fifth, more than one manuscript was most likely employed in the making of the 

umlauts. Given the nature of the variation marked and the nature of the texts suggested by 

the umlauts, it seems possible that the scribe of Vaticanus making the umlauts was not 

marking every place of variation in the manuscripts he possessed, or even always the 

most notable places of variation, but rather was marking "places of interest." This makes 

identifying the number of sources for the umlauts difficult, but candidates can be 

suggested. Though there is no discernable connection between the umlauts in Vaticanus 

and any extant papyri, there is a noticeable connection between the umlauts and the 
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Syriac text. And there is a clearly demonstrable connection between the umlauts in the 

Gospels of Vaticanus and the manuscripts in the Family 1 tradition. It seems, therefore, 

highly unlikely that the scribe of Vaticanus had a single manuscript with a mixed text 

sufficient to produce all of the umlauts. It also appears highly unlikely that the Syriac text 

and Family 1 are sufficient to explain all of the umlauts. Other texts were likely 

employed. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
A SURVEY OF THE STUDY OF CODEX VATICANUS 

Interest in the study of Codex Vaticanus was reinvigorated in 1995 when Philip Payne 

discovered hundreds of umlaut-like sigla in the margins of Codex Vaticanus, apparently 

marking places of textual variation known to the scribe. The text-critical community was 

shocked and thrilled that after sixteen centuries of the manuscript's existence and several 

hundred years of scholarly examination a new siglum had been found in its pages. 

Though there has been a great deal of on-going discussion concerning these "umlauts" 

since 1995, only a handful of articles have been produced detailing the umlauts' meaning 

and significance. More work certainly needs to be done. 

The next step in the study of the Vaticanus umlauts needs to accomplish at least 

four tasks. First, the manuscript's known history and previously discussed sigla need to 

be reexamined and reconsidered, if only briefly. What, if any, light do the previously 

known sigla shed on the umlauts? Are there any other sigla that have been missed, and 

how would such a discovery contribute to the understanding of the Vaticanus umlauts? In 

light of the discovery of the umlauts, these become very important questions. This is the 

task of Chapter 1 of this dissertation. 

Second, the current state of the study of the umlauts needs some evaluation. In the 

handful of articles that represent the discussion of arguments concerning various aspects 

of the umlauts, some of the claims for and against the antiquity of the umlauts have been 

rendered obsolete by further discovery, and very little work has been done as to how the 
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physical properties of the umlauts (condition, placement, etc.) contribute to arguments 

concerning their antiquity and purpose. Additionally, more work needs to be done in 

explaining the existence of the umlauts located in the Hebrews and Revelation 

supplement, since their presence there has a direct impact on arguments for antiquity and 

also the significance of the umlauts. This is the task taken up in Chapter 2 of this 

dissertation. 

Third, a new and "visual" apparatus to the umlauts needs to be produced in order 

to facilitate further study. Since the umlauts mark only lines of text in Vaticanus and not 

verses in the New Testament, it is difficult for scholars and students who do not have 

access to a facsimile of Codex Vaticanus to examine the umlauts and locations for 

themselves. An apparatus that pairs manuscript information such as folio, column, and 

line with chapter and verse and also includes a printout of the lines of Vaticanus marked 

by the umlaut is the remedy for this difficulty. Also, it has been more than seven years 

since the last formal attempt to produce an apparatus for the umlauts. Much work has 

been done since then, and a new, up-to-date apparatus would be helpful. This is the task 

of Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 

Fourth, in light of these reexaminations some of the old questions raised by the 

initial discovery of the umlauts need to be reconsidered and some new questions need to 

be discussed. What does the range of text-types which disagree with Vaticanus found on 

umlauted lines reveal about possible sources available to the scribe of Vaticanus? Is there 

any discernable connection between umlauted lines in Vaticanus and the oldest fragments 

of the New Testament? Is there more than one "corrector" text indicated by the umlauts, 

or is it simply impossible to tell? This is the task of Chapter 4. 
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The "Discovery" of Vaticanus and its Established History 

There has been an enduring debate with regard to the provenance and origin of Codex 

Vaticanus. Kirsop Lake, by connecting the origin of Vaticanus to Sinaiticus and by 

examining the relationship of the former to the canonical ordering and canon numbering 

of the Festal Letter of Athanasius, concludes a probable Egyptian origin for both 

codices.1 Theodore Skeat, unconvinced by Lake's argumentation, concludes a strong 

paleographical connection between the two codices and postulates Caesarea as the point 

of origin for both manuscripts. Barbara Aland expresses deep skepticism with regard to 

the whole endeavor.3 Regardless of the geography of its origin, most scholars agree that 

Codex Vaticanus preserves a significantly Alexandrian text.4 A study of the history of 

Vaticanus reveals that the data generally fall into three distinguishable periods: early 

history, the period of restoration, and its modern history. 

1 Kirsop Lake, The Text of the New Testament (Gorham, New York, 1906), 14. 

2 Theodore Skeat, "The Codex Sinaiticus, the Codex Vaticanus, and Constantine," 
JTS 50 (1995): 619-25. 

3 Barbara Aland, "Neutestamentliche Textforschung, eine philologische, 
historische und theologische Aufgabe," in Bilanz und Perspketiven gegenwartiger 
Auslegung des Neuen Testaments: Symposion zum 65 Gehurtstag von Georg Strecker (ed. 
Friedrich Wilhelm Horn; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1995), 10, 15 states, "Wir z. B 
uberhaupt nicht wissen, wo und von welchen Vorlagen die beruhmtesten und frtthen 
Majuskelm Aleph und B abgeschrieben sind," and "Niemand kann zum Beispiel sagen, 
wo die Handschriften B und Aleph entstanden bzw. woher sie ihren Text Bekamen." 

4 Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of the New Testament: An Introduction 
to the Critical Editions and to the Theory and Practice of Modern Textual Criticism 
(trans. Erroll F. Rhodes; rev. and enl. ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 109. 
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From the time of its creation, which scholars generally date around the fourth 

century, until its appearance in the Vatican library in the fifteenth century, little is 

known about the history of Vaticanus. This is the "early period." Skeat suggests that 

Vaticanus made its way from Caesarea to Constantinople with the other fifty manuscripts 

commissioned by Constantine, was inspected, and was approved, but he confesses that 

little can be known about the intervening 1200 years.6 At some point during this period 

the manuscript had faded significantly and was retraced (with corrections), the binding 

was destroyed and repaired, and the manuscript, missing a significant number of pages, 

was repaired and restored with supplements. 

A date late in the fifteenth century marks the beginning of Vaticanus' "restoration 

period." In 1475, Codex Vaticanus appears as "649. Biblia Ex membr. in rubeo."7 As 

Skeat points out, since Vaticanus was the only complete Bible in the tally of Greek 

Q 

manuscripts, "the identification is certain." From that point forward, a significant 

restoration of the manuscript took place. Skeat puts forth what he believes to be the 

5 For an example of dating see Bruce M. Metzger, Early Versions of the NT: Their 
Origin, Transmission, and Limitations(Oxford: Clarendon, 1977), 39-41. According to 
George Milligan, The New Testament and Its Transmission (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1932), 31 it was Hug who first postulated this date. 

6 Skeat, "Codex," 619. J. Edward Miller, "Scribal Sigla for Variant Readings in 
Vaticanus, with a Response to Philip Payne's Conclusions in 'Fuldensis, Sigla for 
Variants in Vaticanus, and 1 Cor 14.34-5'" (Th.M. thesis, Dallas Theological Seminary, 
2000), 6 points out that there are other, later dates suggested for the appearance of 
Vaticanus on the Vatican library rolls. See also Alexander Souter, The Text and Canon of 
the New Testament (New York: Scribner. 1913), 20. 

7 Skeat, "Codex," 619. 

8 Ibid. 
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stages of the reconstruction.9 For the purpose of this study, only that restoration that 

affects the New Testament will be considered. 

First, large Greek letters standing for numerals were added, beginning in Acts and 

ending at the last of the original pages of Vaticanus, folio 1518. These large letters do not 

appear in the supplement manuscript. Second, the relatively austere manuscript was 

illuminated with colored panels, crosses, and dramatically enlarged letters at the 

beginning of each book. Third, the missing portions of the manuscript were replaced with 

a fifteenth-century minuscule manuscript. Fourth, a large title was added to the 

Revelation supplement. The numbering system is inconsistent and appears to serve no 

specific purpose; also the titles and illumination are managed imprecisely. In Skeat's 

opinion the restoration of Vaticanus was, "an astonishing story of incompleteness, 

incompetence, and changes of purpose."10 

Following its restoration, Vaticanus is briefly mentioned in the correspondence 

between Erasmus and Bombace in 1521 on readings in 1 John,11 and then later between 

Erasmus and Sepulveda in 1533 and 1535.12 Sepulveda notes, among other things, places 

of agreement between the Vulgate and Vaticanus. Subsequent examinations of the codex 

9 T. C. Skeat, "The Codex Vaticanus in the 15th Century," JTS 35 (1984), 457ff. 

10 Ibid., 457. 

1' Stephen Pisano, "The Text of the New Testament" in Bibliorum sacrorum 
Graecorum Codex Vaticanus B, vol. 1, Prologemena (Rome: Istituto poligrafico e Zecca 
dello Stato, 1999), 29. 

12 Curt Niccum, "The Voice of the Manuscripts on the Silence of Women: The 
External Evidence for 1 Cor 14.34-5," NTS 43 (1997), 245 helpfully includes the relevant 
texts from H. M. Allen and H. W. Garrod, eds., Opus Epistolarum Des. Erasmi 
Roterodami (Oxford: Clarendon, 1941), 10.307-8 and A. Reeve and M. A. Screech, eds., 
Erasmus' Annotations on the New Testament: Acts-Romans-IandIICorinthians. 
Facsimile and Final Latin Text with All Earlier Variants (Leiden: Brill, 1990), 331. 
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were done by Lucas Brugensis, Agelli, Bellarmine, Caryophilus, Bartolocci, Mico, 

Rulotta, and Birch between 1580 and the 1790s.13 According to Hammond, all of the 

early collations are generally considered inaccurate. 

The "modern period" in the history of Vaticanus begins when Napoleon returned 

to Paris with the codex in his possession. In 1815 he returned it to the Vatican where it 

has remained since, but while it was in Paris the manuscript received scholarly 

examination by Hug for apparently the first time in the modern age.14 Hug's examination 

was followed by a frustrating period of difficulty for scholars wishing to examine the 

manuscript. 

Concerning the Vatican library and Vaticanus Metzger states, "[Authorities of 

the library put continual obstacles in the way of scholars who wished to study it in 

detail."15 This did not, however, completely stifle progress. Beginning in 1843 with 

Tischendorf, a number of scholars performed examinations of Vaticanus, but it was not 

until the further work of Tischendorf in 1866, followed by the production of a 

photographic facsimile in 1890 by Giuseppe Cozzs-Luzi, that real progress on the 

manuscript could be made.16 

C. E. Hammond, Outlines of Textual Criticism Applied to the New Testament, 
6th ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1902), 41, Pisano, "Text," 29, and Frederic G. Kenyon and A. 
W. Adams, The Text of the Greek Bible (London: Duckworth, 1978), 88. 

14 Milligan, New Testament, 31. 

15 Bruce Metzger, The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, 
and Restoration (3d enl. ed.; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 47. 

16 Metzger, Text, Al with Gregory, Canon, 346 and Hammond, Outlines, 42. 
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The History of the Study of the Umlauts 

In 1995 Philip B. Payne published an article in the journal New Testament Studies in 

which he attempts to make the case that 1 Cor 14:34-5 ("Let women keep silent in the 

churches . . .") is an interpolation. He argues that the case for interpolation is already 

strong, but he believes that he has two pieces of text-critical evidence to bolster that case. 

The first piece of evidence for the omission of w . 34-5 at that location comes from the 

Vulgate text, Codex Fuldensis. The second piece of evidence comes from Codex 

Vaticanus. Payne states in his introduction that, "[TJhere is a text-critical siglum that 

1R 

indicated the scribe's awareness of a textual variant at the beginning of 1 Cor 14:43." 

He goes on to state, "While tangential to the main argument of this article, this may well 

be its most important contribution."19 He was correct. 

Payne was the first to notice in the text of Vaticanus what he described as a "bar-
90 

umlaut" siglum. He states: 
As shown in the photograph on page 262, in Vaticanus between 14.33 and 34 
there is a horizontal line extending one character width into the text and 
protruding a similar amount into the left margin. Two dots like an umlaut are 

17 Philip B Payne, "Fuldensis, Sigla for Variants in Vaticanus, and 1 Cor 
14.34-5," NTS 41 (1995): 240-62. 

18 Ibid., 240. 

19 Ibid. 

20 Ibid., 251. Payne states, "To my knowledge, no one has yet drawn attention to 
the bar-umlauts in Vaticanus, let alone analyzed them." No one has yet challenged that 
claim and there was no evidence turned up during the production of this dissertation to 
counter that claim. 
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placed in the margin slightly above and to the left of this line. There are 27 'bar-
91 

umlauts' sigla in the Vaticanus NT. 

Payne went on to make several claims about the umlauts. First, he observes that some 

of the umlauts appear to display the "original ink of the codex" which he argues is 

evidence for their antiquity. Second, he observes that Tischendorf s apparatus records a 

variant for every location containing a bar-umlaut and that lines containing a bar-umlaut 

have a much higher frequency of textual variation than the lines immediately preceding 

them.24 To Payne this is proof of the umlaut's function. 

Payne then goes on to describe the various locations and positions of these bar-

umlauts as well as the nature of the variant at each bar-umlaut location, noting, but not 

discussing with the same detail, other umlauts not associated with the "bar" and the other 

"bars" not associated with an umlaut. Payne also makes an introductory and deductive 

case for the antiquity of the umlauts. Payne then attempts to make his case that the bar-

umlaut at 1 Cor 14:34 is an indication of the interpolation for which he is arguing. The 

bar-umlaut, Payne claims, is not marking the line on which the variant occurs but rather 

Ibid. It is clear from later developments that he was not describing one siglum 
but two, the umlaut and the paragraphos. See J. Edward Miller, "Some Observations on 
the Text-Critical Function of the Umlauts in Vaticanus, with Special Attention to 
1 Corinthians 14.34-35," JSNT 26.2 (2003): 217-36. It should be noted, however, that 
Payne still maintains that the bar-umlaut may have special meaning. See Philip B. Payne, 
"The Text-Critical Function of the Umlauts in Vaticanus, with Special Attention to 1 
Corinthians 14.34-35: A Response to J. Edward Miller," JSNT 21A (2004): 105-12. 

99 

From the time of Payne's first article forward, the double dots are universally 
referred to as "umlauts." It is not an entirely adequate title for the sigla that is probably 
better described as a "dieresis" or just "double dots." But since the term "umlaut" is so 
prevalent in the literature now, it is the term that has been used throughout this work. 

9^ 

Payne, "Fuldensis," 251. All the arguments for the antiquity of the umlauts will 
be examined in "An Evaluation of the Arguments" in Chapter 2. 

24 Ibid., 251^1. 
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the intersection of the lines where the interpolation would be. He concludes, "Further 

analysis of known variants where these bar-umlauts and umlauts occur may shed light on 

the early history of the textual families which contain them." 

Within two years, Curt Niccum responded to Payne's article. He, like Payne, was 

focused primarily on the alleged omission of 1 Cor 14:34-5, but as might be expected, 

the discussion of the Vaticanus umlauts was front and center. Niccum offered two short 

correctives to Payne's evidence from Vaticanus. First, he rightly suggests that the "bar" 

portion of Payne's "bar-umlaut" is nothing more than aparagraphos, making the 

appearance of the paragraphoi and umlauts together coincidental. Second, Niccum 

makes the case that the umlauts are not original to the hand of the scribe of Vaticanus, 

because of the existence of one, possibly two umlauts in the supplemented portion of 

Vaticanus, a supplement which dates to the fifteenth century.27 Niccum argues, in fact, 

that the umlauts are relatively recent in the history of the manuscript, perhaps placed 

there in the sixteenth century by Sepulveda while he was corresponding to Erasmus.28 

The rest of Nicuum's article deals with the marginal evidence from Fuldensis for 1 Cor 

14, and a refutation of Fee's claims regarding the transposition of those verses. 

Three years later Payne published a second article, co-written with Paul Canart, 

professor of paleography at the Vatican, entitled, "The Originality of Text-Critical 

Symbols in Codex Vaticanus." Payne and Canart reveal the clear intent of their article 

25 Payne, "Fuldensis," 260. 

26 Niccum, "Voice," 242-55. 

27 This argument will be dealt with later in this chapter in the section entitled 
"Umlauts in the Supplemental Text of Hebrews." 

28 Niccum, "Voice," 245. 
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when they state, "The best proof possible that umlauts date to the original writing of 

Vaticanus would be the presence of unreinforced umlauts in ink that matches the 

unreinforced text on the same page of the codex." Payne and Canart then identify 

eleven umlauts (with no mention of the "bar") that have not been retraced and which 

typically occur next to lines of text that have not been retraced. These umlauts, at least, 

they argue must date to the hand of the original scribe. The remaining umlauts, they 

continue, match the "chocolate-brown ink" of the retraced text. Payne and Canart claim 

that these eleven umlauts that were not retraced were probably missed accidently by the 

retracer due to their size, location, and possibly faded nature. 

In 2000, Jeffrey Edward Miller completed a Th.M. thesis on the umlauts which he 

subsequently worked into an article three years later. Miller's work accomplishes three 

significant tasks. First he attempts to take Payne to task on two key issues: the bar-umlaut 

as an independent siglum and its impact on the question of 1 Cor 14. Beginning with the 

Old Testament portion and working forward, Miller makes the case that the paragraphoi 

do not have a text-critical function, but rather serve to identify "section changes." He 

offers as evidence of this the fact that paragraphoi occur so frequently without a 

corresponding umlaut (or gap in the text) and the fact that in a few cases where the bar 

and corresponding gap are accompanied by an umlaut, the gap does not note the place of 

29 Philip B. Payne and Paul Canart, "The Originality of Text-Critical Symbols in 
Codex Vaticanus," NovT42 (2000): 105-113. 

30 Payne identifies (1339.C.42.L+R), (1355.B.40.L), (1356.B.24.L), 
(1370.A.32.L), (1459.C.41.R), (1466.A.25.L), (1466.B.6.L), (1468.B.3.L), 
(1475.B.11 .L), (1499.C.42.R) as the unreinforced umlauts. 

3' Payne and Canart, "Originality," 110-11. 

32 J. Edward Miller, "Sigla" and Miller, "Observations." 
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textual variation. Miller concludes, "[A paragraphos] does not function text-critically 

and has no significant relationship with the umlaut. Rather, the bar and umlaut have 

individual functions that are retained even when they accompany the same line of text. 

The umlaut's function must be determined independent oftheparagraphos." 4 Miller 

goes on to identify four distinct categories of text blocks separated by paragraphoi: 

content, announcement, discourse, and greeting.35 He gives several examples of each and 

also cites a few similar examples from Codex Alexandrinus and other non-biblical 

sources.36 Miller further critiques Payne's claim that some of the bar-umlauts do not mark 

the line on which the variant occurs but rather the intersection of interpolations. Miller 

demonstrates that the most common pattern is to mark the line where the variant occurs, 

and shows that there are actual variants on the line marked by the umlauts in Paynes' key 

examples, 1 Cor 14 and John 7.37 The second task Miller accomplishes in his work is to 

reinforce Payne's claim as to the function of the umlauts. Miller argues from "evidence 

of probability," "evidence from parallel passages," and "evidence from binary 

opposition" that the umlauts were a text-critical siglum, used to mark places of textual 

Miller, "Sigla," 27-32. 

Miller, "Observations," 224. 

Ibid., 222-3. 

Ibid., 220. 

Miller, "Sigla," 54-5. 
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variation. The third task Miller accomplishes is the production of a basic apparatus for 

the Vaticanus umlauts. 

In the three years between the completion of Miller's thesis and the publication of 

his article, Wieland Willker opened up an informal website devoted to Codex Vaticanus 

and the umlauts. His site contains pictures of the various sigla in Vaticanus, an 

apparatus to the umlauts, including a list of "doubtful" umlauts and umlaut imprints.40 

Though he generally refrains from making arguments, Willker's website has been an 

indispensible warehouse of information for the study of the umlauts. Most notably, 

Willker was the first to notice "the squeezed letter," a phenomenon instrumental in dating 

at least some of the umlauts.41 He is also the first to document a list of possible umlaut 

imprints, a phenomenon that is only now receiving proper treatment.42 

In 2004, Payne responded to Miller's article with a short rebuttal to many of 

Miller's correctives on the umlauts themselves and on the 1 Cor 14 issue.43 While 

consistently maintaining that it is possible that the bar-umlaut configuration might very 

well not be a separate siglum designed to mark places of more significant textual 

variation in some or all occurrences, Payne continues to argue that because the incidence 

Ibid., 42-8. The evidence for function is further discussed in the section entitled 
"An Evaluation of the Arguments" in Chapter 2. 

39 Wieland Willker, "Codex Vaticanusl209 B/03," n.p. [cited 20 August 2008]. 
Online: http://www-user.uni-bremen.de/~wie/Vaticanus/index.html. 

Willker's and Miller's apparatus will be compared with the apparatus in this 
dissertation in Chapter 3. 

41 For more information see "Crowding" in Chapter 2. 

42 For more information see "The Timing of Umlaut Placement" in Chapter 2. 

43 Payne, "Response," 105-112. 
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of no NA27 variants occurring on lines marked with bar-umlauts is considerably less than 

the incidence of no NA27 variants occurring on lines marked with just an umlaut, that the 

most likely explanation is that the bar-umlaut does have a special function separate from 

the umlaut alone.44 Payne also attempts to respond to Miller by reasserting that there are 

examples of umlaut placement where the scribe used the "bar-umlaut" to mark the end of 

the variant where the corrector manuscript ceased to follow Vaticanus. Payne states, 

When Vaticanus omits such an interpolation, an Umlaut marks the line that ends 
exactly where the interpolation is inserted in other manuscripts. Likewise, when 
other manuscripts omit text at the point where Vaticanus includes it, an Umlaut 
marks the line that ends exactly where the other manuscripts cease to follow the 
Vaticanus t e x t . . . . The ones I have observed occur with a bar dividing the two 
lines. Whether this bar was intended by its scribe to make the interface between 
text and variant or not, it has the effect of underlining the interface between the 
text of Vaticanus and the interpolation or the variant block of text.45 

Payne further claims that Miller's assertion that the bar-umlauts at John 7 and 1 Cor 14 

mark variants other than the Pericope de Adultera and the "Let the women keep silent in 

the churches" passages is unfounded based on the relatively minor nature of the variants 

Miller suggests.46 From these assertions Payne reiterates his argument that Vaticanus 

provides evidence that 1 Cor 14:34-35 is an interpolation. 

The final contribution in the study of the Vaticanus umlauts is a freshly published 

article by Christian-Bernard Amphoux.47 In addition to providing a brief summary of the 

44 Payne, "Response," 107 claims that 15.4% of "bar umlauts" lack a N A27 
variant as opposed to 40.9% of all umlauts in Matthew. 

45 Ibid., 108. 

46 Ibid., 110. 

47 Christian-Bernard Amphoux, "Codex Vaticanus B: Les Points Diacritiques des 
Marges de Marc," JTS 58.2 (2007): 440-66. 
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umlauts and the current state of the research, Amphoux reviews the variant data marked 

by the umlauts in Mark and concludes that Latin variants are what the scribe ultimately 

intended to indicate in many places even though the corrector manuscript(s) may have 

been Greek.48 Amphoux is clear that this is only part of the story in Mark, and Mark itself 

is only part of a larger story. He argues that there are far too few Latin-only variants to 

rule out the possibility of non-Greek material, and he is quick to point out that the study 

in Mark is only a start.49 Amphoux concludes that perhaps Vaticanus reflects the plan of 

Athanasius to "normalize" the text of the New Testament, the umlauts bearing witness to 

the division created by Athanasius' influence on the Vulgate Gospels between the 

Alexandrine and the Byzantine texts.5 

Additionally Payne and Canart had another article set for publication in 2008, a 

publication which has been much delayed. Payne first describes the content of the 

research in his 2004 response to Miller in a footnote. ' Payne says he will, among other 

things, give additional "chi square" statistical evidence for the text-critical nature of the 

48 Ibid., 460. Amphoux says, "Toutes ces observations concourent a une meme 
impression : la documentation qui est a la base du pointage des variantes du Codex 
Vaticanus est probablement en langue latine plutot que grecque. D'un cote, le copiste 
disposiat d'un modele grec d'origine alexandrine ; et de l'autre, le travail de(s) 
pointeur(s) repose sur une documentation probablement latine. Autrement dit, c'est la 
Vieille latine qui est visee par ce pointage et non la tradtition grecque anterieure." 

49 Ibid., 465-6. Amphoux writes, "Le seul recours a Marc ne permet pas une 
conclusion definitive sur la question de savoir si la documentation utilisee est grecque et 
latine ou seulement latine. Le nombre des variantes seulement latines est trop restreint et 
une seule garantit qu'une partie au moins de la documentation est latine." 

50 Ibid., 466. Amphoux argues, "En Occident, au contraire, Athanase semble avoir 
exerce une influence determinante, au moins sur la Vulgate des evangiles, provoquant 
ainsi une division de la tradition textuelle entre le texte alexandrine et le texte byzantine, 
qui existe toujours." 

51 Payne, "Response," 106. 
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umlauts, an exploration of the "mirror image" umlauts, and describe the steps in the 

original production of Vaticanus. The contents of this article were slated to be presented 

at the 2008 meeting of the Society for Biblical Literature but have yet to be published. 

Physical Description of the Codex and its Marginalia 

The New Testament portion of Codex Vaticanus is made up of 284 original pages and 

eighteen supplemental pages for a total of 302 pages. The New Testament portion begins 

on page 1235 and ends on page 1536. Each original page contains three columns of text, 

labeled throughout this work as columns A, B, and C respectively.53 The even numbered 

pages are left-hand pages and the odd numbered pages are right-hand pages. Each column 

has forty-two lines except where the column ends a book and thus is not complete. The 

minuscule manuscript (Gregory-Aland 1957) that supplements the missing text of 

Vaticanus is also three columns per page, though each complete column only has thirty-

five or thirty-six lines. The codex, originally an austere production, still bears the marks 

of the moderate illumination and annotations described above. 

52 "SBL 2008 Proposal Abstracts," n.p. [cited 12 June 2008]. Online: 
http://www.sbl-site.org/meetings/Congresses_ProgramBook.aspx? Meetingld=12. 

It is generally considered standard to describe a manuscript by the number of 
leaves, and thus to describe Vaticanus as a six-column manuscript. Since the discovery of 
the umlauts, however, describing umlaut and other marginalia by literal location (page 
number, column letter per page, line number, and left or right of the line) has become the 
acceptable norm, and that is the notation is adopted in this study. To be precise Vaticanus 
has 142 leaves with six columns per leaf. 
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Section Indicators and Paragraphoi 

Codex Vaticanus does not have the Ammonian or Eusebian section divisions. The codex 

instead contains several different methods of textual division. These methods fall into 

three distinct stages. The first stage of dividing the text was employed undoubtedly by the 

hand of the original scribe. That scribe, at points of major division in the text, began the 

new section by starting the word about one letter's width into the left margin. The word, 

therefore, is not left-justified, but rather stuck out into the space between the columns. If 

the division occurred in the middle of a line, the scribe left a gap of space about the width 

of two letters before starting the new section. If the place where the scribe would leave 

the blank space was near the end of a line, frequently the remaining space was left empty 

and the new section begun on the next line. 

Also, at some point early in the manuscript's history, perhaps by the original hand 

and certainly before the ninth or tenth century, hundreds of short horizontal bars were 

inserted into the text, extending into the margin about one letter width to mark divisions 

in the text. These paragraphoi are frequently associated with the gaps described above, 

though in the New Testament portion of Vaticanus there are far more gaps than 

paragraphoi. 

The second stage in dividing the New Testament portion of Vaticanus was the 

insertion of a letter-based numbering system. Pisano dates these to the fourth or fifth 

century,55 but they are generally considered not to be by the hand of the original scribe. 

There are 170 such section dividers in Matthew, beginning with " 6," (alpha with a bar 

54 More will be said about the function of'theparagraphoi in Chapter 2. 

55 Pisano, "Text," 28. 
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above it) and end with "PZ6." The numbers begin again in Mark with " 6.." This is 

repeated throughout the New Testament, except for what is extant within the Pauline 

Epistles where the numbering does not restart with each book. It is technically 

continuous, though, because the Pauline Epistles in Vaticanus are not in the same order as 

the books in the manuscript from which the numbering system was taken; thus the 

numbers are not entirely in sequence.56 

Probably several centuries later another numbering system was partially added to 

the codex in Acts and the general epistles. This system is also a letter based numbering 

system, though it has a greater number of divisions than the previous numbering system 

in many books, and the letters are printed considerably larger. With this numbering 

system the Pauline epistles have discrete section markers, with 1 and 2 Cor being the 

exception (their numbering being continuous). 

The third stage in the dividing of the New Testament portion of Codex Vaticanus 

occurred much later. At some point modern numerals were added which generally follow 

modern chapter divisions. Though scholars are hesitant to suggest a date for these, they 

were most likely added during the fourteenth-century restoration process. 

Miscellaneous Marginalia 

Though not specifically marginalia, another type of "colon" occurs in Vaticanus. This 

bears mentioning here because the colons are identical in appearance to the marginal 

colons discussed in the excursus at the end of this chapter. At the end of nearly every 

56 For example, in Vaticanus Ephesians immediately follows Galatians, but the 
section markers in Galatians end at 58 and Ephesians begins with 70. Hebrews, which 
comes after both Galatians and Ephesians, begins at 59. 
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book in the New Testament portion of Codex Vaticanus there occurs a colon followed by 

a small bit of "illumination." The "illumination" resembles two "greater than" signs, 

followed by a horizontal line after the colon (thus " » : - "). Luke, 1 John, and 2 John are 

lacking this illumination. Romans has the colon followed directly by the horizontal line 

but is missing the "greater than" signs. 1 Corinthians, Philemon, and 1 Thessalonians 

have a single raised dot to mark the end of the book. Hebrews and Revelation, in the 

supplemental manuscript 1957, end with a colon and a decorated "+" sign. 

These "colons" are clearly different from the colons mentioned above because 

they are not marginal. They occur within the column and are nearly always followed by 

other, more elaborate illumination. Their relatively regular occurrence and appearance is 

a strong indication that these colons do not mark stopping places for scribes or places of 

textual variation. They appear to be nothing more than a typical ornamental way of 

marking the end of the book. 

The Significance of Codex Vaticanus for Textual Criticism 

Codex Vaticanus is one of the oldest codices to contain both the Old and the New 

Testament, and its importance to the mind of modern textual critics is difficult to 

overstate. But it was not always so. Some of the first examiners of Vaticanus rejected or 

en m 

reduced its importance on various grounds. It was not until the work of Bengel in the 

eighteenth century that scholarly opinion about Vaticanus began to change significantly. 

Bengel printed the Textus Receptus in his critical edition, but he classified various other 
en t 

Pisano, "Text," 33 states that Simon in his Histoire Critique du texte du 
Nouveau Testament (Rotterdam, 1689) claims that the text of B has been corrupted by 
Latin scribes. He further states that Mill, Bentley, and Wetstein share this general 
opinion. 
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readings according to quality. Bengel went on to classify the manuscript witnesses into 

geographic families.59 The scholars who followed Bengel—Semler, Griesbach, 

Tischendorf, and Tregelles—increasingly improved the status of Vaticanus, based on its 

identification with the "Alexandrian recension."60 

The work of Westcott and Hort followed Tregelles, et al. They suggested a 

rigorous critical approach based on what they called "internal evidence of readings," 

comprised of intrinsic probability and transcriptional probability61 and "internal evidence 

of documents," where manuscripts develop, through scholarly text-critical study, a 

reputation for credibility or untrustworfhiness. Using their internal and external criteria 

for evaluation, Westcott and Hort developed a theory of internal evidence of groups, and 

on that basis divided the witnesses to the New Testament into four types: Alexandrian, 

Neutral, Syrian, and Western. The neutral text, the text claimed to show the fewest 

signs of regional influence or recension, is the group into which Westcott and Hort placed 

Vaticanus, establishing in their minds as well as in the minds of many subsequent 

scholars the superior nature of the Vaticanus' text. 

58 Aland and Aland, Text, 9. 

59 J. A. Bengel, Novum Testamentum Graecum (Cotta: Tubingen, 1734), 387. 
Also, Pisano, "Text," 33 was very helpful in summarizing this issue. 

J. J. Griesbach, Novum Testamentum Graecum, vol 1, Prologomena (Curt: 
Halle, 1777), xiv. 

61 B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, Introduction and Appendix (vol. 2 of 
Introduction and Appendix of The New Testament in the Original Greek; New York: 
Macmillan, 1882), 19-20. Metzger, Text, 129-136 has a particularly good summary of 
Westcott and Hort. 

For example Westcott and Hort, New Testament, 31. 

63 Ibid, 134ff. 
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The conclusion of Westcott and Hort as to the almost complete neutrality of 

Vaticanus did not go unchallenged. One notable example in America is Hoskier who 

identifies Vaticanus as a heavily revised Egyptian text. Others after Hoskier went so far 

as to say that Vaticanus was a completely manufactured text, though there was substantial 

disagreement as to how "critical" was the methodology used for Vaticanus' 

composition.64 

More recent scholars have generally rejected the idea that Vaticanus is the product 

of substantial recensional activity due to its affinity with Codex Sinaiticus and more 

importantly $p75. Due to the robust textual correspondence of Vaticanus with ?p75 (which 

predates Vaticanus by more than a century), if there was an "Alexandrian recension," 

most scholars agree that it would have to have been far earlier than the time of 

Vaticanus.65 If there was an "Alexandrian recension," Vaticanus was not the most 

immediate product of such. 

Questions of an early Alexandrian recension aside, the text of Vaticanus does, in 

the minds of many scholars, show signs of being an edited text. Kenyon states: 

The character of B is so homogeneous throughout the New Testament (though 
this cannot be said of the Old Testament) that it would be necessary to suppose 
that when its text first assumed codex form a complete set of virtually 
uncontaminated rolls were available for the purpose. As suggested above, this in 
itself seems to imply the exercise of editorial selection, and the same editorial 
activity may well have been extended to the supervision of the text.66 

64 Kenyon and Adams, Bible, 217. 

65 Ibid. 

66 Ibid, 218-219. Similar statements can be found in Metzger, Text, 216 and 
others. Aland and Aland, Text, 50-51 suggest that though uniform, the textual quality of 
the Pauline epistles in Vaticanus is inferior, perhaps the result of a late third or early 
fourth-century revision. 
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It is on this basis, along with its antiquity, that Vaticanus is held in such high regard by 

many modern scholars. The discovery of the umlauts, however, raises some interesting 

questions regarding the Vaticanus and editorial processes. Could the umlauts be the hard 

evidence left behind that the text of Vaticanus was the product of a kind of editing? If so, 

what kind? And does the existence of the umlauts and the variants they mark demonstrate 

conclusively that the text of Vaticanus is the product of early textual criticism? In light of 

these questions, the importance of the umlauts to the field of textual criticism can hardly 

be overstated. 

Excursus to Chapter 1: 
The Marginal Colons and their Relationship to the Umlauts 

In addition to the various canon indicators and paragraphoi, the New Testament portion 

of Codex Vaticanus also contains several dozen examples of a colon-like sigla.67 At first 

glance it appears that the colon might simply be a "vertical umlaut." The colons share 

the same basic mechanical features as the umlauts.6 Because there has been no 

significant prior discussion of this siglum and because the colons at first glance 

resemble the umlauts, they will be discussed in some detail here. 

67 Because it is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the text of Vaticanus outside 
of the New Testament was not examined. 

68 This appears to be the conclusion of Amphoux. He states, "En tout, ce sont 69 
lignes du Codex Vaticanus qui sont signalees pour Marc, 62 par un point-trema (••), 4 par 
un point (•) et 3 par deux-points ( : )." He then includes the umlaut, the "dot," and the 
colons in his apparatus to demonstrate his thesis. 

69 See the section in Chapter 2 entitled "Mechanical Observations Concerning the 
Umlauts" for more details. 

70 To date the colons have been mentioned twice: once in Amphoux, "Codex 
Vaticanus," 459 and once in Willker, "Vaticanus." 
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Description, Distribution, and Location 

The colon siglum appear as two dots, one over the other, placed in the margins beside 

lines of text.71 As with the other marginalia in Vaticanus, the colons have survived to the 

present day under varying conditions. Some are dark and still clearly distinct.72 Some are 

faded and barely distinguishable. Some show obvious signs of being retraced. There are 

far fewer colons in the text of Vaticanus than there are instances of the other sigla, and 

they are not as evenly and uniformly dispersed throughout the codex as the other sigla. 

Tables 1, 2, and 3 below show the number of colons, their distribution throughout the 

New Testament portion of the manuscript, and their relative frequency by book and by 

column. 

Table 1. Marginal Colon Distribution by Book 

Gospels Acts & Catholics Pauline & Hebrews 
Matt -9 
Mark-10 
Luke - 9 
John-4 

Total Colons - 32 

Acts - 7 

Total Colons - 7 

Rom - 3 
l C o r - 3 
2 C o r - 2 
Eph - 1 
Phil - 1 
Total Colons - 1 0 

What is most striking about colon placement is the concentration of colons in the 

Gospels. The fact that the entirety of the Catholic Epistles was unmarked by colons is 

There are a few marginal colons that appear to be placed between two lines of 
text. The colon at (1258.A.22/23.L) is a good example of this. All colons like this will be 
referred to in this work by listing both line numbers. There is also at least one example of 
what appears to be a colon (though most likely is not) that is placed evenly between 
columns of text. An example of such a mark can be seen at (1263.B/C.25/26.R/L). 

72 The colon at (1371.C.25.R) is a good example of a distinct, apparently 
unretraced colon. 
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also surprising. The apparent lopsidedness of colon distribution is confirmed when the 

data are examined as an average of colons per column. 

Table 2. Marginal Colon Distribution by Column 
Average Colons 

Book Number of Columns Per Column 
Matt 
Mark 
Luke 
John 
Gospels 
Acts 
Jas 
1 Pet 
2 Pet 
1 John 
2 John 
3 John 
Jude 
Acts & Catholics 
Rom 
1 Cor 
2 Cor 
Gal 
Eph 
Phil 
Col 
1 Thess 
2 Thess 
Heb 
Pauline & Hebrews 

127.3 
77.7 
137 
94.3 

436.3 
130.1 
12.6 
12.7 
9.7 
13.6 
1.7 
1.7 
3.6 

185.7 
49.4 
46.2 
31.7 
15.6 
16.5 
11.0 
12.3 
10.7 
5.8 

26.0 
225.2 

0.07 
0.13 
0.07 
0.04 
0.07 
0.05 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.04 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 

0 
0.06 
0.09 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0.04 

As Table 2 shows, the Gospels contain nearly double the rate of colons per column than 

do the Acts and Catholics or the Pauline Epistles and Hebrews. The Catholic Epistles 

make up just under fifty-six columns in Vaticanus but have no colons. That is striking 

when compared with, for example, Matthew which averages nearly four colons per fifty-

six columns of text and all of the Pauline Epistles which average 2.5 colons per fifty-six 
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columns. Though the distribution is considerably uneven, there is a general correlation 

between the length of the book and the number of colons found therein. 

Table 3. Marginal Colon Distribution by Percentages 

Section 
Gospels 
Acts & Catholics 
Pauline & Hebrews 

Percent of Columns 
51% 
22% 
27% 

Percent of Colons 
65% 
14% 
21% 

The nature of the uneven distribution is illustrated by the above table. The Gospels have 

about half of all of the columns in Vaticanus but contain almost two-thirds of the colons. 

The Acts and Catholics are about even in distribution with the Pauline Epistles and 

Hebrews, though the distribution within the Pauline Epistles is far more evenly spaced. 

Table 4 below gives all of the relevant data concerning the nature and location of 

the marginal colons. The first column is the colon's location followed by a simple key to 

indicate important information. "I" indicates that this colon left a full or partial imprint on 

the opposite page. "G" indicates that there is a corresponding gap in the text that is 

associated with the colon. "P" indicates that there is aparagraphos associated with the 

line marked by the colon. The second column shows the line of text marked by the colon. 

The third column gives two pieces of important information. The top line indicates what, 

if any, type of textual break may occur at the line marked by the colon. The second and 

subsequent lines in the third column show any textual variants from NA27 that may occur 

TX • 

on the line marked. Gaps, where they occur in the text of Vaticanus on lines marked by 

colons, are retained in the apparatus below. 

Since the location and nature of any variants will be important for determining 
the colon's function, only variants from NA27 are listed here. Limiting examination to 
only NA27 variants has been the standard practice of those who have written about the 
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Table 4. Marginal Colons by Location and Variation 

Matt 6:33 
1242.A.30.L 
1 
Matt 10:23 
1247.B.1.L 
Matt 11:18-19 
1248.C.4.L 
I 
Matt 15:6 
1255.A.33.L 

Matt 17:14 
1258.A.22/23.L 
I 
Matt 18:20 
1259.C.1.L 
Matt 19:20 
1261.A.5.L 

Matt 23:13 
1266.C.12/13.R 
G,P 
Matt 26:35 
1272.B.32.L 
P 
Mark 1:40 
1279.A.13.L 

T6ITeA6npCDTONTHN 

OY i ocTOY^epconoY 

ONexeiHxeeNOYioc 

TOYKMHKYPCDĈ TG 

TONOXxoNnpocHxee-

ONOM^eK6l6IM!6NM6 

ri>>NTAe<|>Y>AL>>T i GTI 

^leTeeicexeeiN 

xerei^YTCDoneTpoc 

T0NTer0)N^YTCDK60 

Line after new verse 
No variant 

Period. End of verse 
No variant 
Period, new verse 
No variant 

Colon 
auxou)— 0 / 1 4 2 4 
aoxou) + r| rnv ixnispa autou C L W Q 

0106/'3Raurfff1vgc lsyph 

auTOo) + Kai rnv urjTepa autou O 565 
1241 pc (b) c q (sys) mae bo 

amou) + r\ TT|V \ir\xepa 073/1 3 33 579 
700 892 pc ff2 g1 1 vgs' 

No break 
No variant 

Comma 
EKEI) nap OK; OUK D* (g1) sys 

Colon 
xauTa 7ravra) navxa Taura S C L W 

A 0 33 565 579 700 1241 /2211 pm 
s())uA.a^a) + SK VSOTT|TO<; JIOO (- D) X2 C 

D W/ 1 3 33 3ft it vgcl sy co 
Period, end of verse 
8iaeA.9Eiv) + vs. 14 12 W 0102 0107/13 3R 

fpcitvgc lsycphbopl 

New verse, colon 
No variant 

No break 
autov) + KOU yovurcexrav X * 
autov) + KCU D W Y pc it 
aUTOv) + K a i YOVO7I8TC0V K0U N2 L 0 / ' 

565 579 892 1241 25A2pc(\&\) 
auTOv) + Kai yovo7tsTcov Kat A C 0130 

/ 1 3 3 3 3Jt(q) 

umlauts and other Vaticanus marginalia (Payne and all others). See the section entitled 
"The Function of the Umlauts" in Chapter 2 for examples. 
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Table 4—Continued 

Mark 4:36 
1283.A.16.L 

Mark 5:13 
1283.C.15/16.R 
P 
Mark 6:51 
1287.A.4.L 

Mark 7:2-3. 
1287.A.41.L 
I 

Mark 8:9-10 
1289.A.5.R 
I,P 
Mark 10:16 
1292.C.1.L 
Mark 10:28 
1293.A.19.L 
I,P 
Mark 11:11 
1294.B.33.L 
P,G 
Mark 14:9 
1299.A.18.L 
P 
Luke 2:38 
1308.B.2.L 
Luke 4:20 
1311.A.41/42.L 
Luke 7:29-30 
1317.C.1.R 

0)K^ 16\\£>n\01 <bHMMe 

THsie,^\^cc^a)CKM e 

n^C6N0^6MOCK^I X61 

c i NTOYC^PTOYCO i r^p 

^jiexYceN^YTOYCK^ i 

ToeinefM\YTOicoc<^" 

Hpi^Toxere i NoneTpoc 

e i CHxeeNe i c i epocoxY 

MNHMOCYNON̂ YTHC 

K& i ex<\xe i nep i ^ Y T O Y 

6K«\eiC6NK^iniJMTCD_ 

ICD6JSlOYOIA6^peiC^I 

Comma + KOU 
nv) r\aav 0, 
akXa n'koia r|v [iex auxou) aAAa be 
7tA.oia ( -ap iaLpm; + Tto^Aa D 33) 

r|v (r|aav D) fisx auxou A C2 D L/1 3 

33 fSi syh 

aA.A.a rc^oia r[v fisx auxou) a^ia TCOAAOI 

riaav psx auxou W e 
akXan'koia r\v (aex auxou) xa akka xa 

ovxa 7iA.oia 8̂X auxo 6 (/"' 28 700) 
565 

Comma, comma + Kai, 
No variant 

Comma + Kai 
A.siav SK Tcspiaaou sv sauxovq) 7ispio-acoc; 

sv sauxoiq D (W/ 1 28 2542) 565 700 
pch 

A.siav SK nspiaaou sv eauxoiq) 
TcepieacoCTev auxouq Kai 0 (<D) 

New verse 
apxouq) + KaxsyvtoCTav D 
apxouq) + 8(asfi\j/avxo K N W 9 0278 / ' l 3 

28 (33) 565 579 700 2542pm lat syph 

sams 

Period, new verse 
No variant 

Period, new verse 
No variant 
New verse 
No variant 

Line after new verse + Kai 
No variant 

Period, end of verse 
No variant 

Kai 
No variant 
Colon 
No variant 
Colon, new verse 
No variant 
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Table 4—Continued 

Luke 9:23 
1322.A.7.L 
] 

Luke 13:24 
1331.A.37.L 
Luke 18:22-23 
1338.A.8.L 
P,G 
Luke 20:20 
1341.A.26.L 
Luke 23:9-10 
1346.A.23.R 
Luke 23:48^19 
1347.B.21.R 
P,G 

John 7:3 
1360.A.1.L 
John 9:14 
1364.A.1.L 
I,G 
John 14:2-3 
1371.C.25.R 

John 17:11 
1375.B.37.R 
I,P 

Acts 2:14-15 
1384.A.6.L 
Acts 3:16 
1386.A.11.R 
Acts 4:17 
1387.A.21/22.L 
Acts 8:31 
1394.A.29.L 
Acts 15:1 
1403.C.29.L 
P 
Acts 23:13 
1417.B.4.L 
Acts 26:18-19 
1421.C.1.R 
Rom 9:33-10:1 
1454.C.18.R 
P,G 

C^CeCDe^YTONK^ | ^ p ^ 

P^COT i noxxo i xercDY 

Koxoyee i MO I OAG^KOY 

xoroYCDCTen^p,\AOY 

6-YTOCA60YA6NM16KP1 

necTpe4>0N e i CTH 

M6T^BH01 6NT6Ye6NK^ 1 

MOYCn̂ XINOYNHpO) 

IIONYM1NK̂  1 GMHOPGY 

npocceepxoM^ i n^xep 

T^PHM^T^MOYOYr̂ P 

n6N6MT 1 n̂ TCDNYMCD" 

AOYN^Mee^pNe1 cew 

nCDCr̂ P̂ sNAYN̂ IMHN 

K^l T1 N6CK^T6XeONT6C 

HcaxNAenxe i OYCTGCCG 

niCT6ITH6II6M60e6" 

T̂ I«>xAeX4)OIHM6N 

Kai 

Kai apaxco xov axaupov amou) — D a l 

Comma, comma 
No variant 
Period, new verse 
No variant 

Comma 
COCTTE) eiq to A W Y/ 1 1 3 33 2K 

Comma 
ouSsv) OUK K D 
Period, new verse 
UTCECTTEP^OV) + dicentes: vae nobis quae 

facta sunt hodie propter peccata nostra; 
appropinquavit enim desolation 
Hierusalem g1 (sys c) 

Colon 
No variant 
Period, new verse 
No variant 

Question mark, new verse 
touov uu.iv) Du.iv T07iov $p66 1424 7844 pc 

lat 
Period 
SPXOUOU) + OUKETl ElfJ.1 8V TOO KOCJUXO K a i 

EV T(0 

KOCĴ CO eijLii D (a c) r1 

Period, new verse 
No variant 
Period, new verse 
No variant 
Colon, new verse 
No variant 
Colon 
No variant 
New chapter, new verse 
No variant 

Period, new verse 
No variant 
Period, New verse 
No variant 
Period, new chapter, new verse 
No variant 
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Table 4—Continued 

Rom 11:6-7 
1455.C.21.R 
1,G 

Rom 11:10 
1455.C.42.R 
1 Cor 6:20 
1466.A.27.R 
P 

1 Cor 9:1 
1468.A.26.L 
G 
1 Cor 9:21 
1468.C.38.L 

2 Cor 9:10 
1484.A.23/24.L 
I 

2 Cor 11:22 
1485.C.40/41.L 
G 
Eph 4:17-18 
1496.B.15.L 
i 

Phil 2:3 
1500.A.23/24.L 

eCTINX^piC TIOYN 

ŶTCDNA 1 ^Tia^TOCCY 

6NT(JDCCDM T̂IYMCDN 

eopa^K^OYToeproN 

MHCDNiMOMOC0Y^XX6N 

OAeenixopHrcDNcno 

6Jip,>>AM6ICINK^rCD 

OC^YTCDNGCKOTCDMe 

T^K 6NOA 011 6N&W& 

Period, new verse, question mark 
eo-uv)yivEiai ?p46 N * A C D F G P (81) 

629 630 1739 1881/>clatco 
Xapiq) epyov K2 ¥ 33vid (365) 501 vgms (sy) 
No break 
No variant 
Period, end of chapter 
uuwv) + KOU EV TCO xcveuuaTi oĵ cov cmva 
EC7TIV TOU 

08OU C3 D2 ¥ 1739mg 1881 501 vgms sy 
No break (but there appears to be blank 

space after eopaica) 
No variant 
Comma 
e£ou)98co D2¥50t(syp) 
Period, new verse 
CTTtopov) crrapua K C D ' f 048 0209 0243 

33 1739 18815m 
Period, new verse 
No variant 

Comma, new verse 
E<TKOTC0U£VOl) ECTKOTiaUSVOl D F G 0 8 2 

1739 1881501 
No break 
Kaxa)— X2?P4V 
I*n5e Kara) n D F G. ¥ 075 50? syh 

|j.ri5E Kata) n Kara 629 2464 pc a bomss 

The Function of the Marginal Colons 

The colons typically occur to the left of columns A and B, and they typically occur to the 

left of column C on left-hand pages and to the right of column C on right-hand pages. The 

colons share the same general appearance as the umlauts in terms of size, relative clarity, 

amount of ink, and position relative to the line being marked. If true, it then would be 

expected that the colons would also likely mark places of textual variation known to the 

scribe. In order to prove or disprove the theory that the colons are simply "vertical 
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umlauts," they should be compared to the umlauts in several relevant categories. When 

this comparison is made, it becomes clear that two significant reasons force the conclusion 

that the colons have a function different from the umlauts. It is, therefore, most likely that 

the marginal colons were not placed in the margin to indicate places of textual variation. 

The first notable piece of evidence to indicate that the colons do not mark places of 

textual variation is the relative dearth of NA27 variants at the lines marked. As Table 4 

demonstrates, only about 40% of the lines marked by colons contain textual variants noted 

in NA27. This is significantly lower than the total number of textual variants found on 

lines marked by umlauts.74 Though the idea is striking that the majority of the supposed 

textual variants known to the scribe who placed the colon sigla in the manuscript are not 

extant in any manuscript known to modern scholars, this raw data comparison may not be 

the best test. As can be seen in Table 4, the majority of colons occur in the text of the 

Gospels, and they are, therefore, not as evenly distributed as the umlauts. Though 

unlikely, this unequal distribution of colons could skew the results, accounting for some, 

though surely not all, of the variance between lines marked and known variants. It could 

also be argued, for example, that the scribe may have used the umlaut to mark "major" 

variants and the colon to mark "minor" variants which would be more likely no longer to 

exist today.75 A much more accurate test would be to examine the text in the immediate 

Payne's test of "bar-umlauts," though seriously flawed, resulted in an 85% 
umlaut-variant occurrence. Miller's survey of Matthew resulted in a 59% umlaut-variant 
occurrence. This study has a similar conclusion. See the section in Chapter 2 entitled 
"The Function of the Umlauts" for more details. 

75 The nature of the variants found at umlaut locations does not seem to bear this 
out, making, as nearly impossible, the case that "minor" variants are less likely to 
survive. 
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vicinity of the colons for NA27 variants to see what, if any, variance there is between a 

line marked by a colon containing a variant as opposed to a non-colon neighboring line. 

Table 5 below shows the lines of text marked by colons along with the subsequent twenty 

lines. A "0" indicates no variant at that location. A " 1 " indicates that a NA27 variant 

occurs at that location. 

Table 5. Probability of Variants with Marginal Colons 

Location Colon The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus (1 = NA27 variant, 0 = none). 
Matt 6:33 
1242.A.30.L 
Matt 10:23 
1247.B.1.L 
Matt 11:18-19 
1248.C.4.R 
Matt 15:6 
1255.A.33.L 
Matt 17:14 
1258.A.22/23.L 
Matt 18:20 
1259.C.1.L 
Matt 19:20 
1261.A.5.L 
Matt 23:13 
1266.C.11/12.R 
Matt 26:35 
1272.B.32.L 
Mark 1:40 
1279.A.13.L 
Mark 4:36 
1283.A.16.L 
Mark 5:13 
1283.C.15/16.R 
Mark 6:51 
1287.A.4.L 
Mark 7:2-3. 
1287.A.41.L 
Mark 8:9-10 
1289.A.5.R 
Mark 10:16 
1292.C.1.L 
Mark 10:28 
1293.A.19.L 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 
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1 

1 
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1 
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0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

This is the same test used by Payne, Miller, and this dissertation for establishing 
the text-critical function of the umlauts. See the section in Chapter 2 entitled "The 
Function of the Umlauts" for more details. 
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Table 5—Continued 

Location Colon The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus (1 = NA27 variant, 0 = none). 
Mark 11:11 
1294.B.33.L 
Mark 14:9 
1299.A.18.L 
Luke 2:8 
1308.B.2.L 
Luke 4:20 
1311.A.41/42.L 
Luke 7:29-30 
1317.C.1.R 
Luke 9:23 
1322.A.7.L 
Luke 13:24 
1331.A.37.L 
Luke 18:22-23 
1338.A.8.L 
Luke 20:20 
1341.A.26.L 
Luke 23:9-10 
1346.A.23.R 
Luke 23:48-49 
1347.B.21.R 
John 7:3 
1360.A.1.L 
John 9:14 
1364.A.1.L 
John 14:2-3 
1371.C.25.R 
John 17:11 
1375.B.37.R 
Acts 2:14-15 
1384.A.6.L 
Acts 3:16 
1386.A.11.R 
Acts 4:17 
1387.A.21/22.L 
Acts 8:31 
1394.A.29.L 
Acts 15:1 
1403.C.29.L 
Acts 23:13 
1417.B.4.L 
Acts 26:18-19 
1421.C.1.R 
Rom 9:33-10:1 
1454.C.18.R • 
Rom 11:6-7 
1455.C.21.R 
Rom 11:10 
1455.C.42.R 
1 Cor 6:20 
1466.A.27.R 
1 Cor 9:1 
1468.A.26.L 
1 Cor 9:21 
1468.C.38.L 
2 Cor 9:10 
1484.A.23/24.L 

0 
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0 

0 

0 
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0 

1 

0 

0 

0 
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0 
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Table 5—Continued 

Location Colon The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus (1. = NA27 variant, 0 = none). 
2 Cor 11:22 
1485.C.40/41.L 
Eph 4:17-18 
1496.B.15.L 
Phil 2:3 
1500.A.23/24.L 

Totals: 

0 

1 

1 

20 

0 

0 

0 

21 

0 

0 

1 

20 

0 

0 

1 

17 

1 

0 

0 

17 

0 

0 

1 

12 

0 

0 

1 

17 

0 

1 

1 

17 

0 

0 

0 

15 

0 

0 

0 

16 

0 

0 

1 

15 

0 

1 

0 

17 

0 

0 

0 

13 

0 

0 

0 

13 

0 

0 

0 

15 

0 

1 

1 

11 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 

12 

0 

0 

0 

18 

0 

0 

0 

17 

0 

1 

0 

13 

Of the forty-nine lines marked by colons, twenty contain NA27 variants, or about 40%. 

The subsequent twenty lines following each line marked by a colon contain an average of 

15.1 lines containing NA27 variants or about 31%. Two of the subsequent twenty lines 

average as many or more lines marked by NA27 variants than the lines marked by colons. 

When Miller and Payne performed similar examinations on the umlauts, the statistical 

difference between the lines marked by the siglum and the subsequent twenty lines was 

profoundly different. Payne found a difference of forty-nine percentage points between 

marked and unmarked lines.77 Likewise, Miller, when he examined Matthew, found a 

difference of almost thirty-two percentage points between marked and unmarked lines.78 

For this study, a similar examination was performed in the Johannine Epistles. The 

results are similar with thirty-four percentage points between marked and unmarked lines. 

While it is true that the lines marked by colons do have a higher instance of textual 

variation by about nine percentage points, the statistical difference is relatively small 

when compared with the umlauts, the primary siglum believed to mark places of textual 

Payne, "Fuldensis," 253. Again, it should be noted that Payne only examined 
instances of "bar-umlauts," and so his numbers are probably not entirely representative. 

See the section entitled "The Function of the Umlauts" in Chapter 2 for more 
details. 
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variation. The difference is probably too small to conclude that the colons are another 

kind of textual variant marker. 

The second notable piece of evidence to indicate that the colons do not mark 

places of textual variation is the frequency with which the colons occur with a 

paragraphos, a gap in the line, or a break in the text. As Table 6 demonstrates, thirteen of 

the forty-nine colons occur at lines associated with a. paragraphos. Nine of the colons 

occur at lines associated with a gap in the text.79 In several places the paragraphos and 

the gap occur together, resulting in a total of seventeen instances of colons associated 

with a paragraphos, a gap, or both, or roughly 35%. This percentage is considerably 

higher, nearly seven times higher, in fact, than the percentage of umlauts associated with 

paragraphoi and gaps. 

Two additional notations should be made here. First, it should be noted that all but 

two of the colon-marked lines that contain & paragraphos and/or a gap, also mark places 

where the NA27 ends or begins a new sentence, verse, and/or chapter. Second, eleven 

colons mark lines of text where a sentence or verse ends or a new sentence or verse 

begins in the NA27 that are not also marked with & paragraphos or a gap in the text. 

When both of these notes are taken into account, the total of colons that mark a 

substantial break in the text, sentence or verse, is brought to twenty-seven, or 55%. 

Additionally, five of the colons occur at lines where the NA27 has a colon punctuation 

mark. Eight occur as some other more subjective break in the text: at a comma, at a 

79 This gap in the text is represented by spacing between the letters on the chart, 
though sometimes the gap is at the end of the preceding line or at the end of the line so 
marked. 

o n 

Miller, "Observations," 221 identifies 39 instances of an umlaut associated with 
a. paragraphos, or roughly 5%. 
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comma + KOU, etc. Two occur on the line following the beginning of a new verse. Only 

five occur at a line not associated with a break of any kind in the text, or about 10%. 

What does it all mean? Given the very high association of the marginal colons with 

breaks in the text, especially considering how little correspondence there is between 

umlauts and such breaks, it is likely to conclude that the function of the colon is in some 

way connected with breaks in the text and not to mark places of text-critical notation. 

This raises the important question as to the function of the colons themselves. 

What do they actually mark? Two further clues in the text of Codex Vaticanus might 

indicate the purpose of the colons: the colons are placed at "breaks" in the text, and they 

are placed infrequently throughout the manuscript. It seems obvious that the colons do 

not duplicate the purpose ofthe paragraphoi. There are too few, and they are placed too 

irregularly. Their sporadic placement would also seem to eliminate the possibility that 

they were to function as some kind of crude canon number. 

The third clue is the high incidence of "imprinting" left by the marginal colons. 

Imprinting (where ink put down by the scribe leaves an ink smudge (or imprint) on the 

opposite page when the codex is closed) is not unknown to Codex Vaticanus, but it is 

relatively rare given the total amount of ink on the pages of the codex. Nearly 25% of 

the colons, however, left an imprint of their ink on the opposite page as indicated by an 

"I" on Table 5. By contrast, only about 5% of the umlauts left imprints and probably only 

81 The phenomena of imprinting will be discussed in some detail in the section 
entitled "The Timing of Umlaut Placement" in Chapter 2. 
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about half of those were imprints that were made in the actual production of the umlaut. 

Beyond the umlauts there are only a handful of other obvious incidents of imprinting in 

the codex. This relatively high incidence of imprinting by the marginal colons would 

most likely indicate that the colons were frequently inscribed on the page just before the 

manuscript was closed, thus creating the imprint. This could be an important clue as to 

their function. 

The final clue is the relative and apparent imprecision with which some of the 

colons were placed relative to the lines they mark. Eight of the forty-nine colons are 

placed so far above or below the line that it is difficult to tell which line they mark, the 

line above or the line below the colon. By contrast, though some of the umlauts are less 

centered on a line than the majority of umlauts, there are none that are so far above or 

below a line that it is impossible to tell which line the scribe intended to mark, though it 

is possible that "imprecision" is the wrong term to describe this phenomenon. It could be 

that the colons were placed very precisely, just not centered on a line. If true, that could 

also be a clue to their function. 

What function then do the marginal colons serve? Based on the four clues 

outlined above, it is almost certain that the colons do not have the same text-critical 

function as the umlauts, and it is likely that the marginal colons were used by a scribe to 

mark "stopping places" in the manuscript. It could be, for example, that a later scribe was 

using Vaticanus as an exemplar either for the production of a new manuscript or as a 

source for correction/checking of an existing manuscript. The colon siglum may have 

82 Twenty-five of the forty-one umlaut imprints were made by the original ink of 
the umlaut. The remaining umlaut imprints were most likely made by the process of 
retracing the manuscript. 
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been employed to mark the place where the scribe stopped work (for whatever reason). 

This could explain why the colons coincide so frequently with distinct breaks in the text. 

This theory could also explain why there is such a high incidence of imprinting, 

especially if the scribe had finished working for the day. He marked his place and closed 

Vaticanus. This theory may also explain why the colons do not demonstrate the same 

precision with regard to placement that the umlauts do, because it is not a specific line 

that needs to be marked but rather a general starting or stopping place. And finally, this 

theory may explain why the colons are so unevenly distributed throughout the codex. 

That there are no marginal colons in the Catholic Epistles could be an indication that 

whatever work was being done (copying or checking) did not involve that section of the 

manuscript. 

It should be noted that Vaticanus ends most of the books of the New Testament 

with a colon symbol followed by some ornamentation. ' It is possible that some of the 

marginal colons, the ones that occur to the right of the column and particularly close to 

the line being marked, serve a similar function. In other words, they are functioning as a 

kind of punctuation mark. This clearly cannot be the case for the majority of the colons, 

since the majority occurs to the left of the column. And most of the marginal colons that 

occur to the right of the column are not close enough to the line marked, and thus do not 

occur at the exact point where the sentence ends and therefore cannot be definitively 

identified with the colons that serve as punctuation marks. 

See the section entitled "Miscellaneous Marginalia" above for more details. 

84 See the colons at (1289.A.5.R), (1386.A.1 l.R), and (1466.A.27.R) for possible 
examples. 
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The theory that the marginal colons mark scribal stopping places of some kind 

does have problems. It cannot explain definitively why some of the marginal colons 

O f 

occur so closely together. A number of colons appear on consecutive pages, and, there 

are a number of examples of two marginal colons on a single page. It is unlikely, 

though not impossible, that a scribe would make his way through so little text before 

stopping. At folio 1287, for example, the marginal colons are in the same column with 

only 37 lines between them. 

The relative proximity of the colons to one another, however, does not 

immediately suggest some other theory regarding their purpose. It seems unlikely, for 

example, that the marginal colons were made sequentially and contemporaneously 

(which would be an argument against the conclusion that the colons mark places where 

the scribe stopped working). At folio 1455 there are two marginal colons on the same 

column, and it is the first colon that left an imprint of ink on the opposite page and not the 

second colon. If both of the colons were placed in the manuscript at approximately the 

same time (sequentially and contemporaneously), it is more likely that both colons (or 

neither) would have left imprints, or perhaps even that the second colon would have been 

more likely to leave an imprint since its ink would have been the freshest when the page 

85 (1247.B.1.L) and (1248.C.4.R), (1258.A.22/23.L) and (1259.C.1.L), 
(1292.C.1.L) and (1293.A.19.L) and (1294.A.18.L), (1346.A.24.R) and (1347.B.21.R), 
(1386.A.1 l.R) and (1387.A.21/22.L), (1454.C.18.R) and (1455.C.21.R), and 
(1484.A.23/24.L) and (1485.C.40/41.L). 

86 (1283.A.16.L) and (1283.C.15/16.R), (1287.A.3.L) and (1287.A.41.L), 
(1455.C.21.R) and (1455.C.42.R), and (1568.A.26.L) and (1468.C.38.L). 
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was turned or the manuscript shut. This is not, however, the case. The frequency of 

imprinting and the example of the first colon leaving an imprint and not the second seems 

to indicate that time elapsed between the making of the colons. What that work was, 

however, whether copying, checking, or something else entirely, is impossible to know. 

The Date of the Colons 

Assigning a definitive date for the marginal colons is difficult, but if the above theory is 

correct as to their purpose, a definitive date is not essential to establishing their function. 

There are, however, a few fairly reliable ways to determine the date of the colons. The 

first and most reliable method would be to subject them to expert examination of the kind 

performed on the umlauts by Payne and Canart. To date, such an examination has not 

been performed, so less direct and more deductive methods must be used. It should also 

be noted that a few of the marginal colons appear to be unretraced, and their ink appears 

to match the apricot-colored ink of the original codex.89 Most of the colons are obviously 

retraced and match the chocolate-colored ink of the retracer. If the observation is correct 

that there are, in fact, unretraced colons, this would push the date for at least some of the 

colons to a time before Vaticanus was retraced in the early Middle Ages. Until an expert 

This assumes that the manuscript was complete and bound when the colons or 
umlauts were added, an assumption apparently supported by the imprinting evidence. 

88 Payne and Canart, "Originality," 105-113. 

89 (1360.A.1.L), (1371.C.25.R), and (1455.C.42.R) are good examples of marginal 
colons that appear to be unretraced. Most of the work in ascertaining whether or not a 
siglum in Vaticanus has been retraced has been done by Payne and Canart, and though 
they do not discuss the marginal colons, their examination of the untraced phenomena has 
been invaluable in the present attempt to determine the date of the colons. See the section 
entitled "The Originality of the Umlauts" in Chapter 2 for more details. 
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analysis is performed, however, any conclusion based on ink color observations should 

be taken cautiously. 

The second test is to examine the colons based on their position relative to the 

other marginalia in Vaticanus to see if there is a pattern for colon placement and if that 

pattern is interrupted by the existing marginalia. If it could be determined, for example, 

that the colons were normally placed to the left of the column, but in a specific location a 

colon is to the right of the column because of some other marginalia "in the way," (in 

other words the scribe switched sides of the column to avoid the obstruction), that would 

suggest a dating of the colons relative to the existing marginalia, an imprecise test, but 

perhaps helpful. 

The marginal colons do follow a general pattern for placement, especially in the A 

and B columns on both the left and right hand pages of Vaticanus. Thirty-five of the 

forty-nine marginal colons occur at columns A or B. Twenty-nine occur to the left of the 

column, and only six occur to the right.90 Of the remaining fourteen colons that occur at 

column C, the pattern is much less clear. The majority of C-column colons that appear on 

left hand pages occur to the left of the column, and the majority of the C-column colons 

that occur on right hand pages appear to the right of the column. This is less of a pattern 

than it might appear because of the actual distribution. On left hand pages, three of the 

marginal colons are to the left and two are to the right of the column. On right hand 

pages, six of the colons are to the right of the colon and three are to the left of the 

column. In three of these eleven instances of oddly placed colons, where they typically 

As will be demonstrated in Chapter 2, this is also the dominant pattern with the 
umlauts. 
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would have been placed on the opposite side of the column, there is an obstruction that 

could help date the marginal colons. 

In the first instance, at (1266.C.12/13.R) the colon appears slightly below the line 

with the significant break. There is a gap of empty space at the end of line eleven, and 

there is aparagraphos between lines 11 and 12. Even with theparagraphos at line 

twelve, to the left of the column is one of Vaticanus' canon indicators which Pisano dates 

to the fourth or fifth century.91 The colon is placed right beneath it. It could be that the 

colon was not centered on the line with the break and placed lower because the canon 

indicator was in the way, indicating that the canon number was there first. This is hardly 

conclusive evidence as to which came first (the canon number or the colon), because this 

conclusion assumes a solution regarding the marginal colon's function and does not 

adequately consider that there are other colons that are not centered on a line of text with 

no visible obstructions. 

The second instance of irregular colon placement connected with a marginal 

obstruction appears at (1386.A.1 l.R). At line eleven in column A the colon is placed to 

the right of the column. This "violates" the normal pattern for marginal colon placement. 

Between columns A and B at that line there is one of Vaticanus' canon indicators. The 

marginal colon was placed between the final "CD" and the canon indicator, under the 

superscript of the final "N." Most of the marginal colons are not placed as close to the line 

as this one, so it appears to be squeezed. If true, it would indicate that the colon was again 

placed after the Vaticanus canon numbers were produced. 

91 Pisano, "Text," 27. 

92 Some examples include (1258.A.22/23.L) and (1283.C.15/16.R). 
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The third example of irregular colon placement connected with a marginal 

obstruction is at (1466.A.27.R). The colon occurs to the right of column A, and there are 

a number of marginal obstructions to the left of the column where the colon would 

typically be placed. The most immediate obstruction on the left side is the Arabic 

numeral "7" marking the division. These Arabic numerals are, according to Pisano, later 

than the ninth century.93 This is hardly sufficient evidence, however, to push the date of 

even this marginal colon into the Middle Ages, because of the frequency with which the 

marginal colons are "misplaced," and because there is clearly room to squeeze the colon 

into the left of the column. 

From so little evidence, a definitive date for the colons cannot be concluded with 

any certainty. If further, more technical analysis does bear out that some of the marginal 

colons were retraced then that would make their date early, probably before the ninth 

century. If the marginal colon at (1266.C.12/13.R) was misplaced because of the canon 

number, then the marginal colons would postdate the fifth century. This does, however, 

seem to contradict the evidence of squeezing at (1386.A.1 l.R). And if the marginal colon 

at (1466.A.27.R) is not merely serving as a punctuation mark but was moved to the right 

side of the column to avoid the crowding, then a much later date for the colons would be 

suggested. There is no way to be sure. 

Summary 

The study of the Vaticanus umlauts is still in its infancy. Very little has been written on 

the subject, and more work needs to be done. There are distinct periods in the history of 

Pisano, "Text," 27. 
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Codex Vaticanus, including the addition of marginalia in stages and a retracting of almost 

the entire manuscript that will be helpful in dating the umlauts. Also, there is another 

siglum in Codex Vaticanus, the marginal colons, that appears, at first glance, to be similar 

to the umlauts. With further analysis, however, it is clear that the marginal colons have 

another function not related to the marking of variants. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
THE UMLAUTS IN CODEX VATICANUS 

Appearance of the Umlauts 

As Payne first described, the umlauts are made up of two small dots, placed side by side. 

They are typically uniformly placed on a common horizontal axis, and each dot is 

typically of uniform size. There are some umlauts, however, that are not quite uniform. 

Whether due to imprecise stroke, ink smudge, imprecision in the retracing process, or 

damage to the manuscript, a few of the umlauts are not on the same horizontal plane, a 

few are not of uniform size (with one dot significantly larger than the other), and a few 

even appear to have more than two dots.1 The umlauts that have not been retraced all 

appear to be made from ink of "apricot" color. The retraced umlauts appear to be of 

"chocolate-brown" color. Most of the umlauts are clear and regular and, with careful 

attention, easy to identify. 

Number and Distribution of the Umlauts 

There are 812 total umlauts, marking 807 lines of text in the uncial portion of Codex 

Vaticanus. There is also at least one, possibly two umlauts in the Hebrews supplement of 

1 See Chapter 3 of this dissertation for some examples. 

2 Payne and Canart, "Originality," 107-9. 

There are a handful of lines marked by two umlauts, thus the discrepancy 
between the number of umlauts and the number of lines in the tally. Additionally there is 
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Vaticanus.4 Additionally, Miller identifies fourteen umlauts in the Old Testament portion 

of Vaticanus.5 The umlauts in the New Testament portion are fairly evenly distributed 

throughout the books and sections. As Table 6 shows, roughly one-third of the umlauts 

are in the Gospels, one-third in the Acts and Catholics, and one-third in the Pauline 

Epistles and the extant portion of Hebrews. These numbers are possibly a bit skewed by 

the fact that the rest of Hebrews, the Pastoral Epistles, Philemon, and all of Revelation 

are no longer extant in Vaticanus. 

Table 6. Umlaut Distribution by Book 

Gospels Acts & Catholics Pauline & Hebrews 
Matt - 94 
Mark - 57 
Luke - 80 
John - 52 

Total Umlauts - 283 

Acts- 142 
Jas —• 25 
1 Pet - 25 
2 Pet-13 
1 John-16 
2 John-3 
3 John-1 
Jude - 8 

Total Umlauts - 233 

Rom - 87 
1 Cor-59 
2 Cor-36 
Gal -18 
Eph-21 
Phil - 11 
Col - 24 
1 Thess-15 
2Thess-14 
Heb-11 
Total Umlauts - 296 

When a closer examination is made of the number of umlauts occurring per 

column in each book, as shown on Tables 7 and 8, the distribution changes somewhat. 

The Gospels average 0.65 umlauts per column of text. The Acts and Catholics average 

one umlaut marking no lines of text. See apparatus in Chapter 3 for complete tally. Also 
there is some question as to whether there is one or two umlauts in the Hebrews 
supplement. Only one is counted in this tally. See the section entitled "Umlauts in the 
Supplemental Text of Hebrews" later in this chapter for details. 

4 See "Umlauts in the Supplemental Text of Hebrews" later in this chapter for 
details. 

5 Miller, "Observations," 224. These Old Testament umlauts will not be dealt with 
in this dissertation. 
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1.27 umlauts per column of text, and the Pauline Epistles and the extant portion of 

Hebrews average 1.38 umlauts per column of text. The most densely umlauted book is 

2 Thessalonians with fourteen umlauts occurring over just about six columns of text. The 

least densely umlauted book, not including the extant portion of Hebrews, is the Gospel 

of John with only fifty-one umlauts occurring over about ninety-four columns of text. 

Table 7. Umlaut Distribution by Column 

Book 
Matthew 
Mark 
Luke 
John 
Gospels 
Acts 
James 
1 Peter 
2 Peter 
1 John 
2 John 
3 John 
Jude 
Acts & Catholics 
Romans 
1 Corinthians 
2 Corinthians 
Galatians 
Ephesians 
Philippians 
Colossians 
1 Thessalonians 
2 Thessalonians 
Hebrews 
Pauline & Hebrews 

Table 8. Umlaut Distribution 
Section 
Gospels 
Acts & Catholics 
Pauline & Hebrews 

Number of Columns 
127.3 
77.7 
137 
94.3 

436.3 
130.1 
12.6 
12.7 
9.7 
13.6 
1.7 
1.7 
3.6 

185.7 
49.4 
46.2 
31.7 
15.6 
16.5 
11.0 
12.3 
10.7 
5.8 

26.0 
225.2 

Average Umlauts 
Per Column 

0.74 
0.73 
0.58 
0.55 
0.65 
1.11 
1.98 
1.97 
1.34 
1.18 
1.76 
0.59 
2.22 
1.27 
1.76 
1.28 
1.14 
1.15 
1.27 
1.00 
1.95 
1.40 
2.41 
0.42 
1.38 

by Percentages 
Percent of Columns 

51% 
22% 
27% 

Percent of Umlauts 
35% 
29% 
36% 
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While it is difficult to see any distinct pattern in these numbers, there does seem to be a 

general trend that the shorter the book, the fewer the umlauts, as might be expected. The 

extant portion of Hebrews and Jude are, however, notable exceptions to this pattern. And 

while the text of the Gospels does contain a very high percentage of the umlauts, when 

compared to the percentage of the text of the New Testament portion of Vaticanus they 

represent, the umlaut density in the Gospels is surprisingly low. 

The Function of the Umlauts 

It is, thus far, universally agreed that the umlauts mark places of known textual 

variation.6 Payne was the first to make a case for the function of the umlauts,7 but Miller 

has made, by far, the most complete case to date, building upon Payne's work. As has 

already been mentioned, three basic tests have been applied to the umlauts to demonstrate 

their text-critical function. 

The first and most obvious test is the test of probability. Are lines marked by 

umlauts significantly more likely to contain variants than unmarked lines? Payne's first 

probability test was limited to the umlauts that coincided with paragraphoi. He checked 

the marked line for variants in NA26 and then checked the next twenty lines for the same, 

tabulating the results. What he found was that those umlaut-marked lines were 

o 

considerably more likely to contain variants. Of the twenty-seven "bar-umlaut" lines 

Payne checked, twenty-three contained variants, while the subsequent twenty lines only 
6 To date there is no one in print claiming a function for the umlauts other than to 

mark lines of variation. 

7 Payne, "Fuldensis," 251-4. 

8 Ibid., 2 5 3 ^ . 
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averaged 9.6. The lowest incident of variation occurred on the nineteenth line from the 

umlauts with only five of twenty-seven containing variants. The highest incidence of 

variation occurred on the thirteenth line from the umlaut with fourteen of the twenty-

seven containing variants. Miller criticizes Payne's method for limiting himself to "bar-

umlauts" and for his lack of a control group, but he agrees with the findings.9 Miller 

performs his own statistical analysis with similar results.10 Limiting himself to Matthew, 

Miller found that 59% of the eighty-eight umlauts contained a variant in the NA27. The 

subsequent twenty lines averaged 27.2% or less than half of those marked by umlauts. 

For the sake of completeness this study performed a similar analysis on 1-3 John. 

Table 9. Probability of Variants of Umlauts in 1-3 John 

Location 
1 John 1:3 
(1437.C.19.R) 
1 John 1:4 
(1437.C.23.R) 
1 John 2:3^t 
(1438.A.33.L) 
1 John 2:7 
(1438.B.12.L) 
1 John 2:12 
(1438.B.36.L) 
1 John 2:13 
(1438.B.38.L) 
1 John 2:23 
(1439.A.17.L) 
1 John 3:1 
(1439.B.12.L) 
1 John 3:16 
(1440.A.8.L) 
1 John 4:3 
(1440.B.26.L) 
1 John 4:11 
(1440.C.31.L) 
1 John 4:16 
(1441.A.14.L) 
1 John 5:7 
(1441.B.37.L) 

Umlaut 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0* 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The 
(1 = 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
NA27 variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an u 

1* 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iilaut) 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

' Miller, "Sigla," 40-1. 

10 Ibid., 41-2. 
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Table 9—Continued 

The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
Location Umlaut (1 = NA27 variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an umlaut) 
1 John 5:9 
(1441.C.4.R) 

1 John 5:1.0 
(1441.C.6.R) 
1 John 5:16 
(1442.A.2.L) 
2 John 7 
(1442.B.35.L) 
2 John 8a 
(1442.B.41.L) 
2 John 8b 
(1442.C.2.L) 
3 John 5 
(1443.A.20.L) 

Totals: 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

14 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

8 

0* 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

5 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1* 

0 

1 

6 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

9 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

9 

0 

1 

0 

1* 

0 

0 

1 

6 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

8 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

7 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

10 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

4 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

5 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

5 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

7 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

3 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

8 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

10 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

6 

The Epistles of John present an interesting case, because several of the umlauts are closer 

together than twenty lines. This means that the tally of "variant" or "no variant" from the 

NA27 from the twenty subsequent lines past an umlauted line, in seven instances, 

contains another umlauted line. These are marked on the above chart by an asterisk. The 

Epistles of John are also interesting because, although they contain relatively few 

umlauts, they run the ranges of distribution with 1 John having one of the highest 

concentrations of umlauts per column and 3 John having one of the lowest concentrations 

of umlauts per column. As can be seen on Table 10, fourteen of the twenty umlauts 

contain NA27 variants or 70%. The average of the twenty subsequent lines, including 

some other umlauted lines when they fell within the twenty, was 6.9 of twenty or 34%. 

These findings are completely congruous with both Payne and Miller, confirming 

statistically the text-critical function of the umlauts.'' 

11 Payne is poised to offer additional chi-square statistical evidence, confirming 
the text-critical function of the umlauts in an up-coming article. This evidence was noted 
in Payne, "Response" and was presented at SBL in 2008. See "SBL 2008 Proposal 
Abstracts" cited earlier. 
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Though the statistical evidence seems to be sufficient to persuade text-critical 

scholars, Miller offers two additional tests of the umlaut's purpose. He calls the second 

test "The Evidence of Parallel Passages." Miller describes this test as follows: 

The manuscripts containing the Synoptic Gospels are known for frequent 
harmonizations. Occasionally, the Vaticanus scribe identifies a line of text 
where other manuscripts evidence harmonization attempts. Other passages 
parallel one another in their particular wording, and so lend themselves to 
identical textual alterations by scribes familiar with the text. 

Miller considers this test to be perhaps the most scientific, because at least part of the 

"source material" for the umlaut are other passages in Vaticanus, and because it allows a 

much surer method of identifying which variant in a line, where more than one extant 

variant is to be found, was most likely intended by the scribe. Miller offers thirteen 

examples of these parallel passages marked by umlauts, passages ripe for harmonization 

among the Gospels (e.g., the shorter invocation of the Lord's Prayer in Luke 11:22), 

passages noted for the harmonization or confusion of names (e.g., the name "Joseph" in 

Matthew 13:55 and Acts 4:36), and passages harmonizing wording within manuscripts 

(e.g., the order of the words "Christ Jesus" in Romans 5:21 and 15:5). Miller concludes 

that this is proof-positive of the umlaut's function.14 

12 Miller, "Sigla," 42ff. 

13 Ibid. 

14 Miller also concludes that there may be several cases where the scribe marked 
lines from which other texts are harmonized, though no textual variation exists on those 
particular lines. For example, he claims that Matt 6:9, from which Luke 11:2 is 
sometimes harmonized, is marked with an umlaut even though there are no known textual 
variants at that line in Matt 6:9. It is marked, he argues, as a warning to future copyists 
not to "defile the text further." See Miller, "Sigla," 46. This is very little evidence for 
such a claim. 
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The third test Miller suggests is the test he calls "the evidence of binary 

opposition."15 This test is the reverse of the test of "parallel passages." Instead of 

beginning with an umlaut and searching for variants, Miller begins with known variants 

and searches for umlauts. It is, he admits, the least scientific of all tests, but he does 

describe several notable variants marked with an umlaut of the kind most likely 

noticeable to the scribe of Vaticanus.16 To strengthen his case he focuses on variants that 

are notably early enough to be mentioned by Jerome or to have disagreement among 

early papyri. This kind of evidence is more corroborative than it is probative, but in light 

of the strong statistical evidence and the evidence from parallel passages, it contributes to 

an already convincing case for the text-critical nature of the umlauts. 

The Placement of the Umlauts 

The scribe who placed the umlauts into the text of Vaticanus followed a clear and 

intentional pattern for placement. When marking lines of text that occur on the first two 

columns on a page, columns A and B, the scribe typically placed the umlaut to the left of 

the column. When marking lines of text that occur in the last column on a page, the C 

column, the scribe had a two-fold strategy. For C columns that occur on the left-hand 

page, the umlaut is typically placed to the left of the column. For C columns that occur on 

the right-hand page, the umlaut is typically placed to the right of the column. This was 

presumably to make the umlauts more noticeable, so that umlauts to the right of column 

C on left hand pages would not be overlooked at the place where the pages were bound 

15 Miller, "Sigla," 47. 

16 Ibid., 47-8 notes the reading "In Isaiah the Prophet" at Mark 1:2 and the 
"into/out o f problem at Acts 12:25 among others. 
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together. It is interesting, however, that the same strategy was not employed with column 

A umlauts on right-hand pages. The distribution of umlauts over the three columns is 

fairly uniform. There are 235 column A umlauts, making up about 29% of the total 

umlauts. There are 283 column B umlauts, making up about 35% of the total umlauts. 

And there are 293 column C umlauts, making up about 36% of the total umlauts.17 

While discussing the possible meaning of "separated bar-umlauts," where the bar 

is to the left of the line and the umlaut is to the right, Payne raises an interesting question 

concerning umlaut placement in a footnote. He states as just one possibility, "[T]he text 

that is omitted is on the right side of the line, which makes the umlaut on the right of the 

line particularly appropriate." Is there any evidence that umlaut position has anything to 

do with the location of the variant in the line marked as Payne suggests might be a 

possibility? The answer is most certainly, "no." 

Given that there are only twenty-seven umlauts on 808 total lines of text that 

occur on the "wrong" or non-typical side of the column (i.e. to the right of columns A 

and B, and to the left of column C on a right-hand page or to the right of column C on a 

left-hand page) and that the other 780 umlauts conform to the placement pattern 

described above, the chance that umlaut position bears any relationship to variant 

position seems slim. A further examination of these twenty-seven unusually placed 

umlauts bears that out. Though it can never be known for certain what variant the scribe 

intended to mark, when the variants found at lines marked by those unusually placed 

umlauts are considered, any hope of a variant location placement theory is dashed. 

17 The one (possibly two) umlauts in the Hebrews supplement are not included in 
this tally. 

18 Payne, "Fuldensis," 256. 
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Five of the twenty-nine unusually placed umlauts contain no known variant. 

9ft 

Four of the unusually placed umlauts mark variants that take up the entire line. Two of 

the twenty-nine mark variants that are in the middle of the line.21 Five of the twenty-nine 

lines marked by unusually placed umlauts have multiple variants, at least one of which is 
99 • 

on the same side of the line as the unusually placed umlaut. Five of the twenty-nine 
9^ 

only contain variants on the opposite side of the line from the unusually placed umlaut. 

Two have umlauts on both sides of the line, making identifying a left or right side variant 

moot.24 This leaves only six unusually placed umlauts that might have been placed on the 
9S 

non-standard side of the column due to the position of the variant on that line, and one 

of these, the umlaut at (1245.B.6.R), appears to have been placed because of a marginal 
Of, • • > • • 

obstruction. With so little evidence in its favor, it is most likely that variant position in a 

line had no impact on umlaut placement to the left or right of a column. In the vast 

majority of cases the scribe followed the standard placement described above. In a 
19 No variant is listed in Tischendorf and NA27. The six are (1357.C.3.L), 

(1389.A.20.R), (1453.C.39.L), (1482.C.10.L+R), and (1496.B.10.R). 
20 (1273.B.41.R), (1377.C.38.L), (1399.A.30.R), and (1407.B.20.R). 

21 (1293.A.27.R) and (1355.C.1.L). 

22 (1240.C.23.R), (1241.A.7.R), (1337.A.18.R), (1350.B.18.R), and 
(1512.B.17.R). 

23 (1351.A.6.R), (1387.A.24.R), (1447.C.3.L), (1467.C.2.L), and (1474.C.37.R). 

24 (1339.C.42.L+R) and (1465.A.1.L+R). There is also an L+R umlaut at 
(1482.C.10.L+R), but it was already tallied among those lines that have no known 
variant. 

25 (1245.B.6.R), (1253.A.38.R), (1337.A.24.R), (1403.C.15.L), (1482.C.30.R), 
and(1498.B.5.R). 

26 See the section entitled "Crowding" later in this chapter. 
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handful of cases, however, he did deviate from that, switching to the opposite side of the 

column. Marginal obstructions can explain a few of these, but a few others seem to have 

no obvious explanation. What does seem clear is that the position of the variant on a line 

did not significantly, if at all, affect umlaut placement. 

Umlaut Placement and Variant Location 

The most natural assumption regarding umlaut placement and variant location is that the 

97 

umlaut was placed beside the line of text containing the variant. The evidence for the 

substantially increased frequency of variants at lines marked by umlauts as opposed to 

other non-marked lines supports this. It also seems natural to assume that the scribe 

marked the place where he first noticed the variant or where the variant was the most 

obvious. This raises an interesting question. What about variants that run across more 

than one line of text or variants that occur at the beginning of lines? There is no simple 

answer to these questions. 

As might be expected, in many cases the scribe apparently marked the line 

containing the beginning of the variant when the variant runs across multiple lines or 

occurs at the end of a line. The umlaut at Acts 22.24 (1416.B.16.L) is an example of the 

former. The word marked by the umlaut is almost certainly avexa^eaBai, which is 

divided almost in half by the end of line 16. The umlaut marks the line containing 

Payne suggests that in a few cases where there are significant omissions being 
noted, the line above the beginning of the text block is noted, marking the "intersection" 
of the two texts. See Payne, "Response," 108-9. Also, Miller presents a competent 
refutation of this idea by presenting several notable counter examples. See Miller, 
"Observations," 234-5. 
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"avsxa," but the actual variation in that word (avexaCeaQai vs. avsTaCsiv) occurs on 

the line below. 

Line 15 Line 16 Line 17 
| etc; m.v 7tap£uPoA.r)v | ei7taq jxacm^tv avexa | î EaGai auxov iva EKI | 

av8xa^sa6ai) av£xai!J,siv D* pc 

The actual point at which Vaticanus disagrees with the corrector(s) is line 17, but because 

the variant unit begins on line 16, that is the line that is marked. A similar phenomenon 

can be seen at Acts 10:32 (1397.B.39.L). The line ends with Qakaaaav, but there is a 

lengthy variant there. 

Line 38 Line 39 Line 40 
| î exou sv oiKia aiucovoq | Pupasco<; 7iapa BaXacyaav | ztpx>xr\q ouv £7r£u\|/a \ 

Qakacoav) + oq 7tapaysvo|_i£voq Xakr\oei aoi 

C D E ¥ 1739 an it sy (sa mae) 

Though there is obviously no way that the variant text could have been inserted on that 

line, since the variant occurs after Bdkaaaav, it is that line that is marked by the umlaut. 

This pattern of marking the line containing the beginning of the variant seems to occur 

even if the variant would have spanned multiple lines. The umlaut at Acts 6:10 

(1390.A.32.L) marks a lengthy variant. 

Line 31 Line 32 Line 33 
| <yxr|vai xr| acx|>ia KOU | TOO 7tv80u.axi co eX.aX.8i | XOXE 07tsPaA.ov av5pa<; | 

co sXaA,£t) xco ayico co eXakex Sia xo eXsyxEcyBai auxouq ETC auxou 
\xexa 7iaar|<; 7rappr]cria.<; ur| 8uva^i£voi ouv avxo<|)0aXu£iv xrj 
aXr|0£ia 

D E h t w syhmg (mae) 

Additional examples include (1301.C.20.R) and (1323.B.15.L). 
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The variant begins on line 32 and clearly would have stretched across several lines, but it 

is the line containing the beginning of the lengthy replacement text that is marked. 

This pattern, however, is not always the case. There are times when the scribe is 

not marking the beginning of the variant with an umlaut, but rather appears to be marking 

the line that is most affected by the variant. The umlaut at Mark 9:20 (1291.A.6.L) is an 

example of this. 

Line 5 Line 6 Line 7 
| TO 7rv£uua suGuc; au | vea7iapa^8V aoxov Kai | 7ISCTCOV ETII xrjq yrjc; SKO | 

auv£a7iapa^£v) scj7iapa^sv $>45 A W 0 *P 067 / ' 1 3 fSl 
auv8a7rapa^ev) sxapai;sv D 

The variant begins on line five with the "au" of auvsarcapa^sv, and it would have been 

at line five where the scribe first noticed the replacement text, but instead of marking that 

line, he marked line six, perhaps because so much of that line is affected by the variant. 

Also, in some instances the scribe marks the line where the additional text would 

have gone in Vaticanus had he chosen to include it. The umlaut at John 7:29 

(1360.C.28.L) is a clear example of this. 

Line 27 Line 28 Line 29 

| ov uusiq OUK oi8axs syco | oi8a aoxoy oxi 7iap auxoo | stui KCIKSIVOC; US am 

syco) + 5s qi66 N D N / 1 33 565 1241 al it vgmss sy samss pbo bo 

Line twenty-seven is already longer than the average line in that column by two 

additional letters, because the scribe has forced the final "yco" of "syco" on the line, 
apparently to avoid dividing the word. The 8s that occurred in the corrector manuscript(s) 

Additional notable examples include (1439.A.17.L) and (1464.B.18.L). 
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the scribe of Vaticanus was using would have had to be placed on the following line if he 

were going to insert it, thus the following line is marked by the umlaut. 

There also may be at least one case where multiple umlauts are used to mark an 

extended omission. At Matt 5:47 (1240.C.14-19) some Syriac manuscripts omit the 

entire verse. There are two umlauts at Matthew 5:47, one at line sixteen and one at line 

eighteen. It could be that, since the omitted text was so lengthy, the scribe used two 

umlauts to mark the range. This seems perhaps unlikely since the umlauts neither mark 

the beginning of the omission nor its end. This particular example is further complicated 

by the fact that there are other known variants aside from the verse omission that occur at 

the two marked lines. 

Finally, in some cases neither the line that begins the variant nor the line that is 

most affected by the variant is marked, but rather the line that ends the variant is marked. 

The umlaut at Matt 20:15 (1262.A.2.L) is a good example of this. 

Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 

| o BE^CO 7iotriaai EV ZOIC, \ eumq TJ O o§QaX\ioq | aou 7iovrjpoc; eaxiv o | 

ev xoiq EUOK; ) — b ff2 g121 

It is difficult to draw any strong conclusions from this data. What is clear is that 

the umlauts mark a line of text associated with a variant: the line that contains the variant, 

the line upon which the variant begins (or would have begun had the line not ended), the 

line that is most affected by the variant, or simply one of the lines where the variant 

occurs. Most of these examples are difficult to prove with certainty, because there is more 

than one variant known to exist at that line. There is also always the possibility that the 

umlaut is marking a presently unknown variant, making any conclusions about which 

variant was intended tentative at best. 
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The Timing of Umlaut Placement 

Recently, Payne has suggested that there is evidence pointing to the fact that the umlauts 

were not all placed at the same time but rather were placed sporadically in the 

manuscript.30 He argues this from the existence of "mirror image" umlauts, umlauts that 

did not sufficiently dry before the page was turned or the codex was shut and therefore 

left an imprint of ink on the opposite page. These "mirror image" umlauts occur on pages 

alongside umlauts that left no "mirror image" on the opposite page. This, he argues, is 

evidence that they were not all placed at once. According to Payne, if the umlauts had 

been placed at roughly the same time, the ink of one would not have been dry while the 

other was still wet. What then is at stake regarding sporadic versus sequential umlaut 

placement and how good is Payne's evidence from "mirror image" umlauts? 

First, does the timing of umlaut placement shed any light on the antiquity of the 

umlauts? The most likely answer is, "no." The preponderance of the evidence to date 

points to the fact that all of the umlauts should be considered original. Umlauts that bear 

the later, chocolate-colored ink of the retracer most likely have original umlauts 

underneath them. Even the one, possibly two umlauts in the Hebrews and Revelation 

supplement portion of Vaticanus represent original umlauts restored to the text during the 

repair process.32 This is a conclusion with which Payne generally agrees. In his most 

recent line of inquiry, he states, "Various factors support the likelihood that dark 

chocolate brown color umlauts were overtraced in the Middle Ages," an argument for 

30 See "SBL 2008 Proposal Abstracts." 

31 Ibid. 

32 See the section entitled "The Originality of the Umlauts" later in this chapter 
for details. 
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their antiquity and originality. If this evidence holds true, the sporadic placement of 

umlauts, if any, would most likely not mean some umlauts were placed in the fourth 

century and some were placed in the twelfth century, but rather "sporadic" would mean 

they were placed during multiple passes through the manuscript, most likely by the same 

scribe or during the very early life of the codex. 

Second, what would sporadic umlaut placement reveal about the scribe's 

procedure and intent? Payne argues that it could reveal that Vaticanus was checked 

against multiple manuscripts. He states concerning sporadic umlaut placement that, "This 

and the variety of textual variants that coincide with the location of umlauts indicate that 

a scribe successively compared Codex Vaticanus to multiple manuscripts and put umlauts 

in B's margin to mark the locations of variant readings." 4 Though certainly possible, 

such a conclusion based on the evidence of "mirror image" umlauts and variety in textual 

variation is tenuous. 

But even apart from the evidence delineated above, data alleged to demonstrate 

multiple passes through the manuscript (i.e. sporadic umlaut placement) could have any 

number of other possible explanations, including multiple passes through the codex, 

checking it against the same manuscript more than once, or perhaps a cursory pass during 

the process of copying and a more detailed pass subsequently. Given the relative paucity 

of "mirror image" umlauts in the codex, this may even be the most likely explanation. 

This conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that the phenomenon Payne is 

See "SBL 2008 Proposal Abstracts. 
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describing, the existence of "mirror umlauts," may not in fact indicate sporadic umlaut 

placement at all. 

How good is the evidence for sporadic umlaut placement? It appears to be fairly 

tenuous though certainly not impossible. There are forty-one apparent "mirror image" 

umlauts in the New Testament portion of Codex Vaticanus. These umlauts fall into four 

distinct categories, though categorizing individual umlauts is difficult. First, there are the 

completely unretraced pairs. In these instances it was an original-ink umlaut that left the 

mirror image imprint on the opposite page, and both the original and the imprint are 

unretraced in the manuscript. Second, there are partially unretraced pairs. There are a few 

instances where it was an original-ink umlaut that left the mirror image imprint on the 

opposite page. The original umlaut was then retraced much later, but the imprint was left 

unretraced. Third, there are a few completely retraced pairs. In a few cases it appears that 

an original-ink umlaut left an imprint on the opposite page, and both the original and the 

imprint have been retraced. Fourth, there are a few retracing imprints. In a few cases it 

appears that the original umlaut did not leave an imprint, but once it was retraced and the 

page turned, the ink from the retracing left an imprint on the opposite page. 

Below is a tally of all forty-one of these imprint umlauts with an indication as to 

which category they best fit. 

35 It should be noted that at this time Payne's full research on this topic has yet to 
be published. Any final judgments about the tenuousness of the evidence should be 
suspended until he has had a chance to make his full case. 

36 See Table 10. 

37 This tabulation is based on the 1999 high resolution color reproduction of 
Vaticanus. In many cases it is very difficult to tell to which category the mirror image 
umlauts belong, even with such a precise replica. 
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Table 10. Imprint Umlauts 

Location 
1236.A.29.L 

1244.A.29.L 

1256.A.7.L 

1270.A.31.L 
1272.A.28.L 

1277.C.19.R 

1294.A.11.L 

1296.A.33.L 

1309.B.27.R 

1311.A.39.R 

1322.B.15.R 

1334.B.23.R 

1337.C.15.R 

1338.A.42.L 

1348.B.19.R 
1358.C.32.L 

1360.C.40.R 

1380.A.26.L 

1384.B.8.R 

1386.A.35.L 

1394.A.19.L 

1396.B.39.R 

1402.A.15.R 
1408.B.25.R 

1418.C.26.R 

1452.A.39.R 

1453.A.29.R 

1456.A.4.L 

1456.A.25.L 

1456.B.24.R 

1461.B.18.R 

1472.B.24.R 

1497.C.4.R 

1498.B.14.R 

1499.A.3.R 

1499.C.21.R 

Imprint umlaut: 
Original 

ink 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Retracer 
ink 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Entirely 
retraced 

* 

* 

* 

Original umlaut: 

Retraced 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Unretraced 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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Table 10—Continued 

Location 
1500.C.32.R 

1501.A.24.R 

1506.A.28.L 

1511.A.3.R 

1513.C.27.R 

Imprint umlaut: 

Original 
ink 

* 

* 

Retracer 
ink 

* 

* 

Entirely 
retraced 

* 

Original umlaut: 

Retraced 

* 

* 

* 

Unretraced 
* 

* 

Before drawing any conclusions from the data, a few observations must be made. First, it 

should be noted that identifying an umlaut and, especially an imprint, as original or 

unretraced is an imperfect endeavor at best. Consequently, any conclusions based on 

differentiating between the two should be made only cautiously. Second, it should be 

noted that an astonishingly small number of umlauts left an imprint on the opposite page. 

They total only about 5% of the number of umlauts in the New Testament of Vaticanus. 

It should also be noted that non-umlaut imprints in the codex, places where text or other 

marginalia left an imprint on the opposite page, though certainly present, are also rare. 

Whatever the circumstances or conditions were that existed to produced the imprints, 

they certainly were not the norm. 

When considering the data, there appear to be three observations that could be 

argued in favor of sporadic umlaut placement. First, the vast majority of completely 

unretraced pairs and completely retraced pairs, both of which are imprints left by original 

umlauts, do not occur as the last or nearly the last bits of ink on the page. If the umlauts 

were being placed sequentially as the manuscript was being produced, the likelihood is 

that most of the "imprints" would come from those parts of the manuscript that were 

inked last and thus most likely to be still wet when the page was turned. But this is not 
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the case. Only two of the completely unretraced and completely retraced pairs are near 

the bottom of column C (leaving their imprint on the bottom of column A on the opposite 

page), and only ten of the twenty-eight completely untraced and completely retraced pairs 

are the last umlaut on the pair of pages, arguing against the possibility that the umlauts 

were added sequentially after the text was already produced. This can be most clearly 

seen by the lack of left-hand dominance. There are substantially more imprints appearing 

on right-hand pages than there are on left (twenty-six of forty). The case could be made 

that if the umlauts were added sequentially, most of the mirror-image umlauts would 

occur on left-hand pages as the text was copied and checked from left to right across a 

facing pair of pages. 

The second argument that could be made in favor of sporadic umlaut placement is 

the existence of cross-page imprints. As can be seen on the above chart, there are three 

pairs of pages that have imprints on both left and right pages (1452-1453, 1498-1499, 

and 1500-1501). If there were truly umlaut imprints made on both left and right-hand 

pages on the same pair of facing pages, then sporadic umlaut placement would most 

likely be the case. 

There is, however, a good case to be made against this evidence for sporadic 

umlaut placement. The first major problem with the evidence for sporadic umlaut 

placement is the existence of the retracing imprints. There are possibly twelve umlaut 

imprints where the imprint appears to have been made not by the ink of the original 

umlaut but rather by the retracing ink. In other words, after the umlaut was retraced, the 

page was turned, and it was the chocolate-brown retracing ink that left the imprint on the 

opposite page. A good example of this is the umlaut imprint at (1501 .A.24.R) which was 
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left by the retracing of the umlaut at (1500.C.24.L). The ink of the imprint is faint 

enough almost certainly to not be retraced, but distinct enough to see clearly, and the 

imprint appears to match the ink of the retraced umlaut across the page from it. What 

makes this significant is how it parallels Payne's most recent claim. He states, 

"Numerous cases of mirror-image umlauts exactly opposite each other on facing pages, 

both matching the original ink of Vaticanus, followed on the same page by umlauts that 

did not leave a mirror impression show that the umlauts were not all penned in 

sequence." The umlaut imprint at (1501 .A.24.R) is exactly opposite its imprint on a 

facing page. They both matching the ink of the retracer and are followed on the same 

page by retraced umlauts that did not leave a mirror impression. By Payne's standard this 

would show that the umlauts were not all retraced in sequence. This is a difficult issue, 

and it is far more likely that there were other mechanical considerations that explain why 

some umlauts left imprints and some did not, including the amount of ink put down by 

the scribe, how quickly the scribe turned the page, or where the scribe may have stopped 

and restarted his work. It is also highly likely, therefore, that the unretraced imprints 

followed by umlauts that left no imprint could be explained by the same mechanical 

considerations and not necessarily by multiple passes and/or multiple corrector 

manuscripts (i.e. sporadic umlaut placement) as the best explanation for the phenomenon. 

Second, the evidence for sporadic umlaut placement is undermined by the 

existence of non-umlaut imprinting in Vaticanus. There is evidence of sporadic 

imprinting caused by non-umlauts throughout the codex. These imprints are caused by 

the later canon numbers, other retraced and unretraced marginalia, and even unretraced 

38 Other examples may include the imprints at (1456.A.4.L), (1499.A.3.R), and 
(1513.C.27.R). 
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text. For example, the marginal colons at (1258.A.22) and (1289.C.4) both appear to have 

left imprints on the opposite page. The "AE" canon number in Acts has left a relatively 

large smeared imprint at (1401.B.35). Based on the color of the imprint and an 

examination of the "AE" itself, it appears that it was the original ink that left the imprint 

and not the retracing ink. An Arabic numeral has also left an imprint at (1268.A.10.L), 

and most notably, an unretraced " 0 " at (1314.C.15) has left an imprint at (1315.A.14).39 

These non-umlaut imprints further highlight the difficulties in using umlaut imprinting as 

evidence of sporadic placement. A case could be made that many of the imprints left by 

marginalia were caused by sporadic placement, but certainly not the " 0 " at the end of the 

line on (1314.C.15). Collectively, these other imprints make the case that sometimes 

imprinting just happened in the process of making the codex as indicated above. 

Imprinting can be caused by any number of factors, only one of which is sporadic 

placement. 

Third, the existence of cross-page imprints is not as definitive as it might first 

appear. In all three cases listed above where there are imprints on both the left and right-

hand sides of a pair of pages, only one of the umlaut imprints on each pair of pages 

appears to be an original ink umlaut. The other imprints on the pages appear to be 

retracer ink umlauts. For example, on the first cross-page imprint pair, folio 1452 and 

1453, the imprint at (1453.A.29.R) is clearly an original ink imprint left by the umlaut at 

(1452.C.29.L) which was subsequently retraced. But the imprint at (1452.A.39.R) has 

clearly been left by the task of retracing (1453.C.39.L). In fact, the imprint at 

(1452.A.39.R) was apparently made by the retraced umlaut and theparagraphos 

Willker, "Vaticanus" is the first to notice this phenomenon. He, however, draws 
no conclusion from it. 
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separating the line above. Again, it should be noted that there is some difficulty in 

differentiating between original ink imprints and retracer ink imprints, but that there are 

no actual examples of cross-page original ink umlaut imprints appears most likely. 

The conclusion here is that no decisive conclusions should be drawn. The relative 

lack of umlaut imprinting in most cases demonstrates that whatever circumstances caused 

it were rare. Also, given the examples of other imprinting in the codex (retracing 

imprinting and other non-umlaut imprinting), any one theory to attempt to explain umlaut 

imprinting is highly tentative. Could umlaut imprinting be the result of sporadic umlaut 

placement? It could. Could umlaut imprinting also just be the result of any number of 

other mechanical considerations? It could. There are other, more definitive factors, that 

could help answer the question as to the number and type of sources for the Vaticanus 

umlauts. 

The Originality of the Umlauts 

After discovering their purpose, the next major question that must be addressed in any 

study of the Vaticanus "umlauts" is the question of their antiquity. Were the umlauts 

placed in the codex by the hand of the original scribe, or were they placed in the 

manuscript later? If later, when? Since the age of the umlauts has a direct impact on the 

significance of any textual variation they may mark, establishing as precisely as possible 

their age is as important as determining their purpose. Below is a brief history of the 

debate concerning the age of the umlauts, followed by an evaluation of the arguments for 

and against their antiquity. 
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The History of the Debate 

The discussion on the question of the date of the umlauts began with their discovery, 

detailed in Payne's first article. There he raises a hypothetical objection to dating the 

umlauts to the hand of the original scribe.40 He asks, "Would the scribe of Vaticanus have 

employed text-critical sigla to mark places of known variation?"41 According to Payne, 

this question has two dimensions. First, would the scribe have had sufficient access to 

other manuscripts to do textual criticism? And second, is there any indication that the 

scribe employed any other kind of siglum in the production of the codex that could be 

seen as precedent for claims made about the umlauts? 

Payne provides three relatively short answers to the objection. He first argues that 

there is sufficient evidence that the scribe of Vaticanus did have access to other New 

Testament manuscripts. Payne cites Metzger who points to the "substantial similarities" 

between Vaticanus and the Syriac tradition. Payne then states, that since the manuscript 

has some alignment with the Syriac, the scribe of Vaticanus could easily have had access 

to the many variants of the Syriac tradition. He further notes that the scribe would have 

only needed to have a small number of manuscripts to provide enough variation to 

produce umlauts in the locations he examined.43 

40 As previously noted, Payne observes here that some of the "bar-umlauts" are 
not retraced and thus concludes that they are original, but he offers no details or further 
explanation on this until his second article. 

41 See Payne, "Fuldensis," 255-57. Payne is not seriously objecting to the 
antiquity of the umlauts. It is quite the opposite. He is merely anticipating the objection 
and answering it. 

42 Metzger, Early Versions, 255. 

43 Payne, "Fuldensis," 256. As noted earlier, since Payne only looked at "bar-
umlauts" in his first article, he mistakenly connected the paragraphos to the umlaut. 
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The second answer that Payne gives to the objection is that the scribe of 

Vaticanus did clearly employ other sigla in the production of the text of the New 

Testament in that codex. He cites Hammond who notes four of these additional sigla: 

sigla noting a quotation (>), the paragraphos ( ), the apostrophus ( ' ) , and a 

punctuation (• ).44 All of these sigla, Payne argues, are believed to be inscribed by the 

original hand of Vaticanus into the text, so there can be no objecting to the use of the 

umlauts by the original hand. The umlauts simply become a fifth kind of siglum 

employed by the scribe. 

The third answer that Payne gives regarding the originality of the umlauts is based 

on the quality of the text of the New Testament portion of Vaticanus as a whole. Payne, 

citing Gregory, argues that the excellent nature of the text of Vaticanus makes it "entirely 

conceivable" that the scribe was doing some textual criticism, so that the text of 

Vaticanus represents only the "good" manuscripts of the second century.45 In other 

words, he argues that the quality of the text of Vaticanus led scholars to believe that it 

was already the product of textual criticism of some kind prior to the discovery of the 

umlauts. To Payne's mind the existence of the umlauts only serves to reinforce that 

notion. Hence their originality is eminently plausible. 

Within two years of the publication of Payne's first article, Curt Niccum raised 

the first genuine objection to the originality of the umlauts. He provided two pieces of 

evidence that the umlauts were not, in fact, placed in the text by the original hand of 

44 Hammond, Outlines, 49 and Payne, "Fuldensis," 257-8. 

45 C. R. Gregory, Canon and Text of the New Testament (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1907), 347 and Payne, "Fuldensis," 258. 
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Vaticanus but rather were placed there in the fifteenth century or perhaps even the 

sixteenth century by Sepulveda.46 

The first piece of evidence offered by Niccum speaks directly to a fifteenth or 

post-fifteenth century date. The New Testament of Vaticanus is defective, missing Heb 

9:15 onward, and was, in the fifteenth century, supplemented with an essentially 

Byzantine minuscule.47 There may be as many as two umlauts in the supplement portion 

of Codex Vaticanus: one at Heb 9:18-19 (1519.A.12.L) and possibly one at Heb 10:1 

(1519.B.12.L). Niccum argues that the existence of these umlauts in the supplement text 

is strong evidence that all of the umlauts were added in or after the fifteenth century. It is 

likely, he adds, that while working on the first page, the umlaut maker realized that the 

textual character of the Hebrews and Revelation supplement differed dramatically from 

the rest of Vaticanus, so he stopped his collations there.48 Thus, no umlauts occur 

throughout the rest of the supplement. 

The second piece of evidence Niccum offers is related to Sepulveda as the maker 

of the umlauts. He argues in a footnote that correspondence between Erasmus and 

Sepulveda in the sixteenth century suggests that it was Sepulveda who introduced these 

umlauts into the codex and may have shared his variant list with Erasmus. Erasmus even 

4b Niccum, "Voice," 245. 

47 Aland and Aland, Text, 109. The supplement, which is catalogued separately 
from Vaticanus, is Gregory-Aland manuscript 1957. It is considered to be thoroughly 
Byzantine. 

48 Niccum, "Voice," 245. 
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mentions knowing of a reading at Acts 27:16 from a "Vatican manuscript," and 

Vaticanus has an umlaut at that portion of the text.49 

Three years later Payne answered Niccum's objections by much less theoretical 

and far more mechanical means.50 As has been noted earlier, a medieval scribe reinforced 

the apparently fading text of Vaticanus. He did not, however, trace over every bit of the 

text. Some of the sigla are left unretraced as are some of the letters.51 As a result, the 

original ink of the scribe is still visible to the naked eye. Payne, however, sought an 

"expert analysis" and enlisted the help of Paul Canart at the Vatican and a high-powered 

magnifying lens. Canart and Payne together discovered eleven unreinforced umlauts that 

decisively match the color and general appearance of the ink of other examples of 

unreinforced text in the codex. They also discovered several examples of umlauts that 

had been reinforced but where bits of the original ink were still visible beneath. Payne 

argues that this is conclusive proof that at least some of the umlauts are original to the 

hand of the scribe of Vaticanus. But what about all the others? 

According to Payne there are only three possibilities regarding the umlauts whose 

ink matches the ink of the medieval retracings, but he argues that only one of the 

possibilities is the least bit likely.53 First, it is possible but highly unlikely that the retracer 

M Payne and Canart, "Originality." 

51 It is generally accepted that the "reinforcer" did not ink over letters or words 
that he believed were in error. Payne gives numerous examples. Ibid., 105. 

52 Listed in Payne and Canart, "Originality," 108. 

53 Ibid., 109-10. 
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discovered the eleven original umlauts, decoded their meaning, and then took up the 

work where the original scribe left off five hundred years before. Second, it is possible 

but also highly unlikely that the medieval scribe set out to mark variants himself and 

coincidently used the exact same siglum as the original scribe. Payne finds neither of 

these options convincing. 

It is far more likely, Payne argues, that the medieval retracer, while retracing the 

text also retraced a number of the codex's sigla. The eleven unreinforced umlauts can 

best be accounted for by accidental omission, either because they were on pages that 

were not particularly faded to begin with, they were at the last column on the page, or 

they were so faded themselves as to be easily missed.54 

With these mechanical observations in-hand, Payne attempts to refute Niccum's 

late date and Sepulveda suppositions in a meaty footnote where he offers four distinct 

correctives to Niccum's theory. Payne begins by stating, "It is not likely in any event that 

a fifteenth or sixteenth century scribe would mark as textual variants so many Vaticanus 

readings that were standard at the time."55 Payne does not offer any evidence to support 

this statement, but he is apparently referring to the numerous non-Byzantine readings 

contained in the lines of text marked by the umlauts. If the umlaut maker was indeed 

fifteenth century, the textual character of the variants marked would be significantly 

different and would likely have marked more places where the Byzantine text differed 

from that of Codex Vaticanus. 

Payne details these three categories with some examples of each. Ibid., 110. 

Ibid., 109. 
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Next Payne argues that the existence of lines marked by umlauts where no known 

variant exists weighs far more heavily in favor of an earlier date than a later one. Again, 

he does not provide any direct evidence for the claim, but he seems to be arguing that it is 

far more likely for there to be a fourth century variant reading that is lost to modern day 

scholars than for there to be a significant fifteenth or sixteenth century reading lost to 

modern day scholars. He concludes, "Such occurrences are natural, however, if the 

original scribe was noting variants existing in the fourth century."5 

Payne goes on to assert that, specifically, the Sepulveda supposition is hardly 

plausible. He offers two arguments for this. First, Payne claims that it is "doubtful" that 

Sepulveda would actually make text critical marks in the already ancient text of Codex 

Vaticanus. He offers no evidence, however, to demonstrate that Sepulveda (or any of his 

contemporaries) would not be inclined to make text-critical notes in the margins of an 

ancient manuscript. Second, Payne offers one strong piece of evidence to argue that the 

umlauts were not made by Sepulveda. The color of the ink of the reinforced umlauts 

matches exactly the ink used hundreds of years before when the manuscript was 

corrected and does not match the color of the ink used in the fifteenth century Hebrews 

and Revelation supplement. Payne does not, however, offer any further explanation for 

the existence of the umlauts in the supplement manuscript. 

An Evaluation of the Arguments 

Careful evaluation of the above ongoing discussion demonstrates that there are three 

major categories of argument for and against the antiquity of the umlauts: primary 

56 Ibid. 
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mechanical observations, secondary mechanical observations, and tertiary or supporting 

observations. Payne and Canart have provided very significant primary mechanical 

observations to demonstrate that at least some of the umlauts were made at the time of the 

manuscript's production. But what about the remaining umlauts? It is reasonable to 

assume that if some of the umlauts date to the time of the manuscript's production, they 

all do. The case for this, however, needs to be made by making secondary and tertiary 

kinds of observations. Below is an evaluation of the most potent evidence in each of the 

these categories with a demonstration that even though the primary evidence is limited in 

scope, the secondary and tertiary evidence is supportive of the fact that all 808 umlauts in 

Codex Vaticanus are almost certainly ancient and could possibly belong to the hand of 

the original scribe. 

Arguments from Secondary Mechanical Observations 

Since most of the umlauts have been completely retraced, access to the ink underneath is 

unavailable and thus cannot be used to date the umlaut. There are other, secondary ways 

to arrive at a possible dating scheme for the umlauts, based on the impact that the umlauts 

may have had on the text and based on the impact that the text and other marginalia may 

have had on umlaut placement. There are two of these kinds of secondary mechanical 

observations that need to be evaluated: the issue of "crowding" and the existence of the 

one or more umlauts in the supplemental text of Hebrews and Revelation in Vaticanus. 
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Crowding 

Given that the umlauts are written in the margins of the text alongside other marginalia, 

there may be some clues as to their date based on the umlaut's position relative to the text 

and other marginalia. This is the issue of "crowding." Payne was the first to point out an 

example of this when he identified an umlaut that was abnormally placed to the right of a 

B column because of an obstruction in the margin of the text.57 Willker has also identified 

an example of this.58 At (1498.C.3.L) he noticed that a letter, a sigma, appears to have 

been squeezed in between an umlaut and the line of text. This letter is most likely the 

product of the retracer as he sought to redivide some words that were spread out over 

more than one line. The fact that the sigma that begins the line marked by the umlaut is 

tiny, apparently squeezed in between the umlaut and the line of text, is notable. This fact, 

Willker argues, is an indication that the umlaut was there before the letter was inserted, a 

fact that, if true, would attest to the umlaut's antiquity. In the text of Vaticanus there are 

other examples of crowding that, like the example above, seem to argue for an early date. 

There are several other examples, however, of "crowding" that could be used to argue for 

a late date for the umlaut in question. All of these notable examples will be dealt with 

below and some conclusions offered. 

Before beginning this discussion, it is important to review here the bare facts of 

umlaut placement as a baseline for noticing their change in position relative to crowding. 

First, the normal procedure for umlaut placement in columns A and B on either a left or 

right-hand page is to the left of the column. With column C, however, there is more 

57 Payne, "Fuldensis," 256. Note that Payne incorrectly identifies the umlaut at 
Matt 9:13-14 as "1425B." The umlaut there is actually (1245.B.6.R.) 

58 Willker, "Vaticanus." 
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diversity. Umlauts for column C are normally placed to the left of the column on left-

hand pages and to the right of the column on right-hand pages.59 Umlauts are also 

typically placed close to the line they mark, generally only a letter or two distant. There 

are, however, some exceptions to these rules. 

As discussed above there are twenty-nine examples of non-conformity to the 

left/right "rules" for umlaut placement. Additionally there are three umlauts that are 

placed unusually far from the line they mark. Of the 518 umlauts that appear beside A 

and B columns only seventeen are not to the left of the column.60 Of the 290 umlauts that 

appear beside C columns there are twelve locations where umlauts occur to the right of a 

C column on a left-hand page and where umlauts occur to the left of a C column on a 

right-hand page. There are also three locations where the scribe put the umlaut far away 

from the line being marked though not on the other side of the column. These A, B, C, 

and proximity exceptions, while not conclusive, are interesting, because they may 

represent places where a scribe was forced to break with his usual umlaut placement 

pattern due to obstructions on the page by marginalia. Since the relative dates of the other 

Vaticanus marginalia are known, the phenomenon of crowding could be an aid in dating 

the umlauts. In other words, if it appears that an umlaut was unusually placed because of 

a marginal obstruction that is clearly dated to the ninth century, that could be an 

indication of a post-ninth century date for that umlaut. 

See below for details. 

60 The umlaut at 1465.A.1 .L+R, one of the 18 tallied above, has an umlaut to both 
the left and the right of the column, perhaps marking where the scribe was aware of two 
distinct variants, though there appears to be only a single known variant there. 
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Of the thirty-two locations where umlaut placement is non-standard, ' twenty-five 

have no obvious explanation. The scribe simply put the umlaut on the "wrong" side of the 

column. There are no visible obstructions in the margins that would cause the unusual 

placement. In seven of these cases the scribe even switched sides while working on a 

column; in other words there are seven columns that are marked on both sides with 

umlauts. There are, however, seven locations that could be legitimate examples of date-

relevant crowding: (1240.C.23.R), (1241.A.7.R), (1245.B.6.R), (1407.B.20.R), 

(1455.B.31.L), (1496.B.10.R), and (1512.B.17.R). These are places where something in 

the margin of the text may have prevented "normal" umlaut placement, so the scribe 

switched sides. 

With four of the seven, the "obstructions" that appear to have caused the scribe 

to put his mark on the other side of the column are Vaticanus' own original canon 

numbers for marking divisions in the text. 

61 (1236.A.6.L), (1240.C.23.R), (1241.A.7.R), (1245.B.6.R), (1253.A.38.R), 
(1273.B.41.R), (1293.A.27.R), (1337.A.18.R), (1337.A.24.R), (1339.C.42.L+R), 
(1350.B.18.R), (1351.A.6.R), (1355.C.1.L), (1357.C.3.L), (1377.C.38.L), (1387.A.24.R), 
(1389.A.20.R), (1399.A.30.R), (1403.C.15.L), (1407.B.20.R), (1447.C.3.L), 
(1453.C.39.L), (1455.B.31.L), (1465.A.1.L+R), (1467.C.2.L), (1474.C.37.R), 
(1482.C.10.L+R), (1482.C.30.R), (1496.B.10.R), (1498.A.3.L), (1498.B.5.R), and 
(1512.B.17.R). 

62 (1240.C.23.R), (1241.A.7.R), (1245.B.6.R), and (1496.B.10.R) 
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Figure 1 

Figure 1 is an example of a column A switch possibly because of an obstruction. These 

section numbers are typically dated to fourth or fifth century, at the time of the 

construction of the codex, though they are believed by many to postdate the original 

scribe.63 This could be argued to be evidence that at least some of the umlauts were not 

placed in the text by the original scribe because they post-date the marginalia; but even if 

the Vaticanus canon numbers are not original to the scribe, there is no reason to postulate 

a date much later than the fourth century for the umlauts, preserving their antiquity. 

The remaining three examples of "crowding" are more difficult to harmonize with 

the rest of the evidence. The umlauts at (1407.B.20.R), (1455.B.31.L), and (1512.B.17.R) 

appear at first glance to be misplaced as the result of textual obstructions-—two textual 

division markers and a scribal gloss—that are deemed to be much later than the time of 

the manuscript's production, most likely sixth to ninth century for the section numbers 

63 Hermann von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 1:1:432 states, "Vom 
Schreiber des Codex selbst am Rande eingetragen," ("brought in to the margin from the 
scribe of the codex itself). It should also be remembered some scholars believe the 
Vaticanus canon numbers to be later than the original scribe by as much as 100 years. See 
the section entitled "Section Indicators and ParagraphoF in Chapter 1 for more details. 
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and at least that late for the gloss. 4 It is possible, however, that the umlaut at 

(1455.B.31.R) is misplaced for another reason. 

As Figure 2 demonstrates, much of column B on 1455 is set off with a number of 

marginal sigla marking Old Testament quotations (the >). The quote that begins at B.27 

actually runs all the way down to the middle of B.31. It is possible that there is a marginal 

">" at B.30 and B.31, part of which is now being obscured by the larger "S-symbol" that 

was added to the text much later. 
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Figure 2 

Whoever was responsible for adding these later textual dividers had no qualms about 

putting them on top of existing marginalia,65 and there are other examples of "wide" 

umlaut placement because of the Old Testament quotation markers,66 so it is likely that it 

was the existence of the quotation marker, which is now no longer visible, that has 

caused the umlaut to be situated unusually far away from the line it marks, and not the 

much later textual division marker. 

64 Stephen Pisano, "Text," 28. 

For another example where these later textual markers were placed over the 
older siglum marking an Old Testament quotation, see (1454.C.18). 

66 See (1236.A.6.L) for another example. 
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The second example of crowding that is difficult to reconcile with an assumption 

of an early date for the umlauts is the umlaut at (1407.B.20.L). As Figure 3 demonstrates, 

it should be a left-hand umlaut, and, in fact, there is a prior umlaut on the same column 

just a few lines above, to the left of the column. There is nothing present in the text that 

would cause the switch other than one of Vaticanus' later textual markers. 
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Figure 3 

The third example of crowding that is difficult to reconcile with an early date is 

the umlaut at (1512.B.17.R). As Figure 4 demonstrates it should be a left-hand umlaut, 

but there is a marginal obstruction in the left-hand column, a scribal gloss lamenting 

corrections to the text. It should be noted that the text of the gloss is arranged in such a 

way that the umlaut could have been squeezed between the gloss and the line to the left 

of the column, but it obviously was not. 
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Figure 4 

These last two examples could be evidence that these particular umlauts were 

added later, after the later textual divisions and the gloss were inscribed in the 

manuscript, but given the preponderance of the evidence for a very early date for the 

umlauts discussed above and the virtually singular nature of these occurrences, these are 

probably simple matters of coincidence. Given the frequency with which the umlauts are 

inexplicably "incorrectly" placed, finding one or two examples of this kind of 

coincidence should not be overly surprising. In reality, it seems more likely that these two 

examples of misplaced umlauts only coincidently coincide with marginal obstructions 

than that a later scribe noticed the earlier umlauts (established with a high degree of 

certainty by Payne and Canart), decoded their meaning (something which modern 

scholars missed entirely until 1995), and then resumed marking the text with an identical 

siglum. 

Though these few examples of crowding are significant, there are four distinct 

examples of "un-crowding," where the umlauts are seemingly squeezed in between 
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67 
obstructions and the lines of text they mark. Two of these places have the umlaut 

squeezed in between the line of text and an original Vaticanus canon number. Figure 5 is 

an example of a "squeezed" umlaut. 

o A. 

A. I 'UJ 4 - I I M J U I L b t U - r I L U 

? l A O ^ . T O C T H C X i s ' c J T ' * 

•."-T-H r t r Y / r i T i e c T € c e 

a p f T o y T o o y K e i y M u j 

r a j w T N A M H H - J C K A. y x * 
C H T i > i A y T o y r x i > € C M r 
n o i H M ^ H T T i c e e M T e c 
_ j _ . — * - » * - * i 

Figure 5 

The other two have an umlaut squeezed in between a line of text and one of the later 

textual division markers. In one case, shown in Figure 6, the ink of the umlaut at 

(1449.A.35.L) and the ink of the textual marker appear to be actually touching. 

w JK x r fc>;c y fw-Ht [o y ure r ?**'' 
r < B « A « A . * £*£fr-o »J M W O N 

I. "AS^f^^rVtz fe cs & *c i T O j c n i ,< 
v ' c^e Y o y c r*r eTVJ-rd w & ; 

•pi a > i ^ e ^ s i ©• j<- P «£>M-^G n*i . 

'M AtfA} iff iu a>-Hh"icA-i 'H r c/P" 

Figure 6 

67 (1385.B.7.L), (1449.A.35.L), (1494.B.26.L), and (1486.C.2G.L). 
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This is strong evidence that in at least some cases, the scribe did not change the position 

of the umlaut to avoid crowding and thus weakens any case that might be made against 

the antiquity of the umlauts based on crowding. 

In conclusion, the majority of umlauts conform to predictable rules for placement, 

but thirty-two do not. Only seven of the out-of-place umlauts can be explained by date-

notable obstructions in the text. Four of those obstructions are obviously Vaticanus canon 

numbers, which most likely date to the time of the manuscript's construction. One of 

those obstructions is apparently a Vaticanus quotation marker. Of the two that remain, 

one may also be the product of a no longer visible quotation marker, an obstruction that 

also dates to the time of the production of Vaticanus. There are numerous examples of 

unusual umlaut placement without obstruction, and there are many examples of 

seemingly random switching with umlaut placement. Twenty-five of the thirty-two 

umlauts that are out of their typical position have no visible obstruction to explain them, 

and nine of these have umlauts on both sides of the column. With this as the case, and 

considering the significant examples of "anti-crowding" detailed above, the two 

unexplainable examples of so-called crowding are best explained as simple coincidence. 

When this is also measured against the strong, primary mechanical evidence for the 

antiquity of the umlauts, the case for the originality of all the umlauts is quite strong. 

Umlauts in the Supplemental Text of Hebrews 

Though there does seem to be convincing and currently undisputed evidence for the 

originality of at least some of the umlauts, the existence of one or more umlauts in the 

supplement portion of Hebrews in Vaticanus has been used to argue for a late date for the 
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umlauts. The arguments offered by Payne to demonstrate that the originality of some of 

the umlauts is strong proof that they are all original also apply to the two umlauts in MS 

1957.69 It is unlikely that the medieval scribe of MS 1957 either intentionally deciphered 

the meaning of the umlaut siglum and then used it to mark one, maybe two places of 

textual variation only on the first page of his manuscript or, coincidentally, made those 

pronounced umlaut-looking marks signifying something else only on the first page of his 

manuscript. It is most likely that the umlauts on the first folio of MS 1957 though clearly 

not placed there by the original hand represent, as do the others, original umlauts in the 

original text of Hebrews in Vaticanus. How then did they get there, and why are there 

only two? 

It was Niccum who first raised the question about the umlauts in MS 1957, and 

ironically, it is he who offers the most plausible solution to the problem. Niccum suggests 

that it is possible that the scribe, when undertaking the repair of Vaticanus, had the 

remains of a torn folio in front of him and thus preserved on his new page the umlauts 

where they were extant (i.e. the "torn folio theory")-70 Niccum quickly dismisses this 

possibility, however, on the grounds that no other of the "original markings" such as 

paragraphoi were preserved. This is an inadequate rebuttal. 

If extant at all, folio 1519 must have been defective in some way, because it was 

71 • 

replaced at the time Vaticanus was repaired and illuminated. Are there any possible 

See Niccum, "Voice," 242-55 as an example. 

69 See above for details. 

70 Niccum, "Voice," 245. 

71 This is what Skeat, "Vaticanus," 458 calls the "third stage" of Vaticanus' 
restoration. 
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"torn folio" scenarios that might explain why one, maybe two of the umlauts were 

preserved on the new page while none of the other marginalia remain? In other words, 

is it possible that the page was damaged in such a way that the other marginalia were 

missing at the time the repair was made? Answering such a question requires three areas 

of inquiry. First, the question of whether or not the "square root" shaped line at 

(1519.B.8) is representative of an ancient Vaticanus paragraphos must be considered. 

Second, the number of the umlauts in the Vaticanus supplement must be discussed. And 

third, the likely location of the umlauts on the original page and the number and location 

of any additional marginalia must be suggested. 

Payne suggests that Niccum's claim, "[N]o other original markings such as 

paragraphoi occur," is patently false. The "square root" looking divider, accompanied by 

the modern numeral "10," at (1519.B.8), Payne argues, is a preserved paragraphos.73 In 

order for Payne's supposition to be correct, the modern numerals would not need to 

predate the supplemental manuscript of Hebrews and Revelation. If the "square root" 

siglum was extant on the original damaged page, the scribe simply reinserted it along 

with the umlaut(s) that he saw on the damaged page beside the correct line on the new 

page he was creating. If this is true, then Niccum's claim that no other sigla were 

preserved is soundly refuted, because, as will be demonstrated below, there are numerous 

pages of Vaticanus that only contain, a single paragraphos. If, however, the "square root" 

divider postdates the supplement portion of Vaticanus, then it is possible that some other 

factor explains the existence of the divider and the modern numeral the first page of the 

72 This assumes that the "square root" symbol marking the beginning of Hebrews 
chapter 10 is not actually a restored paragraphos from the original page as Payne 
suggests. See Payne and Canart, "Originality," 109. 

73 Payne and Canart, "Originality," 109. 
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supplement. The difficulty with this suggestion is that there is only one of these textual 

dividers and only this one instance of modern numerals in the entire New Testament 

supplement. It could be that the "square root" symbol was restored to the text as Payne 

suggests, and then the modern numeral was added later precisely because the textual 

divider was there and no place else. 

Even if, however, it is concluded that the textual divider at (1519.B.8) is not a 

representation of a restored paragraphos, Niccum's argument against the originality of 

the umlauts because of their existence in the supplement text still fails on other grounds. 

As will be demonstrated below, it is also quite likely, given the nature of the damage to 

the original folio 1519, that there were simply no extant paragraphoi for the scribe to 

preserve. Before that issue can be settled, however, the number of umlauts on folio 1519 

must first be discussed. 

As has been mentioned, there are two possible umlauts in MS 1957 and nowhere 

else in the supplement. The first umlaut at Heb 9:18-19(1519.A. 12.L) appears most 

certainly to be one of the Vaticanus umlauts. The dots are properly centered on the line, 

are roughly the same height on the page, and appear to be dark and deliberate. The 

second alleged umlaut at Heb 10:1 (1519.B.12.L) is less certain. The dots are not 

centered on the line; they are, in fact, above most of the text on the line, and the right dot 

is higher than the left. There are also two other sets of diereses above letters on the same 

line. This "umlaut" looks more like those diereses than like the umlaut at Heb 9:18-19 

(1519.A.12.L). Also, as will be demonstrated below, the fact that the dots are to the left 

of the column may be an indication that it is not a legitimate "umlaut" at all. If there was 

originally a second umlaut on page 1519 of Vaticanus, it would have occurred, based on 
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its position in MS 1957, on column C of the original page, but since 1519 is a right-hand 

page, the umlaut should have gone to the right of the column as is typical for Vaticanus. 

The fact that this second umlaut is a left-hand umlaut may be an indication that the 

umlaut was at the very bottom of column B on Vaticanus' original page, or more likely, it 

may be an indication that it is not really an umlaut at all. But as with many of the umlaut

like marks in Vaticanus, it is impossible to be certain. 

Coming to a confident conclusion about the second umlaut, however, is not 

necessary to address Niccum's "torn folio theory." The plausibility of such a theory rests 

only partially on the placement of the umlauts on the missing page, and this can 

adequately, though not definitively, be determined based on the average number of letters 

per line in the original extant Hebrews portion of Vaticanus and the nearly constant 

number of lines per column and columns per page throughout the manuscript.74 

Considering these facts, there are three distinct possibilities that emerge. 

The first, most likely possibility is that the second umlaut is not an umlaut at all 

(see above for reasons). If this is the case, then almost the entire page could have been 

missing from the folio and yet the first umlaut still be preserved with enough text to 

locate it and thus add it to the supplement manuscript. The uncial portion of Hebrews in 

Vaticanus averages about sixteen letters per line with a fixed forty-two lines per column 

and three columns per page. Assuming that those numbers were also constant for the first 

missing page of Vaticanus (what is now folio 1519), that would put the first umlaut at 

74 The average number of letters per line was obtained by manually counting three 
randomly selected lines in each column of the uncial portion of the manuscript in 
Hebrews, and then taking their average. The number of columns per page and the number 
of lines per column are fairly universal throughout the New Testament portion of the 
codex except at the end of books where there are some examples of empty space. 
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somewhere around A.22, or to the left of column A, about halfway down the page. A 

vertical tear that cut well into column A could have preserved the umlaut and some of the 

text beside it while removing much of the remaining page. Also, a horizontal or diagonal 

(or both) tear that could have removed the bottom half of column A and significantly 

more of B and C would also be sufficient to explain the data (see Figure 7). 

Figure 7 

The second possibility is that the second umlaut is legitimate and that it occurred 

on the left side of column C on the top half of the page, somewhere around lines 6-10. If 

true, this would rule out the possibility of a vertical tear. Since folio 1519 is a right-hand 

page, the umlaut in column C normally would have been to the right of the column. If the 

tear was to the right of column C, it is hard to imagine the page being damaged enough to 

warrant replacement and yet leave the umlaut visible. In this scenario, a diagonal or 

Even allowing a substantial margin of error (15-18 letters per line on average), 
this still places the umlaut to the left of column A. 

Figures 7-10 are only intended to show the possible positions on the pages of 
the umlauts and marginalia. These figures are not designed to reconstruct the text on 
those pages; thus the text is blurred. 
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horizontal tear is more likely, removing the bottom half and/or bottom right corner of the 

page (see Figure 8). 

Figure 8 

The third possibility is that the second umlaut is legitimate but did not actually 

occur in column C. Accounting for possible omissions or variation in lettering (up to 

around 17 letters per line), it is also conceivable that the second umlaut could have 

originally been at the bottom of column B. This may even be more likely than its 

placement in column C, due to the fact that it is a "left umlaut" in the supplement, and 

folio 1519 normally would have C umlauts to the right of the column on right-hand 

pages. In this scenario, a diagonal tear could also easily explain why so much of the 

marginalia is missing (see Figure 9). 

Figure 9 

Regardless of which option is actually the case, it is entirely possible that the 

scribe had before him a defective folio which still had one or possibly two umlauts 

showing on the page; there is nothing about their possible placement that would preclude 
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dramatic defects in the folio and yet still preserve them both. If the first umlaut is the only 

legitimate umlaut on 1519, then it is possible that most of the page was missing while 

still preserving the umlaut and enough text to locate it. The scribe then replaced that page 

with a supplement, reproducing (where extant) any marginalia he saw there (i.e., the 

umlauts). 

What then of Niccum's "missing paragraphos''' objection? If the scribe preserved 

the umlauts, why did he not preserve the paragraph markings as well? The answer is 

simple. It is entirely possible that there were no paragraphoi extant on the torn folio to 

reproduce on the supplement. There are nineteen paragraphoi in the uncial portion of 

Hebrews in Vaticanus. These are spread out over seven pages, or on average one 

77 

paragraphos for every forty-four lines. This is, however, just an average. Folio 1517 

has six, and yet folio 1514 only contains a single paragraphos. Though there is no 

definitive way to determine where any ofthe paragraphoi might have occurred on the 

missing page, it is possible to make some intelligent guesses about the location of the 

paragraphoi on what originally would have been 1519 of Vaticanus. 

In the uncial portion of Hebrews, six of the nineteen paragraphoi occur at the 

traditional location of the kephalaia.1 Five mark the place of modern chapter divisions.7 

" The paragraphoi in Hebrews are at (1513.C.10), (1513.C.38), (1514.C.26), 
(1515.A.6), (1515.A.23), (1515.C.39), (1516.A.9), (1516.B.1), (1516.B.30), (1516.C.42), 
(1517.A.23), (1517.A.39 —this may be an original but it has been "dressed up" with a 
tail connecting it to the canon identifier), (1517.B.13), (1517.C.6), (1517.C.16), 
(1517.C.22), (1518.A.42), (1518.B.5), (1518.C.19—also "dressed up"). 

78 The inner marginal notations of the NA 27 were used to determine the tradition 
locations of the kephalaia. The paragraphoi that occur at these locations are as follows: 
(1513.C.10), (1514.C.26), (1516.B.30), (1516.C.42), (1518.B.5), and (1518.C.19). 

79 (1513.C.10), (1515.A.6), (1516.B.30), (1517.C.22), and (1518.B.5). 
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Nine occur at places of significant textual breaks. There are seven that do not occur at 

o i 

any of the three locations. Using this as a guide, the likely places here paragraphoi 

occurred on the first missing leaf of Hebrews can be suggested. 

The first missing folio of Hebrews contained verses 9:14b to somewhere near the 

end of 10:9.82 Following the dominant pattern from the rest of Hebrews, that would make 

the most likely locations fox paragraphoi to be at 9:15, 9:23, 10:1, and 10:5 (which 

would equate to somewhere near A.4, B.2, B.40, and C.21 [see Figure 10]). 

Figure 10 

The paragraph divisions in the NA 27 were used as generally accepted places 
of significant textual division. The. paragraphoi that occur at these locations are as 
follows: (1513.C.10), (1513.C.38), (1515.A.6), (1516.A.9), (1516.B.30), (1516.C.42), 
(1517.C.6), (1518.B.5), and (1518.C.19) 

81 (1515.C.39), (1516.B.1), (1517.A.23), (1517.A.39), (1517.B.13), (1517.C.16), 
and (1518.A.42). Only one, (1517.A.39), is also marked at that point with the Vaticanus 
canon sigla. 

This estimation is based on an average of sixteen letters per line, forty-two 
lines per column. There are, consequently, approximately 2000 characters on a page, and 
there are about 2000 characters between 9:14b and the end of 10:9. 
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Such a reconstruction is, of course, highly hypothetical. There is no way to be 

sure if paragraphoi existed at any of those locations. In all likelihood there were 

probably fewer than four paragraphoi on the page. If the rest of Hebrews provides a 

sufficient model, there could have been as few as one on the page. It is also entirely 

possible that there -were paragraphoi marking breaks in the text that do not occur at 

traditional chapter, kephalaia, or paragraph divisions. Such a reconstruction, however, is 

helpful for demonstrating the possibility of the various "torn folio" scenarios. It is easy to 

see from Figure 9 that if folio 1519 only contained one or two paragraphoi, depending on 

their location, a significant diagonal tear in the page could have preserved the umlaut(s) 

and no other marginalia. 

It is, therefore, easy to imagine a likely scenario whereby the first missing folio of 

Hebrews was not entirely missing but was originally very badly damaged. Given the 

location of the umlauts on the page and the likelihood that the second umlaut is not really 

an umlaut, it is also easy to imagine numerous ways in which the folio was torn so as to 

preserve the umlaut(s) but not any of the few paragraphoi that would likely have been on 

the page. Consequently, the fact that there are no other marginalia on the page is not 

sufficient reason, in light of the outstanding mechanical evidence as to the originality of 

the umlauts, to reject the originality of the umlauts based on the fact that there are 

umlauts on folio 1519 as a whole or in part. In light of this, there is not even a sufficient 

reason to reject the originality of at least the one umlaut in the supplement portion 

Vaticanus, though it was clearly restored to the codex in the fifteenth century. 

Therefore, nothing more needs to be said concerning Niccum's "Sepulveda 

theory." It merely served as a plausible alternative scenario once he had erroneously 
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concluded a fifteenth century date for the umlauts. There is nothing in the data he 

presents about Sepulveda's correspondence with Erasmus that directly connects him to 

the umlauts, and in light of the strength of the primary and secondary arguments, the 

"Sepulveda theory" is unlikely and unnecessary. 

Tertiary or Supplemental Arguments 

Before the primary mechanical observations of Payne and Canart were made, several 

supplemental arguments were stated concerning the antiquity of the umlauts. The 

arguments now serve to corroborate the primary data, and though they alone are not 

sufficient to overturn it, they should be considered and evaluated in their own right. Thus 

far, two previously stated supplemental arguments need to be considered further. One 

argument questions the access of Vaticanus' scribe to sufficient manuscript evidence 

whereby to produce the 808 umlauts. The other argument questions whether or not there 

is evidence, besides the umlauts, that the scribe of Vaticanus would be inclined to engage 

in text-critical endeavors. The former, Payne argues, is answered by the connection of 

Vaticanus to the Syriac tradition. The latter, according to Payne, is best answered by 

examining the text of Vaticanus itself. 

Vaticanus and the Syriac Tradition 

Payne argues that the scribe of Vaticanus would have had sufficient access to 

manuscripts to engage in text-critical endeavors, thus corroborating the antiquity of the 

umlauts. He cites the generally recognized affinity of Vaticanus with the Syriac tradition 
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as the basis for his claim. This raises two questions that need to be explored. First, is 

there a demonstrable connection between the Vaticanus umlauts and the Syriac tradition; 

and second, how does this connection, or lack thereof, serve as an argument for or against 

the antiquity of the umlauts? 

Because of his possibly mistaken assumptions Payne limited himself to the 

twenty-three umlauts that he found to correspond with paragraphoi ("bar-umlauts"). 

From those, he found eighteen which had readings different from the Syriac, or about 

78%. When the entire scope of the umlauts is considered, the results are not as 

staggering, but they are significant. Well over one-third of all of the umlauts in the New 

Testament mark lines of text with a known Syriac variant, and all of the Syriac families 

are sufficiently represented in those lines.84 There is, of course, no way to know for sure 

if it was Syriac manuscripts to which the scribe of Vaticanus had access, but a cursory 

examination does reveal some interesting results. 

Payne cites Metzger as his source for the claim of affinity between the Syriac 

tradition and Codex Vaticanus; but upon closer examination Metzger's answer is much 

more complex. The textual complexion of the later Syriac manuscripts (Peshitta, 

83 Payne, "Fuldensis," 255. 

84 The actual percentage is approximately 38%. The finding was obtained from a 
personal collation of the apparatus to the Vaticanus umlauts found in the Appendix. Of 
the 808 lines of text where the Vaticanus umlauts appear 303 contain Syriac variants. On 
those 303 lines, there are 353 separate entries in the NA27 apparatus for Syriac variants. 
The 353 number does not include Syriac manuscript groupings that are listed together in 
the NA27 apparatus and that only have minor variation. Syriac manuscript families were, 
however, counted separately when they represented substantially different variants or 
different places of variation on a single line. For example, the syp' at Mat 5:11 
(1239.A.40.L) and the sys,(c)at Mt 3:15-16 (1237.C.30.R) were only counted as one, but 
at Mt 5:41 (1240.B.33.L), the sys (+ m aXka) and the syc (+ aXku) were counted as 
two. 
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Philoxenian, Harclean, and Palestinian) is complicated at best. For example, Metzger 

argues, "[I]n a considerable number of readings the Peshitta agrees with one or other of 

the pre-Syrian Greek texts, against the Antiochian Fathers and the late Greek text." He 

further demonstrates, "Of 115 sets of variant readings, the Philoxenian agrees with N 

sixty-five times; with A, sixty; with B, fifty-three; with C, forty-four; with K, fifty-one; 

with L, fifty-five; with P, fifty-one."86 He concludes that the evidence for textual 

alignment with Vaticanus by the Palestinian Syriac version is even more "varied" and 

"unsure."87 It is only with regard to the Old Syriac that Metzger offers any evidence that 

could be considered conclusive regarding some kind of textual alignment between the 

Syriac and Vaticanus. As will be demonstrated, this has more significant problems. 

Metzger lists forty-five places of "noteworthy agreements" and "peculiar" and 

"distinctive" readings among the Curetonian and Siniatic manuscripts, demonstrating 

their relationship to the major uncials, especially X and B. If the scribe of Vaticanus 

was using manuscripts in the Old Siniatic tradition, umlaut placement should bear this 

out. It, however, does not. There are, in fact, over 500 umlauts in Vaticanus at lines 

where Vaticanus is in complete agreement with the entire Syriac tradition. This may 

confirm a general alignment of Vaticanus with the Syriac in those places, but it does not 

suggest that in the majority of places it was a Syriac manuscript that was the source for 

the umlaut. In the remaining 300 places marked by umlauts that do contain a Syriac 

variant, all but three of those locations also contain non-Syriac variants. Thus it is 

O f 

Metzger, Early Versions, 61. 

86 Ibid., 67. 

87 Ibid., 82. 

88 Ibid., 39ff. 
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impossible to tell if it was a Syriac manuscript that inspired the umlaut in those places. At 

Mt 3:15-16 (1237.C.30.R), Lk2:14 (1307.B.4.L), and John 2:24 (1352.A.40.L), 

however, the only NA27 variant at those lines is Syriac, and all three of those lines do 

contain an Old Syriac variant. 

What does it all likely mean? The data is far from conclusive. It may be 

significant that of the 808 umlauts over 300 contain Syriac variants; but with only three 

that are exclusively Syriac, it is impossible to tell. It may also be significant that all three 

of the exclusively Syriac readings are Old Syriac variants. The Old Syriac manuscripts 

would be the members of the Syriac family that date most closely to the time of the 

OQ 

production of Vaticanus. This is, however, a far cry from the apparent certainty of 

Payne's claim. Could the scribe of Vaticanus have had access to Syriac manuscripts? 

Yes. Are Syriac manuscripts alone enough to explain the umlauts and the lines of text 

they mark? That is almost certainly not possible. The suggested relationship between 

Vaticanus and the Syriac is interesting, and could serve to corroborate Payne's basic 

claims about the umlauts, namely their text-critical function and their antiquity; but 

because of the limited nature of the conclusions, they are certainly non-probative. 

Arguments from the Nature of the Text 

Little has been said as to whether or not there is evidence that the text of Vaticanus is the 

product of text-critical endeavors apart from a discussion of the umlauts. Payne's 

supposition that the generally understood high quality of the text of Vaticanus could be 

89 For a discussion of the age of the various Syriac manuscripts see E. Jan Wilson, 
The Old Syriac Gospels: Studies and Comparative Translations (New Jersey: Gorgias 
Press, 2002), xxiii-xxiv. 
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evidence that the scribe was already engaged in textual criticism, thus making an early 

date for the umlauts a reasonable proposition, is tenuous at best.90 It seems rather that 

prevailing theories in textual criticism from Tischendorf forward base their estimation of 

Vaticanus' textual quality not on assumptions that its text is the product of textual 

criticism, but rather its antiquity.91 In other words, it is the ancient nature of the codex 

and its unconflated text—a sign to many of its antiquity—that has led so many textual 

critics to pronounce it reliable. It would certainly be problematic and circular to argue 

that the umlauts are proof of a text-critical composition of Vaticanus and then to justify 

the antiquity of the umlauts based on arguments that the scribe of Vaticanus was already 

engaged in textual criticism. As a kind of proof for the text-critical nature and antiquity of 

the umlauts, the argument ultimately fails at this point. That is not to say, however, that 

the umlauts and their purpose, established apart from this argument, could not suggest 

that the scribe of Codex Vaticanus was indeed engaged in a kind of textual criticism, but 

that claim is best made with the umlauts and not for them. 

Payne is correct, however, when he argues that the scribe of Vaticanus did clearly 

employ other sigla in the production of the text of the New Testament in that codex. As 

stated above, there are four of these additional sigla that date to the time of the 

construction of the manuscript: sigla noting a quotation (>), the paragraphoi ( ), 

07 

the apostrophus ( ' ) , and a punctuation (• ). It could be that all of these sigla existed in 

yu Payne, "Fuldensis," 258. 

91 For example, see Kenyon and Adams, Bible, 214ff. 

Payne, "Fuldensis," 257. Also note that there is the limited use of the marginal 
colon ( : ) in Vaticanus marking places of division in the text. These are not mentioned by 
Payne, and determining their antiquity is difficult. See Chapter 1 for more details. 
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the exemplar(s), being copied by the Vaticanus scribe, but it cannot be argued that any of 

these have an overtly text-critical function. The existence of these other sigla do not 

demonstrate that the scribe was doing textual criticism, but they do demonstrate 

conclusively that the scribe was not opposed to the use of marginal sigla for a variety of 

purposes, thus increasing the plausibility of the antiquity of the umlauts. 

Conclusion 

There have been a number of arguments both for and against the antiquity of the umlauts, 

but the evidence is overwhelmingly in favor of a date for the umlauts close to the time of 

the construction of the codex. A number of the umlauts have been expertly deemed to 

match the ink of the original scribe. The probability that a later scribe would discover the 

umlauts, decode their meaning, and then continue making text-critical observations using 

the same siglum seems highly unlikely. There is also good evidence that some of the 

umlauts precede some of the earliest marginalia in the codex; marginalia which, in a few 

cases, should be dated to the time of the manuscript's construction. There are a handful of 

cases where umlaut placement is difficult to explain, but in only two cases is a 

convincing and probable explanatory theory entirely absent. Given the sporadic nature of 

umlaut placement in many cases, these anomalies are best explained as a coincidence. It 

is, therefore, best to conclude, based on primary and secondary observations, that all of 

the umlauts are as old as the oldest marginalia in Vaticanus and probably date to the time 

of, if not the hand of, the original scribe. 
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Summary 

The umlauts do mark places of textual variation between Vaticanus and another 

manuscript or manuscripts. Of this, all scholars appear to be in agreement. The statistical 

evidence is clear that lines marked by umlauts were considerably more likely to contain 

textual variants than unmarked lines. Additional tests performed by multiple scholars also 

confirm that the umlauts do mark places of textual variation. 

Though it is possible that some of the umlauts were placed in the manuscript later, 

all of the evidence points to the fact that the umlauts are made very early, close to the 

time of the manuscript's production, possibly by the original scribe of Vaticanus. Canart, 

a paleographer at the Vatican, is certain that the unretraced umlauts match the ink of the 

original scribe and gives good evidence that other original ink umlauts have been retraced 

by ink matching the rest of the retracer's work. Additionally, it is difficult to imagine a 

plausible scenario whereby two scribes, separated by as many as a thousand years, placed 

umlauts in the text of Vaticanus independent of one another, or that any reasonably 

modern scribe would make such marks in such an ancient text. 

There is some "crowding" that occurs regarding umlaut placement that could 

suggest the umlauts were placed in the text after the Vaticanus canon numbers were 

added to the manuscript. If true, this could mean that it was not the original scribe who 

placed the umlauts, though such a conclusion would not demand a date for the umlauts 

much later than the fourth century. Additionally there are two difficult instances of 

nonstandard umlaut placement that appear be the result of crowding by considerably later 

marginalia. Given the overwhelming evidence to support the antiquity of the umlauts, 
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these two instances of unusual umlaut placement are most likely coincidental, since a 

significant number of the umlauts are placed in nonstandard locations. 

Third, there is no good mechanical evidence to suggest whether the umlauts were 

placed sequentially or sporadically, but very little hinges on the timing of umlaut 

placement. Given that all of the evidence, text-critical, paleographical, and logical, points 

to a very early date for the umlauts, the question of timing is little more than a curiosity. 

The existence of umlaut imprints, ink from an umlaut (retraced or not) that bled over onto 

the opposite page when the pages of the codex were closed, could be an indication that 

the umlauts were made after the text was transcribed and that they were made 

sporadically. In other words, it is possible that some umlauts were placed throughout the 

text during a first pass through the manuscript and that some umlauts were then placed 

during a second pass, etc. It is possible, but the evidence is inconclusive. It is also 

possible that the umlauts were placed sequentially in a single pass through the 

manuscript. The evidence here is equally inconclusive. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
AN APPARATUS TO THE UMLAUTS IN CODEX VATICANUS 

Existing Apparatuses 

Prior to this dissertation there have been two attempts to produce a full apparatus of the 

Vaticanus umlauts. The first was by Miller in 2000, produced for a Master's thesis.1 The 

second is an ongoing project by Willker at his website which began in 2001 ? Both of the 

apparatuses have been extremely helpful in furthering the study of the Vaticanus umlauts, 

but neither of these has gone far enough to make the study of the umlauts accessible to 

the maximum number of scholars. Additionally, Miller's apparatus, because it came so 

early in the discussion, has a few issues that seriously reduce its usefulness. Below is a 

brief discussion of both of these apparatuses, complete with comparisons and corrections 

based on the visual apparatus produced for this dissertation which follows. 

Miller's Apparatus 

Description 

Miller produced a three column apparatus entitled, "Exhaustive Table of Textual Variants 

with an Umlaut in Vaticanus." In the first column he lists the chapter and verse where the 

umlaut occurs. The second column lists "Currently Known Variant(s)," and the third 

column lists the manuscript evidence for the listed variant(s). The first and most 

1 Miller, "Sigla", 65-84. 

2 Willker, "Vaticanus." 
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significant problem with Miller's apparatus is that it lists the umlaut only by chapter and 

verse and not by folio, column, and line. In places where a variant is listed, it is possible 

to find the variant in the NA27 apparatus and then from that deduce what portion of text 

is marked by the umlaut. If one wanted to look outside of the NA27 for variants, 

however, he would be thwarted. There is no way to tell by looking in the NA27 the 

beginning and end of the line marked. Additionally, for umlauts for which there is no 

NA27 variant listed, there is no way to tell where in the verse the umlaut line is located. 

The second problem with Miller's apparatus, though clearly less of an issue than the first, 

is that he does not detail any manuscript evidence from non-NA27 sources. He lists some 

variants found in non-NA27 sources, but only notes it with "Witnesses not listed in 

NA27." Miller's work of listing variants from NA27 and a few others is laudable, and if 

the purpose of the apparatus is to do such, it does it adequately. But Miller's apparatus 

cannot be used for further study, because it does not include detailed umlaut location 

information. 

Variation and Errors 

Miller's apparatus has several minor errors, most likely the result of typos. These errors 

are listed on Table 11. 

Table 11. Minor Errors in Miller's Apparatus 

1 John 5:9b - should be 1 John 5:10 _ 

1 Cor 15:16-should be 1 Cor 15:26 
Gal 4:17/18-should be 1 Cor 4:183 

The line marked by the umlaut begins verse 18. The first NA27 variant, 
however, is an addition to the end of verse 17. The variant text, if it had been included in 
Vaticanus, would have to have been written on the line marked by the umlaut. That is, 
perhaps, why Miller lists it as he does. 
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Moreover, Miller follows an unusual procedure for listing the location of the 

umlauts. In addition to only listing the umlaut by chapter and verse, he does not properly 

cite umlauts that mark lines of text that occur over more than one verse. It appears that 

his intent is to only name the verse where the variant occurs and not the entire range of 

the line. For example, the umlaut at (1237.B.37.L) marks a line of text containing the end 

of Matt 3:9 and the beginning of 3:10. Miller has this umlaut listed, however, as 

"Matthew 3:10,"4 presumably because the only NA27 variant at that line occurs in 3:10. 

For lines that have no known variant at the location marked by the umlaut, however, he 

frequently does not include both verses when the umlaut marks lines of text that stretch 

across more than one verse. For example, the umlaut at (1237.C.9.R), listed by Miller as 

"Matthew 3:11," actually marks a line of text that ends 3:11 and begins 3:12.5 This makes 

the apparatus difficult to use to identify actual umlaut locations. 

Finally, there are numerous umlauts that are listed in this dissertation's apparatus 

that are missing from Miller's apparatus. It is possible that this variation is due to the 

quality of the facsimile he was using, or it could be due to a more conservative umlaut 

identification criteria that he used. It is impossible to tell. Table 12 lists the umlauts that 

are "missing" from Miller's apparatus with an indication if they are also listed in 

Willker's apparatus (discussed below). 

4 Miller, "Sigla," 67. 

5 This also occurs at (1267.C.31.R), (1268.A.17.L), (1272.A.40.L), 
(1277.C.35.R), (1280.C.10.L), (1289.A.10.L), (1322.C.20.L), (1341.C.9.R), 
(1365.A.8.L), (1402.B.38.L), (1419.A.26.L), (1429.B.31.L), (1429.C.27.R), 
(1432.A.10.L), (1445.B.35.L), (1449.B.11.L), (1451.A.30.L), (1452.B.6.L), 
(1454.C.25.L), (1455.B.31.L), (1455.C.12.R), (1457.C.11.R), (1472.A.42.L), 
(1472.B.9.L), (1483.B.28.L), (1493.B.12.L), and (1494.A.33.L). 
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Table 12. "Missing" umlauts from Miller's Apparatus 

Umlaut Location 
1241.B.9.L 
1249.B.1.L 
1249.C.11.R 
1252.A.31.L 
1271.C.31.R 
1272.C.35.L 
1279.B.26.L 
1294.B.11.L 
1309.A.23.L 
1310.C.39.L 
1321.A.22.L 
1337.A.18.R 
1337.A.24.R 
1338.C.33.L 
1345.B.11.L 
1352.A.40.L 
1358.C.25.L 
1358.C.32.L 
1360.B.13.L 
1381.C.26.R 
1382.A.-33.L 
1387.A.24.R 
1399.A.30.R 
1412.C.32.L 
1416.B.16.L 
1445.C.17.R 
1447.A.21.L 
1453.A.30.L 
1472.B.42.L 
1477.B.41.L 
1496.A.3.L 
1498.A.3.L 
1503.B.10.L 
1504.C.15.L 

Listed in 
Willker's 
Apparatus 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

Additionally, there are eight umlauts that are in Miller's apparatus that are, in the 

judgment of this study, not actually umlauts. Four of these are most likely imprints made 
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by other umlauts on the opposite page.6 The remaining four are listed below with some 

details as to why they were ruled out as umlauts in this study. 

(1338.C.24.R) - This is not an umlaut. Under examination with a magnifying glass, it is 

clear that these two "dots" are tiny letters ( OC ) squeezed onto the end of the line which 

have subsequently been retraced. 

(1338.C.18.R) - This is also not an umlaut. It is the "tail" of the final "M" on that line that 

extends a bit into the column. Also the ink, apparently of the retracing, is smudged. 

(1417.C.37/38.R) - This is clearly not an umlaut, because the reddish color of the heavily 

smudged ink does not appear to match the ink of either the original scribe or the retrace. 

(1510.B.39.L) - This most likely is not an umlaut. It is a "stuttered stroke," which can be 

seen with some umlauts. But it is so faint and indistinct as to be effectively ruled out. 

Willker's Apparatus 

Description 

Willker's main apparatus occupies eight columns. The first two columns indicate the 

umlaut's number, the first being its sequential number and the second being its number 

for that book.7 The third column indicates the book in which the umlaut occurs, though 

he does not give chapter and verse. The next four columns make up the umlaut location: 

6 The umlaut imprints listed by Miller as umlauts are as follows: (1277.C.19.L), 
(1396.B.39.R), (1456.A.25.L), and (1456.B.24.R). 

7 For example the umlaut at (1339.A.42.L) is listed as umlaut 219 and 68. It is 
umlaut number 219 of the sequential total and number 68 in Luke. 
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page number, column letter (A, B, or C), the line number, and the umlaut's location (L or 

R, left or right of the column). The final column is reserved for comments, though 

Willker currently only has one comment in the apparatus. 

Willker has also compiled an additional apparatus entitled, "Problematic/doubtful 

Umlauts." It lists fifty umlaut locations using the same nomenclature as his main 

apparatus, followed by a note about the umlaut's appearance and the difficulty in 

identifying it as an umlaut. Some of the "doubtful" umlauts are still in Willker's main 

apparatus though most are not.9 

Errors and Variations 

As with Miller's work, Willker's apparatus has a few minor errors. These are limited to 

what are most likely typos or errors in counting with regard to the line numbers on which 

umlauts occur. They are listed on Table 13. 

Table 13. Minor Errors in Willker's Apparatus 

(1337.A.17.R) - umlaut is at line 18 
(1369.C.15.R) - umlaut is at line 18 
(1401.B.36.L) - umlaut is at line 35 
(1500.A.5.L) - umlaut is at line 15 

Additionally, Willker has a few umlauts in his main apparatus that are not in this 

dissertation's apparatus. They are delineated below, complete with explanation as to why 

they are not considered to be true umlauts by this study. 

The comment is at (1382.A.33.L) and reads, "in free space! PA, fl ?" indicating 
that the umlaut in the empty column at the end of John is perhaps referencing the location 
of the Pericope de Adulter am "Family 1" manuscripts. 

9 These are listed on Table 15 below. 
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(1246.C.6.R) - This is most likely not an umlaut. It is to the right of column C on a left-

hand page. It is very faint, and it is irregular. The first dot is higher than the second. This 

mark may have been caused by imprinting from the section divider on the opposite page. 

(1280.B.16.L) - This is also not an umlaut. It looks to be a smudge of some kind. The 

color does not match the ink of the codex (original or retraced). Rather it matches the 

color of the large "spot" to the left of column A which appears to be water damage. 

(1359.A.32.R) - This is not an umlaut. These marks are most likely an imprint caused by 

the umlaut at (1358.C.32.L). Willker does not have this other umlaut listed, but it does 

appear on his list of umlaut imprints.10 The disagreement here is over which umlaut is the 

original and which is the imprint. If (1359.A.32.R) is the original, that would make it a 

column A, right umlaut which is very rare. Given its location along with color, size, and 

condition of the dots, it is most likely that (1358.C.32.L) is the original. 

(1446.A.22.L) - This is not an umlaut. It is a curved vertical line (resembling an "S") 

with a dot to either side. It is premature to call this an umlaut. It is not located close to the 

line as are the majority of umlauts. Given the relative frequency with which "dots" are 

used to decorate marginalia (e.g. the modern numeral chapter divisions), it is most likely 

that this symbol is just decorated with dots. Also, the color of the ink does not appear to 

the naked eye to match the ink of the retracer. 

Finally, Willker has a number of umlauts "missing" from his apparatus that 

appear on his list of "Problematic/doubtful Umlauts."11 He also has umlauts on that list 

10 Willker, "Vaticanus." 

"Ibid. 
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that appear in his main apparatus. In many cases, it is the conclusion of this research that 

Willker makes the correct judgment regarding the umlauts, but not in every case. Table 

14 is a list of Willker's doubtful umlauts with an indication as to whether or not they 

occur in his apparatus and how they are listed in the apparatus in this dissertation. 

Table 14. Willker's Problematic Umlauts 

Willker's "Problematic/ 
doubtful" umlaut location 
(1237.A.1.L) 
(1256.B.21.L) 

(1258.C.5.R) 

(1262.C.6.L) 
(1266.B.18.L) 

(1270.A.31.L) 

(1271.C.31.R) 

(1275.B.31.L) 

(1278.A.39.L) 

(1281.A.26.L) 

(1281.C.6.L) 

(1287.A.15.L) 

(1289.A.10.L) 

(1296.A.33.L) 

(1309.A.22.L) 

(1309.A.23.L) 

(1310.C.39.L) 
(1311.A.39.R) 

(1315.A.15.L) 
(1337.A.39.R) 

(1345.B.11.L) 

(1358.C.25.L) 

(1358.C.32.L) 

(1359.A.32.R) 

(1365.A.8.L) 

(1386.A.35.L) 
(1387.A.24.R) 

(1396.B.39.R) 

(1401.C.38.R) 

(1402.A.38.L) 

(1408.B.25.R) 

(1410.B.17.L) 

Listed in 
Willker's main 

apparatus 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Listed in 
Gravely's 
apparatus 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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Table 14—Continued 

(1415.C.40.R) 

(1417.C.38.R) 

(1417.C.39L) 

(1423.C.7.R) 

(1439.B.34.R) 

(1446.A.22.L) 

(1450.A.7.L) 

(1455.B.31.L) 

(1456.A.25.L) 

(1473.B.2.L) 

(1475.C.30.R) 

(1487.B.4.L) 

(1491.A.2.L) 

(1506.A.25.L) 

(1510 B 39 L) 

(1514.A.32.L) 

(1515.C.11.R) 

(1517.C.36.L) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Additionally, there are three umlauts that are listed in this dissertation's apparatus that do 

not occur in any of Willker's lists (apparatus, problematic/doubtful umlauts, or imprints). 

These are listed below with an explanation as to why they were considered umlauts for 

this study. 

(1253.A.38.R) - This is an umlaut. It is not completely horizontal. It is very close to the 

line marked, and it is irregularly placed (to the right of an A column). But the umlaut is 

distinct and clearly retraced. 

(1385.B.24.L) - This is apparently an umlaut that has been retraced. The ink appears to 

match the chocolate-brown ink of the retrace. The dots were already close together, and it 

looks as though when the umlaut was retraced the dots become overlaped so that it looks 

a bit like a bulbous line. In fact, it appears as though the same thing happened to the 

umlaut on the opposite page at (1384.B.14.L). The dots of those umlauts, however, were 

far enough apart that the retracing did not entirely bleed together. 
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(1455.B.3.L) - This is also apparently an umlaut. It has been retraced and clearly 

exhibits two distinct dots. It was, however, poorly retraced, giving it an indistinct look. It 

also appears to the naked eye that the original apricot colored ink shows through. The 

first letter of the line right beside the umlaut has an almost identical look. 

(1498.A.3.L) - This is also clearly an umlaut. It is further away from the column than is 

typical for an umlaut, but that is most probably due to the presence of the quotation 

markers (">") at that point on the column. 

A New Visual Apparatus 

What follows is this study's attempt at a comprehensive "visual" apparatus to the 

umlauts. It is presented in a two-column format. The first column is the location 

information. Both chapter and verse as well as page, column, line, and position 

information is included. The verse range for the entire line marked by the umlaut is also 

included. The page numbers utilized are the standard page numbers printed in the codex. 

Vaticanus is frequently described as a six column manuscript, but since ease of use 

necessitates that page numbers be used in the apparatus, each column on the page is 

labeled A, B, or C. Odd numbered pages are right-hand pages, and even numbered pages 

are left-hand pages. The umlaut is labeled as "L" or "R" based on its location with 

respect to the line marked, left or right. The second column contains a visual depiction of 

the umlaut's position, as well as a printed reproduction of the line marked by the umlaut, 

the line above, and the line below. Where possible, the nomina sacra and spacing have 

been maintained. The apparatus is presented in page order, the order in which the umlauts 

occur in Vaticanus, which is different from modern canonical order. Notes regarding 
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doubtful umlauts" and conditions for umlauts that are not discussed above follow each 

section. 
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Gospels 

Matt 1:18 TOYAGXYl"YHrGNGCIC 
(1235.C.18.R) OYTCDCHNMNHCTeyeei 

CHCTHCMHTPOC^YTOY 

Matt 1:23 CTPIG261 K^ lT62GTM 
(1236.A.6.L) ••• YIONKMK&X6COYCIN 
See note #1 TOONOM^YTOYGMM^ 

Matt 2:18 NHGNPAM^KOYCGH 
(1237.A.1.L) •• KX^Y6M0CK^I0AYPM0C 

noxYcp^xHDYKex^ i oyc^ 

Matt 3:8 CHCOpmcriOl HCATGOY" 
(1237.B.30.L) •• K^pnONil.l ONTHCM6 

TANOIACK6J MHA02HT6 

Matt 3:9-10 TOYT(DN6rGip<>>JTGKNA 
(1237.B.37.L) " TCUABP^AM HAHAGH 

^6INHnpOCTHNpi2A" 

Matt 3:11-12 YM^CB^TICGIGNriNI 
(1237.C.9.R) AriCDKAinYPIOYTOnTY 

ON6NTHX61PI ^YTOYKAI 

Matt 3:12 AI AKAG^P 161 THN6ACDN& 
(1237.C.12.R) ^YTOYKAICYN^eiTON 

C6ITONAYTOY6ICTHN 

Matt 3:15-16 A lKMOCYNHNTOTe^ l 
(1237.C.30.R) HCIN^YTON BMTTI 

cee i CAGOI CGYGYCMNIG 

Matt 4:16 r^KAITOICKAGHMGNoic 
(1238.B.27.L) •• GNXCDP^KAICKIAG-bH^ 

TOY4>0)C6W6T61X6NAY 

Mat t5 : l l 2(i)C INKM 61 n(DG I NnA" 
(1239.A.40.L) " nONHpONKAGYMCDN 

+GYAOMGNOI6NGKG 

Matt 5:22 OTI n^COOpr 1ZOM6NOC 
(1239.C.19.R) TCD^^6Xc|)CDAYTOY6NO 

XOCGCTAI THKPI C61OC 

Matt 5:41 <bJT<b.PGYCGIMGIXION6N 
(1240.B.33.L) •• Yn^r6M6T^YTOYAYO 

TCUAITOYNTIC6AOCKAI 

Matt 5:44 ^ r ^MeTOYCeXGPOYC 
(1240.C.1.L) -YMCDNK^mpoceYxe 

CeSYnepTCDNAICUKON 

Matt 5:45 MCDNTOYGNOYPMIOIC 
(1240.C.6.L) " OTITONHXION^YTOY 

^N6,T6XX6ieninONH 

Matt 5:47a ACn^CHCGGTOYC^CX 
(1240.C.16.L) " cfOYCYMCDNMONONT I 

nepiccomoie iTeoY 

Matt 5:47b nGPICCONnOI GITGOY 
(1240.C.18.L) " XIK&IOIGGNIKOITO^Y 

TOnO IOYCIN6C6C660Y" 

Matt 6:1 TGXGIOCGCTIN 
(1240.C.23.R) npOC6X6T6THNAIKAI 

OCYNHNYMCDNMHnOI 

Matt 6:5 G6ICOI 
(1241.A.7.R) K<bJO"R>WipOCGYXHCGG 

OYKececeecDCOiyno 

Matt6:9 OYTCDCOYNnpOCGYXG 
(1241.A.36.L) •• C96YMGI Cn^TSPHhCD" 

oeNToicoYP^NOic^n 

Matt 6:13-14 iAX^PYCA I HM^CiTlOTOY 
(1241.B.9.L) " nONHpOY G^Nr^P^H 
See note #2 TGTOI C&N0PUXTO ICTX. 

Matt 6:21 nTOYC I NOTIOYr&peCT I ~ 
(1241 .C.7.R) 06HCAYPOCCOY6K61 G 

CTMHK^PAIACOY OXY 

Matt 6:25 XHHMCDNTI c^rHTG 
(1241.C.31.R) HTiniHTGMHAGTCDCO) 

MATIYMCDNTIGNAYCH 
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Gospels 

Matt 7:16 
(1242.C.31.L) 

Matt 7:21-22 
(1243.A.12.L) 

Matt 8:9 
(1243.C.11.R) 

Matt 8:13 
(1243.C.40.R) 

Matt 8:18 
(1244.A.22.L) 

Matt 8:30 
(1244.B.40.L) 

Matt 9:4 
(1244.C.40.L) 

Matt 9:8 
(1245.A.15.L) 

Matt 9:13-14 
(1245.B.6.R) 

Matt 9:25 
(1245.C.30.R) 

Matt 10:3^1 
(1246.B.30.L) 

ncDN^YTCDNenirNO) 
cecee&YToycMHTi 
CYxxeroYC i b&nobXbN 

M^TOYn^TpOCMOYTOY 
6NTOICOYPMIOIC nOX 
XOI6POYCINMOI6N6K6I 

K M r&pera&NGpaiioc 
eiMi YnoeiOYC i <^NTAC 
COM6NOC6Xa)NYn6M^Y 

GHTGDCOIK Î l&GHO 
nMC6NTH0)P^eK6INH 
K&I exetuNOlce i CTHN 

oicoxxoNnepi^YTON 
eKexeyceNiJiexee i N 
e i c~ronep,>>j\iK&i npoc 

C^NICMHM^C HNA6 

rexHxoipcDNnoxxcD" 

T^CeN9YhHC61 C^YTCD" 
emeNiN^TieNeyMei 
ceenoNp^eNT^ic 

OIKON^YTOYIAOYT6C 
AeOIOXXOie4>OBH9H 
C^NK^I GAG^GbJMTON 

K&AGC^IA I K6>I OYC^AX^ 
avM^PTcuxoYCTOTe 
npocepxoNT&i&YTCD 

e i cexecuN6Kp^THeeN 
THCX6 i P0C^YTHCK2U 
HrepGHTOKOP^CION 

BOCOTOY^X4>^ IOYK^ I 
06AA^IOCCIM(DNOK^ 
N&N^IOCK&I lOYA^C 

Matt 10:12-13 01 Kl 6M^CnAC^Ce6^Y 
(1246.C.26.L) •• THNKM66MM6NHHOI 

KI«>>AZI^6Xe6Ta)H6ipH 

Matt 10:29 K^ I 6N6i^YTO)NOYn6 
(1247.B.33.L) •• C6ITAI 6nI THNrHN^N6Y 

TOYn̂ TpOCYMCDNYMCD" 

Matt 11:23 CeGDCHYM IN KM CYKb. 
(1248.C.28.L) •• 4>̂ PN^OYMMHeO)COY 

P^OYYtCD0HCH6CDC 

Matt 12:3 TienOIHCeNA^YeiAO 
(1249.B.1.L) •• T66neiN^C6NK^IOIM6 

T^YTOYnCDCG I CHXG6~ 

Matt 12:15 X0)PHC6N6K6IG6NK^I 
(1249.C.11.R) HKOXOYGHC<>>]\&YT(D 

HOXXOI K^I 6GePM16Y 

Matt 12:22 neYC6N^YTONCDCT6 
(1249.C.41.R) TONKCD^ONX^GINKM 

Bxene i NK& I ei i CT^NTO 

Matt 12:23 n^T6COIOXXOI KM 6 
(1250.A.2.L) " XerONMHTiPYTOCeCTI" 

OYIOCA^YcIA OIAe<|>^ 

Matt 13:3-4 IHXGENOCne IPCDNTOY 
(1251.B.4.L) •• cneipeiNK^ieNTCDcnei 

pei N^YTON^MeNene 

Matt 13:25 GpCDnOYCHXG6N^YTOY 
(1252.A.31.L) •« oexGpocKM enecne i 

P6N26IZ6MliANM16 

Matt 13:47 THNG\>ACC6sNK^I GK 
(1253.A.38.R) n^TOCrGNOYCCYN^ 

^r^roYCHHNOTeenxH 

Matt 13:50-51 K^ I OBPYrMOCTCDNOAO" 
(1253.B.13.L) " T.CUN CYNHK^TeTMf 

rai^TXAeroyc i N^Y 
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Gospels 

Matt 21:37 
(1264.B.7.L) 

Matt 21:41 
(1264.B.22.L) 

Matt 22:32 
(1265.C.30.R) 

Matt 22:37-38 
(1266.A.7.L) 

Matt 23:3 
(1266.B.2.L) 

Matt 23:5 
(1266.B.19.L) 

Matt 23:8 
(1266.B.29.L) 

Matt 24:1-2 
(1267.C.31.R) 

Matt 24:6-7 
(1268.A.17.L) 

Matt 24:43 
(1269.B.18.L) 

Matt 24:49 
(1269.B.42.L) 

TONY I ON^YTOYKerOT 
GNTP^HCONTM TON 
YIONMOY oiAerecuproi 

NorcxeroyciNAYTO) 
K&KOYCK&KO)C<M"10Xe 
C6 15-YTOYCK^ I TON&M 

KM OGCI C^AKK^ IO0C 
Î K(JDBOYK6CTINOeC 
N6 KP(DNM\X^(DNT(D~ 

KM6NOXHTHAI<>>WOI& 
COY^YTH6CTINHM6 
l"M\HKM npCDTHGNTO 

n6MT^OYNOC^>AN61 nCD 
CINYMINTlOIHCATeKM 
THP61 T6K^T^€T^6P 

X<bXTHpi<>>AYTa)NKM 
Mer<bJ\YNOYC I NT^KP^ 
Cn6A^4>IXOYCIA€TH" 

P^BB6IYM6ICA6MHKXH 
eHTep^BBeieicr&pe 
CTINYMCDNOA I A^CK^ 

T^COIKOAOM^CTOYI 
epoY OAe^noKpieeic 
6in6N^YTOICOYBX6 

reNecGMM\X0Yna) 
ecTiNTOTexoc erep 
GHCGTM r&peGNOce 

erpHropHceMb-NKM OY 
•« K<MM61 &C6NA I OPYrHN^ I 

THNOIKI^^YTOYAI^ 

c()0YX0YC^YT0Yece i 
HA 6 KM ne I NHMeTMTOT 
MeOYONTCDNHie IOKC 

Matt 25:1 -2 GON61C YnMITHC INTOY 
(1269.C.17.R) • NYM4.|-OYneNT6A6e 

Î YTCDNHC^MCDPM KM 

Matt 25:13 M^CrpHfOpe ITGOYNO 
(1270.A.18.L) " TIOYKOIA^TGTHNHMe 

P^OYAGTHNCDP^ 

Matt 25:34 MCDN TOTGepeiOB^ 
(1270.C.32.L) " CIXeYCT0IC6KA6IICD" 

^YTOYA6YT60I6YXO 

Matt 26:11 61 pr^CMTOe I CGMGn^N 
(1271.C.7.R) TOTGr^PTOYCnTCUXOYC 

6xeT6M6ee^YTQ)Ne 

Matt 26:17 PI&NIN^YTOimPM\0) 
(1271.C.31.R) THAenpCDTHTCDN^YMO)-

See note #3 npOCHXGONO I M^GHT^ I 

Matt 26:26 l i^GHTMCemeNX^BG 
(1272.A.35.L) •• Te^ reTGTOYTOeCTI 

TOCCDM^OY KMX^BCD" 

Matt 26:27-28 XerCDNTI 16T662^YTOY 
(1272.A.40.L) " n^T6CTOYTOr^P6CTI 

TOM M^MOYTHCA I 6SH 

Matt 26:42^13 Ton I CUr6NH0HTCDTOe6 
(1272.C.35.L) " XHM^COYKM exeCDNTI^ 

XI N6YP6N^YTOYCKA 

Matt 26:53 P^KM\6C^1 TONJl^Tep^ 
(1273.B.4.L) " MOYKMn^P^CTHCeiMOl 

^PTI nX61 (DACDA 6KM\6 

Matt 26:60 X6YPONnOXXCUNTipO 
(1273.B.41.R) CexeONTCJDNteYAOM^P 

TYPCDNYCTepoNA enpoc 

Matt 26:65-66 
(1273.C.28.R) 

IA 6NYNHKOYC^T6THN 
BX^C<t>HM!MITIYMIN 
AOK6iOIA66nOKpieGN 
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Gospels 

Matt 26:75 C6NK,>xie!1NHCGHOne 
(1274.A.21.L) •• TpOCTOYPHM^TOCrfei 

PHKOTOCOTinpiN6J\6 

Matt 27:34 X6rOM6NOC6ACDK^ 
(1275.B.10.L) " ^YTOnieiNOINONMGTA 

xoxHcnene i rneNONKM 

Matt 27:35-36 T6, I M^T I i>AYTOYB^XXO" 
(1275.B.16.L) " T6CKXHP0NK^IK^eHM6 

NO I eTHpOYN^YTONS 

Matt 27:55 TOC HC6MA66K6irYN^I 
(1276.A.18.L) " K6Cn0XX^I^n0M^KP0 

eeNeecDpoYCM M T i Nec 

Matt 28:8 M6r^XHC6AP^hON^ 
(1276.C.31.L) " n^ r r6 l>A ITOICM^eH 

T^IC^YTOY K&l IAOY 

Matt 28:14 K& I e«Mvl^KOYCeHTOY 
(1277.A.19.L) " TOYnOTOYHreMONOC 

HM6ICneICOM6NKM 

Mark. 1:2 IYXYYI OYGYK^GCDCT 6 
(1277.C.3.R) rp^nTMeNTCDHCM^TO) 

npo4>HTH i AOY^nocTex 

Mark 1:7-8 M^TMCDNYnOAHM^ 
(1277.C.35.R) TCDN^YTOYerCDeB-MTTI 

C^YM^CYA^T I ^YTOC 

Mark 1:10 riNG YM^CDOiep ICT6P^" 
(1278.A.6.L) " K^T^B^INON6IC^YTO" 

K î4>cDNHereN6ToeK 

Mark 1:13 MONK^ I HNeNTHefHMU) 
(1278.A.14.L) " T6CCep^KONT^HM6P^C 

ne i p^oheNOCYnoTOY 

Mark 1:24 C YI HCOYN^6,pHN6HX 
(1278.B.27.L) •• ©ec^oxecAii-iii^coi 

A^CET I C61 06T IOCTOY 

Mark 1:43 xenp^KM 6K&G&P IC0H 
(1279.A.22.L) •• KAI 6MBP61MHCAM6NOC 

^YTCDeYGYCeieB^Xe -

Mark 1:44 nHC^XXAYn^r6C6^Y 
(1279.A.27.L) •• TONASIiONTCDI 6P6I K 

npoceNerKenepiTOY 

Mark 2:1 K^^PN^OYMA IHM6 
(1279.B.1.L) " PCDNHKOYCGHOT16NOI 

KCDSCTINK ÎCYNHXGH 

Mark 2:5 XSre I TOXl^P^YT I KCD 
(1279.B.20.L) •• T6KNON^I6NTMCOY 

^ I ^ M ^ P T I M HCMIA6 

Mark 2:7 K^pA 16,1CAYTCDNT | OY 
(1279.B.26.L) •• TOCOYT0»AX6 I BXACc(>H 

n e u i c A Y N ^ T ^ i ^ i e 

Mark 2:16-17 XCDNGDNKM TCDN^M P̂ 
(1279.C.41.R) T(DX(DN6Ceiei K M i , -

KOYC^coFcxere i <yrro | c 

Mark2:24 O l ^ p e i C ^ I O I GXSrON 
(1280.B.7.L) " ^YTCUIASTinOIOYCIN 

TO I CC^BBM; INOOYK626 

Mark 2:26 K6I6CTIN4>^r6IN6IMH 
(1280.B.20.L) " TOYCI 6P6 I CKM 6ACDK6" 

KM TO I CCYN^YTCDOY 

Mark 3:5-6 N6NK^I6n6K^T6CT^QH 
(1280.C.10.L) •• HXGIP^YTOY K^ !626X 

GONT6COl4>^P6IC^IOI 

Mark3:29-30 ^6NOXOC6CTIN^I(DNI 
(1281.B.37.L) •• OY^M^PTHM^TOCOT I 

exeroNnNeYMa>Ai<«be^p 

Mark 4:10 N6TOK^T^hON^CH 
(1282.A.20.L) " PCUTCDN^YTONOinepi 

^YTONCYNTOI CACUA 6 
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Gospels 

Mark 4:24 ^KOYGTO) KM 6Xer6N 
(1282.C.3.L) •• ^YTOICBXen6T6TI^KOY 

6Te6N(DM6TP0)M6Tpe I 

Mark 5:11 ^reXHXOipUMierAXH 
(1283.C.4.R) BOCKOM6NHK^in^pe 

K6J\6Ci>JM6,YTONX6rON 

Mark 5:40 X^K^96YA6I KMKATere 
(1284.C.12.L) " XCDN^YTOY MfTOCAe 

GKB^ACDNn^NT^Cn^P^ 

Mark 6:4 eNMrTU) KM GXerSN 
(1285.A.14.L) •• ^YTOfCOICOTIOYKe 

CTINnpOc))HTHC^T6l 

Mark 6:11-12 ACDNYMCDN61 CM^PTY 
(1285.B.12.L) " PION^YTOIC KM 626X 

eONT6CeKHPY2AN I Ub, 

Mark 6:21 NHCHM6P^C6YKM POY 
(1285.C.14.R) OT6HP(DAHCTOICreN6 

CIOIC6>YTOYAemNON 

Mark 6:33 TOnONKMT IAI <M\IK\161 
(1286.A.37.L) •• AON^YTOYCYrhbTONT^C 

KM 6rN(DC6MnOXXO I K 

Mark 7:4 CI NTCDNnpeCBYTepUT 
(1287.B.6.L) " KM^JI^rop^CG^MH 

P^NT I CCDNT̂  IOYK6C01 

Mark 7:13-14 MO IMTOI MfTATIOXX^ 
(1287.C.14.R) n o i e u e KMnpocK^ 

xec^M6Nocn\xi NTCT 

Mark 7:17 TCDNMfTONO I hteBHT^ I 
(1287.C.29.R) ^YTOYTHNn̂ P^BOXH" 

KM xere i ̂ YTO i COYTCDC 

Mark 7:28 X6INHA6iJ16KPieHK 
(1288.A.41.L) •• X6re I MfTCDNM K6KM 

T^KYN^P I ^YnOKMTCD 

Mark 7:30 ©OYC&6 ICTONOI KON 
(1288.B.9.L) •• MfTHCeYPeTOnM AIO" 

B6BXHM6NON6niTHN 

Mark 7:32 4>6P0YC I NMfTCDKCD^O" 
(1288.B.20.L) •• KMMOriX^XONKMn^ 

P^KMNOYCIN^YTONI 

Mark 7:33 KMTIA I^GB^eNTOYC 
(1288.B.26.L) •• A^KTYXOYCMfTOYG IC 

T^0)T6AYT0YK^ I riTY 

Mark 8:10-11 HX06N61 CT^MGPHAMN 
(1289.A.10.L) •• M^0YN9^KM 6iHX 

eONOKt^peiCMOIKM 

Mark 8:26 xeNMrTONe1 CO I KON 
(1289.B.40.L) " ^YTOYXerCDNMHASeiC 

THNKCDMHN6IC6X0HC 

Mark 8:29-30 6J10KP1061 COnETPOC 
(1289.C.16.R) xerei^YTCUCYGIOXCK 

eneTeiMHceisi^YTOic 

Mark 8:38 tYXHCG^YTOYOCr^P 
(1290.A.20.L) •• e ^ e n M CXYN0HM6K 

TOYC GMOYCXOrOYC 6" 

Mark 9:5 B61 KMsONGCTI NHM Ĉ 
(1290.B.14.L) •• CDA66INMKMnOIHC0) 

M6NTP6ICCKHN^CCOI 

Mark 9:20 TOnN6YM^6Y©YCCY 
(1291.A.6.L) •• Necn^P^16N^YTONKM 

neccuNen i THcmceKY 

Mark 10:21 OYPMICDK^ IA 6YPO<bXO 
(1292.C.30.L) •• XOYeeiMOl OA6CTY 

rN^c^ceniTCDXorcu^ 

Mark 10:29 H^6X4>^CHMHT6P^ 
(1293.A.27.R) HTl̂ Tepa>JHT6KNM^ 

rpOYCSNeKGNeMOYK 
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Gospels 

Mark ] 1:5 
(1294.B.11.L) 

Mark 11:32 
(1295.B.15.L) 

Mark 12:6 
(1295.C.12.R) 

Mark 12:14 
(1296.A.14.L) 

Mark 13:14 
(1297.C.33.R) 

Mark 13:34 
(1298.B.41.L) 

Mark 14:19-20 
(1299.B.28.L) 

Mark 14:22 
(1299.C.3.R) 

Mark 14:39 
(1300.A.37.L) 

Mark 14:39-40 
(1300.A.39.L) 

Mark 14:41 
(1300.B.7.L) 

ecTHKOTCDNexeroN 
^YTo icT ino ie iTexy 
ONT6CTONnCDXONO I 

Te&YTco^x^e i ntDMe" 
6i^epa)nu)Ne4>OBOY" 
TOTONioxxcmn^Te c 

ecx^TONnpoc^YTOYC 
X6PCDNOTI 6NTPM1HCO" 
T^ITONYIONMOY6K6l 

OAONTOYOYA I A^CK61 C 
•• eieCT I NAOYN&I KHNCO" 

K ÎC^PIHOYACUMeNH 

A61AHT6TOBA6XYrM^ 
THcepHMcocecucecTH 
KOT^OnOYOYA 6 i OMI^, 

AOYXOICS^YTOYTHN 
65.0YC I ^6K^CTCDTO 
6prON^YTOYK^.IT(D 

xere i N^YTCDG I C K ^ T ^ 
eiCMHTieroDOAeeine-

^YTOIC61 CTCDNACDAe 

K6N^YTOicK^iemeN 
X^BeT6TOYT06CTIN 
TOCCDMi^OYKM X&BuT 

MONHA eC^P2^C96NHC 
KMnaooN^execDN 
npOCHYi^TOTON^YTO" 

npOCHYI^TOTON^YTO" 
xoroNe i ncDNK̂  i U6\ i" 
execDNe YPeisî YTOYc 

A 6T6TOXOI nONK&l <>>, 
Mbj-&Yecee,>>jiexe1 HX 
eeNHCDP^ I AOYTT^P^^ I 

Mark 14:45 eYCnpOCexeCDN&YTU) 
(13OO.B.30.L) •• X6re ip^BBIK^IK6-T6 

4> IXHC eN^YTONO IA 6 6 

Mark 14:46 n6B<>>A<>xNT,>>.CXe1 P&C^Y 
(1300.B.33.L) •• TO)K^I6KP^THC^N^YTo" 

6 I CA 6TI CTOMl&peCTH 

Mark 14:51- 6ni TYMNOYKM KP^TOY 
52 " CIN^YTON OAeK^T^ 
(1300.C.13.L) XinCDNTHNCINAON^ 

Mark 14:54 TOY^PXI6P6(DCKMHN 
(1300.C.26.L) " CYrK^eHM6NOCM6T^ 

TCDNYnHpeTCDNK̂  i eep 

Mark 14:70- GL^YTCDNe I K6.1 T ^ p r ^ 
71 " X6 l>AIOC6l OA6HPI^To 
(1301.B.21.L) ^yN^eeM^T IZ61NKM O 

Mark 15:7 6NTHCT^C 614>ONON 
(1301.C.20.R) nenOIHK6IC^NKMi^l^ 

S^COOXXOCHPI^TO^ I 

Mark 15:21 TONTl&Tep<>>AXei<bJ\! 
(1302.A.37.L) " AP0YKA!P0Y4>0YIN^ 

^PHTONCT^YPON^Y 

Mark 15:34 6CTINMeeepMHN6Yo 
(1302.C.5.L) •• M6NONOeCMOY6ICTI 

erK^TexmecMe K M 

Luke 1:28-29 p | T(DM6NHOKCM6T^ 
(1305.A.17.L) « C 0 Y HA66niT0)XOrO) 

A I e W & X G H K M A I 6 

Luke 1:35 ^ ICTOY6HICKI ^C61 CO I 
(1305.B.5.L) •• A IOKM TOrGNNCDrie 

NON^r 10NKXH6HC6T^ I 

Luke 2:14 L^ENY^ ICTOICGCDKM 
(1307.B.4.L) ••6nirHC6ipHNH6N^N 

epunoiceYAOKi&c 
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Gospels 

Luke 8:46 BOYCIN OA6IC6in6N 
(1320.B.41.L) . . H+^YTOIiOYT I C6rCD 

T^perNCDNA YN^M IN6 

Luke 8:54 61AONT6COTI ^ 6 0 ^ 6 " 
(1320.C.35.L) "^YTOCA6KP^THC^C 

THCX6 I POC^YTHCecjsCD 

Luke 9:4-5 T66KeiM6N6T6K^I 6 
(1321.A.22.L) •• KeieeNGxepxeceeK^i 

0C0l^hHA6X0)NT^I 

Luke 9:23 TCDTONCT^YPON^Y 
(1322.A.9.L) " TOYK^eHhSP^K^I^ 

KOXOY©eiTCDMOIOC 

Luke 9:39-40 flOXCDpe I £>Jl&YTOYCY~ 
(1322.C.20.L) •• TP6IBON^YTONKM6A6 

HQHNTCDNM^GHTCDN 

Luke 9:44 ©HT<>>,CAYTOY©eC0e 
(1323.A.4.L) •• YM6ICeiC7A(DT&YMUr 

TOYCXOrOYCTOYTOYC 

Luke 9:48-49 YNI NYR^PXCDNOYTOC 
(1323.A.32.L) " GCTINMGr^C 6T10KPI 

eeicAeicDMiHcemeN 

Luke 9:53 TONOTI TOnpOCOTION 
(1323.B.15.L) " ^YT0YHNn0P6Y0M6 

NON6ICI6POYC^OOHM 

Luke 9:54-55 nOTOYOYP^NOYK^ 16. 
(1323.B.22.L) "NkMDC&I^YTOYCCTP^ 

4>eicAeeneTeiMHce-

Luke 10:1 I6NOKC6T6POYC6BAO 
(1323.C.18.R) MHKONT-bAYOKAl £>fie 

creixeNMM^YOAYO 

Luke 10:17 YTIGCTPG+MIAGOI GBAO 
(1324.B.13.L) " MHKONT^AYOM6T^X^ 

P^CX6rONT6CK6K^I T& 

Luke 10:21 
(1324.B.35.L) 

Luke 10:22 
(1324.C.3.L) 

Luke 11:2 
(1325.B.4I.L) 

Luke 11:53 
(1327.C.23.R) 

Luke 12:11 
(1328.B.9.L) 

Luke 12:15 
(1328.B.25.L) 

Luke 12:31 
(1329.A.17.L) 

Luke 12:49 
(1329.C.29.R) 

Luke 12:53 
(1329.C.42.R) 

Luke 13:8-9 
(1330.C.1.L) 

Luke 13:11 
(1330.C.11.L) 

TH(DP<>y|-ir<̂ XX I &CATOTU) 
nN6YM^TITCD^riO)K^I 
61 neNGiOMOXOrOYM^ I 

NGToeMnpoceeNCOY 
n^NT^Mom^peAOGH 
YnoTOYn^TpocMOYK^ I 

OT&NnpoceYXHcee 
•• xereter&Tep&r I^CGH 

TCDTOONOM^COYBXee 

NCDCGN6X6INK^I^nO 
CTOMMIZGIN^YTON 
nepinxeiONCDNGNe 

KM TAC&PX&CKM T6.C 
6iOYCI^CMHMGPiMNH 
CHTGnCDCHTÎ nOXO 

TOYCOP^TGK^ I <)>YX̂ C 
C6C966J10n^CHCnXG 
ONGIÎ COTIOYKGNTCU 

ZHTGIT6THNB&CIX6I 
>̂Ĵ Ĵ YTOYK^ I T^YT^ 

npOCTCGHCGT^IYMT 

BaOvGINeniTHNrHNKM 
T106X0)61 HAH<̂ NH4>QH 
B<bJTnCM^AG6X(DB^ 

K^ IAY06n iTp iCINAI 
^MepiCGHCONTMH^ 
THpeniY'CDK^iYioce 

nepi^YTHNK^m^ACD 
K0npî K6>NMGNn0IH 
CHKMTI0N61 CTOM6X 

K^IHNCYrKYnTOYC^ 
KM MHAYN^MGNHM^ 
KY+^ieiCTcmNTe 
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Gospels 

Luke 13:30 
(1331.B.27.L) 

Luke 14:14 
(1332.B.10.L) 

Luke 14:15 
(1332.B.15.L) 

Luke 14:24 
(1332.C.20.L) 

Luke 15:22 
(1334.A.15.L) 

Luke 15:30 
(1334.B.15.L) 

Luke 16:14 
(1335.A.18.L) 

Luke 16:21 
(1335.B.14.L) 

Luke 16:22-23 
(1335.B.23.L) 

Luke 16:26 
(1335.C.4.R) 

Luke 17:4 
(1336.A.8.L) 

ENTHB^C IX61 MOY©Y 
K M lAoyeic iNecx^Toi 
OieCONTMfipCDTOIKM 

CO I ^TM1QAO0HC6T^ I 
r^pco i eNTHMsi^cT^ce i 
TODNAIKMCDN ^KOY 

neN^YTCDM^K^piOC 
•• OCTIC4>^r6T^I^PTON 

6NTHB6,C i xe i ̂ Toyey 

KSKXHiieNGDNreyceTM 
•• MoyToyAeinNoy 

cyNenope YONTOA e^y 

npocToycAoyxoyc^y 
TOYT^XYei6N6rKM6 
CTOXHNTHNnpCUTHN 

COYOYTOCOK^T^4>^ 
TCDNCOYTONBIONM6T^ 
nopNCDNHxeeNeeyc^c 

KM tî MCDN^HKOYON 
A6T^YTMl^T^O I <)>̂  
P6ICMOIc()|>AprYPOI 

TpMiezHCToynxoy 
c i OYMNX&K^ i o i KYNSC 
epxoMeNoienexeixo~ 

A G K M onxoyc i O C K M e 
T<M>HKM 6NTCU^H6 
n\p<b,CTOYC04>GMsMOYC 

M6TMYHM(DNK^I YMO)" 
x^crwier^ecTHp i KTM 
OnCDCO 1G6XONT6CA16. 

THCH6 i CC6KM 6nT^K IC 
enicTpe+mpoccexe 
r(DNMeT^O(D<M>H 

Luke 17:6a n ICTINCDCKOKKONCI 
(1336.A.15.L) " N6neCDC6X6r6T6^ 

THCYK^M6 I NCDTMyTH 

Luke 17:6b THCYKM161 NODTMrTH 
(1336.A.17.L) " 6KpiZ(DGHTIKMct>Y 

T6YeHTI6NTHG\X^C 

Luke 17:7 A0YX0N6X(DN^P0Tpi 
(1336.A.22.L) " CDNT^HO IM^ INONT^ 

oceicexeoNTieKTOY 

Luke 17:17-18 K^6K6B6JP I C6HCa>JM0 IA 6 
(1336.B.27.L) •• 6NN6.M10YOYX6YP6GH 

C^NYI10CTpe+^T6C 

Luke 17:35 6CONTM AYOMsHGOY 
(1337.A.18.R) CM6niTOMfTOHMI^ 

n^PMsHM^GHCeTM 

Luke 17:37 OA 661 neNMfTO I COnOY 
(1337.A.24.R) TOCCDM^GKG I KM O I^GTO I 

eniCYN^XGHCONTM 

Luke 18:14 N0C6ICT0N0I KON6^Y 
(1337.C.10.R) TOYn^P6K6INONOTI 

n^COYtCUNS^YTONT^ 

Luke 18:25 ^TPHMMTOCBeXONHC 
(1338.A.19.L) " eiCeXGSINHnXOYCION 

61 CTHNB^C IX61 ^NTOY 

Luke 19:7 ZONX6rONT6COTin\ 
(1338.C.33.L) •* P6AM^PTCDXCD^API6I •• 

CHXG6NKM!"MNYCA ICT& 

Luke 19:17 npOCHpr^C&TOMN^C 
(1339.A.42.L) •• KM eineN^YTCDeyre 

\r^G6AOYX60TI 6N6 

Luke 19:33 TO I CXYONT<DNA6M[TUr 
(1339.C.25.R) TONnCDXON61 l~&NO IKY 

P101 MrTOYTipOC^YTOYC 
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Gospels 

Luke 19:37 
(1339.C.42.L+R) 

^^NTOnXHGOCTCDN 
M<b>eHT(DNX<bJ PONT6C 
M N61 NTONGN<t>0)NHM6 

Luke 20:36-37 CI NeyTHC^^CT^C6CDC 
(1341.C.9.R) yioioNTecoTiAeerei 

PONTM OIN6KP01 K^I MO) 

Luke 21:9-i o npcDTor^xxoyKeyee 
(1342.B.10.L) " CDCTOT6XOC TOT66 

xereN^YTOicerepeH 

Luke 21:17 
(1342.C.2.L) 

Luke 21:19 
(1342.C.7.L) 

Luke 21:25 
(1342.C.41.L) 

KAI6C6C06M6ICOYM6 
NOiynOn^NTCDNAI^ 
TOONOM^MOYK^ IGP11 

YnOMONHYMCDNKTH 
CGCGGT^C+YX^CYMOT 
OT^AG IAHTGKYKXOY 

CYNOXH6eNQ)N6N6nO 
PI ̂ oHXOYCQJO^CCHC 
K£J C^.AOY^nO+YXON 

Luke 22:58 TCDN6I 0A6n6TP0CG 
(1345.B.11.L) " cj)H6JM0p(DnGOYK6IMI 
See note #4 K^IAI^CT^CHCCUCGICD 

Luke 23:23-24 
(1346.B.40.L) 

Luke 23:46 
(1347.B.8.L) 

Luke 24:47 
(1349.B.19.L) 

John 1:27-28 
(1350.B.18.R) 

K^TICXOYN^l4>(DNM 
^YTCDNK^ineiX^TOC 
GriGKPGINGNrGNGCGM 

OICGinGNn^TGPGICXGI 
P^CCOYn^P^T I6GM&I 
TOnNGYM^JIOYTOYTO 

61 CnMIT^T^GGNH^P 
x^MeNoî jnoiGpoyc^ 
XHMYMGICM^PTYPGC 

TON I ti^NT^TOYYnOAH 
MMOCT^YT^eNBHG^ 
NI &6reN6TOnGP<>>JMTOY 

John 1:42 n6NCY61CIMCDNOYIOC 
(1351.A.6.R) I CD^OYCYKXHGHCH 

KH4>^COePMHNGY6 

John 1:44 A604>IXI nnOC^OBHG 
(1351.A.15.L) " CMA^6KTHCnOX60)C 

6MAP60YK^mGTP0Y 

John 2:14-15 K6PM^TICT^CK^GHMG 
(1351.C.34.R) NOYCKMnOIHC^C4>P^ 

rGXXIONGKCXOINICDN 

John 2:24 n I CTGYGN^YTONLVfToic 
(1352.A.40.L) •• A IMO^YTONr INCDCKG I" 

r&NT&CK& IOTIOYXP61 

John 3:12 nirGI^GinONYMINK^I 
(1352.C.20.L) •• OYni CTGYGTGntDCG 

6N61HCJDYMI NT^GnOY 

John 3:31 XOMeNOCGn^OmNTCiT 
(1353.B.26.L) •• 6CTINOCDNGKTHCTHC 

GKTHCrHCGCTINKM 6K 

John 5:2a COXYM^GCTINAGGNToic 
(1355.B.40.L) •• IGPOCOXYMOICGniTH 

npOB^TIKHKOXYMBH 

John 5:2b GP^GniXGrOMGNHG 
(1355.C.1.L) •• BPM CTIBHGCM A6J1GN 

TECTO^CGXOYC^GNT^Y 

John 5:25 6.KOYCOYC I NTHC<t>(D 
(1356.B.24.L) •• NHCTOYY10YT0Y9Y 

K^IOI^KOYC^NTGCZH 

John 6:11a OICKAIGYX^PICTHC^C 
(1357.C.1.R) AIGACDKGNTOICaxN^KGI 

M6NOICOMOICDCKM 6KTCD" 

John 6:1 lb M6NOICOMOIO)CK îeKTCD" 
(1357.C.3.L) •• Ot^P ICDNOCONH06XON 

(DCA 6 GNGnXHCeHC£N 
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Gospels 

John 12:7b-8 
(1368.C.18.L) 

John 12:19 
(1369.A.31.L) 

John 12:32 
(1369.C.5.R) 

John 12:35 
(1369.C.18.R) 

John 12:47 
(1370.A.32.L) 

John 13:23-24 
(1371.A.36.L) 

John 13:26-27 
(1371.B.7.L) 

John 13:38-14:1 
(1371.C.17.R) 

John 14:13 
(1372.A.31.L) 

John 14:24 
(1372.B.41.L) 

John 15:20 
(1373.C.3.R) 

6NT^4> I &CMOYMOYTH 
•• PHCH6,YTOTOYCnTCD 

XOYCr^pM6MTOT66X6 

X6IT60YA6NIA60KOC 
•• MOCOn I CCD^YTOY^TIHX 

G6N HCbMA66XXHN6C 

Y+CDGCD6KTHCrHCn^_ 

T^C6DYK6YCCDnpOC6M^Y 
TONTOYTOA66Xer6N 

emeNOYN^YTOicoic 
£TIM6IKPONXPONONTO 
4>0)C6NYMINGCTINn6 

<i>J\!T I CMOY&KOYCHTOT 
PHM T̂CDNKM MH<t>Y>̂  
2H6rO)OYKpe I NCD^YTO" 

GNTCDKOXnCDTOY I YON 
• Hr^n^fCN6Y61OYNTOY 
TCDCIMCDNnSTPOCK Î 

AO)C I I OYA^C IMCDNOCI 
CK^P I (DTOYKM MeTMO 
tCDM IONTOT661 CHXG6" 

4>a)NHCH60)COŶ PNHCH 
M6Tp i cMHT^p^ccecea) 
YMCDNHK̂ PA I 6T\1CT6Y 

n^T6P6J10P6YOM6.l KM 
•• OTI 6N& ITHTM 6NTU) 

ONOMMIMOYTOYTO 

neTOYCxoroYCMOY 
•• OYTHpe i K M oxorocc r 
^KOY6T60YK6CTIN6MOC 

OKOCMOCMNHMON6Y 
6T6TOYXoroYOYera) 
emONYMINOYK6CTIN 

John 19:3 
(1377.C.38.L) 

John 19:17 
(1378.B.34.L) 

John 20:7 
(1379.C.39.R) 

John 20:18 
(1380.B.7.L) 

John21:15 
(1381.B.28.L) 

John 21:22 
(1381.C.26.R) 

(1382.A.-33.L) 
See note #6 

nep i GBMNON^YTONK^ i 
• HpXONTOnpOC^YTON 
K M exercwxM peoB^c i 

TONINKMB^CT^QT 
• ^YTCDTONCT^YPONG 
iHxeeNeicTONxero 

OeONICDNKSmeNON^X 
>AX(UP IC6NT6TYXI TMS 
NONG i cei\&TonoNTo 

xHNi-^rrexxoYC^TOi c 
M^GHTM COT I GCDP^K^ 
TONKNKM T^YT^e 1116" 

CI M(DN I nGTpCDO ICCIMCD" 
i CD^OY^r^n^cMenxe 
ONTOYTCDNxere i ^YTCD 

IYK60YTOCA6TI XefSI 
^YTcuo rceMi^YTONee 

XCUM6N6 I N6(DCepXOM^ I 

No text 
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Gospels 

Note 1: This is clearly an umlaut, though the dots are to the left of the sigla marking the 
quotation (">"). 

Note 2: This is an umlaut as well, but the page had picked up some of the stain/damage 
from the opposite page. The indistinct appearance of the umlaut is probably due to that. 
The umlaut here does not appear to be retraced though the text is. 

Note 3: The umlaut here is very small, and the dots are very close together. 

Note 4: The umlaut here is quite faded. It appears to be unretraced. 

Note 5: The umlaut here is very faint, and it is to the left of the column. It has bled over 
to the opposite page to 1359.A.32.R. 

Note 6: The umlaut is in the empty space at the end of the column. It is clearly an umlaut 
(not an imprint, not bleed through), but it marks no extant text. This umlaut will be 
discussed in some detail in Chapter 4. 
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Gospels 

Rejected Umlauts: Marks that appear to be umlauts but most likely are not which have 
not already been discussed in Chapter 3. 

1236.A.29.L - Imprint from 1237.C.30.R 

1244.A.29.L - Imprint from 1245.C.30.R 

1256.A.7.L - Imprint from 1257.C.7.R 

1272.A.26.L - Imprint from 1273.C.28.R 

1277.C.19.R - Imprint from 1276.A.19.L 

1294.A.11.L- Imprint from 1295.C.12.R 

1296.A.33.L - Imprint from 1297.C.33.R 

1309.B.27.R - Imprint from 1308.B.27.L 

1311.A.39.R-Imprint from 1310.C.39.L 

1322.B.15.R- Imprint from 1323.B.15.L 

1324.C.22.R - These dots are oversized and irregularly spaced. It is positioned between 
the lines, and the right dot is higher than the left. 

1334.B.23.R - Bleedover from 1335.B.21.L 

1337.C.15.R - Imprint from 1336.A.15.L 

1338.A.42.L - Imprint from 1339.C.42.R 

1348.B.19.R - Imprint from 1349.B.19.L 

1360.C.40.R - Imprint from 1361.A.40.L 

1380.A.26.L - Bleedover from 1381 .C.26.R Too high, and it is perfectly centered at 
C.26. 
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531 

_0 IJW)± IU3H±AV±1 B\ 
OUHLNSD^ISeHX^USdVJ- (Tl£"a'Z.8£l) 
J93H9XHNA3 AOlAvAX LZ'psW 

AONOIO^OH I OUOAOVl 
OUDSVN^UISI^MNeNOl- (T9ia7.8£l) 

30dUNHN(D4>N
,
?dHNOV W+ spy 

CnilLBNISWXIlSMHW 
DIOlAV^eaWODDHXISUV ("H"W:"VZ.8£l) 

N0V<N0±31 SHeHWaN
1
? LV-V SPV 

3D ISWANOAOÎdCDZVN 
AOIAXAJ I±-?UI0N0(D1N3 •• (TSrD"98£l) 

I lOXHVclD I 079X0)1 II 01 -V SPV 

3UIONI d»MMVNOd3WH3 
3!3WH!3IOd3±Aa33dU« (T8l'3'98£l) 

I^MAO^VAOIDSINOX 6-8:frsPV 

NHlH<)>OUd)10N3UI3 I#3J0U33S 
NaWOHDAfDWNODlĤ •• (TS£'V98£I) 

OdUAOlAV30N<D I-9U9 ZZ- £ spy 

OdUAOlAVOONOO I "9LN 
NO)I JWDlOOrVWOlD •• (T££"V98£l) 
•91 V390N33HXVX3NO) ""[Z-l spy 

•<?Uld3UA01NI30>IHIOU 
3LT<?l3a33A3HI3WM\lAV (XLZD92£l) 
VIVI3(D313ZIN31

,<
?I1 3i:£SPV 

NOd±3UNO±AO±AV3 V 
OOiNAOX^dXOUAVIlOX CH'£rD'£8£l) 
Ha3awA3CnilU3DCD3D II-0i:£SPV 

31330d±3U3V3V3 IN31
1
? 

NI33VXNHNA30WH3X3 •• (l>ra"S8£[) 
Vl(T)dHNOd3 1013 I 3 ÎN £:£ SPV 

l̂aSNVSHNVCDI l^»3V 
30dl3U OlA^OllUS" (TZ/9"S8£l) 
-
x
?d3WHe

N
"?>l3AON3WOZ VZ~L VZ SPV 

3331M93A313IUI03V 
331NVU013N13J3NCDX •• (T63"VS8£[) 

0130UVNCD1
,
9IVVI3UJH3 W~£fr:zspy 

3 V13 AOlASld^hB VAO 
NHTO 13H30c(> 13X31VX •• (T6'D'fr8£l) 

J33lA0ll0AxAO13CD [£:z;spv 

N0N0deN01IU3l
,
93ie 

^»A0lA-93A04>303Hl •• (TVD'WZl) 
AOUd

,
?X»33J30CT)lA<?N33 QZZ SPV 

.Ol^NA VNHM AOI lOGVX 
A01~W?eA013VN13VO) •• (Tfrra>8£l) 

3V13'93A\33H133N
,
<?3e f SZ spy 

_A<3XV< I ON 13 13 101A0331 
•• I^LNAOVI IXA0331NOJ ("HI I3£8£l) 

3XNOr
<
?WAve3IV»3V01 L'ZSVV 

JA3 I^XNVI ee^w 1 U330d 
HX»ON333U3IV>l3IOlAV« (T8I"9'£8£l) 

3AOdHX»NV»CDV3 ÎM 9Z-1 spy 

ory? 1 VNO 1 J^OIVWASNU 
01N3UI SOdUNHNH^dJ •• (T8"V'£8£l) 
NHll^NHeO)dHXUI3V3 9i:[ spy 

NOl^X 3 3 3CD01AV011U3 
..OUVWONCOOXXOSINH •• 

_3UI3N0)<J>X3V
,
<?NO)±0)3 (Tfr'V£8£l) 

S[:i spy 

HlUTCldWI^XNIIimU 
_A3HXA330dUHlNOWN •• (T6£

-
D'Z8£l) 

AeON0331NAOd3ld
>
?>l crispy 

3dVNVI"<?X30aO)>r<?l IVX 
3HNW)I l'?»30dl3U310«« (T0£"D"'Z8£l) 

33±NON3UT?r
<
?XN

><
?3H £1=1 spy 

OLNDIOlA^NSXISJJHd 
VmONSUIOZIXmOl^X •• (T9ra"Z8£l) 

AeAoio
-
? i B\ i ovaoHi i dauvi y. i spy 

S3[isidg oi[omB3 pire spy 



931 

OA3dOU>!3 i^XDONSWO 
ASdOUD 13N(TUAV13WNH Ca'Z/D'S6£l) 
IVMA] 11VWONOCD1N301 8^:6 spy 

NI3X3NVIOIWAOI 1001 
^VOASXAoaSNADI-W^MI •• (T£3'9"S6£l) 

IVd3WH01NA0dHXU33V £3:6 SPV 

313N01A-93V391NA0J 
(DJ-9d 13XN3U3X93N3VA0 « (T83'D'fr6£l) 

AOlA^CDWXVe^ONCTU 8̂6 spy 

3VN3UI33I3X0RIV3WI1 
XA0V3XA0V3(DlAW?3 •• (T£rO't-6£l) 

A0J3\NHN(D<t>N33A0» fr:6 spy 

H931VM I ̂X^UldVOl I^N 
H1033A3X3X3I

,
?XI'<?N" (T6l"9'fr6£l) 

HeOUUVaSUJISAXODMU 8£-9£:8sPV 

N0N0W30>I(D1U3UIU3 
.CDlA^INSVAOUSNHd^J •• (T6£'H'£6£l) 
0DU3 VAONOIJV9UIA3NU 91:8 spy 

X93 VNOX 1330dU-TO?J 
3WHN3WAOV?>IHAeA01 •• (TZr9"£6£l) 

3IUT9NAVHNI133301A0 01=8 spy 

(DseAoviNsuisi^xAe ^ajouaas 

AOINCDIISVXS^IODISS •• (T0rD"£6£l) 
NII^XAGNVZOVNSVIS gs:z.spv 

13 J3X3HlHct>OdU030)e 
VXISXIOl^XDIOlHIOl" (TZ.r9'36£l) 

Od 13XN3301D1^XOX SV-L spy 

HXXX3H1N330N3WON3J 
0NI133301AO3W330)" (T9'VX6£l) 

NmwAN(T)cK3VWD± 8£-Z.£:Z. spy 

•VWAV93NCDV13H3ACTM 
• svoAoivaoodAuuoxc)) (>£-8D"i6ei) 
N330X3JJY9NI333A0d0 [£-0£^spy 

3UI^»»V9D IN01N33HN 
N3J33CD1A0IVM3HW" (TlZ'D"06£l) 

011 dSUNHMhB? I V0D1 2-L spy 

IVX AOlOlAO IJ^AOl 
AOUOlAOlVlVXVl^W •• (T9"9'06£l) 
HdN(DV9X IV13 A^UAO £ 1

:
9 spy 

OVdVNVNOX^aSUASlOl 
13X9X30) I 1M4A3NLKD1 •• (T3£'V06£l) 

I^TSI^OOHJUWILD 01=9 spy 

3V1NV^ 1SXVIV^O^WH 
HOSNOlOSdVXAONVUIS (M2ZD62ZI) 
.(DiHe^WNCDiooeHxuoi z:

;
9 spy 

(DUV30N13 »V» AOlAMTO 
!UONO

,
9\33HlD3LrVI'V>l" (T0£9"68£l) 

OH^dJOLTSOHlO l^dSW LZ-S spy 

33d VNV3A0lA-930dU31 
NSUISI^OHIOUOAOUOOde •• Cra'9"68£l) 

NV3A0lAX'
<
?daCT)I3N33 t-E^sioy 

0N0(D1IU3NI3>I3
,
9VIV 

HWNIWAN3WVX13 J JHd (tf'0rV'68£l) 
•9UVIX3 JJ^d^UNO)J3X 8Z: S spy 

3XdHNA3NKT)lAVINIl 
I33VI»3IU3'9I»3HNV>I •• (T9f9'88£l) 
AOdlSUAONSUIOXdSVNI SWSSpy 

H0HXUCD>ICT)1331NO 
A313IU01N3eil330dLJ3V •• (T8£"9"88£l) 

_oxx<?ui30^xo3 AoiA^ vis
 S

PV 

J9! Vd'?»NH13VNVl'930 
N33GDdHXU3ll'9l WIN- (T£l"V88£l) 
•<?NY30dl3IJ03 VN3U13 £

:
S spy 

N(niOLIV3Va'?Nd
1
?93 139 

HXXIU3O3Vc|>H30DI N3X fa"S£"D'Z.8£l) 
ISNVISdXOIllWllOeVM 9£-S£:^sp.y 

sapsidg oijoqiBQ pire spy 



LZl 

Or?I3X3I3XHd3 IAOl 
Aov<Aoi3903r

,
?3Aox

,
<? •• 

N9N01TO~N3WAoaO<}> IO 

33iN?3(DdHxiJWHY<?3 
Aod3 ID13N^3dl33LlA 

oox Avz i vx 3 vova w?cN 

HdXd̂VUAOUCDdeNVX 
AOI ̂HNCTXt" AG 13N(T)<t> • 

3U93OWHV3VO0AO1AV 

3933V3V IUI ̂XNONCDW 
AZVNCDl IVd3WH3 VNV3H • 

_Odl3U !V»N 139V<XA30± 

3N3J3M9I3XOI1NV3I3 
N3JVJHN(DdA3 IVXNOX 

AYD IV3H11 W^CDdYl 

104O(D3!M0eXH I VCDM<?<j> 
313 IU33HN3WON3J3H1 •• 
30)3+ 13X93H10U<?331 

I e~9»3 I VXd-W 13d
x
?3331 

HV?J3WNHNO0O3(D 1130 
A3X3N0NI ^aVlVXVUIVdO 

_INU390N0lA
,
9N33 13dX3 

3CD93d
,
9Z

<
?N0U9N01N I 

3-9NNW) I NSlAdHXSO^tD 

i iLr?aor<?i3 W3^ i vx i sx 
^J0H10LT

<
?30N3Ur<?Id'<? 

3<?1VVAO13H13HX09VX 

30IA3I01N3XI3133U? 
_0J0XN01N 1133CD1AV 
301X3VNHNA30I"?XIV 

V+W3U3NA03HlA~VZ3 
_V33VXV0^dVU3CD33dAa •• 
30NCDW 13^ I X 10N3 I "<?13Z 

(Traion) 
Ll-9VZI'SV>V 

(Toraoow) 
53=31 s;oy 

Crora'ooH) 
33=31 SPV 

(T83ff66£l) 
£=31 SPV 

P# 3J0U 33S 
CaO£V66£l) 
93-S^Ilspv 

(T6£'D'86£l) 
61 = 11

 S
PV 

(TZ.I'9"86£l) 
g: 11 spy 

CiT£3'3'Z.6£l) 
8£=0l spy 

(tt033'Z.6£l) 
LZ-Ol SPV 

(^•£['D'Z.6£l) 
9£-££=0l SPV 

(T6£
-
3'Z.6£l) 

3E=0l SPV 

30N3W0XA330dUNHl 
VN3NHlNHWH3VdCD3Hl •• (TS3"a'Z.6£l) 

DHlA^lldXSUD^dSWH 0£:QI SPV 

3ll31i31HZNOIWI3CDJ3 
A0VlM3UI33

,
9dVI^3A01 •• (TSrV7.6£l) 

30dU30dl3U3V3Va
,
91 13=01 SPV 

139VX01 ̂XdMM I Od^OOSl 
NHV9J3UNHN0903CDI1- (TZ.t'D'96£l) 

SOASXONONI^a^lVX IVX 11=01 SPV 

QlAWDX^XCOOXSJJVO 
N3eXHU93V3CDNV33V< •• (T8£'3

-
96£l) 

VG^dW? IXI ON 1103CD133 Z.-9=01 SPV 

30dU IVQlA^S VN3U133X 
NI133 I1N3UI330N3W •• (T933"96£l) 
ON3J30aO<t5W3IVXCDl fr=0l SPV 

_(DV?aX33
,
9XdOVK

,
?3AO 

NCDlA'913WI3IOU3
,
93« (T0£V96£l) 

09 11VWI IVX3MMCD11X 6£=6 SPV 

3U3V3~?13VNVNCnWH 
3CD3N139X3 IV3H3HNX •• (Tl3'V96£l) 
OHUDSlNAOX^X^dMJ q8£=6 SPV 

OHW331NAOV?X
-
9dVU 

_OlA-930dU3VdVN^OAV •• (T6FV96£l) 
NV< 13133U9HlA'

<
?N3 W-6 SPV 

3A0130dU IVXN139X319X £#
 3

*
ou 33

S 
•• _aUNMJ? I VNON3WOXd3 CH'63'D"S6£l) 

IVNOdl3U3V013N3J3 3£=6 SPV 

3H13HXO0VXV13HXXX3 
_AON3WH N03dV13l3 CH'6l'D"S6£l) 
NOlAW?X 13133U9I3 I £~0£=6 spV 

3 V331NONJ IU3N01A"? 
_ I 3X3NVNAOd 13X3U33 V10 (H'WDS6£l) 
3V13 INHXX33A0130dU 63=6 SPV 

ssjisidg otioqiB3 pue spy 



Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 13:19 
(1401.B.14.L) 

Acts 13:23-24 
(1401.B.35.L) 

Acts 13:33a 
(1401.C.38.R) 

Acts 13:33b 
(1401.C.40.R) 

Acts 13:33c 
(1401.C.41 R) 

Acts 13:42 
(1402.A.38 L) 

Acts 13:45 
(1402.B.16.L) 

Acts 13:48-49 
(1402.B.38.L) 

Acts. 14:6-7 
(1403.A.3.L) 

Acts 14:13-14 
(1403.A.33.L) 

Acts 14:18 
(1403.B.21.L) 

eeNHenT^eNrHX£>N£>A~ 
K^T6KXHP0N0MHCeNTH" 
rHN^YT(DN(i)C6T6C IT6 

K&Terwrex i &NHrAreN 
•• TO) I CP^HXCCDTHp̂ TNnpO 

KHPYÎ NTOC I CD^NOY 

NHNOTIT^YTHNOGC 
eKnenxHpcuKENTOi c 
TeKNO I CHMOmN&CTH 

T6KNOI CHMCDNixN̂ CTH 
C&CTNCDCKM 6NTQ)t^X 
Mcurerp^TM TCDAEY 

C^C INCDCK& I 6NT(l>h^X 
Mcurerp^T^iTCDAeY 
TepcDY i OCMOY61 CYercu 

^TICSKAIHrHT^IYMr 
eilONTQ)NA6^YT(DN 
61 CTOM6Ti>lYC^BB^TO" 

CMMZHXOYK^ i £>WTexe 
roNToicYnon^YxoY 
>AXOYM6NOI CBX^Cc()H 

TeT^rMGNOieiCZCDHN 
• MCDNî NAie^epeTo 
AEOXOrOCTOYKYAIOXHC 

KMAGPBHNKMTHNTie 
p i xcDpoNK^Ke 16Y«^rre 
XIZOM6NOIHCMIKM 

GNGrK^CCYNTO ICOXXOIC 
• HeexeNeYeiN ^ K O Y C M 
TeCAGOÎ OCTOXOI B<b.p 

n^YC^TOYCoxxoYC 
TOYMHGYeiN^YTOIC 
ermxGMiA e&no^T i o 

Acts 14:25 C^T6C6NnepmTON 
(1403.C.15.L) •• XOrONK^T6BHC6JM61 C 

^TT^>A 16NK^K6 106Ne I C 

Acts 15:2 OYA YN^CeeCCDGHN^ I 
(1403.C.35.R) r6N0MeNHCA6CT^CeCDC 

K^ 12HTHC6CUCOYKOXI 

Acts 15:33 MeXcjXDNnpOCTOYC^ 
(1405.A.34.L) " nOCT61 X ^ T ^ G V f T O Y C 

n^YXOCA 6 KM B^PN^B^C 

Acts 15:37 rONTOYK?nCDC6XOYC I" 
(1405.B.6.L) . . B^PN^B^CAeeBOYXeTO 

CYMn^P^ABe INK6,1 TO" 

Acts 16:1 MOeeOCY I OCrYN^ I KOC 
(1405.B.33.L) " lOYA^I^CniCTHCn^TpOC 

A eexxHNOCoceM&pTY 

Acts 16:13 62CDTHCHYXHCn^P^O 
(1406.A.10.L) "T^ONOYeNOMIZOMe-

npOC6YXHN61NM KM K^ 

Acts 16:16 CKHNTIN^6X0YC6W 
(1406.A.32.L) " nN6Yli^Y©CDN^YniKN 

THC^IHMINHTICepr^CI 

Acts 17:4 KXHpa)eHC^TamYxa> 
(1407.B.16.L) •• KM C61 XMTCDNTeCSBO 

M6N(DNeXXHN(DNnXH 

Acts 17:5 TCDNnpCDTCDNOYKOX I T& I 
(1407.B.20.R) ZHXCUC6JMT6CA601 IOY 

AM OI KM np0C>AB0ti6 

Acts 17:10 TONTGn&YXONK^ I TON 
(1407.C.9.R) CeiX&MGICBepOIMIOITI 

N6Cn^P^r6NOhGNO 161C 

Acts 17:13a IOYAM OIOTI KM 6NTH 
(1407.C.28.R) Bepoi^K^THrrexHYno 

TOYn^YXOYOxorocTOY 
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631 

d^WNOWONNOl^lVM 9# a»»u aas 
•OHavUadhNVOLLSVD^IN CH"Z,£"D'SIH) 

M^NOMOVUVVO 13NOO *ZY-ZZ SPV 

NHNCD^SVNHIOIN^D 
^seaDoxjjNawoiosi CyzrD'siw) 

NOIOW3NA33VI03I3M 6^3 spy 

OUAOWHO"?)"! A03VI »l X 
IX3H±3A33d'9±30l

,
?V •• (TFffSlH) 

AO I I Ul I SNSWDOUCDdeN"? 6£- \Z SPV 

_ 13NW31 rd3UHWNCT)J3X 
DAOI^VAOIO^lNT^UHNe •• (T8l'H>lW) 
a^l^lVMOAOlDODSDA W \Z SPV 

A01ION3W07l3c|)HW 
ovwAoisDiad^aioMAy •• (Tirvan) 

AOUINIII^WLLVi 63:0£SPV 

WIO(T)J3l±OAOIVlAO± 
DOi^WI^AOlVIVOlVDH •• (TZ.rV£Ifrl) 

IQUldSUNHAeAOlNV S^OZspy 

IINHXA^NHXIVWAO 
lOUAOJOXDONSVAOW? •• (TZe'D'ZIH) 
_.l 3AON3W3W313+13X9 t^OZ spy 

IW313N3UI09XHHN3WOX 
33VH1NOWV33I3N3W •• (TZ.3'a'3IM) 

OV?a3dMJVd3133VH± SI =03 spy 

09XHN0lA^331N0a'
<
?X 

W?N033WI13I3NIWH« (T03"a"3lH) 
_3XX

x
?a3NA33V3(D NI3 M:03SPV 

Id-?3VN(D3>II3N0X^3 
33e30|-<?IOd3aAOddAU •• (T9"V.ZIfr[). 

30d±WD3Cn±A
,<

?3VO±3LI fr:Q3SPV 

XH233ON3UT?3
-<
?IJ3

,
<?0

1
?3 

3AO±3OXA<?LJO0ON3Ur<?+ I :Q3 SPV 

VI V13 IOU330O3V3AOX 
A13V1A0313 I SW^NAV •• 
3^NHXX3V>B±3AO IVV 

NODGXSl^ I^AOOS^ 
•• 33H±OUMH0XHNV 301 

NOX3eA0AO13'
<
?UA3OdU 

NOX3eAeA013^UlA30dU 

(DrfWVMWTN IV9UNCDIU3 
i ̂^ONSurcr^iouY^x 

3W03'
,
?X IU3 301VWH3 

A010U<?3AOlA'9N33VXHU < 
^ i VM i VN 131 vwoxAoaAo 

A0N3U10333A013A0I AO 
I±I±I±VW0N030NI1N<? 

IM10313N39XHN3e13X3 

1310±30N3WOdA±dM4 
•91 V30XAVUOCDJOXCD1 • 

013XI3NA330390WI10 

0)d9N
,<
?3(T)33HWA9N3 I V» 

3HNX31 i l^WJ^d^XCDG IXH -
0DdAjdVH(D3AdXN I3ZIW 

3NI3»l01~9>INCDUa)d9 
N-930N93N

,
9U30N323 

31N33HI OUSVINVLNM. 

~9>ia)J30lA013113333 
A3331NAOONJVNAOO 

fnOdJlOCDNJ^OlUVdJSJ 

U9N13U3UAl\f933
,<

?X\'e 
• NHllU33a)3r

i<
?e33A3d0U 

10<|>X3 V"? IONVX13133UV2 

331N033\'d'<?±1VM331N0 
• A3X93 I SM^MNOGXHAS 

AO±30JOXOAOXAMJAO± 

§# 3JOU 33S 

(Tz.ra'oi^i) 
11 -61 spy 

("H"0rD'60W) 
qi2:8ispv. 

(H'8"D"60H) 
B 13:81 spy 

(Tsra
;
60fri) 

9l
:
8l spy 

(T£3"V'60H) 
L-2inoy 

(T0IV60W) 
g:8I SPV 

(TI'3'80H) 
6Z-LI SPV 

(Tera"80i7i) 
93=Z. I spy 

(T6"3
-
80l7l) 

ZZ-LI SPV 

(H'S£"D"Z.0W) 

(tf"0£'3"/.0W) 
q£i:z,ispy 

sajjsidg oi[oqjB3 pire spy 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Note 1: There is clearly an umlaut here, but there also appears to be a second, unretraced 
umlaut further out to the left. It is on the other side of the sigla for indicating an Old 
Testament quotation, and it is lower down on the page putting it between the two lines. 

Note 2: This umlaut has the proper spacing and is "typically" centered on the line. The 
dots are larger as if smudged, but the color appears to be identical to other examples of 
unretraced ink on the same page. 

Note 3: There appears to be three dots here. The third dot is smaller and appears to the 
upper right of the second (right-hand) dot and is most likely the "stutter" seen with some 
of the umlauts. 

Note 4: The second dot of the umlaut is more of a stroke than a dot, forming a comma 
shape. This is probably the result of a smudge. 

Note 5: There appear to be three dots here instead of two. The first two dots are small 
and close together, forming another almost "stutter" effect. 

Note 6: The first dot is significantly higher than the second (at about "ten o'clock"). 
Both are centered on a line, and they appear to have been retraced. 

Note 7: The ink of the umlaut here is faded, unretraced, and the dots look more like 
commas. 

Note 8: This umalut is dark, bold, retraced, centered on the line, but the first dot is much 
larger and there appears to be more than one stroke forming it. 

Note 9: The umlaut here is dark, bold, retraced, and centered on the line, but the first dot 
is much longer than a normal dot, almost cigar shaped. 

Note 10: One dot is smaller and appears to be a slightly different color than the other. Its 
color resembles the unretraced ink on the page. 

Note 11: The first dot of this umlaut is very indistinct, but there is not anything on the 
back of the page or on the opposite side of the page that could explain this ink, and that 
spot on the page is heavily faded. 

Note 12: The first dot of the umlaut here is more comma-shaped, but it is very strong 
and retraced. 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Rejected Umlauts: Marks that appear to be umlauts but most likely are not which have 
not already been discussed in Chapter 3. 

1384.B.8.R-Imprint from 1285.B.7.L 

1386.C.10.L - The two dots are very faded, even more faded than the unretraced marks 
on the page, though they are typically centered and properly spaced. These marks may 
have been formed by picking up ink from the opposite page when the codex was closed. 

1388.B.8.L - The first dot looks more like an ink streak than a dot, and the second "dot" 
is significantly lower than the first. 

1394.A.19.L - Imprint from 1395.C.19.R 

1400.B.34.L - There are three ink stains in a roughly triangular pattern, and the bottom 
two dots appear to the left of 1400.B.34. The dots are further apart than is typical, and the 
ink stain corresponds to a similar stain on the opposite page (1491 .B.34). The color of the 
dots does not match the rest of the retraced ink on either page, and all other umlauts on 
both pages have been retraced. 

1408.B.25.R - The two "dots" here were most likely caused by a stain from the umlaut 
across the page at 1409.B.25.L. The ink appears to be "stronger" on page 1409, and it 
would be unusual, though not unique, for a column to have dots marked to the left and to 
the right. 

1418.L.26.R - Imprint from 1419.A.26.L 

1441 .B.35.R - It is to the right of column B (unusual), and there is an identical set of 
marks on the backside of the page. 
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Pauline Epistles 
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Pauline Epistles 
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Phil 2:24-25 
(1500.C.24.L) 
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(1501.A.32.L) 

Phil 3:16-17 
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Pauline Epistles 

Note 1: This umlaut is retraced, but the second dot is oblong. The two dots are very 
close together. 

Note 2: The two dots appear to be streaked downward (,,). 

Note 3: There appears to be an additional set of dots off to the left. 

Note 4: This is an umlaut but it is just to the left of a canon marker, so it could easily be 
confused with decoration. There are, however, no such dots on similar "S" canon markers 
(see 1470). 

Note 5: These dots are close together. The second dot looks like a comma. It is not 
retraced. 

Note 6: There appears to be a third dot near the umlaut. The first dot is above the line (at 
about "10 o'clock"). 

Note 7: The first dot of the umlaut is smeared. 

Note 8: There appears to be a third dot near the umlaut. First dot is at "11 o'clock." 
They are very close together. 

Note 9: This umlaut is very distinct but very far away from the line marked. It is to the 
left of the quotation marker (">"). It does not appear to be retraced, and ink appears to 
match that of the quotation siglum (">"). 

Note 10: This umlaut is in the Hebrews supplement. 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rejected Umlauts: Marks that appear to be umlauts but most likely are not which have 
not already been discussed in Chapter 3. 

1447.B.1 l.L - The marks are too irregular, and the second dot is too high to be an umlaut. 

1452.A.39.R - Imprint from 1452.C.40.L 

1453.A.29.R - Imprint from 1452.C.29.L 

1456.A.25.L - The dots are smaller and less distinct than the other umlauts on the same 
page. They are probably bleedover from the umlaut at 1457.C.25.R. 

1456.B.24.R - Probably bleedover from the umlaut at 1457.B.24.L. Since B.R umlauts 
are so rare, and the ink appears to be more faded than the other umlauts on the same page. 

1461.B.18.R - Imprint from 1460.B.18.L. 

1472.B.24.R - Bleedover from 1473.B.24.L. 

1475.C.30.R - The dots are very fine and there is no indication that there is any original 
ink under them. Also, they are too far apart. 

1497.C.4.R-Bleedover from opposite page(l496.A.3.L) 

1498.B.13.R - Imprint from 1499.B.14.L 

1499.A.3.R - Imprint from 1498.C.3.L 

1499.C.21.R - Imprint from 1498.A.21.L 

1500.C.32.R - Imprint from 1501.A.32.L 

1501.A.24.R - Imprint from 1500.C.24.L 

1506.A.28.L - Imprint from 1507.B.27.L 

1511.A.3.R-Imprint from 1510.C.3.L 

1513.C.27.R - Imprint from 1512.A.27.L 

1517.C.36.L - These two dots are very indistinct. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The most pressing and obvious question that arises out of an examination of the umlauts 

in Vaticanus or any related research regards possible sources for the umlauts. What do 

the umlauts reveal about the manuscript(s), texts, or readings available to the scribe who 

made them? Making such a determination is obviously difficult, given the amount of 

uncertainty involved. If, for example, the scribe who made the umlauts had knowledge of 

multiple texts from which he inconsistently made the umlauts (i.e. he was not marking 

every place the manuscript s) disagreed with Vaticanus), it would be difficult to suggest 

the nature of that text from variants found on umlauted lines. If the scribe who made the 

umlauts had access to a text that is no longer extant which was of a mixed text-type, it 

would be difficult to reconstruct the nature of that text from the extant variants found in 

modern apparatuses. When the possibility that at least some of the umlauts mark variants 

that are no longer extant in any known manuscript is considered, the difficulty in drawing 

conclusions is multiplied. 

Payne was the first to suggest a text as a possible source for the Vaticanus 

umlauts when he suggested the Syriac text.1 As noted in Chapter 2, establishing a 

connection between Vaticanus and any texts in the Syriac tradition is difficult, but there 

does appear to be a substantial statistical connection between Vaticanus umlauts and 

1 This possibility is discussed in some detail in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
Miller confirms Payne's findings. Miller, "Sigla," 56. Miller is congruous with the 
findings of this study. 
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locations of variation between the Syriac text and Vaticanus. Given the number of 

umlauts that mark lines of text where Vaticanus and the Syriac text agree, it is unlikely 

that the Syriac text is sufficient to account for all of the umlauts. Additional sources for 

the Vaticanus umlauts need to be sought. 

The Relationship of the Vaticanus Umlauts to the Papyri 

Since it can be established that at least some, most likely all, of the umlauts are ancient, 

perhaps the best place to begin in searching for a source for the Vaticanus umlauts is 

among the papyri of the New Testament. Payne opens the door to such a discussion by 

noting that the archetype of Vaticanus is generally believed to be of a similar nature to 

?P though certainly not the papyrus itself. Could a similar suggestion about the umlauts 

be made? 

Even a casual search through the larger apparatus in the appendix produces some 

interesting results. There are a handful of umlauts which quite likely appear to mark a 

variant found in a papyrus manuscript. Making such a determination with any kind of 

certainty is impossible, because on many of the lines there are other variants with other 

manuscripts present. It also cannot be ruled out that the scribe placing the umlauts was 

aware of a variant that is not extant in any manuscript today even in cases where known 

variants exist. The examples below, however, are illustrative of umlaut locations with 

2 Miller, "Sigla," 56. In a very brief section of his thesis, Miller mentions 
noticeable disagreement between Vaticanus and Codex D, Codex ¥ , as well as / 1 3 at 
umlaut locations. These manuscripts do frequently appear in the apparatus to the umlauts, 
but they do not bear the same statistical significance to the manuscript family suggested 
below. 

3 Payne and Canart, "Originality," 111-2. 
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strong papyri support. With each of the examples, after the location is given, the relevant 

text from the line of Vaticanus is provided. The bold text surrounded by "| |" is the line 

marked by an umlaut in Vaticanus. Any additional text is from the line above or the line 

below and is provided because some of the variant extends to that text. 

Mark 6:21 (1285.C.14.R) | oxe TipcoSrii; xoxq ysvs | 

r]pco5r|(;) + sv sp45 

Luke 9:53 (1323.B.15.L) | amou r|v 7iopeuojie | vov 

7iopsuou.svov) Tiopsuouevou ?p45 lat 

John 8:36-37 (1362.B.35.L) | tauGEpoi eaeaGe o | 

easaGe) ears ?p66 

sasaGe) yevriasaGe 1241 

Acts 23:15 (1417.B.16.L) | xe xco x^iapx 1 0 ^ v T(0 I ouvsSpico 
cruv TOO auvs5pico) — (?p48 gig) h syhmg sa 

Rom 16:7 (1460.B.37.L) | Kai touviav xouq auy | 

louviav ) loiAiav ?p46 6 vgmss bo 

2 Cor 1:10 (1477.C.16.R) TT)A.IKOU | XOU Gavaxoo epoaaxo | 

TT|X,IKOUTOU Gavaxoo ) xr)A,iKouTcov Gavaxcov 
gi46630pcd(lat)sy 

2 Cor 10:7 (1484.C.9.L) | xoq xP l c r t°u ooxcog Kai imeig | 

Xpicixou ) o xpiGxoq $p46 

1 Pet 1:17 (1430.C.42.L) | 87nKaXeia9e xov a7ipo | 

SXClKaA,ElCT0E) Ka^ElTS ^ ) 7 2 

87ciKaA.sia0e) aixeiaGs 322 323 

Jude 21-22 (1444.C.8.L) | T)V aioviov Kai oug ^EV | 

Kai) - gi72boms 
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The above notable examples combined with Payne's suspicion warrants further 

investigation. 

There are two major factors hindering a thorough investigation of the relationship 

of the papyri to the Vaticanus umlauts. The first is the fragmentary nature of the papyri. 

Many of the papyrus manuscripts of the New Testament are currently extant only in small 

fragments, and even the most well preserved of the papyri have suffered significant 

damage. Furthermore, it is only possible to speculate as to the original content of the 

papyri. For example, $p51 is only extant in a handful of verses in Galatians. Was it 

originally a manuscript of the entire Pauline epistles or only of Galatians? In this case, as 

in most, there is no way to know for sure. Likewise, there are thirteen variants noted 

between umlauted lines in Vaticanus and the text of Romans in ?p46. There are also nine 

umlauts in the text of Romans in Vaticanus where NA27 shows no known variant. These 

nine umlauts occur at places that are no longer extant in Romans in $p . Is it possible 

that these umlauts marked places where the text of ?p46 varied with the text of Vaticanus? 

There is now no way to know for sure based on the available evidence.4 

The second factor hindering a thorough investigation of the relationship of the 

papyri to the Vaticanus umlauts is the possibility of multiple correctors as the impetus for 

the umlauts and the possibility of only partial collation. For example, it is possible that 

the scribe who placed the umlauts in Vaticanus was checking multiple manuscripts and 

marking where they varied from the text of Vaticanus. If so, any data showing a 

relationship between the umlauts and any one text will be significantly skewed. Likewise, 

4 Though offered only as an example, it should be noted that there are also ten 
umlauts in the text of Romans in Vaticanus where no variant is listed in NA27 in portions 
that are extant in $p46. This further illustrates the difficulty of any investigation of the 
umlauts in Vaticanus and the papyrus. 
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if the scribe marked only notable places of variation or places of variation that were 

merely interesting to him, trying to posit a connection between the umlauts and any 

existing text is extremely problematic. 

With these difficulties in mind some progress nevertheless can be made in 

exploring the relationship between the Vaticanus umlauts and the papyri. In order to 

demonstrate a conclusive relationship between a papyrus manuscript arid the Vaticanus 

umlauts, two facts would need to be established. First, it would need to be demonstrated 

that there are a sufficiently high number of umlauted lines found in Vaticanus that 

correspond with the portion of the New Testament text still extant in the papyrus and 

which contain a variant between the papyrus and Vaticanus. It certainly would be 

inconclusive to show a high number of variants on umlauted lines between Vaticanus and 

a particular papyrus manuscript if it could also be shown that there were a large number 

of umlauted lines with no variants found between Vaticanus and the extant portions of the 

papyrus manuscript. A large number of such umlauts would not rule out the possibility of 

a relationship between the papyrus and Vaticanus. It is possible that the umlauts were 

produced using multiple manuscripts, yet such an eventuality would make drawing 

certain conclusions impossibly difficult. 

Second, in order to demonstrate a conclusive relationship between a papyrus 

manuscript and the Vaticanus umlauts, one would need to be demonstrate that there were 

not a large number of substantial non-umlauted variants between Vaticanus and a papyrus 

manuscript. The existence of non-umlauted variants between a papyrus manuscript and 

Vaticanus may not rule out the possibility that the papyrus or similar manuscript was the 

impetus for the production of the umlauts. It is quite possible that the scribe who made 
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the umlauts only marked the occasional variant, for whatever reason. Such a possibility, 

however, would make the establishment of a relationship between the umlauts and a 

papyrus manuscript impossible, especially if there were a large number of variants 

between Vaticanus and a papyrus that were not umlauted. 

Table 15 illustrates the raw data concerning the possible relationship between 

Vaticanus and the extant New Testament papyri. The table rows are divided into Gospels, 

Acts and Catholics, and Pauline Epistles. The first column is the papyrus designation. 

The second column is the generally accepted date for the papyrus. The third column gives 

the number of umlauted lines in Vaticanus that relate to a variant appearing in the 

papyrus in question. The fourth column lists the locations of those variants in relation to 

the Vaticanus umlauts. The final column lists the total number of umlauts in the portions 

of the New Testament where the papyrus is extant. 

It should be noted that the apparent date of the umlauts make a connection 

between the umlauts and a post fourth-century manuscript impossible, but these later 

papyri are included in Table 15, throughout this chapter, and in the apparatus in the 

appendix for two reasons. First, there are published objections to an early date for the 

umlauts,6 and therefore any exploration of their relationship to the papyri should be made 

independently of arguments regarding date. Second, it is possible that a later manuscript 

5 For example $p28 is a third-century papyrus. One of the Vaticanus umlauts mark 
a line of text where B differs from <p28. This location is John 6:1 la (1357.C.1.R). ?p28 is 
extant at John 6:8-12; 17-22 and there are two umlauts found in Vaticanus within the 
text of John 6:8-12; 17-22. 

6 See "The Originality of the Umlauts" in Chapter 2 for a survey of the extant 
literature on the dating of the umlauts. These objections to an early date have been 
satisfactorily answered by Payne, Canart, and this present study. 
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may preserve a much earlier tradition, a manuscript tradition that would have been 

n 

available to the scribe of Vaticanus in the fourth century. 

Table 15. Umlauts and the Papyri Umlauted Total 
Papyrus Date Variants Locations Umlauts 

Gospels 

^ 
%>45 

£60 

^ 6 6 

$ 7 5 

5p88 

II] 
III 

VII 
ca. 200 

III 

IV 

1 
13 

1 
21 

5 

2 

John6:lla(1357.C.l.R) 
Mark 6:21 (1285.C.14.R), Mark 7:28 
(1288.A.41.L), Mark 7:30 (1288.B.9.L), Mark 
7:32 (1288.B.20.L), Mark 9:20 (1291.A.6.L), 
Luke 9:48-49 (1323.A.32.L), Luke 9:53 
(1323.B.15.L),Luke 10:21 (1324.B.35.L),Luke 
12:31 (1329.A.17.L), Luke 12:53 (1329.C.42.R), 
Luke 22:58 (1345.B.1 l.L), John 11:19 
(1367.A.12.L),Johnll:29(1367.B.7.L) 
John 19:17 (1378.B.34.L) 
John 1:27-28 (1350.B.18.R), John 1:44 
(1351.A.15.L), John 2:14-15 (1351.C.34.R), 
John 5:2b (1355.C.1.L), John 6:1 la 
(1357.C. 1 .R), John 7:29 (1360.C.28.L), John 
7:39a (1361 .A.38.L), John 7:39b-40 
(1361.A.40.L), John 7:52a (1361.C.l.R), John 
7:52b (1361.C.3.R), John 8:25 (1362.A.3l.L), 
John 8:36-37 (1362.B.35.L), John 10:16 
(1365.B.39.L), John 10:26 (1365.C.39.R), John 
10:29 (1366.A.7.L), John 11:29 (1367.B.7.L), 
John 12:32 (1369.C.5.R), John 12:47 
(1370.A.32.L), John 13:26-27 (1371.B.7.L), John 
14:13 (1372.A.31.L), John 19:17 (1378.B.34.L) 
Luke 12:31 (1329.A.17.L), Luke 15:22 
(1334.A.15.L), Luke 24:47 (1349.B.19.L), John 
2:14-15 (1351.C.34.R), John 5:2b (1355.C.1.L) 
Mark 2:5 (1279.B.20.L), Mark 2:16 
(1279.C.41.R) 

2 
83 

2 
49 

94 

6 

Acts and Catholics 

^4 1 VIII 2 Acts 20:28 (1413.A.17.L), Acts 22:12b 
(1415.C.40.R) 

7 

Evidence regarding a later text family which was likely preserved in a much 
earlier manuscript form will be given later in this chapter (with a direct example). 
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VII 
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26 

Acts 10:37 (1397.C.20.R), Acts 13:33b 
(1401..C.40.R), Acts 13:33c (1401.C.41 R), Acts 
16:16 (1406.A.32.L) 
Acts 23:15 (1417.B.16.L) 
1 Pet 1:17 (1430.C.42.L), 1 Pet 3:7 
(1432.C.2.L), 1 Pet3:16(1433.A.6.L), 1 Pet 
3:22(1433.A.38.L), 1 Pet 4:8 (1433.B.37.L), 1 
Pet 5:2 (1434.A.18.L), 2 Pet 1:11-12 
(1435.A.20.L),2Pet2:13(1436.A.31.L), 
Jude 5 (1443.C.28.R), Jude 21-22 (1444.C.8.L), 
Jude 25a (1444.C.21 .L), Jude 25b 
(1444.C.22.L) 
Acts 2:7 (1383.C.1 l.R), Acts 2:43^4 
(1385.A.29.L), Acts 5:3 (1388.A.13.L), Acts 
7:30-31 (1391.C.8.R), Acts 10:37 
(1397.C.20.R), Acts 11:19 (1398.C.39.L), Acts 
12:25 (1400.B.30.L), Acts 13:23-24 
(1401.B.35.L), Acts 14:25 (1403.C.15.L), Acts 
15:2 (1403.C.35.R), Acts 16:13 (1406.A.10.L), 
Acts 16:16 (1406.A.32.L), Acts 17:4 
(1407.B.16.L), Acts 20:24 (1412.C.32.L), Acts 
21:21 (1414.B.18.L), Acts 22:12a 
(1415.C.37.R), Acts 24:14 (1418.C.39.L), Acts 
24:26 (1419.B.20.L), Acts 25:2 (1419.B.36.L), 
Acts 27:5 (1422.B.22.L), Acts 27:27 
(1423.B.12.L), Acts 27:33-34 (1423.C.7.R), 
Acts 28:1 (1424.A.26.L), Acts 28:11 
(1424.C.7.L), Jas 1:19 (1426.B.38.L), Jas 1:22 
(1426.C.11.L) 

83 

1 
25 
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Pauline Epistles 

<$46 ca. 200 46 Rom 5:21 (1450.A.36.L), Rom 6:12 
(1450.C.4.L), Rom 8:23 (1452.C.40.L), Rom 
11:6 (1455.C.18.R), Rom 11:13-14 
(1456.A.18.L), Rom 11:32 (1456.C.18.L), Rom 
13:4-5 (1457.C.25.R), Rom 15:3^Ia 
(1459.A.26.L), Rom 15:17-18 (1459.C.13.R), 
Rom 15:21 (1459.C.32.R),Rom 15:23-24 
(1459.C.41.R),Rom 15:31 (1460.A.40.L), Rom 
16:7 (1460.B.37.L), 1 Cor 3:2 (1463.B.16.L), 1 
Cor 3:3 (1463.B.19.L), 1 Cor 3:5a 
(1463.B.26.L), 1 Cor 3:5b (1463.B.27.L), 1 Cor 
3:22(1464.A.19.L), 1 Cor 8:2 (1467.C.11.RR), 
1 Cor 10:28-29 (1470.A.18.L), 1 Cor 11:22 
(1471.A.4.L), 1 Cor 13:4 (1472.B.42.L), 1 Cor 
14:16 (1473.B.24.L),-1 Cor 14:18 
(1473.B.34.L), 2 Cor 1:10 (1477.C.16.R), 2 Cor 
1:11(1477.C.22.R), 2 Cor 1:20(1478.A.30.L), 
2 Cor 2:17 (1478.C.34.L), 2 Cor 6:3 

230 
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£61 

^ 6 8 

V94 

ca.700 
VII(?) 
V/VI 

1 
1 
1 

(148LB.6.L), 2 Cor 8:19a (1483.B.19.L), 2 Cor 
9:10 (1484.A.26.L), 2 Cor 10:7 (1484.C.9.L), 2 
Cor 10:10 (1484.C.20.L), 2 Cor 12:18-19 
(1487.A.24.L), Gal 3:28 (1490.C.13.L), Gal 
4:14 (1491.A.29.L), Gal 4:18 (1491.B.3.L),Eph 
3:13 (1495.B.25.L), Eph 5:9 (1497.A.28.L), Phil 
2:4-5 (1500.A.30.L), Phil 4:23 (1502.B.42.L), 
Col 1:12 (1503.A.17.L), Col 1:20 
(1503.B.15.L), Col 3:22 (1505.C.1.R), Col 4:12 
(1506.A.25.L),Heb8:ll (1518.A.37.L) 
Col 1:12 (1503.A.17.L) 
1 Cor 5:1 (1465.A.1.L+R) 
Rom 6:11 (1450.B.42.L) 

7 
2 
2 

Observations Concerning the Papyri 

A careful examination of this apparatus reveals five significant observations concerning 

the Vaticanus umlauts and their relationship to extant papyri. 

1. Many ancient papyri, most of which have at least some variation from 

Vaticanus, do not vary from Vaticanus at umlauted lines. Only eight of the 96 extant 

papyri are so fragmentary that they do not share common content with Vaticanus,8 and 

yet only fifteen of the remaining 88 papyri manuscripts have variation with Vaticanus at 

lines marked by umlauts. Most of the variation between Vaticanus and the extant papyri 

are unmarked by umlauts. 

2. There is a fairly wide range of dates among the evaluated papyri. One could 

expect that the more ancient the papyrus, the more likely that papyrus would appear on an 

umlaut variant list, assuming the early date of the umlauts. This, however, is not the case. 

This tally of "96 extant papyri" does not include the dozen or so manuscripts, 
designated as "papyri," which really do not belong on the list because they are talismans, 
writing exercises, lectionaries, etc. For a good summary see Aland and Aland, Text, 85. 
Additionally, $p18, ?p24, $p43, $>47, $p78, <p85, and <p98 are only extant in the portion of 
Hebrews and Revelation that are missing from Vaticanus. Additionally, $p22 is only extant 
in Titus which is also missing from Vaticanus. 
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The papyri which do show up as reading differently than Vaticanus' umlauted lines span 

the entire age range of the papyri. The earliest papyrus found to vary from Vaticanus on 

an umlauted line is $p46, an early second or third-century papyrus. On the other hand $p , 

eighth century and presumably one of the latest of all the papyri manuscripts, is also 

found to be substantially represented on umlauted lines. Noticeably, many of the oldest 

remaining papyri, which do vary from Vaticanus in the extant portions of their text do not 

appear to vary from Vaticanus on lines marked by umlauts. This is, however, often due 

to their highly fragmentary nature. 

3. There does appear to be a connection between the amount of extant content in 

the papyri and how frequently they vary from Vaticanus on umlauted lines. Eight of the 

fourteen papyri that are extant in ten or more folios are to be found among those in 

variation with Vaticanus on umlauted lines, and three of the remaining six which have ten 

or more folios but are not found to be in variation with Vaticanus on umlauted lines have 

some or all of their extant text from locations in the New Testament no longer present in 

9 There are two umlauts in Vaticanus marking possible $p41 variants. This is 
significant because $p41 is extant in a relatively small portion of Acts, and that portion of 
Acts in Vaticanus contains only seven umlauts. As will be discussed below, this ratio of 
umlauted variants to total umlauted lines in the corresponding extant portions of the 
papyrus text in Vaticanus is about average. 

10 For example $p32, $p52, and $p90 are all very early but do not vary from Vaticanus 
in locations marked by umlauts. Aland and Aland, Text, 96-102 was primarily consulted 
for the age of the papyri. 
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Vaticanus.11 Notably, most of the large papyri (e.g., $p46, $p66, and ?p75) are all well 

represented among the Vaticanus umlauts. 

The relationship between the size of the papyri and the umlauts in Vaticanus is 

more likely the result of the law of averages than anything else. If at least some 

congruity, even though tenuous, could be expected between the amount of New 

Testament material currently extant in a papyrus manuscript versus the original scope of 

the papyrus' text, then it could also be expected that, the larger the portion of text extant 

in a papyrus manuscript, the more likely it is to appear as a variant on umlauted lines 

simply by coincidence. If, for example, $p66 was originally solely a manuscript of John 

(since it is currently only extant in John), then it would be about half the number of folios 

as $p74 (which was at least the entire Praxapostolos). Even if the scribe of Vaticanus who 

placed the umlauts had no access to either ?p66 or $p74, it would not be statistically 

anomalous to find more occurrences of ?p74 variants appearing on umlauted lines than 

qi66. 

4. Although 93% of the umlauts in Vaticanus occur in text locations that are also 

extant in at least one papyrus manuscript, only 17% of the umlauts mark places of 

variation with the papyri. Additionally, no single papyrus manuscript stands out as being 

represented on a significant number of umlauted lines. The most represented papyrus in 

terms of sheer number of umlauts is $p46 with variation found on 46 umlauted lines. Yet 

there are 230 total umlauts in Vaticanus in text sections that are currently extant in $p , 

11 ?p18 and $p47 are only extant in Revelation and sp13 has about half of its pages in 
the chapters of Hebrews that are no longer extant in Vaticanus (10:29-11:13; 11:28-
12:17). 

12 The exception is $p74 which has a sizeable though fragmentary text. 
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meaning that the percentage of variants found with Vaticanus on umlauted lines where 

the papyrus is also extant is fairly low, only 20%. This seems far too low to denote any 

kind of connection. 

There are a handful of papyri, however, that have a very high percentage of 

umlauted variants to total umlauts in extant sections, and this because the amount of 

extant material is so small. ?>28, gi60, g>68, and <$94 each are found to vary from Vaticanus 

on a single umlauted line, though there are only two umlauted lines in Vaticanus at the 

extant portions of those papyri. Vaticanus only has a single umlauted line found within 

the material extant in ?p48, and $p48 does vary from Vaticanus at one place on that line. 

Given how small a percentage of the total umlauts these papyri represent, it is misleading 

to draw any conclusion based on them. 

If $p28, sp60, ?p68, <p94, and ?p48 are excluded because the high percentage of 

variants found on umlauted lines to total umlauts within the range of their extant material 

is anomalous due to their small range of extant texts, then ?p and^p stand out as 

having the highest concentration of umlaut representation. $> is found to vary with 

Vaticanus 21 times on umlauted lines, and there are only 49 total umlauts in Vaticanus 

found in the sections of John that are still extant in $p66. In other words, 42.9% of the 

umlauted lines, where they can be checked in the extant portions of $p66, contain a variant 

between Vaticanus and S£>66. Similarly, there are 25 umlauted lines that occur in Codex 

Vaticanus in places where $p72 is extant. Twelve of these umlauted lines have a $p7 

variant found on them, or 48%. The papyrus manuscript that proportionally is least 

13 When examined in light of the apparent age of the umlauts, the high 
concentration of umlaut representation found in $p66 (ea. 200) and *p72 (third or fourth 
century) is especially significant. 
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represented on Vaticanus' umlauted lines is ?p45. Of the 83 umlauts found in Vaticanus 

where $p45 is extant, only four contain variants between $p45 and Vaticanus, or 4.8%. 

5. Even among the papyrus manuscripts with a high proportion of variants 

occurring on umlauted lines when compared to total umlauts in Vaticanus where the 

papyri are extant, there is little indication that any existing papyrus manuscripts were the 

source of the umlauts in view of the inordinately high number of non-umlauted variants 

found among the papyri and Vaticanus. For example, $p is only extant in portions of 

John 6:8-12; 17-22. In those eleven verses there are two umlauts in the text of Codex 

Vaticanus: John 6:1 la (1357.C.1.R) and 6:1 lb (1357.C.3.L). The umlaut at (1357.C.1.R) 

marks the location of a $p28 variant with Vaticanus. There are, however, four other 

9R 

locations in the eleven verses extant in $p where the scribe of Vaticanus could have 

umlauted variation between the two manuscripts but did not. Though there could be any 

number of reasons why this is the case, it casts serious doubt upon any claims that $p or 

a similar manuscript was used to generate even some of the umlauts in Vaticanus. Similar 

findings result for nearly all of the papyri manuscripts that have a high percentage of 

variants on umlauted lines when compared to the total number of Vaticanus umlauts 

existing in locations also extant in the papyri.15 The two exceptions to this appear to be 

£ 6 8 and $9 4 . 

14 NA27 notes variation between B and $p28 at John 6:10 (two variants), 6:11, and 
6:22. 

15 NA27 notes more than a dozen places of variation between B and 5p60that are 
o n 

not umlauted; at least ten places of variation between B and $p that are not umlauted; at 
least 20 in sp41; and at least a dozen in $p48. 
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Only extant in parts of a dozen verses in 1 Cor, $p varies from Vaticanus in only 

two places. The first of those places is where Vaticanus has a unique reading (the 

omission of Ir)oou). The second of those places is marked by the umlaut at 

(1465.A.1 .L+R). As noted above, there is also a second umlaut found in Vaticanus within 

the portion of text extant in $p that does not mark a place of variation between $p and 

Vaticanus. In other words, half of the umlauts found in Vaticanus, in places where $p is 

still extant, mark a place of variation between ?p and Vaticanus, and half of the total 

variations between $p68 and Vaticanus are marked by an umlaut. This is notable, but the 

size of the sample is far too small to reliably suggest that $p or a similar text was in 

some way the impetus for the production of any of the umlauts. 

The second notable example is $p94. It is currently extant in parts of eight verses in 

Romans. Vaticanus has two umlauts within those verses. One of those umlauts, the 

umlaut at (1450.B.42.L), marks a place of variation between $p94 and Vaticanus. The 

second umlaut, the umlaut at (1450.C.4.L), does not mark a place of variation between 

Vaticanus and $p94. This is significant because there are only two places where $p94 

differs from Vaticanus,16 half of which are marked by umlauts. This is notable as well, 

but as with the case of $p68 noted above, the size of the sample is far too small to reliably 

suggest that $p94 or a similar text was in some way the impetus for the production of any 

of the umlauts, though such a possibility cannot be categorically ruled out. 

These percentages are probably the most telling evidence that there is no 

demonstrable connection between the Vaticanus umlauts and any extant New Testament 

16 $p94 inserts TOO Kopioo rmcov after Irjaoo in Romans 6:11. Also, Bpc syp omit 
siq TT|V avo|j.iav in Romans 6:19, marking the second place where Vaticanus and sp94 

disagree. 
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papyri. Many of the papyrus manuscripts are too fragmentary to make any significant 

observations, and the more complete papyrus manuscripts do not have sufficient 

representation on umlauted lines. Even the briefest survey of NA27 also reveals that there 

are numerous substantial variants between Vaticanus and the papyri that are not marked 

by umlauts. Even if a relationship between Vaticanus umlauts and the papyri should 

exist, demonstrating that relationship from the available data is impossible. 

The Relationship of the Vaticanus Umlauts to Family 1 

The primary apparatus in Chapter 3 reveals at least one more clue as to what source 

might be behind the Vaticanus umlauts, namely the umlaut at (1382.A~33.L). The Gospel 

of John ends in the first (A) column of a left-hand folio in Vaticanus. Only six lines of 

text are left to end the Gospel. The rest of the column is empty space, and Acts begins at 

the top of the B column. Later in the life of Vaticanus, ornate decoration was added to 

end the Gospel of John, and the title was repeated. The end of John, however, even with 

the illumination, still takes up only about two-thirds of the column; the rest is empty 

space. There is, however, about half-way down the empty part of the column, in what 

corresponds to approximately line 33, an umlaut to the left of the column, marking no 

text.17 This raises an interesting question: what variant could the scribe of Vaticanus have 

been aware of that caused him to place the umlaut here? The most natural suggestion is 

that the scribe who placed the umlauts had a text which included the Pericope de 

Adulter a (PA) at the end of John. 

This is clearly an umlaut here. It is easily visible on a high quality facsimile of 
Vaticanus. There is nothing on the opposite folio that could have imprinted the ink here, 
nor is there anything obvious on the back side of the page that could have bled through. 
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What makes this the most natural suggestion is that Vaticanus is visibly missing 

the PA. The text moves seamlessly from John 7:52 to John 8:12. Both Payne and Miller 

have commented on this omission in articles on the umlauts, solely because there is an 

umlaut at (1361.C.3.R), the line above where the PA would have begun had it been 

included after John 7:52. Payne argues that the umlaut at (1361.C.3.R) is marking the 

omission of the PA.18 Miller responds that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that 

it was the PA that inspired the umlaut. He demonstrates by offering evidence that the 

umlaut normally marks the line where the variant begins and not the line preceding.19 The 

presence of a variant on the actual line marked by the 7:52 umlaut supports Miller's 

claim. Payne, however, offers a rebuttal which—though part of a larger argument 

between Payne and Miller over an alleged interpolation in 1 Cor 14—is germane to this 

study and the question of sources for the Vaticanus umlauts. 

Payne suggests that the umlaut at (1361 .C.3.R) must be marking the omission of 

the PA because, "The variants [Miller] proposes for 1 Cor 14:34—35 and for John 7:52 are 

so minor that neither is listed in the NA27." Payne then deals extensively with the issue 

at 1 Cor 14:34—35, but does not deal any further with John 7:52. Presumably, Payne's 

argument is that the variants actually found at line (1362.C.3.R) are so insignificant that 

they would likely be unnoticed or considered too insubstantial by the scribe making the 

umlauts as evidenced by the fact that they do not occur in NA27. This claim must be 

examined more closely. The variant data at that line is as follows: 

18 Payne and Canart, "Originality," 112. 

19 Miller, "Observations," 232. 

20 Payne, "Response," 110. 
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SK Trig yakiXaiaq rrpo | ^TITTI^ OUK eyeipsxai 17taA.iv ouv aoxoic; ekakr\ 
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sysipexai) synyepxai LSAf 157 579 700 

It is most natural to assume that the longer interpolation listed first is not the variant 

intended by the umlaut, because the variant would have been noticed first, and 

presumably marked, on the line above. There is, however, no way to be sure. Even if the 

longer interpolation is excluded as well as the itacism and the singular reading of U, there 

is a remaining variant unit: sysipexai vs. sysiyspxai. It is true that this variant is not 

listed in NA27, but it would hardly be so insignificant as to escape the notice of a Greek-

speaking scribe who was making the umlauts. The larger apparatus in the appendix of 

this dissertation has numerous examples of umlauts marking variants characterized solely 

by changes in tense, person, or mood or even orthographic peculiarities.21 Given this, it 

seems most likely that the scribe who placed the umlauts in Vaticanus did not use an 

umlaut to mark the missing PA in John 7, but rather was marking a change in verb tense 

on the line before. 

Payne, however, is ultimately correct that the scribe of Vaticanus did know about 

the PA and marked it with an umlaut, just perhaps not at John 7. At least one of the 

manuscripts that were used to produce the umlauts most likely did not have the PA at 

John 7:52 since there is no umlaut there, but the manuscript did have some text that 

21 Some examples include 8oE,a£co vs. 8o%aaco at (1456.A.18.L), 
KaAeaouCTiv vs. Kaksoovoeiq at (1236.A.6.L), and eiraxv vs. SITCOV at (1387.B.16.L). 
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varied from Vaticanus added to the end of John. The existence of the umlaut in the empty 

column at (1382.A.-33.L), therefore, raises the question of whether the scribe of 

Vaticanus who placed the umlauts had a knowledge of manuscripts or readings reflecting 

the Family 1 tradition, since the primary manuscripts of this tradition lack the Pericope 

de Adulter a after John 7 and have that additional text located at the end of John. Further 

investigation, therefore, is warranted. In order to successfully claim a connection between 

the Vaticanus umlauts and Family 1, the data must be examined in two key areas. 

First, one would have to find a significantly high number of Family 1 variants 

present on lines marked by umlauts in Vaticanus. The number of Family 1 variants at 

umlaut locations would also have to be significantly higher than the normal incidence of 

Family 1 variants on non-umlauted lines. This can only be checked by compiling a 

special apparatus in which umlauted lines are checked against all primary Family 1 

manuscripts with some justification given as to which Family 1 manuscripts are sufficient 

to constitute a Vaticanus umlaut/Family 1 alignment. For example, if the only Family 1 

variant on an umlauted line occurs in manuscript 872, it seems unlikely that such would 

be significant for this study; nor should such an occurrence serve to demonstrate a 

connection between the Vaticanus umlauts and Family 1, given 872's propensity to lean 

toward the Byzantine, as well as the apparent age of the umlauts over against 872's 

chronological location on any likely Family 1 stemma.22 Individual Family 1 manuscripts 

should be included in such a Vaticanus umlaut/Family 1 apparatus where the individual 

manuscripts depart from the text of Vaticanus; a unanimity of the tradition at a variant 

location is not required to suggest a possible Vaticanus umlaut/Family 1 connection. But 

More about manuscript categories, age, and stemma will be discussed below. 
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any single manuscript's variation with Vaticanus at an umlaut location should be weighed 

carefully before it is counted as evidence. Also, since umlauted lines are more likely to 

contain a variant than non-umlauted lines, it would be important to know whether a 

Family 1 variant occurring on an umlauted line was more likely than of any non-Family 1 

variant occurring on such an umlauted line, and if so, by how much. 

Second, the nature of the Family 1 variants on umlauted lines would need to be 

compared with what is known of the textual relationship between Family 1 and 

Vaticanus. If, for example, the majority of Family 1 variants found on umlauted lines are 

mostly spelling variations of proper names and minor changes in inflection, but it can be 

demonstrated that Family 1 has frequent and sizeable insertions of text when compared 

with Vaticanus, then it becomes increasingly less likely that it was a manuscript or 

manuscripts in the Family 1 tradition that were the source for the umlauts. The existence 

of variants between Family 1 and Vaticanus that are not marked by umlauts would not 

necessarily discount the possibility of a relationship between the Vaticanus umlauts and 

Family 1; however, if a relationship existed, parity between the nature of variation among 

the two traditions and the nature of variation found in the umlauts could be expected. 

Only after this test is passed, can an evaluation of relationship between Vaticanus and 

Family 1 be suggested. 

Given all of the above considerations, the examination of the Vaticanus umlauts 

relative to Family 1 will proceed as follows: 

See "The Function of the Umlauts" in Chapter 2 for more information. 
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1. On the basis of the history of Family 1, determine which Family 1 

manuscripts should be considered in connection with Vaticanus umlauts based on the 

nature of their texts, their age, and their place in any likely Family 1 stemma. 

2. Produce an apparatus for all four Gospels, noting the location and type of 

variation as well as the Family 1 manuscripts which contain the variant(s). 

3. Evaluate the apparatus, comparing the findings with regard to Family 1 against 

the larger findings relating to the entirety of the Vaticanus umlauts to see if a statistically 

significant pattern emerges. 

4. Draw final conclusions. 

The Make-up and Textual History of Family 1 

Family 1 is a collection of manuscripts, cited in most text-critical apparatuses with the 

siglum/1. According to modern apparatuses, Family 1 typically consists of manuscripts 

1, 118, 131, 209, and 1582,24 but this roster of manuscripts has developed over time. 

Lake was the first to postulate such a family in the early 20th century. With the 

publication of Codex 1 of the Gospels and its Allies, Lake presented five manuscripts 

which he claimed to belong to this text family, though only four are dealt with in detail. 

Of these manuscripts, Lake argues that Codex 1 is the most faithful to an ancient 

24 The list given here is that which is assigned to the symbol/1 in NA27. Other 
manuscripts in the Family 1 tradition are not consistently cited, though the primary 
manuscripts (1, 118,131, 209, and 1582) are cited individually in NA27 if they disagree 
with the family reading and with 3K. A similar list of manuscripts and procedures is 
followed by the UBS 4th ed. 

Kirsopp Lake, Codex 1 of the Gospels and its Allies in Texts and Studies: 
Contributions to Biblical and Patristic Literature (vol. 7 no. 3, ed. Armitage Robinson; 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1902). 
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archetype in this textual tradition. According to Lake, the other manuscripts in the family 

(the "allies" of Codex 1) are manuscripts 118, 131, 205, and 209. Lake excludes 

manuscript 205 from further consideration in his apparatus, however, because he believes 

it most certainly to be a close copy of 209. The strength of his conviction on this matter is 

easily demonstrated by his own words. 

I was convinced when I studied the question at Venice that 205 was a copy of 
209. An hour's work only revealed two or three differences between the 
manuscripts, and those clearly accidental. It is for this reason that no further 
notice has been taken of 205. 

This rejection of 205 is not a hasty judgment but rather a judgment based on the 

value Lake places on 205 for showing the breadth and depth of the Family 1 tradition. 

Lake also suggests the possibility that 118 is a "carelessly made" copy of 209 but, unlike 

205, he does not dismiss it so quickly, for two reasons. First, Lake notes that 118 does 

depart from the readings of 1 and 209 many times, and there are a handful of places 

where 118 agrees with 1 against 209, though Lake dismisses these as, "no cases of 

importance."27 These variations, though not especially significant according to Lake, 

make the readings of 118 noteworthy in a way that the readings of 205 are not. Second, 

Lake believes that it is possible that the paleographical evidence regarding the date of 209 

is misleading. He argues that if 118 is a copy of 209, then the standard date for 209 based 

on paleographical considerations (a date in the fourteenth century) is incorrect, since 118 

is clearly a thirteenth-century codex. Such a conclusion, Lake argues, should be made 

with care. With regard to the possibility that 118 is not a copy of 209 but rather is a 

Ibid., xxi—xxii. 

Ibid., xxi. Lake notes 27 places of disagreement. 
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"carelessly made" copy of the same archetype of 209, Lake states, "The question admits 

of doubt, but as all the readings of 118 and 209 are given, individual scholars may easily 

judge for themselves." It is, apparently, because of this continued discussion of the 

dating of 209 that Lake is further convinced of the need to include the readings of 118 in 

his critical edition. Later in his work, however, as Lake considers the larger question of 

the relationship of the Family 1 manuscripts to each other and to their ancestors, he 

reluctantly but convincingly argues that the stemmatic evidence points to a common 

ancestor for 118 and 209 rather than 118 as a copy of 209.29 

In the one hundred years since Lake's work, many additional manuscripts have 

been suggested to belong to Family 1. Manuscripts 22, 872, 884,1192, 1210, 1278, 1582, 

2193, and 2542 have all been noted by various textual critics as representatives of the text 

family.30 The process began with the discovery of manuscript 1582 and the subsequent 

development of a "Caesarean" text-type theory. Not all of these manuscripts, however, 

* Ibid., xxv. 

These nine additional manuscripts are consistently cited as being aligned at 
some level with Family 1. J. K. Elliott, A Bibliography of Greek New Testament 
Manuscripts (2nd ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) was particularly 
helpful in confirming this. Also, as demonstrated below, Amy S. Anderson, The Textual 
Tradition of the Gospels: Family1 in Matthew (vol. XXXII of New Testament Tools and 
Studies; ed. by Bruce M. Metzger and Bart D. Ehrman; Boston: Brill, 2004), 103—45 
gives Family 1 classifications that are extremely helpful. For a recent example of the 
ongoing discussion see P. R. McReynolds, "Two New Members of Family One of the 
New Testament Text: 884 and 2542" in Texte und Textkritik, eine Aufsatzsammlung (ed. 
by Jurgen Dummer; vol. 133 of Texte und Untersuchungen; Berlin, 1987), 397—403. 

31 See B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels: A Study of Origins (4th rev. ed.; London: 
MacMillan, 1930), and Kirsopp Lake, Robert P. Blake, and Silva New, "The Caesarean 
Text of the Gospel of Mark." HTR 21: 207^104, 1928. 
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have the same purity or authority as consistent representatives of the Family 1 tradition. 

This is especially important to note in this present study since it could not be the extant 

manuscripts of Family 1 that were the source of the umlauts but rather some much older 

and now lost manuscript in the Family 1 tradition. 

The Family 1 manuscripts fall into three basic categories, primary, secondary, and 

tertiary, based on their faithfulness to the Family's ancient ancestor(s).32 Variants found 

in manuscripts of these three categories at umlaut locations necessarily have different 

values for indicating places where the scribe of the umlauts may have known of the 

Family 1 tradition. 

The primary category of Family 1 manuscripts almost certainly includes 

manuscripts 1,118, 205, 209, and 1582. These manuscripts most likely all descend from 

a common ancestor and are the most faithful representatives of the tradition. The 

secondary category is made up of manuscripts which show an affinity with Family 1 but 

with some notable Byzantine influence. According to Anderson, these manuscripts are 

descended from a common archetype (Y) which itself most likely represents a correction 

toward the Byzantine. Manuscripts which best belong in this category are 22, 1192, and 

Anderson, Tradition, 103—45. The divisions presented below rely heavily on the 
work of Anderson. 

Lake, Codex 1, xxiv. According to Lake, 1, 118, and 209 are descended from a 
common exemplar which he labels X with 205 descended directly from 209. On the other 
hand, Anderson, Tradition, 101, sees 118, 205, and 209 descended from a common 
exemplar which she labels X-l (corresponding to Lake's X). According to Anderson X-l 
is descended from a prior manuscript she calls X, from which 1 also descended. Codex 
1582, according to Anderson is descended from the parent to X which she calls A-l. 

34 Anderson, Tradition, 121. The hypothetical manuscript Y in Anderson's 
stemma is claimed to descend from a prior parent along with X and 1582, with 1582 
being the most faithful representative of the exemplar. 
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1210. The final and tertiary category is made up of manuscripts 131, 872, 884, 1278, 

2193, and 2542. These are manuscripts with some Family 1 readings but which diverge 

substantially from the tradition as a whole, either in significant places or in a significant 

amount of their text.35 Most notable on this list is Codex 131 which is cited by Lake and 

is listed as a primary Family 1 manuscript in most modern apparatuses. The codex, 

however, is not a consistent witness to Family 1. Lake found it only to preserve the 

Family 1 tradition in Mark 1—4 and Luke 1-24. Anderson agrees, noting that the text of 

131 outside of those passages is Byzantine. 

If these categories are, indeed, the best way to understand the distribution of 

Family 1 manuscripts, this provides two substantial cautions for this study. First, Codex 

1582 must be included in any Family 1 apparatus of the Vaticanus umlauts though it was 

not included in Lake's apparatus. Lake was not aware of 1582 at the time he produced 

Codex 1 of the Gospels and its Allies, but since then the importance of codex 1582 to the 

text family is clearly understood. Second, since Codex 131 most likely does not belong 

in the primary group of Family 1 manuscripts, variants at umlaut locations found only in 

Codex 131 should be considered suspect when evaluating agreements between an umlaut 

and a Family 1 reading. While codex 131 can be counted as a representative of the 

Ibid, 132. Anderson also suggests that in many cases the Family 1 readings in 
these manuscripts tend to be trivial and are, "most likely the sort to have happened 
independently." 

Lake, Codex 1, xxxiv and Anderson, Tradition, 133. 

Anderson, Tradition, 132—4. 

Ibid., 97 argues that 1582 is actually a better candidate for "lead" manuscript in 
the family than Codex 1, because, though 1 and 1582 are very close, 1582 more faithfully 
follows the Family 1 archetype. 
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Family 1 tradition where its text is in common with that tradition, the problem lies in the 

singular in 131, especially if (as Anderson claims) many of the Family 1 agreements in 

131 are coincidental. In any apparatus of the umlauts and Family 1 variants, therefore, 

Codex 131 should be included, but where Codex 131 is the singular Family 1 

representative, its readings should be noted but excluded from any final tally. 

The Date of Family 1 and its Ancestors 

The extant manuscripts of Family 1 date to around the tenth century and later with 1582 

being the oldest, having been inscribed in AD 948, and 209 being the youngest, having 

been inscribed most likely in the fifteenth century. Given that the most likely date for the 

production of the umlauts is in the fourth or fifth century, it is clearly not the extant 

manuscripts in Family 1 that were consulted for the production of the umlauts. There is 

good evidence, however, that ancestors for the Family 1 text were in existence at the time 

of Vaticanus' production. 

Lake was the first to propose a stemma for the Family 1 manuscripts, 

demonstrating how they descended from a common ancestor, but it is Anderson's 

recently proposed stemma that is the most detailed and the most helpful for inquiry into 

the Vaticanus umlauts. Anderson concludes that a text not identical to but distinctly 

similar to Family 1 was extant in Caesarea as early as the third century.41 She bases this 

Jy Ibid., 132. 

40 The existence of a large number of variants unique to Family 1 that are not 
marked by umlauts also bears this out. More will be said about this later in this chapter. 

41 Ibid., 83. 
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conclusion on two lines of argumentation. First, Anderson's reconstruction of the 

marginalia of 1582 suggests a date for the ancestor earlier than the tenth century. 

According to Anderson, Ephraim, the scribe of 1582, sought to faithfully reproduce his 

archetype, marginalia included.42 There is present in 1582, however, a systematic but 

gradual decline in the number and length of marginal notations. This phenomenon, argues 

Anderson, suggests that a scribe prior to Ephriam (who himself copied meticulously) 

"gradually left off copying the apparatus."4 This leads Anderson to proffer at least two 

prior stages for 1582, the immediate exemplar with the less replete marginalia (A-l) and 

its exemplar (A-l2). Anderson further argues that the marginalia present in A-l was 

present in the archetype, and offers the similar marginal apparatus present in Codex 1739 

as evidence.44 As will be shown below, this pushes Anderson's date for the archetype 

back to at least the seventh century. 

The second line of argumentation used by Anderson to suggest an ancient origin 

for Family 1 is that there are clear similarities between the text of Family 1 and the text 

used by Origen (ca A.D. 185-254). Though this connection was noted earlier by Kim and 

others,45 Anderson's work focuses on Codex 1582 and Origen's commentary on 

Matthew, but her findings are exceptionally clear. Most notably Anderson states, "A 

42 Ibid., 61. 

43 Ibid. 

44 Ibid., 72, suggests that 1739 is also descended from the archetype of Family 1 
but with its Gospels now lost. Anderson also suggests that 1739 and 1582 were both 
copied by the same scribe, Ephraim. 

45 For example see K. W. Kim, "Codices 1582, 1739, and Origen," JBL 69 
(1950), 167-75. 
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series of rare and ancient readings, shared by few or no others, is common to both 

documents."46 There are differences between Family 1 and Origen's text, and those 

differences are substantial and ancient. One text was not based on the other, but rather, 

Anderson argues, "It appears more likely that both drew from a common source—a 

collection of biblical documents available in Caesarea in the early third century and 

containing distinctive readings." 

46 Anderson, Tradition, 83. 

47 Ibid. 
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Anderson's stemma, revised from Lake, is as follows: 
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Figure 11 

Determining the exact date of the ancestors and ultimate archetype of Family 1 is not 

necessary to properly evaluate the umlaut evidence. It is sufficient to note that there is 

ample evidence that the predecessors to Family 1 are ancient, at least as ancient as Codex 

Vaticanus and therefore sufficiently old enough to produce the umlauts therein. If correct, 

Anderson's stemma also reinforces the need to focus on the "Category 1" manuscripts, 

that is the Family 1 manuscripts most faithful to the ancient archetype when considering 

the relationship of the Vaticanus umlauts to Family 1. 

AQ 

Ibid., 101. The stemma is reprinted exactly as it appears in Anderson's 
Tradition. 
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An Evaluation of the Data 

Having established that it is chronologically possible for a Family 1 ancestor to be a 

source of the Vaticanus umlauts and having demonstrated that such an ancestor would 

most likely be reflected in the primary Family 1 manuscripts, a proper investigation of 

the Vaticanus umlauts and Family 1 can begin. In order to examine what, if any, 

Vaticanus umlaut/Family 1 connection exists, the lines of text in the Gospels that are 

marked by the umlauts in Vaticanus were examined carefully for Family 1 variants. The 

bulk of the work was already complete with the completion of the secondary apparatus in 

the appendix of this dissertation, but the Gospels portion of that apparatus was rechecked 

for accuracy and expanded to include specific Family 1 readings from Swanson, Lake, 

and Anderson. Table 16 provides the general apparatus as well as the results described 

for each Gospel. 

The findings for all four Gospels are summarized on the table below. Locations 

marked with "*" indicate places where a single umlaut marks a line of text with more 

than one distinct Family 1 variant extant. The column entitled "Variant Type" uses a very 

abbreviated set of text critical symbols: "+" indicating an insertion, "—" indicating an 

omission, ")" indicating a replacement, and ")+" indicating a replacement that is 

significantly longer than the text replaced. The column labeled "NA27" gives the variant 

notation listed in that edition's apparatus. In this column, a "—" indicates that the variant 

is not listed in NA27, and a notation of "B is unique" indicates that B and often a handful 

of other manuscripts have a unique reading that differs from Family 1 as well as many 

other manuscripts. The column labeled "LAS" indicates the findings of a collation of 

umlaut lines using the apparatuses in Lake and Swanson as well as the helpful correction 
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of Lake by Anderson, and lists the manuscripts in which the variant is found. In this 

column the designation "131*" indicates a variant in Codex 131 in those sections where 

131 is believed to be faithfully following the Family 1 tradition. Table 16 is followed by 

an analysis of the findings in each Gospel. 

Table 16. Possible Family 1 Umlauts 

Gospel Location Variant Type NA27 LAS 
Matt 2:18 
Matt 3:9-10 
Matt 3:15-16, 
Matt 5:11 
Matt 5:22 
Matt 5:44 
Matt. 5:47a 
Matt 6:1 
Matt 6:13-14 
Matt 6:21 
Matt 6:25 
Matt 8:9 
Matt 8:13 
Matt 9:8 
Matt 9:13-14 
Matt 10:3^1 
Matt 10:12-13 
Matt 11:23 
Matt 12:3 
Matt 12:22 
Matt 13:3^1 
Matt 13:25 
Matt 13:50-51 
Matt 13:55 
*Matt 15:8 
*Matt 15:8 
Matt 15:16-17 
Matt 15:19 
*Matt 16:13 
*Matt 16:13 
Matt 18:7 
Matt 18:8 
Matt 18:10-12 
Matt 18:35 
Matt 19:17 
Matt 20:15 

1237.A.1.L 
1237.B.37.L 
1237.C.30.R 
1239.A.40.L 
1239.C.19.R 
1240.C.1.L 
1240.C.16.L 
1240.C.23.R 
1241.B.9.L 
1241.C.7.R 
1241.C.31.R 
1243.C.11.R 
1243.C.40.R 
1245.A.15.L 
1245.B.6.R 
1246.B.30.L 
1246.C.26.L 
1248.C.28.L 
1249.B.1.L 
1249.C.41.R 
1251.B.4.L 
1252.A.31.L 
1253.B.13.L 
1253.B.39.L 
1255.A.39.L 
1255.A.39.L 
1255.B.32.L 
1255.C.1.R 
1256.C.31.L 
1256.C.31.L 
1259.A.6.L 
1259.A.10.L 
1259.A.33.L 
1260.A.34.L 
1260.C.33.L 
1262.A.2.L 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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/ ' 
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Table 16. Possible Family 1 Umlauts 

Gospel Location Variant Type NA27 LAS 
Matt 21:3 
Matt 21:29 
Matt 23:3 
Matt 24:43 
Matt 24:49 
Matt 25:1-2 
Matt 26:11 
Matt 26:27-28 
Matt 26:53 
Matt 26:60 
Matt 26:65-66 
Matt 26:75 
Matt 27:34 
Matt 27:35-36 
Matt 28:14 
Mark 1:2 
Mark 1:7-8 
Mark 1:10 
Mark 1:13 
Mark 2:1 
Mark 2:5 
Mark 2:7 
Mark 2:16 
Mark 2:26 
*Mark 3:5-6 
*Mark 3:5-6 
Mark 3:29-30 
Mark 4:10 
Mark 5:40 
Mark 6:4 
Mark 6:11-12 
*Mark 6:33 
•Mark 6:33 
Mark 7:17 
*Mark 7:28 
*Mark 7:28 
•Mark 7:30 
•Mark 7:30 
Mark 7:32 
Mark 8:10-11 
Mark 9:20 
Mark 10:21 
Mark 10:29 
Mark 12:6 
Mark 12:14 

1262.C25.L 
1263.C.40.R 
1266.B.2.L 
1269.B.18.L 
1269.B.42.L 
1269.C.17.R 
1271.C.7.R 
1272.A.40.L 
1273.B.4.L 
1273.B.41.R 
1273.C.28.R 
1274.A.21.L 
1275.B.10.L 
1275.B.16.L 
1277.A.19.L 
1277.C.3.R 
1277.C.35.R 
1278.A.6.L 
1278.A.14.L 
1279.B.1.L 
1279.B.20.L 
1279.B.26.L 
1279.C.41.R 
1280.B.20.L 
1280.C.10.L 
1280.C.10.L 
1281.B.37.L 
1282.A.20.L 
1284.C.12.L 
1285.A.14.L 
1285.B.12.L 
1286.A.37.L 
1286.A.37.L 
1287.C.29.R 
1288.A.41.L 
1288.A.41.L 
1288.B.9.L 
1288.B.9.L 
1288.B.20.L 
1289.A.10.L 
1291.A.6.L 
1292.C.30.L 
1293.A.27.R 
1295.C.12.R 
1296.A.14.L 
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Table 16. Possible Family 1 Umlauts 

Gospel Location Variant Type NA27 LAS 
*Mark 13:14 
*Mark 13:14 
Mark 14:19-20 
Mark 14:22 
Mark 14:39-40 
Mark 14:45 
Mark 14:51-52 
Mark 15:7 
*Mark 15:34 
*Mark 15:34 
Luke 1:28-29 
Luke 2:15 
Luke 2:33 
Luke 3:5b 
Luke 4:7 
Luke 4:8 
Luke 4:10-11 
Luke 6:9 
Luke 6:10-11 

Luke 6:32 
Luke 7:11 
Luke 8:26 
Luke 9:44 
Luke 9:54-55 
Luke 10:1 
Luke 10:17 
Luke 11:2 
*Luke 12:31 
*Luke 12:31 
*Luke 13:8-9 
*Luke 13:8-9 
*Luke 14:14 
*Luke 14:14 
Luke 14:15 
Luke 14:24 
*Luke 15:22 
*Luke 15:22 
*Luke 15:22 
Luke 15:30 
Luke 16:14 
Luke 17:4 
Luke 17:37 
Luke 18:14 
Luke 18:25 
Luke 19:17 

1297.C.33.R 
1297.C.33.R 
1299.B.28.L 
1299.C.3.R 
1300.A.39.L 
1300.B.30.L 
1300.C.13.L 
1301.C.20.R 
1302.C.5.L 
1302.C.5.L 
1305.A.17.L 
1307.B.9.L 
1308.A.11.L 
1309.A.23.L 
1310.C.21.L 
1310.C.25.L 
1310.C.39.L 
1314.B.26.L 
1314.B.36.L 

1315.B.17.L 
1316.C.27.L 
1319.C.7.R 
1323.A.4.L 
1323.B.22.L 
1323.C.18.R 
1324.B.13.L 
1325.B.41.L 
1329.A.17.L 
1329.A.17.L 
1330.C.1.L 
1330.C.1.L 
1332.B.10.L 
1332.B.10.L 
1332.B.15.L 
1332.C.20.L 
1334.A.15.L 
1334.A.15.L 
1334.A.15.L 
1334.B.15.L 
1335.A.18.L 
1336.A.8.L 
1337.A.24.R 
1337.C.10.R 
1338.A.19.L 
1339.A.42.L 
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Table 16. Possible Family 1 Umlauts 

Gospel Location Variant Type NA27 LAS 
Luke 21:19 
Luke 21:25 
Luke 22:58 
Luke 23:23-24 
Luke 23:46 
Luke 24:47 
John 1:27-28 
John 1:42 
John 2:14-15 
John 5:2b 
John 6:11a 
John 7:29 
*John 7:39b-40 
*John 7:39b-40 
John 7:52a 
*John 7:52b 
*John 7:52b 
John 8:25 
John 8:39 
John 10:14 
John 10:16 
John 10:26 
John 10:29 
John 11:19 
•John 11:29 
*John 11:29 
John 12:7b-8 
John 13:23-24 
John 13:26-27 
•John 14:13 
•John 14:13 
John 19:3 
John 19:17 
John 20:18 
•John 21:15 
•John 21:15 

1342.C.7.L 
1342.C.41.L 
1345.B.11.L 
1346.B.40.L 
1347.B.8.L 
1349.B.19.L 
1350.B.18.R 
1351.A.6.R 
1351.C.34.R 

1355.C.1.L 
1357.C.1.R 
1360.C.28.L 
1361.A.40.L 
1361.A.40.L 
1361.C.1.R 
1361.C.3.R 
1361.C.3.R 
1362.A.31.L 
1362.C.6.L 
1365.B.29.L 
1365.B.39.L 
1365.C.39.R 
1366.A.7.L 
1367.A.12.L 
1367.B.7.L 
1367.B.7.L 
1368.C.18.L 
1371.A.36.L 
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Matthew 

There are 94 umlauts in Matthew's gospel in Vaticanus, 49 of which certainly mark the 

location of a Family 1 variant. Of those 48 Family 1 variant umlauts, 30 mark lines of 

text containing a variant extant in all primary Family 1 manuscripts,49 though two of 

these are locations where Vaticanus and a handful of other manuscripts have a unique 

reading. Six of the 49 Family 1 variant umlauts mark lines of text which contain a variant 

extant in only a single primary manuscript of Family 1. The remaining 13 umlauts mark 

lines of text containing a variant extant in multiple manuscripts of Family 1. Typically 

manuscripts 118 and 209 or manuscripts 1 and 131 are paired together. In these locations, 

manuscript 1582 is more likely to be associated with 1 and 131 than with 118 or 209 

unless, however, 1582 has been corrected at that location. In Matthew's Gospel, on 

umlauted lines that mark places of variation with manuscript 1582, in places where 1582 

has been corrected, 1582 has always been corrected to read with 118 and/or 209. There 

are no places in Matthew's Gospel where an uncorrected 1582 reads with 1 except in 

places where the entire Family 1 tradition agrees. 

Additionally, there are two umlauts, included in the totals above, which mark 

lines of text that each have two variants extant in Family 1 manuscripts. The first, the 

umlaut at Matt 15:8 (1255.A.39.L) has Family 1 divided between the two variants. The 

first variant, a lengthy replacement, is extant in manuscripts 118 and 209. The second 

variant has a two-word addition extant in manuscripts 1 and 131. In the second case, the 

umlaut at Matt 16:13 (1256.C.31.L), also has two variants extant in Family 1 on that line. 

As noted above, the manuscripts that will be considered primary are 1, 118, 209 
and 1582. Codex 131 will also be cited because its readings are readily accessible, though 
its inclusion will be properly weighted in any conclusions drawn. 
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Both variants, an addition and a replacement, are extant in all of the primary Family 1 

manuscripts. 

Mark 

The umlaut locations in Mark, with regard to their relationship to Family 1 variants, are 

not nearly as varied as they are in Matthew. There are 56 umlauts in Mark's gospel in 

Vaticanus, 34 of which mark the location of a Family 1 variant. In one of those 34 

locations Vaticanus and a handful of other manuscripts have a unique reading, and all but 

three of those 34 locations contain variants extant in the entire Family 1 tradition.50 Six of 

the umlauts mark lines of text that contain two distinct variants as represented in the 

Family 1 tradition. The umlauts at (1286.A.37.L), (1288.A.41.L), (1288.B.9.L), 

(1297.C.33.R), and (1302.C.5.L) all contain two Family 1 variants on the line marked. 

Both variants on all three of the lines are found in the entire Family 1 tradition. The 

umlaut at (1280.C.10.L) also contains two variants extant in Family 1 manuscripts, a text 

addition found only in 1182 and 1582° and a text addition found only in 131. These 

corrections appear to reflect Byzantine influence. 

Luke 

There are 78 lines of text marked by umlauts in Luke. Of those, 36 contain lines of text 

with a Family 1 variant present. At least 22 of these mark lines where the entire Family 1 

tradition varies from Vaticanus. At least seven of the 36 lines contain a variant extant 

only in a single Family 1 manuscript, and in at least three of the 36 lines which contain a 

50 The number may actually be four, not three if the umlaut at (1280.C.10.L) is 
included as noted at the end of this paragraph. 
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Family 1 variant, the variant is extant in two or three manuscripts from the Family 1 

tradition.51 The umlauts at (1329.A.17.L), (1330.C. l.L), and (1332.B.10.L) each contain 

two Family 1 variants on the line marked. The umlaut at (1334.A.15.L) contains three 

distinct variants on the line marked, one found only in Codex 131, the other two 

representing a variant with all the primary Family 1 manuscripts. 

John 

John's Gospel in Vaticanus contains 52 umlauts marking 51 lines of text.52 Twenty-six of 

the 52 umlauts mark lines of text containing variants extant in Family 1 manuscripts. Of 

those, at least 19 contain variants representing the entire Family 1 tradition. At least one 

is represented by only a single manuscript, and at least two are represented by multiple 

manuscripts in the Family 1 tradition.53 The umlauts at (1361.A.40.L), (1361.C.3.R), 

(1367.B.7.L), (1372.A.31.L), and (1381.B.28.L) each contain two distinct Family 1 

variants on the line marked. At three of the 26 Family 1 umlaut locations, Vaticanus and 

a handful of other manuscripts contain a unique reading. 

51 The numbers given here (22 of 36, 7 of 36, and 3 of 36) could each be higher 
by as many as two or three because, as discussed above, four of the umlauts in Luke 
contain multiple variants on the line that are extant in the Family 1 tradition. At each of 
these, at least one of the variant units is extant in all Family 1 manuscripts; two are extant 
only in manuscripts 1, 118, and 209; and three are only extant in manuscript 1 or 131. 

The final umlaut at (1382.A.-33.L) is marking the middle of almost an entire 
column of empty space. As will be demonstrated above, this is most likely a Family 1 
variant, marking the location of the Pericope de Adulter a. 

53 These numbers (19 of 26, 1 of 26, and 2 of 26) could be as many as two or three 
higher because five of the umlauts in John contain multiple variants on the line that are 
extant in the Family 1 tradition. At each of these, at least one of the variant units is extant 
in all Family 1 manuscripts, two are extant only in a single manuscript, and two are 
extant in multiple manuscripts. 
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Establishing a Connection between Vaticanus and Family 1 

What is abundantly clear is that data resulting from an examination of the umlauts for 

Family 1 variants passes the test set out above. There is a significantly high number of 

Family 1 variants found at umlaut locations in the Gospels. In total, 145 umlauts in the 

Gospels mark locations that contain Family 1 variants. These locations make up 51.8% of 

the 280 total umlauts in the Gospels. This percentage is noticeably high, with half the 

lines of text marked by umlauts containing a Family 1 variant. 

It should be noted, however, that a number of these 145 Family 1 variant locations 

are probably not indicative of a Family 1 variant known to the scribe of Vaticanus who 

made the umlauts. The vast majority of the umlauted lines contain variants from other 

text families as well, and it is impossible to know which variant the scribe intended to 

mark with the umlaut. Also, many of the umlauts listed above mark a line with a variant 

found in only a single manuscript in the Family 1 tradition. This does not exclude, but 

does cast doubt on, the likelihood that the scribe placing the umlauts was aware of a 

Family 1 variant. Additionally, a few of the umlauts listed above represent corrected 

manuscripts from the Family 1 tradition where the original text agreed with Vaticanus but 

was later corrected to a different reading. There is also a number of locations noted in 

Table 16 where a Family 1 variant is extant at that location because Vaticanus and a 

handful of other manuscripts have a unique reading. In other words, Vaticanus disagrees 

with Family 1 as well as with the vast majority of other Greek manuscripts. Again, this 

does not exclude the possibility that it was an ancient Family 1 reading that was the 

impetus for the umlaut, but since an umlaut at that location could have resulted from a 

variant in many text-types, these umlauts should be viewed skeptically with regard to a 
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Family 1 /Vaticanus relationship. It should also be noted that, though cited consistently in 

the apparatus, Codex 131 is problematic for determining an ancient Family 1 reading. As 

discussed above, 131 is not a consistent witness for the Family 1 tradition. 

If Family 1 umlaut locations that have only a single manuscript witness (e.g., the 

only variant from Family 1 extant on an umlauted line is found exclusively in Codex 209) 

are dropped from the tally, the number of Family 1 umlauts drops from 145 to 126 or 

45.0% of the umlauts which is still a high total.54 If Family 1 umlaut locations that only 

have variants found in corrected manuscripts are dropped, the tally is further reduced 

from 126 to 124 of 280 or 44.2%. If the Family 1 umlaut locations that are the result of a 

mostly unique reading of Vaticanus are excluded, the tally drops to 118 or 42.1% of the 

total umlauts in the Gospels. If the tally of Family 1 umlauts is reduced to only include 

those locations containing a variant representing all of the primary manuscripts in the 

Family 1 tradition, the tally drops to 94 of 280 or 33.2%. This means that the number of 

umlauts in the Vaticanus Gospels that most likely represent locations where the scribe 

who placed the umlauts could have been aware of a Family 1 variant is somewhere 

between 33.2% and 44.2%, though it could be as high as 51.8%. This appears to be a 

significantly high number. Without a control group, however, with which to compare 

these figures, it would be overly hasty to declare a Vaticanus umlaut/Family 1 

connection. 

The establishment of a control group is the next logical step in determining if the 

percentage of Vaticanus umlauts in the Gospels that contain a Family 1 variant is 

54 Note that dropping from the tally singular manuscripts in the Family 1 tradition 
also eliminates manuscript 131, except for those locations where 131 agrees with another 
manuscript in the Family 1 tradition. 
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significant. In order to be demonstrated as significant, the number of Family 1 variants 

found on lines marked by umlauts would have to be significantly higher than the number 

of Family 1 variants found on non-umlauted lines. These non-umlauted lines will be the 

control group. To test for this, Table 17 was compiled, using Lake's edition of Codex 1. 

For each line in Matthew's Gospel that contains an umlaut, the following twenty lines 

were also checked for a variant in one of the primary Family 1 manuscripts. For 

consistency, all variants were tallied—single manuscripts, corrected manuscripts, and 

Codex 131—for the umlauted lines and for the non-umlauted lines. The results are 

displayed on the chart below. The first column is the location of the umlaut in Matthew. 

The second column indicates whether or not a Family 1 variant was found at the 

umlauted line; a 1 indicates the presence of a Family 1 variant, a 0 indicates no Family 1 

variant. The 20 columns following represent each of the 20 lines following the umlauted 

line in Vaticanus, with a 0 indicating no Family 1 variant and a 1 indicating a Family 1 

variant found on the line. Numerals marked with an asterisk (*) indicate lines that are 

among the "next twenty lines" but are also marked by an umlaut because the umlauts 

were less than twenty lines apart in Vaticanus. 

Table 17. Probability of Family 1 Variants. 

The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
Location U (1 =/'variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an umlaut) 
Matt 1:18 
(1235.C.18.R) 

Matt 1:23 
(1236.A.6.L) 

Matt 2:18 
(1237.A.1.L) 

Matt 3:8 
(1237.B.30.L) 

Matt 3:9-10 
(1237.B.37.L) 
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Table 17—Continued. 

The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
Location U (1 = f l variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an umlaut) 
Matt 3:12 
(1237.C.12.R) 

Matt 3:15-16 
(1237.C.30.R) 

Matt 4:16 
(1238.B.27.L) 

Matt 5:11 
(1239.A.40.L) 

Matt 5:22 
(1239.C.19.R) 

Matt 5:41 
(1240.B.33.L) 

Matt 5:44 
(1240.C.1.L) 

Matt 5:45 
(1240.C.6.L) 

Matt 5:47a 
(1240.C.16.L) 

Matt 5:47b 
(1240.C.18.L) 

Matt 6:1 
(1240.C.23.R) 

Matt 6:5 
(1241.A.7.R) 

Matt 6:9 
(1241.A.36.L) 

Matt 6:13-14 
(1241.B.9.L) 

Matt 6:21 
(1241.C.7.R) 

Matt 6:25 
(1241.C.31.R) 

Matt 7:16 
(1242.C.31.L) 

Matt 7:21-22 
(1243.A.12.L) 

Matt 8:9 
(1243.C.11.R) 

Matt 8:13 
(1243.C.40.R) 

Matt 8:18 
(1244.A.22.L) 

Matt 8:30 
(1244.B.40.L) 

Matt 9:4 
(1244.C.40.L) 

Matt 9:8 
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Table 17—Continued. 

The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
Location U (1 = f i variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an umlaut) 
Matt 10:12-13 
(1246.C.26.L) 

Matt 10:29 
(1247.B.33.L) 

Mattll:23 
(1248.C.28.L) 

Matt 12:3 
(1249.B.1.L) 

Matt 12:15 
(1249.C.11.R) 

Matt 12:22 
(1249.C.41.R) 

Matt 12:23 
(1250.A.2.L) 

Matt 13:3^1 
(1251.B.4.L) 

Matt 13:25 
(1252.A.31.L) 

Matt 13:47 
(1253.A.38J*) 

Matt 13:50-51 
(1253.B.13.L) 

Matt 13:55 
(1253.B.39.L) 

Matt 14:20 
(1254.B.18.L) 

Matt 15:5-6 
(1255.A.31.L) 
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(1255.A.39.L) 

Matt 15:9 
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Matt 15:19 
(1255.C.1.R) 
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(1256.C.31.L) 
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(1257.G.7.R) 
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0* 
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1 

1 

0 

1 
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Table 17—Continued. 

The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
Location I) (1 = f 1 variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an umlaut) 
Man 19:17 
(1260.C.33.L) 

Matt 19:23 
(1261.A.21.L) 

Matt 20:7 
(1261.C.9.R) 

Matt 20:15 
(1262.A.2.L) 

Matt 21:3 
(1262.C.25.L) 

Matt 21:29 
(1263.C.40.R) 

Matt 21:37 
(1264.B.7.L) 

Matt 21:41 
(1264.B.22.L) 

Matt 22:32 
(1265.C.30.R) 

Matt 22:37-38 
(1266.A.7.L) 

Matt 23:3 
(1266.B.2.L) 

Matt 23:5 
(1266.B.19.L) 

Matt 23:8 
(1266.B.29.L) 

Matt 24:1-2 
(1267.C.31.R) 

Matt 24:6-7 
(1268.A.17.L) 

Matt 24:43 
(1269.B.18.L) 

Matt 24:49 
(1269.B.42.L) 

Matt 25:1-2 
(1269.C.17.R) 

Matt 25:13 
(1270.A.18.L) 

Matt 25:34 
(1270.C.32.L) 

Matt 26:11 
(1271.C.7.R) 

Matt 26:17 
(1271.C.31.R) 

Matt 26:26 
(1272.A.35.L) 

Matt 26:27-28 
(1272.A.40.L) 

Matt 26:42^13 
(1272.C.35.L) 

Matt 26:53 
(1273.B.4.L) 

Matt 26:60 
(1273.B.41.R) 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 
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Table 17—Continued. 

The subsequent 20 lines in Vaticanus. 
Location U (1 = f l variant, 0 = none, * = line is also marked with an umlaut) 
Matt 26:65-66 
(1273.C.28.R) 

Matt 26:75 
(1274.A.21.L) 

Matt 27:34 
(1275.B.10.L) 

Matt 27:35-36 
(1275.B.16.L) 

Matt 27:55 
(1276.A.18.L) 

Matt 28:5 
(1276.C.31.L) 

Matt 28:14 
(1277.A.19.L) 

Totals: 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

50 

0 

1 

0 

0 , 

0 

1 

1 

21 
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17 
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1 
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] 

] 

0 

0 

19 

1 

1 

0 

0 

] 

0 

0 

21 

1 

0 

0 

] 

0 

0 

1 
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In the Gospel of Matthew there are 94 umlauts, 50 of which contain a Family 1 

variant of some type or 53.2%. As noted above, this figure is congruous with the 

percentage of Family 1 variants to umlauted lines throughout the Gospels. When the 

twenty lines following each of the 94 umlauted lines are checked for Family 1 variants, 

Table 17 above demonstrates that the percentages drop dramatically. The highest 

incidence of Family 1 variants occurs on the sixth line following umlauted lines, with 24 

Family 1 variants. The lowest incident of Family 1 variants occurs on the seventh line 

following the umlauted lines, with only 10 Family 1 variants. The twenty lines following 

umlauted lines average 17.4 Family 1 variants out of 94 lines examined or roughly 18%. 

This demonstrates that there is a statistically significant number of Family 1 

variants found on umlauted lines. An umlauted line is somewhere between two and three 

times more likely to contain a Family 1 variant than a non-umlauted line. Depending on 

how rigorous the standard, somewhere between 33.2% and 51.8% of the umlauts contain 

a likely known and umlauted Family 1 variant. In the control group (a sample of non-

umlauted lines in Matthew), however, only 17.4% of non-umlauted lines had a Family 1 
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variant, and this 17.4% was achieved by counting every possible Family 1 variant (in 

single manuscripts, in corrected manuscripts, and in Codex 131). This is a strong 

indication that the scribe who placed the umlauts in Codex Vaticanus used a manuscript 

or manuscripts that contained Family 1 readings as a source for some of the umlauts. 

The data also indicate that there clearly is parity between the kind of variation 

expected between Family 1 and Codex Vaticanus and the kinds of variants found on lines 

marked by the umlauts. As with any umlauted line, it is impossible to tell which variant is 

being marked if more than one variant is extant on the line, and it is impossible to tell 

which manuscript or manuscript type was the source for the umlaut when a variant 

appears in more than one manuscript type on a single line. There are a few notable places, 

however, where the Family 1 variant appears more likely to be the variant that the scribe 

intended to mark with the umlaut. Also, it is worth noting that the Family 1 variants 

found on lines marked by umlauts are substantial. The entire apparatus is found in the 

appendix, but a few examples will serve to illustrate these points. 

Below are six umlaut locations where it is the Family 1 variant that appears to be 

the most likely candidate for the variant being marked by the umlaut. Only two of these 

are exclusively Family 1. The rest of these examples, like the majority of the 144 

umlauted lines which contain Family 1 variants, also contain non-Family 1 variants or the 

line contains multiple variants that are attested to by other texts and text types along with 

Family 1. With each of the examples below, after the location is given, the relevant text 

from the line of Vaticanus is provided. The bold text surrounded by "| |" is the line in 

Vaticanus; any additional text is from the line above or the line below and is provided 

because some of the variant extends to that text. 
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1. Matt 15:19 (1255.C.1.R): I X,oyiCT|aoi7iovripoi<()0 I voi UOIXEIOU 

4OVOI ) 4)6ovoi 1 131 1582* 
(j>ovcn UOIXEIOU ) uoi^siav (j)ovoi L 

Note: It is possible that the variant marked here is the interpolation found in Codex L. 
The rest of Family 1 reads with B. 

2. Matt 20:15 (1262.A.2.L): sv xoiq | e^oig r\ o o<t>9aX.|ao(; | 
sv xoiq euoit;) — b ff2 g121 
r j o ) s i 1 1582 
r ( )s i E 118 1424 

Note: It seems more likely that if the omission was the variant intended by the umlaut, 
the umlaut would have been placed one line above, next to the line where the scribe 
would have first noticed the omitted text (line 1261). This leaves the ei variant with a 
substantial Family 1 attestation. 

3. Matt 26:53 (1273.B.4.L): | uou KOU 7tapacrrr|a8i |ioi | 
poi) + co8e K* 0 / 1 (/844) (bo) 

Note: K has been corrected to read with B. The only other continuous text Greek 
manuscript with a variant at this location is ©. 

4. Luke 4:7 (1310.C.21.L): | CTU OUV eav 7ipocKUVT| | 
eav) + 7i£acov / ' 1 2 4 157 700 

Note: The entire Family 1 tradition reads 7ieacov with a few related miniscules. 

5. Luke 9:44 (1323.A.4.L): | up.eiq eiq xa coxa UJJ.C0V | 
coxa)— 131 

Note: In Luke 9, Codex 131 is widely regarded to reflect the Family 1 tradition. The rest 
of Family 1 reads with Vaticanus. 

6. (1382.A.-33.L) 
Include Pericope de Adulterae / ' 

Note: As stated above this is the most notable of the umlauts for determining a Family 
1/umlaut alignment. It represents a uniform and exclusive marker for a Family 1 variant. 

Like so much work concerning the umlauts, the conclusions here must be 

considered cautiously, but the evidence does appear to point toward a connection 

between the Vaticanus umlauts in the Gospels and the Family 1 tradition. More than half 

of the umlauted lines in the Gospels mark the location of a Family 1 variant, and an 

umlauted line of text in the Vatican us Gospels is almost three times more likely to 
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contain a Family 1 variant than a non-umlauted line. The statistical difference between 

the probability of finding a Family 1 variant on an umlauted line versus a non-umlauted 

line is also considerably greater than the statistical difference between finding any variant 

on an umlauted line versus a non-umlauted line. There are clear examples of umlaut 

locations where the most likely variant marked by the umlaut is a Family 1 variant. 

Additionally, the evidence seems to be clear that it was not an extant Family 1 

manuscript or direct earlier predecessor that produced the umlauts in the Gospels. 

Although the apparent age of the umlauts would preclude this is obvious, a cursory 

survey of any modern apparatus to the Greek New Testament and Table 17 reveals that 

there are many Family 1 variants, some of them quite notable, that go unmarked by 

umlauts. There are more than 300 unmarked Family 1 variants in the Gospel of Matthew 

alone. It could be that the scribe who produced the umlauts had a manuscript or 

manuscripts that looked substantially like the text of Vaticanus and the scribe marked 

every place where the two manuscripts disagreed. It is probably more likely, however, 

given the wide assortment of variant types found at umlauted lines that the scribe who 

produced the umlauts had access to more than one manuscript, one of which was a 

manuscript that did not contain the PA after John 7:52 and which had additional text 

added to the end of John. The statistical evidence points to this manuscript being related 

to an ancestor of Family 1. It is also quite possible that the umlauts only reflect places of 

interest for the scribe umlauting lines, and do not reflect the totality of variation between 

a manuscript or manuscripts and Vaticanus. 
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Conclusion 

Chapter 4 of this study has examined the relationship of the Vaticanus umlauts to 

the New Testament papyri and to Family 1, but these are not the only avenues of 

investigation remaining. The papyri and Family 1 manuscripts were chosen for 

examination here because the claims of other scholars working on the umlauts needed 

further investigation (in the case of the papyri) and because a pronounced clue arising 

directly from observation of the umlauts, namely the umlaut marking no text at the end of 

John, warranted further investigation into a possible Family 1 connection. Consequently, 

there is much more to be done. Amphoux's article suggests a connection between the 

umlauts and the Western text. Further complementary studies to his need to be performed 

to prove such a case. More work could also be done in examining the rest of the 

manuscripts of the so-called Caesarean texts to see how well they are represented among 

the Vaticanus umlauts. It would also be profitable to examine individual major uncials for 

frequency of variation on umlauted lines. Given the variety of New Testament 

manuscripts that appear as varying from Vaticanus on umlauted lines, the avenues of 

inquiry into the sources behind the umlauts are many. 

Summary 

More than one manuscript was most likely employed in the making of the umlauts even 

within separate textual units (Gospels, Acts/Catholics, Pauline Epistles). Given the nature 

of the variation marked and the nature of the texts suggested by the umlauts, it also seems 

possible that the scribe of Vaticanus making the umlauts was not marking every place of 

variation in the manuscripts he possessed, or even always the most notable places of 
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variation, but rather was marking "places of interest." This makes identifying the sources 

for the umlauts difficult, but candidates can be suggested. There is no disceraable 

connection between the umlauts in Vaticanus and any extant papyri, though such a 

connection is not impossible. There is, however, a noticeable connection between the 

umlauts and the Syriac text. And there is a clearly demonstrable connection between the 

umlauts in the Vaticanus Gospels and the manuscripts in the Family 1 tradition. It seems, 

therefore, highly unlikely that the scribe of Vaticanus had a single manuscript with a 

mixed text sufficient to produce all of the umlauts. It also appears highly unlikely that the 

Syriac text and Family 1 are sufficient to explain all of the umlauts. Other texts were 

likely employed. 

Additionally, Vaticanus does not contain the Pericope de Adulter a, and there is no 

umlaut at 7:52 marking the PA's omission. There is, however, an umlaut in the column of 

empty space following the end of John. The most likely explanation for this is that the 

scribe of Vaticanus who placed the umlauts had access to a manuscript that did not 

contain the PA after John 7:52, but did have some additional text amended to the end of 

John. The most likely candidate for this manuscript is an ancestor of Family 1. Statistical 

analysis of the frequency of Family 1 variants at umlauted lines confirms this. 
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APPENDIX: 
AN APPARATUS OF VARIATION FOUND AT UMLAUT LOCATIONS 

What follows in this appendix is an apparatus to the variation found at umlaut locations 

in the New Testament portion of Codex Vaticanus. It should not be considered an 

exhaustive list of variants. To reproduce every variant from every continuous text 

manuscript at the lines marked by umlauts would be an extensive task, impossible for a 

study such as this. What is included on the apparatus are the variants noted in NA27 

along with expanded notation for all of the primary Family 1 manuscripts in the Gospels 

in places where the Family 1 tradition is divided. For umlaut locations where there is no 

NA27 entry, Tischendorf s apparatus was consulted as well as Swanson's where 

available. 

The apparatus here follows a structure similar to the primary visual apparatus in 

Chapter 3. The location of the umlaut is noted by a dual entry. The first is the canonical 

entry (book, chapter, and verse). In locations where more than one umlaut marks a single 

verse, the notation "a" and "b" have been utilized to identify umlauts that come near the 

beginning of a verse and umlauts that occur near the end of a verse.1 The canonical 

reference is followed by what as become the standard notation for marking the Vaticauns 

umlauts. Umlauts are identified by folio number, column letter, line number and whether 

1 For example, the umlauts at (1240.C.16.L) and (1240.C.18.L) both mark Matt 
5:47, therefore the umlaut at (1240.C.16.L) is noted as Matt 5:47a and the umlaut at 
(1240.C.18.L) is noted as Matt 5:47b. 
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the umlaut is to the left or right of the column. Thus the umlaut at (1240.C.18.L) is found 

on folio 1240, column C, line 18, to the left of the column. 

The reference information is followed by the line of text marked by the umlaut. 

Because so many of the variants found on umlauted lines are not limited to only the line 

marked, the line above as well as the line below the marked line are printed. These three 

lines of text are displayed horizontally, each line separated by a vertical divider: " | ", 

with the center line in bold for ease of identification. For example, the umlaut at 

(1240.C.16.L) is listed as follows: 

| aa7ia<xn,a0£ zovq a5sX. | <|)ouc; uu,cov u,ovov TI 17iEpiaaov 7ioisix8 ou | 

The line marked by the umlaut begins with <|>ou<; (the second half of a5£A,(t>ou<;) and runs 

through xi. 

The text of the lines of Vaticanus in this apparatus are printed using a standard 

Greek minuscule font of the kind typically found in modern printed Greek texts. No 

attempt was made to preserve anything other than the text. Breathing marks, accents, etc. 

commonly found in modern Greek texts, since they are generally missing from the text of 

Vatican us. Diereses, spaces, nomina sacra, etc. which occasionally do appear in 

Vaticanus are also not included, though the nomina sacra and the superscripted line used 

for a final "v" are preserved in the apparatus in Chapter 3. 

The variant information follows the lines of text. Standard collation notation was 

used for variant presentation. The text of Vaticanus at the variant unit is repeated and set 

off from the replacement text with a " ) ". A "+" is used to note an insertion, and a "— " 

is used to note an omission. In the listing of witnesses NA27 notation was employed. 
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Gospels 

Matt 1:18 (1235.C.18.R) 

xou 5E IT)GOU xpicrcou r\ ysvsaiq | ooxooq T|V p.vr|ax£O0Ei | ar\q xr\q |xr|xpoc; auxou 

Matt 1:23 (1236.A.6.L) 

axpi E^EI Kai xe^ETai | uiov Kai Ka^eoouaiv | xo ovo(ia auxou £|ip.a 

KaA.£aouaiv) Ka?i£aoua£iq Dpc bomss 

Matt 2:18 (1237.A.1.L) 

vr) EV papa r|Koua6r| | K?iao0p.o<; Kai o8oppx>g | izo'kvq paxr|A. KA.aiouaa 

riKoua0Ti) + 0privo<;Kai C D L W 0233 fn 33 2093Ji sys c h 

Matt 3:8 (1237.B.30.L) 

ar\q opyrjc; 7toir|<7ax£ ouv | Kaprcov a^iov xr\q \iz | xavoiac; Kai \xr\ 8o^r|X£ 

Kap7rov a^iov) Kaprcouc; aE,iou<; L U 2 28 33 

Matt 3:9-10 (1237.B.37.L) 

xouxcov £y£ipai XEKva | xa> aJJpaap. 118x1 8e t| | a^ivr) npoq xr|v pi^av 

Sfi) + Kai L / 1 3 3 3 118 209 1582c5msyh 

Matt 3:11-12 (1237.C.9.R) 

vpaq (3a7ixiCT£i sv 7rv£upaxi | ayico Kai rcopi 00 xo 71x0 | ov EV xrj %&\p\ auxou Kai 

KaiTtupi)— E S V 2 28 579 1424 5Di 
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Gospels 

Matt 3:12 (1237.C.12.R) 

SioucaOapisi xr|v aA.cova | auxou Kai auva^si TOV | aixov auxou eiq xr|v 

Matt 3:15-16 (1237.C.30.R) 

5iKcuocTuvr]v TOTS a())i I T)aiv auxov Pa7txi | oBeiq 5s o irioouq EUGUC; avs 

auxov ) + Pa7rTia6r)vai sys (c) 

auxov ) + Kai (and omit 8s) / ' W 700 

Matt 4:16 (1238.B.27.L) 

ya Kai xoic; KaGrmEvoic; | ev x<opa Kai cncia Gava | xou <J>coq avExsi^sv au 

Kai ) — D 

Matt 5:11 (1239.A.40.L) 

^cflaiv Kai £i7ia>aiv uav 17iovT]pov KaG Ufaxov | i(/eu5ofj.Evoi EVEKE 

7iav 7iovr|pov KaG ufj.cov) KaG ujacov uav Tcovripov 

D h k 
Tiovrjpov ) + prma C W 0 0196/1 1 3 33 2K q syp h mae 

Matt 5:22 (1239.C.19.R) 

oxi naq o opyi^o^iEvoi; | TOO a8eA.(|)(D auxou evo | %oq saxai xr| Kpiasi oq 

auxou ) + £IKTI K 2 D L W 0 O 2 3 3 / n 3 3 3 2Kitsyco 

Matt 5:41 (1240.B.33.L) 

ayyapEUCTEi (JEIA-IOV EV | U7taye HEX auxou 8uo | xco aixouvxi a£ 5o<; Kai 

auxou ) + Exi aA,A.a D it vgcl sys 

auxou ) + aA,Xa lat syc 
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Gospels 

Matt 5:44 (1240.C.1.L) 

ayooiaxs xoug £%0pouq | ujicov Kai 7ipoaev>xe I &&£ U7i£p xcov SICOKOV 

Kai 7ipoa£uxeo"0£ U7i£p xcov) £uA,oy£ix£ xouc; Kaxapco|i£vou<; viiaq Kak(oq no 
IEIXE ioxq |iiaouaiv ufiacj Kai 7ipoa£ux£o-0£ urc£p xcov £7tr|p£a^ovxcov ujaacj Kai 

L W 0 / 1 3 3 3 5DUatsy(p)hmae 
Kai 7ipocj£ux£o~0£ U7i£p xcov ) Eu^oyEixs xouc; Kaxapco|i£vouc; u^iiv KoXayq noi 

EIXE xoicj jaiaooaiv uLiacj Kai upoa£ux£o~0£ UTCEP xcov £7rr|psa^ovxcov u^iac; Kai 
D* 

Kai 7tpoaeux£Cf0£ UTIEP xcov ) KaXcoq TIOIEIXE xoicj fiiaouaiv u|iac; Kai 7tpoa£u 
X£O~0E uu£p xcov £Trrip£a^ovxcov u|aacj Kai 1230 1242* pc lat 

Kai 7tpoa£ux£c?0£ U7i£p xcov ) £uXoy£ix£ xouc; KaxapcofiEvouc; uiiaq Kai 7ipoa 
EUXECTOE UTTEP xcov £7ir)p£aî ovxcov ujnac; Kai 1071 pc 

Kai 7ipoa£ux£CJ0£ U7isp xcov ) £uXoy£ix£ xoucj KaxapcojuEvouq u|j.a<; Ka^coc; TIO 
IEIXE xoic; (aiaouaiv v[iaq 7ipoa£ux£C70£ U7t£p xcov £7rr|p£a£ovxcov v[iaq Kai 

W 
Kai 7ipoa£ux£cr0£ UTtEp xcov) £uA.oy£ix£ xouc; Kaxapco|i£vouc; uiiaq KaXcoq no 

IEIXE xoic; |iiaouaiv u|j.a<; Kai 7ipoa£ux£O"0£ UTIEP xcov £7iT]p£a^ovxcov Kai 
D 

u|j.cov) r|U(j.cov 209 

Matt 5:45 (1240.C.6.L) 

(j-cov xou EV oupavoic; | cm TOV T|A,IOV auxou | avaxEAAsi em novr\ 

oxi)oaxig 1573 pc lat? 
oxi) oq lat? 

Matt 5:47a (1240.C.16.L) 

acraaaricjOE xouc; a8sA. | fyovq UJICOV fiovov TI 17ispiaaov TIOIEIXE OU 

a5£A,(j)0U(; u|j.cov |aovov XI ) — (omit entire verse) 

k sys 

a5£^(j)oucj) <^xXovq L W 0 33 118 3Jt f h syh 

a5£A,(()ou(;) ao~7ta^O|i£vouc; viiaq 1424 
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Gospels 

Matt 5:47b (1240.C.18.L) 

7i£piaaov TtoisiTE ou I xi Kax 01 EGVIKOI TO au I TO 7ioiouaiv eoEaQe ouv 

j \ KOU 01 EOVIKOI x o a u ) — (omit entire verse) 

k sys 

SGVIKOI ) izkwvca L W0/ 1 3 3J ihsy p 

TO auTO ) ooTcog KL A 0 565 5793K h sychbo 

Matt 6:1 (1240.C.23.R) 

TEA.EI.OC; EGTIV 17rpoaexeT6 TT|V 8iKai I oauvr)v ofxoov \vr\ no\ 

7ipoCTEX£T£ ) + 5E K L Z 0 / 1 33 892 1241 1424 al g1 

syphbo 
5iKaioauvr|v ) E^Ermoauvav L W Z 0 fu 33 3ft f k syp h mae 
8iKaioauvr|v) 5oaiv K1 syc bo 

Matt 6:5 (1241.A.7.R) 

asi aoi | Kai OTav TtpoceuxTjaGe | OUK EOEGGE OK; oi vno 

ao i ) + EV TOO (j)av£poi L W 0 0250 3Ji it sys p h 

Kai OTav 7ipoa£UXT]a9£ ) —- (omit whole verse) 
sys 

TipoGEUx1!^8 OOK £CT£a0£ ) 7ipoa£Uxri OUK Ear) 
(X*) D L W 0 / 1 3 33 3Ji k q syc p h 

Matt 6:9 (1241.A.36.L) 

OUTOOC; ouv 7ipoa£ux£ | CTGE u|j£iq rcaxEp r\\x(av | o EV TOIC; oupavoiq 
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Matt 6:13-14 (1241.B.9.L) 

Gospels 

akl.a poacu r\\iaq arco xou | 7tovripou eav yap a(|)Ti | XE xoiq avOpamoic; xa 

7iovT]pou ) + ajur|v 17vgc 

7iovr]pou ) + cm aou saxiv r| PaaiXeia Kai r\ 5uva^q Kai r\ 5o^a sic; xovq a i 
wvaqa^av L W 0 0233/1333 5DI f q bop 

7iovr|pou ) + cm aou saxiv r\ bvvapnq eiq xovq aicovac; xoov caoovwv 
k 

7iovr)pou ) + OTI aou saxiv r\ dwa^xiq Kai r\ 5o£,a eiq xovq aicovac; a(_iav 
sa 

Tiovripou ) + oxi aou saxiv r) PaaiA.sia Kai r| Suvajiic; Kai r\ 5oE,a sit; xovq a i 
covaq xcov aicovcov a|_iav 2148 sams 

7iovT]pou ) + oxi aou saxiv r\ PaaiXsia Kai r| 8o^a sic; xovq aicovac; a\iav 
syc 

7tovripou ) + oxi aou eaxiv r| PaaiXeia Kai r\ 8uva(iic; Kai r\ 5o^a eiq xovq ai 
covac; 1182g'syp 

7iovr)pou ) -f oxi aou saxiv r| PaaiA,eia xou Ttaxpoc; Kai xou uiou Kai xou ayi 
ou 7xv£U|iaxoc; eiq xovq aicovac; ajaav 1253 (pc) 

yap ) — D* Lpc sams 

Mark 6:21 (1241.C.7.R) 

ttxouaiv oreou yap eaxiv | o Griaaupocj aou EK8i e | axai r\ Kap8ia aou o X.u 

aou ) u îcov L W 0 0233/13 33 118 209 2K f sy 
bopt 

Matt 6:25 (1241.C.31.R) 

XT) r\\x(ov xi <|)ayr|xs | TJ TI 7tiT|Te \n\de TOO aco | ^axi u t̂cov xi sv8uar| 

r) xi 7iir|X6 ) Kai xi nir\xe L 0 0233 2Tc syp h 

r) xi 7nr|X£ ) — K 892/1 72211 pc a b ff1 k 1 vg 
syc samss 
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Matt 7:16 (1242.C.31.L) 

Gospels 

TICOV autcov £7iiyvco | 9E auxouq \ir\xx | XXgyouaiv aTio axav 

auxouc;) auxoig 1346 

Matt 7:21-22 (1243.A.12.L) 

ua xou 7taxpo<; uou TOU | EV xoiq oupavoiq noX | A.01 Epouaiv uoi EV EKEI 

xoiq ) — L W/1 3 3K 
oupavoig ) + auxoc; EiasA-suaExai eiq XTJV PaaiA.£iav xcov oupavcov 

W 0 1241 pc lat syc 

oupavoiq) + auxoq EiasA-suaExai EII; XTJV paai^Eiav xcov oupavcov 
C2 33 pc 

Matt 8:9 (1243.C.11.R) 

Kai yap Eyco avOpamcx; | siui, vno e^ooaiav xaa | CTOUEVOC; EXCOV UTI Efj.au 

xaaaouEvog)— K Bpc it vgd (sa bo) are unique 

Matt 8:13 (1243.C.40.R) 

Grjxco aoi Kai ia0r( o 17iai<; EV rn copa EKEIVT] | Kai ekQmv o iriaouc; EIC; xr|v 

Ttaiq) + auxou C L W © 0233 f3 3Jc sy sa 

EV XT] COpa EKEIVT) ) EV XT] TJUSpa EKEIVT] W 700 1424 

EV XT] COpa EKEIVT] ) a7lO XT]CJ COpaa EKEIVT] q 

C N A 0 0250 33 al it vgmss samss 

bopt 

EKEIVT] ) + Kai u7toax£p£V|/ac; o EKaxovxapxoq eiq xov OIKOV auxou EV auxT] x 
T] copa EupEV xov 7iai8a uyiaivovxa N*2 C (N) Q (0250)/1 (33 1241) al 

gV 
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Gospels 
Matt 8:18 (1244.A.22.L) 

o iriaouq ox^ov 7i£pt auiov | 8K8X.sua8v oatekBeiv I Eiq TO 7i£pav KOU 7tpoa 

Matt 8:30 (1244.B.40.L) 

aaviaou r\[iaq riv 5E | jiaicpav an auxrov a | ysA-Ti xotpcov 7toA.A,cov 

5e) + ou lat 

ay£X.ri) ayeloi 13 
|aaKpav an auxcov ayeA.r|) a7i auxcov |aaKpav 

1071 

Matt 9:4 (1244.C.40.L) 

xac; evOufxriorsic; auxcov | EI7TEV tvaxi ev0up.ei | a0£ 7iovr|pa sv xaic; 

EITISV ) + auxoig D N 0 / 1 3 579 pc c h sys p sa mae 

bomss 

ivaxi) + uneis L W 0 0233vid/13 ®l syh sa? 

Matt 9:8 (1245.A.15.L) 

OIKOV auxou iSovxeq | 8e oi 0x^.01 E<J>OPT|0T| | aav Kai sSo^aaav xov 

s<|>opr|eTiaav) e 0au^aaav C L 0 0233/131582° 3JI (fj syh 

Matt 9:13-14 (1245.B.6.R) 

Kalsaai 5iKaiouq aXA,a | a|xapxcoXouq xoxe | Ttpoaspxovxai auxco 

a^apxco?.ou(;) + siq j^sxavoiav C L 0 0281 /1 31182 1582c 3K c g1 

syshmgsamaebopt 

Matt 9:25 (1245.C.30.R) 

£iaeA,0cov £Kpaxr|a£v | XTjq XElP°? auxri<; Kai | r)y£p0r| xo Kopaaiov 

xr|c; x £ lP°?) TT1V 5C£lPa D 
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Gospels 

Matt 10:3-4 (1246.B.30.L) 

laKcoPot; o TOU al<j)aiou Kai | 6a88aioq aipeov o Ka | vavouoq KOU IOUSOU; 

0a88ouo<;) IEPPCUOC; D k n 
GaSSaioq) A,£pPaioc; o ETiiK.Xr\Qeiq 0a88ouoc; 

C 2 L W 0 / ' 33 5mfsyph 

0a88ouoc;) A.£ppaio<; o S7iiKA.r|0£ig o KOU 0a88aio<; 
C* 

0a88aio<;) 0a88ouoc; o ETCIKXTIOEIC; XsPPaioq 
13 pc 

0a88cuoc;) Judas Zelotes it 
0a88ouoc;) — sys 

Kavavouoc;) Kounavirric; N W &f 2K sy 

Matt 10:12-13 (1246.C.26.L) 

oiKiav aa7iaaaa0s ao | TTJV Kai eav jasv r\ r\ oi | Kia a^ia sA,0saxco r\ Eipry 

auxr|v ) + XsyovTsq £ipr|vr| TO OIKCO TOUTCO 

K*2 D L W 0 0281vid/1 (1424) a! it 
vgd 

Matt 10:29 (1247.B.33.L) 

Kai EV E£, auxoov ou nz \ aeixai em xr\v ypv aveu | TOU raxTpoc; u îcov ujacov 

£7Cl ) + E7U 157 

TT]V yr|v ) TT|<; yrjq X 1424 
Era xr|v yriv) — L 
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Gospels 

Matt 11:23 (1248.C.28.L) 

ascoq r| ujnv KOU au Ka | ^apvaoup. HT| ecog ou | pavou u\|/co0r|aTi sax; 

LIT| E(oq oupavou uv|/co0r|ar|) r\ ecoq TOU oupavou UY|/co0Eiaa 
33 3nhsy s p h 

(j.r| ECOC; oupavou u\|/(D0r|OT|) oupavou uvj/(o0£iaa 
Ape 

jL4.ri ECOC; oupavou uv|/co0r|OT|) r\ ECOC; TOU oupavou uv|/co0T]g 
r / 1 3 7 0 0 a / f g ] q 

Ka(j)apvaou|x \ir\ ECOC;) Ka:tapvaouLi JJ-TJ ECOCJ TOU 

1 131 1582 
Ka(|)apvaouja ^.r\ scot;) Kanapvaouja r| ECOC; tou 

118 209 

Matt 12:3 (1249.B.1.L) 

TV 87ioiTiasv 5ausi5 o | xs e7i8ivaaev Kai oi p.e | T auTou 7tcocj eiar)^0ev 

£7i£ivaasv) + auxocj LY@118 1582C >c 

Matt 12:15 (1249.C.11.R) 

Xcopriasv EKEIOEV Kai | TiKoXot>6r|aav aoxco 17toA,A.oi Kai £0£pa7tsu 

auxco) + oxA.oi N* 

Matt 12:22 (1249.C.41.R) 

TCEUCTEV auTov GXTTE I xov KCO<|>OV Xa^eiv Kai | pX,£7i£iv Kai scjiaTavTo 

xov KCO())OV ) xov KCO(|)OV Kai TU^ov L W A 0 0233 / ' 1 3 700 / 844 

/2211a/syp h 

xov KCD(J)OV ) xov TU<|)X.OV Kai KCO(|)OV C 0281 33 118 209 3ft q 
XOV KCD(j)OV ) lat 

K(0(|)ov) + Kai N2CL0233 3Jisyh 
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Gospels 

Matt 12:23 (1250.A.2.L) 

7iavT£c; 01 oxA.01 KCU E | Tieyov p.r|xi ooxog eaxxv | o uioq 5au£i5 01 5e §a 

EXEJOV ) Xsyovxsq N U 
LlT|Xl ) + OXl D 

Matt 13:3-4(1251.B.4.L) 

tflXQEV o CTTtsipcov xou | arcsipeiv KCU ev xco 07tsi | p£tv auxov a \xev EKE 

aTisipsiv1) arcEipai K(D)LW 0 / 1 1 3 33 700 892 1241 

1424 pm 
ansipsiv1) ajtsipai TOV onopov auxou 579 pc b ff1 h vgs (sys) 

Matt 13:25 (1252.A.31.L) 

GpcoTtouc; r|X9sv auxou | o £%0po<; Kai E7iea7isi | psv i^ei^avia ava LIE 

£7lSa7l8lpSV ) £7l£a7UXpK£V K* 

£7i£a7t£ip£v ) £cni£ip£v C D L W/1 3118 209 fSl e k q 

Matt 13:47(1253.A.38.R) 

XT)V 6aA.aaaav KOU EK 17ravxog yevouq auva | yayouar] t|v OXE £7iA,r| 

auvayayouari) auvayouarj E F Y 0 33 
auvayayouari) auvayouaiv L 
auvayayouari) auvayayouar] A 

1 "3 

auvayayouari ) auvayayouai / 28 1071 

Matt 13:50-51 (1253.B.13.L) 

Kai o ppuypxx; xoov o5ov | xov aovT|Kaxe xau | xa raxvxa Xeyouaiv au 

oSovxcov) + XEJEI auxoiq o vr|aouc; C L W 0 0233/ 1 1 3 33 3Ji (a) f h q 
(vgmss)sy(cp)h(mae)bomss 
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Gospels 

Matt 13:55 (1253.B.39.L) 

a5£?i(|)oi auxoo laxo) | poq Kai ICDCTT|(|> KOU CTI(J.COV | Kai iou8ac; Kai ai aSsA, 

icoar^) icoarig K L W A 0106/13 565 1241 1582° 
/w7kqcsabomss 

icoarn))) icoari 118 209 700* pc lat syh bopt 

iroarii ) icoavvriq N*vid D T 579 1424pm vgmss 

Matt 14:20 (1254.B.18.L) 

EXopxaaGriCTav Kai r\ | pav xo 7iepiaaeoov xa>v | KA.aa|iaxcov 8co5sKa 

TCOV K^aafiaxcov) — © 

Matt 15:5-6 (1255.A.31.L) 

xpi Soopov o eav E£, gjaou | oo<|>eX,T|9T|<; ou \n\ xi | \xr\GEi xov 7iaxspa au 

ax|)£A.T]0r|c;) + OU8EV ECTXIV X 
CO(|)£1TI0TI(; ) + Kai K L N W r A 0 1 0 6 / , 3 1 4 2 4 3niat 

sysph 

Matt 15:8 (1255.A.39.L) 

jacov rjaaiaq A,sycov o | taxoq ouxcx; xoiq %ei | ^.eaiv \ie XIJKX r\ 8E Kap 

o Xaoq ovxoq) syyi^ei |aoi o Xaoc, ouxoq xco axo^axi auxcov Kai 

C W 0106 118 209 3Kfqsyh 

ouxcx; ) + syyi^Ei (J.01 1131 

Matt 15:9 (1255.B.3.L) 

XEC; 8i8acncaA,ia<; svxaA, | fiaxa av9p<D7t<Dv | Kai 7ipoaKaA.£cra|i£vo<; 
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Gospels 

Matt 15:14(1255. B..2.3.L) 

pi^coBriaexai a<))ST£ | auxouq xo(|>Xoi siaiv | o5r)yoi xuBlot; 8E TO 

auxouc;) xouc; xu<(>A.ouc; D 
xucjiXoi siaiv O6T|YOI ) o5r|yoi simv x u ^ o i xu(|)?icov 

CW0106 5Kq 
TU<|)A,OI siaiv o5r)yoi) o5r|yoi Eiaiv xu<|)A,cov 

Kpcsysc 

Tu<j)A,oi Eiaiv o5r|yoi) o5r|yoi Eiaiv xo<|)loi 

Matt 15:16-17 (1255.B.32.L) 

Kai v^iEic, aauvExoi £ | axe oo voevre oxi 7iav | xo eiG7iopsuo|j.£vov eiq 

OU)OUTICO NCLW01060281/ 1SJlfqsy hbo 

Matt 15:19 (1255.C.1.R) 

8iaq E^Epxovxai 5ia | XoyiafKH 7iovr|pot §o | voi (aoixEicu 7topv£iai 

<|»ovoi) (j)0ovoi 1 131 1582* 
<()ovoi (aoi^Eiai) jj.oi£,£iav (|)ovoi L 

Matt 16:13 (1256.C.31.L) 

l^aGrixac; auxou A.£ycov | xiva ^syouaiv oi av | Gpconoi sivai xov uiov 

xiva) + ̂ e D L 0 / 1 1 3 33 an (S C Wpc) it vgmss 

sy(sc) 

Xsyouaiv oi avGpcoTioi Eivai) oi av0pco7ioi Xsyouaiv Eivai 
K2D579 7 0 0 a b e q 

A,syouaiv oi av0pamoi Eivai) oi av0pco7ioi Eivai A.£youaiv 
N* 

A.£youaiv oi av0pco7ioi Eivai) Xsyouaiv Eivai oi avOpomoi 
/ ' f f 1 
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Gospels 
Matt 17:2-3 (1257.C.7.R) 

a auxou eyevExo A.eu | Ka rag TO (jxog Kai i8ou | axj)0ri auxoiq jacooaric; 

TO (j)cô  ) 5Cl(0V D lat syc bomss 

Matt 18:7 (1259.A.6.L) 

Geiv TO. oKav6aA.a nXr\v | ooai TCO av0po7ico EKEI | VCO 5I ou TO oxavSaXov 

eiceivco ) — X D L / 1 579 892 pc aur g1 vgst w sy 
samss mae bo 

Matt 18:8 (1259.A.10.L) 

r\ o novq GOV oxavSaXi | ^EI ae EKKO\J/OV auxov | Kai PaA.£ ano aou Kakov 

auTOv)auTa W 33 118 209 2K syh bo 
auTOV ) auTT|v U pc aur 

Matt 18:10-12 (1259.A.33.L) 

aomov TOO naxpoq (aou | TOO EV oupavoiq xi u | jaiv SOKSI sav y£vr|Tai 

oupavoiq )•+ r]X0£v yap o vioq TOU avGpamou acoaai TO anoXaikoq 
D W 0C 078vid 118 209 3K lat syc p h 

bopt 

oopavoiq) + r)?i0£v yap o vioq TOO avOpamou C,r\xr\aai Kai acoaai TO 
anoXaXoq (Lmg) 579 892c al c syh bopt 

Matt 18:22 (1259.C.10.R) 

£coq £7iTaKî  aXka ECOC; | EP8ofiTiKOVTaKiq E | ma 8ia TOUTO COUOI 

£7tTa) ziviaxxq D 
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Gospels 

Matt 18:35 (1260.A.34.L) 

xco a5£X<j)CD auxou a | no xcov Kap8icov u^cov | Kai sysvsxo OXE EXEA-E 

u îcov ) + xa 7iapa7ixco^axa auxcov C W/1 3 33 118 209 1582° 2JI fh 
sy(p)h 

Matt 19:5 (1260.B.18.L) 

vaiKi auxou Kai saov | xai oi 8oo siq aapKa jaiav | ooaxe OUKEXI eiaiv 5u 

oi ) — 2 

Matt 19:17 (1260.C.33.L) 

coviov o 8E £i7isv auxco | TI \iz epcoxai; rcepi xou | ayaGou siq ECTXIV O ayaGog 

xi |J.E Epcoxag 7ispi xou ayaGou EI<; ECTXIV O ayaGoq) xi JIE Xzyeiq ayaGov 
OU8EI<; ayaOog si (ir) eiq o Qsoq C W fn 33 118 209 1582° 3tt f q 

syp h sa boms 

Matt 19:23 (1261.A.21.L) 

oq 5UCTKOA,GX; EICTEXEU | aexai exq TTJV pacnAsi | av xcov oupavcov na 

Eia£A.£ua£xai) + 7iX.ouaoi<; 565 

Matt 20:7 (1261.C.9.R) 

SEIC; rmaq £|iia6(oaaxo | Xeyei auxotq U7iayexe | Kai ujasiq Eiq xov a|j.7i£ 

auxoiq) — L 
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Matt 20:15 (1262.A.2.L) 

Gospels 

o 9EA.OO 7ioir|aai sv xoiq \ e^ioiq r\ o o«|>9a?i}io<; | aou 7tovr|poc; saxiv o 

ev xoic; e^ioiq) — b ff2 g121 
r | o ) e i 1 1582 
t i )e i E 118 1424 

Matt21:3(1262.C.25.L) 

Xpsiav s%£i suOuc; 5s | arcoaxEXsi auxouq | TOUTO 5S OXOV ysyovsv 

a7roCTis?LEi) owroaTsUsi C L W Z 0 / 1 1 3 33 3Ii d h 

Matt21:29(1263.C.40.R) 

TCD a[meX(ovi |aou o 5s | a7ioKpi0ei<; si7isv syco | Kopis Kai OUK a7cr|A.0sv 

EITTSV syco Kupis Kai OUK a7tr|X.0£v) ou 0sXco uaxspov 5s |i£xa|j.£A,r]0£ic; 
a7ir|?i0Ev (K)CLW (Z) 0102 0281 / ' 33 2R f 

q v g w syp h samss mae 

Matt21:37(1264.B.7.L) 

xov uiov auxou A,£ycov | svxpa7rnaovxai xov | uiov |aou oi 5s ysoopyoi 

Matt21:41(1264.B.22.L) 

voiq Xsyouoiv auxoo | KaKOuq Kaxcoq ano'ks | asi auxouc; Kai xov a^i 

anoXeoei) avakcaosx L 

Matt 22:32 (1265.C.30.R) 

Kai o 0EO<; iaaaK Kai o 0EO<; | iaK(oP OUK eaxiv o 8soq | vEKpoov aA,A.a î covxcov 

oQeoq)Qeoq K D W 1424* 
oQeoq)oQeoqQeoq (0 / 1 3 ) 0102 3R syh 
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Gospels 

Matt 22:37-38 (1266.A.7.L) 

Ken sv oA.r| xr| 5mvoia | oou amr] eaxiv t) \ie | yakr\ Kai 7ipcoxr] evxo 

T))— D E F G H K L M S U Y n / 1 3 

28 157 788 1071 1346 
^£ya?iri) TipcoxTi E F G H K M S U W Y A m Q 2 

28 157 565 579 1071 

Matt 23:3 (1266.B.2.L) 

7iavxa ouv ooa eav Ei7ia> | aiv UJIIV 7ioiT|aaxE Kai | xripsixe Kaxa 5s xa Ep 

u^iiv ) + xripsiv W0102 0107/1333 3Kqsyph 

u)j.iv) + Tcoxeiv T 700 pc 
7ioir|aax8 Kai xrjpsixe) TTOIEIXE Kai xripsixs 

D / 1 700 ̂ c co? 
7ioir|CTax8 Kai xrjpsixE) xr|peix£ Kai Ttoieixe 

W0102 0107/13 33 3Jtlatsyph 

7ioiT]aax£ Kai xrypsixE) aKOuexs Kai 7IOISIXE 
syc 

TioiriaaxE Kai xr|p£ix£) TioiTjaaxE K (V)pc sy: 

7ioir|aaxs Kai xrjpEixE) xr|p£ix£ <D/>c 

Matt23:5(1266.B.19.L) 

X,aKXTipia auxcov Kai | neya^ovouaiv xa Kpa | a7is8a <])iA,ouaiv 5E xrjv 

Matt 23:8 (1266.B.29.L) 

paPPfii ujiEiq 5E |ar| KXT\ | 6T|X8 papist eiq yap e | oxiv v^icov o 8i8aaKa 

\xr\ KA/r|9r|X£ ) |xr|5£va KXEOTIXE © (g1 vgmss sys c) 
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Gospels 

Matt 24:1-2 (1267.C.31.R) 

xaq oiKo5o|iac; xou 11 spou o 8e owiOKptBetg | £i7i£v auxoic; ou PA.8 

o 5e a7iOKpi0ei<;) o SE ir]aovq C m K M UW A n 28 157 565 579 
1071 1424 

Matt 24:6-7 (1268.A. 17.L) 

YEvscBai aXX OUTCCO | eaxiv TO xekoq eysp | 0r|a£xai yap sGvog £ 

e a u v ) — U 33 108 127 
£y£p0r|G£xai) EyspOriaovxai L 

Matt 24:43 (1269.B.18.L) 

EypriyopriaEV av KCU ou | K av eiaaev 8iopuynvai | xr|v oiKiav auxou 8ia 

Siopuyr|vai) 8iopu%0r|vai K D L 067 1 33 892 1582 pc 

Matt 24:49 (1269.B.42.L) 

SouXouc; auxou ECTBI | TI 8e Kai 7i8ivT| ^exa xcov | (asGuovxcov r|E,si o Kupiog 

jieivri) mv£iv G W IT 2 28 565 700 1424 1582 
£a6iT]) so-eieiv G W n 2 28 565 700 1582c 

8£ ) x£ C G W / ' 33 700 1424 

Matt 25:1-2 (1269.C.17.R) 

0ov £iq u7iavxT]CTiv xou I vup.<|>iou 7ievxe 8e e | £, auxcov rjaav jAcopai Kai 

xou vu|a(|>iou ) xco vumt>tco Cpc 

xou vu|j.(|)iou ) xcov vu^icav 892 
xou vu(i<|)iou ) + Kai xr|<; vun<j)ac; D © / ' pc lattsys p h** mae 

c 
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Gospels 

Matt 25:13 (1270.A.18.L) 

\iaq ypriyopEixE ouv o | TI OUK oi8axs XTJV r\\is | pav OU5E TT)V copav 

Matt 25:34 (1270.C.32.L) 

\x(£>v TOTE spEi o f3a | mXeug xoig 8K 8e^tcov | auxou 8EUTE 01 EUAX> 

Matt26:ll(1271.C.7.R) 

EipyaaaTO exq eiis 7iav | xoxe yap xouq m(a%ox)q | SXEXE (as9 sauxcov s 

uavxoTE yap xouc; 7ixcoxouq) iovq KX(0%ovq yap 7iavxox£ 
E F H M 28 69 118 157 700 1424 

y a p ) — © 

Matt 26:17 (1271.C.31.R) 

piav iva auTOv 7iapa8(0 | XT| 8E 7ipcoxT| xcov a^uiioov 17ipocrnA,9ov oi na9r]xai 

7iapa8co ) + auxoic; D 0 892 it sams mae bo 

Matt 26:26 (1272.A.35.L) 

laaBTixaic; EITCEV A.aP£ | xs c^aysxe xouxo saxi | TO acofia }j.ou Kai ^.apcov 

Matt 26:27-28 (1272.A.40.L) 

A,£ycov 7ti£T£ E£, ai)TOu I navxsq xouxo yap ecxi | xo ai^ia JJ.OU xr\q 8ia0T] 

rcavxEc;) — D b 
yap) — C3 /1 22 700 
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Gospels 

Matt 26:42-43 (1272.G.35.L) 

TO TCICO y8VT]0TiTCO xo 0£ | 7a\\ia cioo Kai sA.0cov 71a I Aw Eupsv auxoog Ka 

7taA.iv supsv auxouc;) supev auxooq 7caA.iv 
AKWA565 1241 1424a/syh 

TcaAiv eupev aoxoux;) supiaKEi aoxouq TcaAtv 

Matt 26:53 (1273.B.4.L) 

paKaA-saai xov 7cax£pa | \xov Kai TtapacraiaEi \ioi | apxi TCA.EICO 5co8sKa A.s 

Hoi) + co8s N* ©f QUA) (bo) 

Matt 26:60 (1273.B.41.R) 

X supov TCOA,ACOV 7ipo I CTEA,0OVXCOV \|/8u8o^.ap | xupcov uaxEpov 8E 7cpocr 

TtoA-A-cov 7tpoasA0ovxaw ) TcpoasAOovxcov TCOAACGV 

f 
TcpoasAOovxcov \j/£u8o^apxupcov ) v|/£i)8o|̂ apTupoov TcpoasAOovxcov 

CW/133Ksyh 

Matt 26:65-66 (1273.C.28.R) 

I8E vuv T]KOuaax£ XT]V | pA.aa<|>Ti(j,iav TI U|j.iv | SOKEX oi 8E a7toKpi0Ev 

pAaa(()Ti|iiav ) + auxou A C W 0 0281 / 13 33 2Ji b f ff2 q 
vgmss syp h (mae) 

Matt 26:75 (1274.A.21.L) 

a£V Kai s^vr|a0ri o TCE | xpoq TOO pTinaxoq ITICTOU EI | pr|Koxoc; oxi Tcpiv aA,£ 

prmaxoc;) + xou C 2 K L M S U V n / ' 
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Matt 27:34 (1275.B.10.L) 

Gospels 

X.£yo)j.svo^ e8coKav | aoxo) meiv oivov ^Eta | xoA.riq |a£|LiiY|j£vov Kai 

oivov)o^o<; A N W 118 1582° 02500281 3JI c fh 
qsyphmaebomss 

Matt 27:35-36 (1275.B.16.L) 

xa luaxia auxou paA,A.ov | xeq KlT|pov Kai KaGrme | voi £xr|pouv auxov e 

KA,r|pov ) + iva 7iA.r(pa)0r| xo pr|0£v 5ia xou npo§r\tov 8i£(j.£piaavxo xa 
lumia uou Eauxoic; Kai em xov IUXXXICTUOV uou epaXov KA.r|pov 

A 1424a/itvgclsyhmae 
KA,r|pov) + iva 7iA,rip(o0ri xo pT]0£v uno xou 7ipo<j)r|xou SiEUEpiaavxo xa 

luaxia LIOU Eauxoic Kai sm xov luaxiauov uou sBaA-ov icA/npov 

KA.T|pov ) + iva 7iA,r|pcQ0r) xo pri0sv 8ia xou Tipo^rjxou A.£yovxoc. 
SiEUEpiaavxo xa luaxia uou Eauxoic; Kai em xov luaxiauov uou e^akov Klripov 

0250 
K?ir|pov) + iva 7cA.ripo)0r| xo pr|0£v 8ia xou 7ipo<|)r|xou 8isu£piaav xa luaxia 

uou Eauxoic. Kai Era. xov luaxiauov uou EpaXov KXr)pov 
0 

Matt 27:55 (1276.A.18.L) 

xoc Tjaav 8E EKEI yuvai | KEC 7toM,ai arco uaKpo | 0EV 0£copouaai aixivEc; 

arco) — A K Y W A n i 4 2 4 

Matt 28:8 (1276.C.31.L) 

usyaA.r|c; s8pauov a | rcay/ei^ai xoic. ua6r| \ xaxq auxou Kai i8ou 

Matt 28:14 (1277.A.19.L) 

Kai sav aKoua0r| xou | xo uno xou Tjysuovoc, \ r\\iexq 7i£iaou.£v Kai 

u7to ) em B D 0148 892 pc are unique. 
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Gospels 

Mark. 1:2 (1277.C.3.R) 

ir]aoo xpiaxou uiou Beoo KaOcoc; ye | ypa7[xai ev TOO t | aa ia xco 17ipo<|>r|Tr| i5ou 
anoGxeX 

EVXCO) EV D 0 / 1 700 IS44 12211 pc 
xco 7cpo<j)r|xar|) zoic, 7ipo(|>rixai<; A W/ 1 3 3K vgms syh (bomss) 

Mark 1:7-8 (1277.C.35.R) 

iiavxa xcov uTcoSrma | xcov aoxoo eyco sfianxi j o a u|nac; uSaxi auxoq 

imoSrmaxcov ) u7io8r||aaxoc; L 
eyco) + nev A D G H K M P U W Y 

T A n 2 28 157 700 1071 1424/ 
s^anxxaa vyiaq) u|aa<; efianzioa 69 124 788 5 6 5 / 

Mark 1:10 (1278.A.6.L) 

Tcvsu(j.a cog Tispiaxspav | Kaxapaivov sig aoxov | Kai 6covr] eyevexo EK 

xaxaPaivov) + Kai (aevov K (W) 33 pc lat bopt 

exq ) ETC S A L W 0 / 1 33 3K sy 

Mark 1:13 (1278.A.14.L) 

jaov Kai rjv ev XT] sprmco | xeaaepaKOVxa Tmepag 17iEipa^O|j.£vog UTCO XOU 

xsaaepaKOvxa rijxepaq) rmEpag xeaaspaKovxa 
A D U A n 2 28 69 124 157 565 

700 788 1071 / 1 1 3 3 t t 

Mark 1:24 (1278.B.27.L) 

aoi iriaou va^apr]V£ r|A. | Qeq aTcoXeaai Tjnaq oi | 8a CTE xxq ei o ayxoq xou GEOU 

oi8a) oi8afi£v X L A 892 bo 
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Gospels 

Mark 1:43(1279. A.22.L) 

Xenpa KOU £Ka0apia6r| | Kai sii$p\in)aa.\iEvoq | aoxoo evQvq efyfialev 

kat EKaGapiaGr) Km £juPpi^r)aa^evoq auxco EU0UC; Ê EPOCA-EV auxov) — 

W 
£HPpi|xr|aa|i£voc;) EVEppiaa^Evoc; D 

Mark 1:44 (1279.A.27.L) 

7ir|<; a^Xa U7iay£ oeav | xov Sst^ov TOO lepei K | a i 7ipoa£V£yK£ 7iepi xou 

GECXDXOV 8£i£,ov ) SEI^OV afiauxov D 
aeauxov 8EXE,OV ) SEI^OV ECXUXOV W 
i£p£i) apxi£p£i 33 69 

Mark2:l(1279.B.l.L) 

Ka<j)apvaou|i 5i r(fj.s | pcov T]KOoa0r| cm ev oi | KCO EGTIV Kai cruvrixQil 

EVOIKCO) siqoiKov A C 1030/113 3Ji 

Mark 2:5 (1279.B.20.L) 

A,£y£i xco TcapaA-uxiKCO | TSKVOV a<|)iEvxai aou | a i afj.apxiai rjaav 5E 

a<t>i£vxai) a(()£covTai ?p88 N A C D L W 1030/113 5K b f 
qsy 

a(()i£VTai) a(|)icovxai (A) © 

Mark 2:7 (1279.B.26.L) 

Kap8iou<; auxcov xi ou | xoq ouxcoq Xakei pA,acy<|>Ti | \iei xiq 8uvaxai a<|)i£ 

PA.aa<|rnnsi) p?axcj(j>rmia<; A C W 0 (1030)/113 33 3K c e f sy(p) 
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Mark 2:16 (1279.C.41.R) 

Gospels 

A-covoov KCXI xcov a|.iap | xcoXcov eaGisi Kai a | Kouaa<; o ir|aouc; keyex auxoic; 

ECJGIEI) ECTOIEXE 0 

ECJGIEI) ECTGIEXE KCU TCIVEXE G 565 700 1241 \A2Apc 
ECJGIEI) ECTGIEXE KOU 7UVEI $p88 A/"1 33 2Jt c q sy sams 

ECJGIEI ) ECJGIEI Kai 7iiv£i o 8i5aaKaA,oc; u|acov 
N (*C)LA/13(579)/?cvgco 

Mark 2:24 (1280.B.7.L) 

oi <|)apiaaioi £A.£yov | aoxco i8e TI 7ioiouaiv | xoic; aappaaiv o OUK E^E 

auxco) — D 

Mark 2:26 (1280.B.20.L) 

K E£,ECJXIV {(xxyEiv £i \\r\ | xouq lepeiq Kai e8coKEv | KOU xoiq auv auxco ou 

xouc; lEpsiq) xoic; lEpEuaiv A C D (L 0) W/13K 
xouqiEpEiq) xoic; VEpEic; |j.ovoiq A33/?csamssbo (5/13 it vgmss) 
xouq lEpsic;) xoic; apxi£p£ucriv (O) 28 579 1241 pc 

Mark 3:5-6 (1280.C.10.L) 

VEV Kai anEKaxEaxaOr] | r\ xsip auxou Kai ê eX, | GOVXECJ oi (|)apiaaioi 

auxou ) + SUGECOCJ D 
auxou ) + vyw\q mq r\ aXXr\ C3 L M U Y T fn 69 1182 157 700 

1424 1582c2Jc 
ECJEXGOVXEC;) + EA,6OVX£C; 131 
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Gospels 

Mark 3:29-30 (1281.B.37.L) 

a £vo%og ECJXIV aicovi | ou a|i.apxrmaxoc; OTI | zksyov TrvEu^a aicaOap 

a\iaprr\\ia-zoq) Kpiaecoq A C2f] (1424) 3Ji fr1 vgms syph bopt 

a^apxrmaxog ) KoXaoecoq 348 \216pc 
ajKxpxrmaxoq) a^apxiac; c ' v , d D W / 1 3 

Mark 4:10 (1282.A.20.L) 

vsxo Kaxa |K>vac; TJ | pcoxcov auxov oi 7i£pi | auxov auv xoi<; SCOSE 

ripcoxcov ) r)pcoxouv N C 579 
ripcoxcov ) ETrripcoxcov D 0 565 1424 
ripcoxcov ) ripooxr|aav K M U IT/1 2 157 3R 

1 V 

ripcoxcov ) Eurjpcoxriaav W / 28 700 1346 
7i8pi auxov auv xoiq 5co8£Ka ) |aa9r|xai auxou 

D W 0 / 1 3 28 565 2542 it sys 

Mark 4:24 (1282.C.3.L) 

aKOUExco Kai EXEJEV | aoxoiq PA,87i8xe xi aKOU | EXE EV co î Expco ja£xp£i 

xi) xa D 

Mark 5:11 (1283.C.4.R) 

ayekr\ xotpcov nsyakr] | PoaKO|ievr| Kai 7tape | KaAxcrav auxov A.syov 

PocncojaEvri ) pocTKOfiEvcov N2 A L A 
7iap£KaA,saav) 7iap£KaA,ouv A D K M I 1 

Mark 5:40 (1284.C.12.L) 

Xa Ka0£u5ei Kai Kax£y£ | X,cov auxou auxog 8e | EicPaXcov navxaq raxpa 

auxoq 5E ) o 5s A W 0132/13 2Jc 
auxoi; 5E ) o 8E irjaouq Of^pcsy^** 
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Gospels 

Mark 6:4 (1285.A.14.L) 

sv auxco Kai eXzysv | auxoiq o iTjaoug cm OUK E | axiv 7tpo(]>r|xr|<; axi 

auxoic;) — W / 1 1 3 2 8 
ox i )— S A 0 / 1 3 1 3 33 69 124 565 579 700 

Mark 6:11-12 (1285.B.12.L) 

5cov uficov sic; |j.apxu | piov auxoig Kai E£EX. | GOVXSC; SKripu^av iva 

auxoiq) + a(j.r]v A.syco u^iv avsKxoxspov saxai cro8o|j.oic; r\ yo\iomtoiq sv 
r||aspa Kpiascog r\ xr| TTOA-SI EKSIVT| A / 1 1 3 (33) 3K a f q syp'h bopt 

Mark 6:21 (1285.C.14.R) 

vr\q r\[ispaq eoKoupou | OTE r|pco8rj<; xoiq ysve | aioic; auxou 8si7tvov 

r\poi8r\q ) + ev $p45 

Mark 6:33 (1286.A.37.L) 

XOTIOV xax iSiav Kai si | 8ov auxoug imayovxag Kai | syvcoaav 710A.A.01 Kai 

siSov) si8av 
si5ov) i5ov 
auxoug tmayovxag) + oi ox^-oi 
si5ov) i8ovxs<; 
K a i ) — 

D 
N A H K L M V A I I 
13 69 124 

f 

Mark 7:4 (1287.B.6.L) 

cjiv xcov TipsaPuxspcov I Kai arc ayopag Eav p.T] | Pamiacovxai OUK saGi 

ayopac;) + oxav sX-Goaiv D W pc it vgn jmss 
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Gospels 

Mark 7:13-14 (1287.C.14.R) 

p.oia xoiauxa noXXa | 7ioieix£ Kai 7ipoaKa | Xeaa]xevoq izaXiv xov 

7IOIEIX8 ) TtOlSOU A 

xoiauxa noXXa 7ioisix8 ) — W 

Mark 7:17 (1287.C.29.R) 

xoov auxov 01 ̂ aOr|xai | aoxoo XTJV 7iapaPoA.T)v | Kai X.eyei auxoig ouxcoq 

XT]V 7iapaPolT]v ) rapi XTJC; 7tapaPoA,rjc; A W © / ' ' 1 3 2ft sams 

Mark 7:28 (1288.A.41.L) 

?i£iv r) 5e a7iSKpi6T| Kai | keyex auxco vai KOpie Kai | xa Kuvapia U7ioKaxco 

Xsysi) XEyouaa f D W 0 700/1 1 328 565 
vai Kupis Kai) vai Kopie Kai yap A L / 1 3ft lat sy 
vai Kupie Kai) Kupis aXXa Kai D it 
vai Kupi£ Kai) Kupis Kai $>45 W 0 / 1 3 565 700 sys 
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Gospels 

Mark 7:30 (1288.B.9.L) 

Gouaa eiq tov OIKOV | aurr|<; sups TO 7icu5iov | psplrmsvov em Tr|v 

aOTTiq) — <$45 D W / 1 28 it boms 

TO 7iai5iov psp^rmevov em xr\v KA.IVT|V KCU TO Saipoviov £E,£A/r|A.o6oc;) rr|v 
GuyaTEpa aurr|c; p£pA.rm£vr|v em xr\v KA.IVT|V Kai TO Saipoviov eb,e'kr\'kvQoq 

0 7OOafnqsyp 

TO 7tai5iov p£pXr||j.svov em xr\v KA.ivr|v Kai TO Saipoviov £%£A.r]A,u6oc;) TTJV 

GuyaTEpa P£pA.r)|j.8vr|v em xr\v KA.IVT]V Kai TO Saipoviov e£,e'k.r]'kv6oq 
D 

TO 7tcu5iov p£pA.rip.8vov em xr\v KA.ivr)v Kai TO Saipoviov e^eXr\XvQoq ) TT)V 
GuyaTEpa aurr|c; p£pA.rip£vr|v em xr\q Kl.ivr\q Kai TO Saipoviov £̂ £A.r|A.o0o<; 

565 
TO 7iai5iov p£pA.r|HEvov em xr\v KA.ivriv Kai TO Saipoviov E%EA.TIA.U0OC;) TTJV 

GuyaTEpa p£pA.rip£vr)v ETII xr\q KA.IVT|C; Kai TO Saipoviov £<;£Ar)A,o0o<; 
/ '72211 

TO rcaiSiov PsP^rjuEvov em xr\v KA.IVT|V Kai TO Saipoviov ££,£A.r|A,uGo<;) TO 

Saipoviov £%£A.r|A.uGoc; Kai TTJV GuyaTEpa P£pA/r|p£vr|v £7ti rr|<; KA.IVT|C; 

^ 4 5 A W / 1 3 a)lsyh 

Mark 7:32 (1288.B.20.L) 

<|)£pouo~iv ama) KCO())OV I Kai p.oyiA,aA,ov Kai 7ia | paKaA,ouaiv amov i 

Kai 1 )— ^ 4 5 D W / 1 I 3 3 3 SJisyco 

Mark 7:33 (1288.B.26.L) 

KaT iSiav £PaA.£v xovq | SaKtoAouq auxou siq | Ta coTa auTou Kai 7ITU 

auTO ) — N L W 892 c i 
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Gospels 

Mark 8:10-11 (1289.A.10.L) 

rjlGev EI<; xa ^spr| 3aX | |4.avou6a Kai eE,r\X | 6ov 01 (j)apiaaioi KOU 

xa |̂ £pri SaX^avouOa) xa opia A (N) 1241 1424 pc f 
xa laept) 8aA,|iavou0a) xa opioq 8aA.|j.avou0a 

W 
xa fispri 8aA.)iiavou6a) xa opioc; i^aysSa (28 sys) 
xa ^ispr| 8aA.|aavou0a) xa [iepr\ |iay8aA.a 

@fU32542pc 
xa jaspri 8a^.|j.avou0a) xa |UEpri 118 
xa jaspri Sa^xavouOa) xa (-ispr) jaaysSa 565 it 
xa \iepr\ 8a^|j.avou0a) xo opia jaayaSa aur c (k) 
xa \xepr\ 8aA,|aavou0a) xo opia ^eA.eyaSa 

D* 

Mark 8:26 (1289.B.40.L) 

A,EV auxov eiq OIKOV | auxou Xeycov \ir\5s eiq \ xrjv Kco|xr|v ei(jeXQr\q 

[ir\8e eiq xr\v KCOfj/r)v eiosXQr\c,) U7iay£ eiq xov OIKOV aou Kai |ar|8£vi emr\q ei 
q xr)v KCOJJT|V D q 

Hrj8£ £iq xr|v Kcof4.r|v £ia£^0r|c;) OTtayE £i<; xov OIKOV aou Kai £av sic; xrjv KCO 

\ir\v eioeXQr\q ^ir\5evi einr\q \ir\5e ev xr\ K(o\xr\ fnpc ft2 i (lat syhmg) 
>ir|8£ eiq xr\v Kcofj.r)v £ia£X0r|q) urcaye £iq OIKOV aou Kai £av £iq xr|v Kco|j.r|v 

£iafiA,0r|q |j.r|8£vi si7ir|<; EV xr| KCOJJTI 0 
(ar|8£ eiq xr\v KCO|a.r|v £ia£A,0r)c;) U7iay£ £iq OIKOV aou Kai £av £iq xr|v Kconr|v 

£ia£X.0r|q JJT|8£VI fxr|8£v encr\q iir\6e ev XT] KcojaT] 28 
[ir\de eiq xr\v Kco|rr|v £ia£X0r|c;) u;tay£ £ic; xov OIKOV aou Kai eav EIC; xrjv KCO 

|xr|v ei<jeXQr\q |XT|8EVI enzr\q ev xr\ Kcofxr) 565 2542 
Ht|8£ eiq xr\v Ka>frr|v eioeXQr\q) + far|8£ entr\q xivi EV xr\ KCO T̂I 

AC33vid(892)5Disyph(bopt) 

Mark 8:29-30 (1289.C.16.R) 

a7toKpi0£iq o nexpoq \ A^ysi am© au ei o xpiaxoq K | E7i£xi(xr|a£v auxoiq 

Xpicxoq) + o uio<; xou OEOU K Lpc r1 

Xpicrxoc;) + o uio<; xou 0£ou xou Ccovxoq W/ 'Vcbsy p sa m s s 
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Gospels 

Mark 8:38 (1290.A.20.L) 

v|/uxt|<; sauxou oq yap | eav E7KXICTXOV0TI us K | XOUC; e[iovq Xoyovq ev 

s a v ) a v D G H K S U W n / 1 1 3 2 3 3 
eav) — A 

Mark 9:5 (1290.B.14.L) 

Pi KaXov ECTXIV r\\iaq | co8e Eivai Kai 7toir|a<o | \xev xpsiq cncrivag aoi 

rmaq CO8E ) COSE r|fia<; D 

Kai) — D W/ 1 3 28 69 565 579 
7ioir|aco(a£v) 7roir|ao|i£v V 13 124 
7ioir)oco|j.£v ) 0EA.SK; 7ioir|aco D 
7roir|cr(0|j.£v) si QeXeiq 7ioir|cjcon£v 28 700 
7ioir|aco{j,£v ) 0EA.SK; 7toir)aco|a£v ®fU 13 28 69 565 1071 

Mark 9:20(1291.A.6.L) 

to jrv£U|o.a EUOUC; au | veaTiapa^ev auxov Kai | usacov ETCI xric; yr\q EKU 

Gweonapaqev) sonapa&v $p45 A W 0 Y 067 / ' 1 3 3Ji 
auv£a7iapa^£v) sxapa^Ev D 

Mark 10:21 (1292.C.30.L) 

oupavco Kai Seopo aKO | A.oo0ei poi o 8e CTTU | yvaaac; £7n xa> Aoyoo a 

l^oi) + apaq xov axaupov A (f fx 2542) 3K (a) q sy (sa111 

Hoi) + apaq xov axaupov aoo (s W/ 1 ) pc 

Mark 10:29 (1293.A.27.R) 

r) a&e\§aq r\ |xr|X£pa | r\ naxepa r\ xeicva r\ a | ypouq EVEKEV £|LIOU Kai 

r\\vr\xepa r\ naxspa) r\ Ttaxspa r\ |ar|X£pa 
/'ffliK M N Y n ¥ / I 3 2 8 

7iax£pa) + r\ yuvaiKa A C Y / 1 3 3Ji f q syp'h boms 
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Mark 11:5 (1294.B.ILL) 

EOTT1KOTC0V EXEJOV | (XUTOiq XI 7101EIT8 kv \ OVTSC, XOV 7UflA.OV Ol 

Mark 11:32 (1295.B.15.L) 

re aoxco akXa EiTicofiEV | e£ av6p<07i<Dv 6(j)Opouv | TO TOV O^A-OV arcavxEc; 

£(()oPouvxo ) 4>opoun£6a D2 N2 W 0 ¥ 13 28 69 124 565 700 
788 

E(j)OPoUVTO ) ^OpOU^EV D 

Mark 12:6 (1295.C.12.R) 

Ea%axov 7ipoc; auxouq | Xeycov oxi £VTpa7rr|aov | xai xov uiov \iou EKEI 

O X I ) — L N W A 3 3 131209 
8vxpa7rqaovxai xov uiov ) xai xov oiov svxpa7ir|aov 

D 

Mark 12:1.4 (1296.A.14.L) 

oSov xoo Geou SiSaoKEiq | e^saxiv 8ouvai KT|vaov | Kaiaapi r\ ou Soojaev r| 

Souvai KTjvaov Kaiaapi) KT|vaov Kaiaapi Souvai 

A / 1 1 3 (28) m it 
8oovai KTJVCTOV Kaiaapi) 8ouvai e7iiKe(|>aXaiov Kaiaapi 

D 0 565ksy sp 

Mark 13:14 (1297.C.33.R) 

8E IST)XE xo p5sA,uy|aa | TT|<; spTmcoaecoq eaxri | Koxa OTIOU oo 8ei o ava 

xr\q eprmooasax;) — 69 788 
rr\q Eprmooascoc;) + xo pr|0Ev uno 8avir|X xoo 7ipo<|)r|xoo 

A M K U T A 0 n / 1 1 3 2 28 69 157 
579 788 10711424 

£axr)Koxa) £axr|Koq D 
1 1 ^ 

Eaxr)Koxa) axr|Kov W / 28 
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Mark 13:34 (1298.B.41.L) 

SouA-oic; sauxou xr|v | e^ouaiav SKaaxto xo | Epyov auxou Kai xco 

e^ouaiav) +KOU A C2 K M U W ATI/ 1 1 32 28 157 
700 1424 3Ji 

Mark 14:19-20 (1299.B.28.L) 

Xeysiv auxco eiq Kaxa | eiq |j.T]xx syro o 8E EUIEV | auxoic; eiq xcov 5co5£ 

syco ) + Kai akXoq \IT\TI syco D 0/15Di it (syhmg) 
syco ) + sijj.i Kupis KOU aA.A.o<; |xr|xi syco 28 892 1424pc 
syco ) + Eijii Kupie paPPi Kai ak'koq \xr\xx eyco 

Ape 
eyco) + 8i|ii Kai aXXoq prixi Eyoo / f 

Mark 14:22 (1299.C.3.R) 

KSV auxoic; Kai SITCEV | A,apsxe xouxo ECTTIV | xo cco)ia p.ou Kai A.aPcov 

Xapexs) — A 579 k 
TUXPEXE ) + <|>ay£XE T Oil6/1 328 118 1241 2427 5K ff2 

boms 

Eaxiv)— W579 

Mark 14:39 (1300.A.37.L) 

\xov r| 5E aap£, aaQevr\q | Kai naXiv aneXQav | 7tpocrr|ui;axo xov auxov 

Mark 14:39-40 (1300.A.39.L) 

rcpocrriucjaxo xov auxov | X.oyov sinaw Kai 7tatav | eXQcov evpev auxouq 

xov auxov A.oyov EITCCDV ) — D it 
Kai 7iaA,iv £̂ .0cov EUPEV auxouq) Kai u7toaxp£V)/ac; supEv auxouq 7ia^.iv 

A C K M N U W r A n / n 3 2 283Ji 
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Mark 14:41 (1300.B.7.L) 

5EXE TO A.oi7iov KOU a | v<X7iao8a6e a7iexei T|X | OEV r\ copa i5ou napa8i 

ava7iausa0£ ) avartapsaOai D 579 
a7isx£i r|X0£v) a7i£X£i TO xsA-oq r|X0£v ®fn 565 2542 / 844 pc it sy(s) 

a7i£X£i r]A.0£v) amxzx TO XEA.O<; i5ou r|A,0£v 
W 

Mark 14:45 (1300.B.30.L) 

0u<; 7ipoasA,0cov auxco | Xsyei paPPi Kax Kaxe | cjnAr|C7£v auTov oi 5E E 

XEJEX ) + xaips C2 W/ 1 1 3 565 892 1241 1424 pc a 

aur c vgd syhmg sa 
^£y£i) + paPPi A0116 31csyph 

Mark 14:46 (1300.B.33.L) 

TCEPOXOV xaq xEXPaci, a u I T(B K a i eKpatT|aav auxov | eiq be TIC, xcov 7tapsaxr| 

xaq %expaq auxco ) xaq %eipaq auTcov K* C W A 892pc 
xaq XEipac; auxco ) ounce xac; %eipaq auTcov 

NX 
xa<; xeipaq auxco) en auxov xaq %eipaq auTcov 

(A K) 5Dc (lat) 
xaq x£ipac; auxco) ETC auxov xaq %eipaq al 

Mark 14:51-52 (1300.C.13.L) 

£7X1 yujivou Kai Kpaxou | aiv auxov o 8e Kaxa | AATCCOV xr)v cnv8ova 

Kai Kpaxou aiv auxov) Kai Kapaxou auxov oi vsavicrKoi 
A(C2)3Jtqsyh 

Kai Kpaxou aiv auxov ) oi 8s vsaviaKoi Kapxouaiv auxov 
(W) 0 / 1 (,3)565 700 2542 pc (samss) 
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Mark 14:54 (1300.C.26.L) 

xou apxispsooc; Kai r|v | auyKaGruasvoq |iexa [ xcov u7ir|pexcov Kai 9sp 

auyKaOrmsvog) auvKaGrmevoq K A C N P A 
auyKa0r]U£voc;) Ka6r|U£vo<; D 

Mark 14:70-71 (1301.B.21.L) 

e£, auxcov EI Kai yap ya | Xikaioq et o 8E Tip^axo | ava0£uaxi(^£iv Kai o 

Kai yap ya^iA,aioq £i) Kai yap ydkiXaioq £i Kai r\ A.aA.ia aou ouoia^ei 

A0/ I 3 (33)5mqsy p h bo p t 

Kai yap ya^iA.aioc; £i) — W 2427 pc a 

Mark 15:7 (1301.C.20.R) 

EV XT) axaa£i <))ovov 17iS7iovnKEiaav Kai ava | Pac; o oxA-oc; r|p£,axo ai 

avaPac; ) avaPac; oXoq D a (k) 
avapaq) avaporjaag N2 A C W © ¥ / ' 1333 3R sy boms 

Mark 15:21 (1302.A.37.L) 

xov raxxspa a^E^av | 5pou Kai pou<|>ou iva | apr| xov axaupov au 

Kai) xou 47 
iva apr] xov axaupov auxou) -— M 6 

Mark 15:34 (1302.C.5.L) 

Eaxiv ^sGspurivEuo | UEVOV o Geog uou eiq xi | £yKax£>a7i£g us Kai 

uou) — A K P r A 0 O 5 9 / ' 13/844/wii 
v g m s s s a m s s 

o GEOC; uou ) + o Qsoc, uou B 565 boms are unique 
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Luke 1:28-29 (1305.A.17.L) 

piT«ja£vr| o Kupioq \ieza | aou r\ 5e em xco X,oyco | 8i£xapax6T] Km 8t£ 

aou ) + £uA.oyT)fi£vri au £v yuvai^iv A C D 0 / 1 3 33 118 SJi latt sy bon 

5E ) + iSouaa A C © 0130/13 33 2K lat sy bopt 

8E ) + aKouaaaa 1194 vgcl 

Luke 1:35 (1305.B.5.L) 

v|/iaxou £7iiaKtaCT£i aoi | 8io Kai TO yewcofisv | ov ayiov Klr|6r|a£xai 

8io ) 8ioxi A* W 
1 ^ 

y£vvcou£vov ) y£vvou£vov Vf 33 124 579 1071 
y£VVCQU£VOV ) ySVO|J.£VOV T © 

Luke 2:14 (1307.B.4.L) 

£,a EV uvincrcoic; OEOO Kai | em yr|q eipT|vr| EV av | GpcoTtoic; £u8oKiaq 

EV avOpoonotc; Eu8oKia<;) Kai avGpcouoiq EuSoKia 
sysp 

EV avGpamoic; £o8oKia<;) Kai £v avGpcortoic; Eu8oKia 
syh 

Luke 2:15 (1307.B.9.L) 

oupavov oi ayyEXoi oi | noi\isvsq staxXouv npoq \ ak^kovq 8i£A,Gco|j.£v 

EXaXouv ) eiTiov A D L 0 S ¥ ' / ' 1 3 3Ji 

Luke 2:22 (1307.C.5.R) 

STzkr\oQr\(jav ai r|(i£pai | TOO KaGapiafioo auxcov | Kaxa xov vouov f̂ co 

auxcov) auxou D pc lat sys sams 

auxcov) — 435 pc bopt 
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Luke 2:25 (1307.C.24.R) 

guXaPr|^ TipooSexo | nevoq 7iapaKA/r|criv | TOO iapar|X Kai 7tvsu 

Luke2:33 (1308.A.ILL) 

aou iapar)A, Kai r|v o 17iaxr|p auxou Kai r\ ur| | xrjp Gau^a^ovxsc; £ 

o Tiaxrip auxou ) IGKTT^ (A) 0 OF)/13 33 118 209 1582c 3K it 
vgmsssyphbopt 

Luke 2:43 (1308.B.27.L) 

ispouaaA-rm Kai OUK e | yvcoaav oi yovsiq auxou | vouiaavxsc; 5e auxov 

eyvroaav oi yovexq) eyvco icoaricj) Kai T| nr|xr|p 
ACxF0130/1 33nitsyp hbop t 

Luke 3:5a (1309.A.22.L) 

xausivcoGriaexai Kai | eaxai xa CTKoXia siq eu | Beiac; Kai a i xpaxeiai 

Luke 3:5b (1309.A.23.L) 

eaxai xa encomia siq eu | Gsiaq Kai a i xpa^Eiai | eiq o8ou<; Xeiaq Kai o 

8u6Eia<;) euGeiav X A C L W 0 ¥ ' / 1 13 33 3Jt it 

Luke 3:15 (1309.B.30.L) 

xoxq o\|/oovioi<; uficov 17rpoa8oKcovxo<; 8s xou | A.aou Kai 8iaA,oyi£o|j.E 
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Luke 4:7 (1310.C.21.L) 

av GsXco 5i8coui auxr)v | au ouv eav 7ipoaicuvr| | ar\q svccmiov EUOU £ 

sav) + Tcecrcov / 124 157 700 1346 

Luke 4:8 (1310.C.25.L) 

a7ioKpi0£iq auxco si \ 7iev tt|aouq ye/pa^Tai Kopiov | xov Gsov aou 7tpoaKu 

si7t8v) + o f A) ©0102 3ft 
auxco EITIEV ir|aouc;) auxco o irjaouc; EITIEV 

auxco 8i7i£v iriaouq) o ir]aouc; EITIEV auxco 
K L W S / 1 , 3 3 3 579 892 1241 2542 

/844/2211;?clat 

Luke 4:10-11 (1310.C.39.L) 

aou xou 5ia<t>u^.a£ai | ae Kai oxi E7ti xsipcov | apouai a£ \ir\Koxe npoo 

oxi) — D T A 0102 700 3JI it sys p sa bopt 

c£ ) + EV naaaxq xaiq o5oi<; aou / ' 579 

Luke 5:7 (1312.C.6.L) 

auxj)oxspa xa 7tA,oia | coaxe PoGi^eaGai a u r a | i5cov 5E aiurav 7i£xpo<; 

coaxs ) 7iapa xi D e e r 1 vgcl sys p hmg 

coax£ ) + r|5ri C* 
auxa ) — D 

Luke 6:9(1314.B.26.L) 

saxr| £i7i£v 8E ir|aou<; npoc, | amotx; ETtepcaxco ou,aq | EI E^saxi xco aaPPaxco 

£7i£pcoxco ) £7i£pcoxr|aco A D © T / 1 3 33 131 1582 3J1 it sa 
boms 

ETTEpCOXCO ) £pCOXT]aCO 1 1 1 8 209 
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Luke 6:10-11 (1314.B.36.L) 

KaxeaxaBr) r| y^zxp au | xou auxoi 8e 87I?OICJ9T| | aav avoiac; Kai 8ieA,a 

auxou ) + coq Kai r\ akXr\ A (D) K Q A 0 ¥ / ' 565 2542 al it 

syh 

auxou ) + vynr]q coq r\ a)Jkr\ fn 3tt 
auxou ) + uyiriq W 579 bo? 

Luke 6:23(1315.A.23.L) 

Kaxa xa auxa yap £7ioi | ouv xoiq 7ipo<|>r|xaiq | oi 7iaxsp£g auxcov 

Luke 6:32 (1315.B.17.L) 

UOIGXJ Kai 8i ayarcaxe | xoug aya7ieovxag M\x.a.q | rcoia uuiv %apiq saxi 

ayanoovxaq) ayarcovxac; 131579 

Luke 6:40 (1315.C.23.R) 

xov 8i8acncaA.ov Kaxr|p | XICT̂ IEVOC; 8e naq eaxai | <aq o 8i8ao~KaXoc; auxou 

naq eaxai) eaxco K 
se r a i ) saxco 0 157 
Kaxr|pxiausvo<;) Kaxapxiausvoc; H 
5s naq saxai aq o 8i8acncaX.o<;) — T A 48 

Luke7:ll(1316.C.27.L) 

Ttopeuovxo auxco oi | uaGfixai auxou Kai o | %koq noXvq cxj 8s rjyyi 

- auxou )iicavoi A C 0 ¥ / n 3 3 3 3Jtbcqsyh 
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Luke 7:42(1318.A.28.L) 

(t>ox£poicj E^apiaaxo | xiq ouv aoxoov likex | ov ayanr\aei auxov 

auxcov ) + eire 0 079 f13 33 SCR syh 

aUTCOV ) + E7II A 

Luke 8:15 (1319.A.27.L) 

Eiaiv OIXIVEC; £v Kap | 8ia KaXrj Kai aya6r| a | KOoaavxEc; TOV Xoyov 

KaXri Kai) — D it 

Luke 8:23(1319.B.30.L) 

sic; xr|v A.iuvr|v avEuou | Kai <rovE7iA,r|poDvxo | Kai EKIVSUVEUOV npoa 

auv£7i^r|pouvxo ) auv£7iXr|pouxo *F 28 
auv£7iA.r|pouvxo) £7t^.ripouvxo 700 

Luke 8:26 (1319.C.7.R) 

u5axi Kai KaxETî EU | crav eiq XTJV xopocv xcov | y£pacrr]vcov r\ziq saxiv 

Kax£7iA.£uaav) Kax£7iA,uaav N A* 
Kax£7i?i£uaav) Kaxa7iA,suaav L 
Kax£7tA.£uaav) Kax£TiA,£ua£v W © 118 
Kax£7iX.£ucyav) KaxaTtA.£uaavx£<; 33 69 124 346 
Kax£7iA,£oaav EICJ xrjv xcopav ) £iq xr\v x^pav Kax£TcA.£uaav 

A* 
Kai Kax£7iA.£uaav ) Kax£7iX,£uaav 8E D 

Luke 8:46 (1320.B.41.L) 

Pouaiv o 5E ir|aou<; EITCEV | Tj\)/axo u,ou xig eyoo | yap Eyvcov 8uvafi.iv e 
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Luke 8:54 (1320.C.35.L) 

SI5OT£C; o n cuisBavsv | auxog 8e Kpaxrjcjaf; | zr\q xe iP°? auxr|<; E(|)co 

5E ) + SKpa^cov Ê CO navxaq Kai (A C W 0) ¥ / 1 3 (33) 3K f q sy 

Luke 9:4-5 (1321.A.22.L) 

is £K£i |a£V£t£ Kai £ | K810EV e^epxeaGe Kai | oaoi av ur] SEXWVTOU 

Kai EKEIOEV ) Kai EKEI0EV ur| 38 vg 

£K£10£V ) KO.K£10£V D 

Luke 9:23 (1322.A.9.L) 

xco xov axaupov au | xoo KCXG imspav Kai a | KOXOU0EIXCO UXH oq 

Kai apaxco TOV axaupov auxou ) — D a l 
Ka0 imepav ) — K] C D 3K it sys hmg sams 

Luke 9:39-40 (1322.C.20.L) 

7tox©p£i an auxou auv | xpeiPov auxov Kai s8e | r|0r|v xcov p.a0r|xa>v 

auvxpEipov) auvxpEiPouv K 
auvxpEiPov) CTUvxp£iP»v r 
auvxpEiPov ) Kai auvxp£ip£i D 

Luke 9:44 (1323.A.4.L) 

0r|xaq auxou 0EO0E | ofieiq eiq xa coxa u^wov | xouc; Xoyovq xouxouc; 

U^EK; ) uuiv 2* 
coxa)— 131 
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Luke 9:48-49 (1323.A.32.L) 

uuiv u7iapxcov ouxoc; | eoxiv ueyaq a7tOKpi | Qexq 5E losavvriq EITCEV 

eaxiv ) Eaxai A D W 0 *F/13 3Ji e q 
EC7XIV ) + O ^> 4 5 pC CO 

Luke9:53(1323.B.15.L) 

xov oxi TO 7ipoaco7rov I aoxou TIV 7iopsuone I vov z\q i£pouaaA/r|u 

7rop£UO|a£vov ) 7iop£uou£vou $p45 lat 

Luke 9:54-55 (1323.B.22.L) 

7io xou oupavou Kai a | vaA,a>aai amooc; axpa | <j>£iq 5E &mx\\n\ozv 

auxouq) + cot; Kai r^iaq £7IOITICTEV A C D W 0 ¥ f 13 33 fSl it syp h bopt 

Luke 10:1 (1323.C.18.R) 

^EV o Kupioc; Exspouc; Ep8o | pr|Kovxa 8uo Kai ane \ oxsiXev ava 5uo 5uo 

Suo) — N A C L W 0 E v F / 1 1 3 3 K f q s y p h 

bo 

Luke 10:17 (1324.B.13.L) 

07i£axp£\|/av 5E oi EP5O | ^TjKOVxa 8uo (iexa %CL | paq A,£yovx£<; KopiE Kai xa 

5 u o ) — K A C L W 0 H T O 1 1 5 / 1 1 3 3 3 5 m f 
iq sy c p h bo 

Luke 10:21 (1324.B.35.L) 

XT] copa riyaAAiaaaxo xco 17tveo(iaxi xco ayico Kai | EI7IEV £%ofaoA,oyou|j.ai 

xooayuo) — gi 4 5 v MAW¥0115 118 131209 
892 2542 pc/133Jifq 

ayico) + o ir|aou<; C K n / 1 
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Luke 10:22 (1324.C.3.L) 

VETO £|_i7ipoa08v aou | 7iavxa fioi 7iaps8o0ri | UTCO TOU 7taxpo<; uou Kai 

aou ) + Kai axpa<j)8i(; npoq xovq \iaQr\xaq sinev 

A C(2) W 0 ¥ (1115) 3K it syp h bomi 

Luke 11:2 (1325.B.41.L) 

oxav KpocsuxriaGE | A-syexe rcaxep ayiaaGrj | xco xo ovoua aou ekQe 

7ipoCT£uxr|CT08) + JJ.T| PaxxoAoyiEXE coc; oi AOITIOI 8oKouaiv yap XIVEC; oxi £v 
XT] 7ioX.uA.oyia auxcov £iaaKOua0r|aovxai aXXa 7ipoa£ui;ojj.£voi 

D 
7iax£p ) + "nucov o £v xoi<; oupvoig A C D W 0 T 070 118131 209/1 3 

33vid$mitsycphco 
7iax£p ) + r|ucov Lpc 

Luke 11:53 (1327.C.23.R) 

vcoq £V£X£iv Kaia.7io | creofiaxi^eiv auxov 17i£pi nksiovav EVE 

a7toaxo(aaxi^£iv ) a7ioaxo)Lii^£iv L S V A 2 579 
a7coaxo(aaxi(^£iv) auvPaAA-Eiv D 69 788 

Luke 12:11 (1328.B.9.L) 

Kai xaa apxaa Kai xaq | e^ouaiaq |a.T| |j,Epi|ivr| | ar|X£ ncoq r\ xi aTtoAo 

H£pi(ivr|crnx£ ) HEpiuvaxE A K M S U W O A A 3 K 2 8 157 
1424 

|ispi|avr|ar|X£) 7ipou£piuvax£ D 

Luke 12:15 (1328.B.25.L) 

xouq opaxE Kai (|)uA.aa | aeaGe ano %aGX\q 7iA,s | ovs£iac; oxi OUK EV XCO 
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Luke 12:31 (1329.A.17.L) 

C,r\Teixe xr|v PamA,£i | av auxou Kaixauxa | 7ipoo"X£6r|C£xai uuiv 

auxoo ) xou 0EOU g^45 A D ' Q W G 070/ ' 1 3 33 9R lat 

sy 
a u x o u ) — ?P75 

xauxa ) + Ttavxa N1 A D KN T© ¥ 070/131 33 118 
209 565 579 700 1241 1424 2542 

Luke 12:49 (1329.C.29.R) 

paA.siv £7ii xr|v yr|v Kai | xi Qekco ex T|8TI avr]<|>0r| | Pa7txiaua 5E EXCO Pa 

avr|<j)9r|) avrixOri U 
r\8r\) be 69 

Luke 12:53 (1329.C.42.R) 

Kai 5uo cm xpicav 5i | aujEpio0T|CTOVxai 7ia | zr\p sm uico Kai uioq £ 

Ttaxrip) SS£>45 

5iau£pia9r|o-ovxai) 5iau£pia0r|G£xai A K M N W Y r A Q A L l *¥ f B 2R 

Luke 13:8-9 (1330.C.1.L) 

7i£pi auxr|v Kai PaXco | Korcpia Kav JIEV 7toir| | OT| Kaprcov EIC; xo \izk 

K07tpia ) KO(|>lVOV KOTipiCOV D it 
KOTTpia ) KOTtpOV 1 
Kav fi£v 7roir|OT| Kaprcov ) — / ' 
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Luke 13:11 (1330.C.11.L) 

Kai r|v auyKimxouaa | Kai \ir\ 8ovau£VT| ava | Kuv/ai siq TO 7iavxs 

avaKU\j/ai) avaKUu\|/ai AX 

avaKU\|iai) avaaxr|vai 565 
avaKuvyai eiq TO 7iavxsA,s<;) eiq TO navTskeq avaKU\|/ai 

69 

Luke 13:30 (1331.B.27.L) 

sv TT] PaaiXsia TOO OEOU | Kai i8oo Etaiv Eaxaxoi | oi saovxai 7tpcoxoi Kai 

sa^axoi oi soovxai 7ipcoxoi Kai siaiv 7ipcoTOi oi saovxai saxaxoi) 
rcpcoxoi oi saovxai sax axoi Kai saovxai sax axoi oi saovxai 7ipcoToi 

X 

Luke 14:14 (1332.B.10.L) 

aoi avTa7ro5o0r|aeTai | yap aoi EV TT| avaaxaasi | TCOV 8iKaia>v aKOu 

yap ) 8s K* N / 1 3 1 118 209 1424 2542 pc it 
y a p ) — 131 

Luke 14:15 (1332.B.15.L) 

7isv auTco uaKapioq | oaxiq <t>ayExai apxov | sv xr| PaaiA,sia xou Gsou 

oaxiq )oq A D W 0 Y 2R syh 

apxov ) apiaxov A* W 131 fu fSi sys c 

Luke 14:24 (1332.C.20.L) 

KEKAT|USVCOV ysuasxai | jaou xou 8EI7IVOU | aovsjtopsuovxo 8s au 

SEITTVOU ) + 710M.01 yap siaiv KA.T|XOI oliyoi de SKA.SKXOI 

r i l 8 / 1 3 ( 5 7 9 ) 7 0 0 892msa/ 
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Gospels 

Luke 15:22 (1334.A.15.L) 

npoq xoua Sovkouq au | xou xa/u e^eveyKaxs | axo?ir|v xr|v 7tpcoxr|v 

auxou ) — 131 
xaxu ) — A W 0 ¥ / ' 3K syp samss 

e^svsyKaxE ) svEyKaxe $p 579 1241 pc 
8^£veyKax£ ) + XT]V ?p75 D 2 / ' 1 3 2tt 

Luke 15:30 (1334.B.15.L) 

aou ooxog o Kaxa())a | ycov CTOU XOV fhov fisxa | Ttopvcov r|?i0£v sOuaaq 

^£xa) + xcov A(D)LQvF579 jpc 
aou xov piov ) xou Piov aou / ' 

Luke 16:14 (1335.A.18.L) 

Kai fia^cova T)KOUOV | 8S xauxa rcavxa oi §a | pEiaaioi (|)iXapyupoi 

Travxa)— D579isam s 

Ttavxa) + KOU A W (T) ®f 13 3R syh 

Luke 16:21 (1335.B.14.L) 

xpaTCE r̂iq xou 7tA,ou | aiou aXka. Kai oi Kuveq | EPXO^EVOI EUE^EIXOV 

7iA.ouaiou ) + Kai ou8£ig E5I8OU auxoco / pc 1 vgc 

Luke 16:22-23 (1335.B.23.L) 

8E Kai o 7iA,ouaioc; Kai E | xa<|>T| Kai ev x® aSt] e | rcapaq xouc; o^GaX^ouc; 

Kai) — N* lat 
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Gospels 

Luke 16:26 (1335.C.4.R) 

UExa^u r)uxov Kai UJLICOV | xaa\ia ^eya eaxripiKxai | on&q 01 6EA.OVXS<; 5ia 

Luke 17:4 (1336.A.8.L) 

•zr\or\ siq OE Kai EKTCLKIC, | S7iiaxp£\|/r| upog ae Iz | ycov jiexavoco a$r\ 

SKxaxiq) + xrn; r]]xspaq A W 0/1132Jt lat syph sa bopt 

npoqae) — W 0 / 1 3 5 K f i ^ 

Luke 17:6a (1336.A.15.L) 

TCICTXIV ox; KOKKOV CTI I vaneaq ekeyezz av | xr] auKa|asivco xauxr) 

sX.Ey£xs) Xsyexe 0 579 
av ) + xco opEi xouxco j^sxapa EVXEU9SV SKEI Kai (j.sxspaivev Kai 

D(syc) 

Luke 17:6b (1336.A.17.L) 

xr) auKajaeivco xauxt) | eKpî coGrjxi Kai (|>u | xsu9r|xi SV xrj Ga^aa 

EKpî coGrixi Kai (j)uxsu9r|xi sv zr\ GaX.aaari) jasxa<|)uxeo9r)xi EI<; XT|V 
GaXaaari D (1424 lat) 

Luke 17:7 (1336.A.22.L) 

5ouX.ov £x©v apoxpi | covxa TI 7ioi^iaivovTa | oq EICJEA,9OVXI EK XOU 

Ttoijaaivovxa) 7ioi|j.aivovxai 1071 
rcoiuaivovxa) r)xoi|iEvcovxa 579 
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Gospels 

Luke 17:17-18 (1336.B.27.L) 

Ka eKaGapioBriaav oi 5e | svvea TCOU oox, EOpE0T) | aav uTtoaxp£\|/avx£c; 

oux supsOriaav U7roaxp£\(/avxEc; Souvou) E£ auxcov OU8EIC; £up£0r| 
U7toax£p£<j)cov oq SCOCIEI D (it sys c) 

Luke 17:35 (1337.A.18.R) 

EOOVXOU 5uo a^riGou | acu em TO a m o T\ \iia 17tapaXr|n(|)0r)cy£Tai 

eaovxai 8uo aX.r]0ouaai ETCI xo auxo r\ uia 7iapaA,T]|a(|)0r|a£xai r\ 8E £X£pa 
a())£0r|a£xai) — K* pc 1 vgms 

T I ) — ALW^SDt 

Luke 17:37 (1337.A.24.R) 

o 8E EITEEV auxoia 07tou | TO aco^a EKEI Kai oi CXETOI | £7nauvax0tiaovxai 

Kai oi afixoi £7iiaovax0tiaovxai) auvax0r|aovxai oi aExoi 
A D W 0 ^ / 1 ( 1 3 ) 3 n s a m s b o p t 

Luke 18:14 (1337.C.10.R) 

voq eiq xov OIKOV £au | TOO 7cap EKEIVOV OTI | naq o u\|/cov saoxov xa 

Trap EKEIVOV ) r| yap EKEIVOC; A D *F 1182 131 fu 3ft syh 

Ttap EKEIVOV ) r| EKEIVOC; W ®pc 
7tap EKEIVOV ) T|7I£p EKElVOq 157 pc 

Tcap EKEIVOV ) \xakXov Ttap EKEIVOV XOV (|)apiaaiov 
D it syp 

Luke 18:25 (1338.A.19.L) 

a xprmaxoi; §zkovx\q | EICT£A,0EIV T| iikov>aiov \ exq xr|v PaaiAEiav xou 

eiaeXQeiv ) 8i£?t0£iv A D P 0 / 1 1 3 2542 al lat sys C h 
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Gospels 

Luke 19:7 (1338.C.33.L) 

<̂ ov Xeyovxsq oxi 7ia | pa a|xapTCoX,co av8pi ei | ar]>.G£v KaxaXuaai cxa 

avSpi) av0p(07ioo L 
auapxcoA.cc av5pi) av5pi auapxcoXco N vg 

Luke 19:17 (1339.A.42.L) 

7ipoatipyaaaxo uvac; | KOU ei7tev auxco euys | ayaGe 5OUA.E oxi EV S 

£uy£)eu K A L W 0 ¥ / 1 1 3 2 ) i 

Luke 19:33 (1339.C.25.R) 

xoiq Auovxcov 5E auxcov | TOV naXov eircav oi KO | pioi auxou npoq auxouc; 

£i7iav ) EITIOV A R r N A n 1071 

Luke 19:37 (1339.C.42.L+R) 

a.7iav xo nXr[Qoq xcov j naGrjxcov xaxpovxzq | CUVEIV XOV GSOV (|)covr| UE 

xcov ua6r|xcov) — 063 it syc 

uaGr|xcDv ) + auxou 0 

Luke 20:36-37 (1341.C.9.R) 

oiv GEOU xr\q avaaxaaEcoq | mot ovxeg oxi 8e eyei | povxai oi vsicpoi icai jaco 

8 E ) — L 

Luke 21:9-10 (1342.B.10.L) 

rcpcoxov aXX OUK EUGE | (oq xo xeXoq xoxe e | A-Eysv auxoic; eyspGrj 

XOXE £X,£y£v auxoic;) — D (pc) it sys c p bo m s 
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Gospels 

Luke 21:17 (1342.C.2.L) 

KOU SOEGQE HElOOUfJ.8 | VOl U7IO 7iaVT(0V 8ia I TO OVOfKX \XOV Kai OpiE, 

uno 7iavxoov 8ia xo ovo|xa |aou ) 5ia TO ovojaa \xov vno TtavTcov 
K M U V T A n 

8ia TO ovojia nou ) — S A 11 122 219 229* 243 

Luke 21:19 (1342.C.7.L) 

urco|j.ovr| UJJCOV KTT| | aeaOe xaq yuxaq Dficov | OTav 8s i8r]T£ KUKXOU 

KTrjasaGe) KTr|aaa9s K D L W T / 1 2K i 

Luke21:25(1342.C.41.L) 

auvoxr) sGvcov SV arco | pia miouq Qa7ataar\q j Kai aaX-ou auov|/uxov 

sv arcopia) Kai sv apia N 
T]%ovq) r|xouar|<; D (W) 131 3Ji 

Luke 22:58 (1345.B.11.L) 

TOOV si o 8s usxpoq s I <j>T| av0po)7ie OUK eifii | Kai 8iacn:acrr|<; coast co 

TtSTpoq E$X\ ) S171SV ^45vid Q gyS 

TCETpOCJ E(j)T| ) TCSTpOc; E17IEV AW© T/ 1 3JI 

Luke 23:23-24 (1346.B.40.L) 

KaTiaxuov ai (|)covai | aoxcov Kai 7i8iA.axoq | s7i£Kpsivsv ysvsaGai 

auxcov ) + Kai xcov apxispstov A D W 0 f 0250/113 3ft (c f) sy 
boms 

auTCOv ) + Kai xcov apxovTCOv Kai TCOV apxispscov 
1424 
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Gospels 

Luke 23:46 (1347.B.8.L) 

o vnaooc; £i7i£v 7iax£p £iq %El I Pa<3CTOU 7tapaTi0£|i.ou | xo 7weu|aa \iov xouxo 

7iapaxi0£|xai) 7iapaxi0r|(ii T>f 892 2542 al 
7tapaxi0£nai) 7iapaxi0r|ao|aai L/ 1 3 3R vgms 

Luke 24:47 (1349.B.19.L) 

£i<; 7iavxa xa £0vri ap | ^ajxevoi oato ispouaa | A/nu op.£ic; |ua.pxup£c; 

apE,a|i£voi) ap£an£vov $p75 A C3 W/ 1 1 3 SCR syh 

ap^a)a£voi) ap£,a.fa£vcov D Acpc lat 
apE,a(i£voi) ap£a|j,£voq © ¥ 565 pc 

John 1:27-28 (1350.B.18.R) 

xov ijaavxa xou u7io8r| | \iaxoq xauxa ev Pr|0a | via EYEVEXO uEpav xou 

u7io5rmaxoq) + auxoq ujaaq POJIXICTEI ev 7iv£Ufaaxi ayito Kai 7tupi 

N(pc) 
p-n0avia £y£V£xo ) £y£V£xo Pr|0avia $p K it 
pri0avia) prj0apapa C2 K T ¥ c 083/1 31 33 131 pm sys 

sa 
pri0avia) Pri0apapa K2 892v V (syhmg) 

John 1:42(1351.A.6.R) 

7t£v av £i ai^cov o vioq | icoavvou CTU KX-TIGTIOTI | icr|<t>ac; o £p|xnv£U£ 

icoavvou) icova A B2 Y / 1 1 3 3Jc c q vgcl sy boms 

icoavvou ) icoavva 0 1241 pc vg 

John 1:44 (1351.A. 15.L) 

be o fyiXinnoc, arco pr|0 | aa i8a EK Ti\q 7IOXECO<; | av5p£ou Kai 7t£xpou 

pT10aai5a) pr^aaiSav ^56K* 8 127/1 3 
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Gospels 

John 2:14-15(135 LC.34.R) 

Kepiiaxictat; Ka6r||i8-| vouq Kai 7toir|aaq <j>pa | ysA,liov EK axoivicov 

7ioiriaa<;) + ®q $p66'75 LN Ws 0162/1 33 565 892 
1241a/latsyhmg 

John 2:24 (1352.A.40.L) 

7ticn;£U£v amov auTOic; I 8ia TO auxov yivcooKeiv | navxaq Kai OTI ou xpei 

auxov yivcGcncsiv ) yiyvcocnav N 
5ia TO auTOv yivcooKEiv 7iavTa<;) — sys 

John 3:12 (1352.C.20.L) 

reiyeia EIUOV ujaiv Kai | ou 7riOTEUExe ncoq e j av eina UJJIV Ta ETCOU 

ou 7iiaT£U£T£ ) OUK £7riaT£uaaT£ E H 2 22 239 382 440 
OU 7liaT£U£T£ ) OUK £7UO"T£U£T£ 9 7 

John 3:31 (1353.B.26.L) 

XO}j.£vo<; £7iav© 7iavT(ov | ecrav o a>v EK XT|<;yr|<; | £K xr|c; yr\q EOTIV Kai EK 

o ) + 5E K* D 

John 5:2a (1355.B.40.L) 

aoA-u^ia ECTCIV 5E EV TOIC; | xepoaoXu^oig £7ti vr\ | TtpoPaTiKri KOXUHPT| 

£711 ) £V K2ADL0J5C 

£m TTI TcpoPaTiKT] KoA.U|4.pr|Gpa r\ £Tcî £yo|j.£VT]) 7ipoPaTiKT| KoA,u^pr|0pa TO 
XsyojaEvov K*aurevgcl 
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Gospels 

John 5:2b (1355.C.1.L) 

0pa r) E7iiA.8yo|a£VTi e | Ppaiaxi Pr|6aai8a 7IEV | TE oxoaq Exouaa ev xau 

PriGaaiSa) pr)6£aGa K (L) 33 it 
prjGo-aiSa) p r ^ a G a $m-15 

Pr)Gaai5a) p E ^ G a D (a) r1 

priGaaiSa) pTiGsaSa A C 0 078/1133J? f q sycphmg 

John 5:25 (1356.B.24.L) 

aKouaouaiv rr\q (jx» | vr\q TOO moo TOO Geoo j Kai oi aKouaavxEc; C,r\ 

GEOU ) avGpomou K S n Q 28 

John6:lla(1357.C.l.R) 

o irjaouc; Kai £uxapio-Tr|o-ac; | 8ie8coKev toiq avaKei | JIEVOK; O^OIDX; Kai EK TCOV 

8IE5COKEV ) Kai ESIESCOKEV K D it syc(p) 

5IE5COKEV ) ESIESCOKEV ?p28'66 N T 69 579 pc 
SIESCOKEV ) + xoxq \iaQr\xaiq oi be |aaGr|Tai 

X2 D 0 ¥ 118 2 / ' 3 3K be j (sys) EG2 

bomss 

8IE8COK£V ) + xoic; i^aGriTaiq amou oi 8E (aaGrixai 
1424^c 

John 6:11b (1357.C.3.L) 

^EVOIC; o|aoi(og Kai EK XCOV | o\|/apicov OCTOV t\QBkov | <oq 8E £V£7iA.r|aGriaav 

ov|/apicov) ixGucov 124 

John 6:41 (1358.C.25.L) 

tou OTI EiTtEv £ya> £ i ^ | o apToq o Kaxapaq EK TOO | oupavou Kai E^Eyov 

o KaxaPaq EK TOU oupavou ) o EK TOU oupavou KaTaPaq 
M r ¥ 13 28 69 124 157 1424/13 
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Gospels 

John 6:42-43 (1358.C.32.L) 

A,eysi cm EK XOU oupa | VOO KaxaPsPr|Ka am | Kpi6r| ir|aouq KCU EITISV aoxoic; 

KaxaPepriKa) KaxaPsPr|K£vai D 
KaxaPsPriKa) KaxaP£ur|Ka 579 

John 7:16-17 (1360.B.13.L) 

%r\ OUK ECTXIV sjarj aA.A,a | TOO 7i£fj.V|/avxo<; fj,s e | av xxq Qekr\ xo GEAr^a 

xou 7t£|i\|/avxoc; \ie ) + raxxpoc; 33 

John 7:26 (1360.C.14.L) 

auxoo A-syouatv |_ir|7to | xs aki\Q(oq eyvcoaav oi | ap^ovxEc; oxi ouxoq 

|iT]7ioxs) ptrixi N D 49 108 

John 7:29 (1360.C.28.L) 

ov v\ieiq OUK oiSaxE eyco | oi8a auxov oxi 7iap auxoo | EIJXI Kaicsivoc; |j.e a ra 

sya)) + 8s ^ 6 6 K D N / ] 3 3 565 1241a/itvgr 

sy samss pbo bo 

John 7:39a (1361.A.38.L) 

Ttiaxeuaavxsq sic, auxov | oo7C(o yap TIV 7tvsop.a a | yiov 8E8O(J.EVOV oxi vrjaooq 

7rv£U)j.a ayiov 8E8O(J.EVOV ) xo TWEujia xo ayiov en auxouq 
D(*)f 

7rv£U(ia ayiov 8E8O|J.£VOV ) Tcv£U|na $p66c N K N* T © ¥ pc vgst syscp 
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Gospels 

John 7:39b-40 (1361.A.40.L) 

yiov 8£8op.svov OTI irjaouq | ou7ta> s8o£aa0r| EK TOO | o^kov ouv aKOuaavxsa 

OUTCOO ) OUSETTCO N B D Qpc are unique 
eSo^aaGri) SsSo^aaxo N 
SK TOU OY>vOU OUV ) 710A.A.OI £K TOU OXA.OU Ol 

S K T O O oxA,ou ouv ) 7ioA,A.oi ouv EK T O U oxA.ou 
E G H K M N U Y r A * n x F 7 0 0 

1582c 

John 7:52a (1361.C.1.R) 

au EK xr\q ya.XsiA.aiac; ei | epai)vr|aov KOU i8e oxt | EK xr\q ydkiXaxaq Ttpo 

spauvr)oov ) £p£uvr|aov ?p66* B ' D G K L M N U T A ¥ / ' n 

1346 1424IER 
I8E ) + Tag ypafyaq D (s W it vgcl sa ac2) 

John 7:52b (1361.C.3.R) 

SK xr\q yaXiAaiag upo | <|>T|Tr|cj OUK sysipexai | ndkiv ouv auToiq eXdkr\ 

SK xr\q yaAiAaiaq 7ipo(()r|Tri(;) 7ipo(()r|Trj(; EK xr\q yaAaXaiac, 

$ p 6 6 c K D W 0 / 1 1 3 3 3 3Klat 
EyEipETai ) S^EpTOU U 

sysipsTai) sysiyspTai E G H M 1 28 565 1071 1424 5D? 
sysipETai) syrryspTou L S A / 1 3 157 579 700 

John 8:25 (1362.A.31.L) 

au xiq si EITIEV auToicj j iTjaouq XTIV apxt|v o xi KOU Xa | Xa> u[iiv noXXa sx© TIE 

auxoicj + o ^ D L W T Q T / 1 !333SDlsyh 

ir)aou<;)— 0250 pc 
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Gospels 

John 8:36-37 (1362.B.35.L) 

£A.eo6£pcoar| ovxcoc; E | teuGspoi eceaGe o | i5a oxi a7i8p^ia appaafi ECJXE 

EOSO&E ) SCFXE ?P 

eoeoQe) Y£VT]GSG0£ 1241 

John 8:39 (1362.C.6.L) 

irjaouc; £i XEKVO. xoo aPpaa^ | eaxe xa epya xoo aPpaa|j. | TIOIEIXE VUV 5E £r|X£i 

£ax£) TIX£ C W Q Y 0250/1 , 333 2K it syph 

John 8:57 (1363.B.15.L) 

ouv oi iou5aioi 7tpoi; | auxov rcevxr|Kovxa | £xr| ouuco sxeic, KOU a 

7i£vxr)Kovxa) x£aa£paKovxa (A*)pc 

John 9:8 (1363.C.15.R) 

x£<; auxov xo 7tpox£pov | oxi 7ipoaaixri<; TIV eX,e | yov oux ouxoc; Eaxiv 

7ipoaaixr|<; r|v ) xv^Xoq r|v C31" A/ 1 3 700 892 1241 1424 3JI 
7ipoaouxr|<; r |v) xu(|)A.oc; riv Kai 7tpoaouxr|i; 

69 (pc) it 

John 9:41-10:1 (1365.A.8.L) 

xs oxi pA.S7iO|i£v r] a^iap | xia up.cov ^IEVEI afxriv [ ajariv o^iiv X.syco o ^TJ 

r\ tt(j.apxia ufioov jisvsi) ai a|j.apxia u îcov (aevouaiv 
K1 D L W 33 (1241) al (sys hmg boms) 
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Gospels 

John 10:14 (1365.B.29.L) 

A.o<; KCU yeivcoaKco xa e | jia Kai yeivcocncouaiv \ie \ xa s^a KaGcoc; ysivtoaKsi 

yivcocncoucn. |ae xa s^ia) yivcoaKO|j.cu UTCO XCOV sfxcov 
A0xPO25O/1 1 333 3Jlsyph 

John 10:16 (1365.B.39.L) 

xr\q §covr\q |_iou aicouaou | aiv Kai ysvn,aovxai |aia 17ioi|avr| sic; 7toi|ir|v Sia 

yevriaovxcu ) ysvTiasxai ?p66 K* A 118 209/1 3 3ft lat sy 

John 10:26 (1365.C.39.R) 

£X£ cm OUK eaxe SK XCOV 1rcpoPaxcov xcov e\iav | xa 7tpo(3axa xa E|j.a xr\q 

sjacov) + KaGcoq si7iov t>|iiv A D Yf1 B 3ft it sy pbo bopt 

ejicov) + KaGcog ei7tov UJJIV oxi $p 6 

John 10:29 (1366.A.7.L) 

auxa 8K xx\q X£lP°? Mou I ° warnp \x.o\> o 8e8coKEv | ^ioi rcavxcov |asi^ov e 

Hou) — K* 892s 1424 pc it sys pbo 

o ) o q ?p66 A B 2 / 1 I 3 © 3 3 3fta/sy 
8e5coK£v) eSeScoKEv *Q66 

5E5COK£V ) SeScoKcoq D 

Johnll:19(1367.A.12.L) 

louSaicov sXTiXuGeiaav 17ipoq TTIV ^lapGav Kai | [iapxa\i iva 7iapapiuGr| 

xr)v) xaq rcspi ^4 5 v i dA C3 © ^ 0250/1 1 3 3ft 
xr|v) — D 
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Johnll:29(1367.B.7.L) 

Gospels 

EKsivri 8E coq r|Kooa£v | •nyspBri za%v Kai t|p%e | xo 7ipo<; auxov OUTICO 

r\yepQi\) sysipexai $>45 66 A C3 0 0250/1 1 3 3JI1 
v gcl .s t .ww s yh 

TIPXETO ) epjeetai <$45 66 A C3 D 0 0250/ ' 1 3 Sffl syh 

John 12:7a (1368.C.15.L) 

Xojisva spaaxa^sv si 17iev ouv o MICTOIX; afyeq ocurnv | iva eiq xr\v r||a.£pav xou 

afyeq) a(()£XE *F 
ouv) + auxco 1424 

Johnl2:7b-8(1368.C.18.L) 

£vxa<|)iacj|aou \xov xr\ \ pr\cn\ auxo xotx; 7IT<B | %o\yq yap TtavxoxE £%£ 

xTijiriari) x£xr|pr|KEv A M U A A / 1 1 3 2 28 565 700 1424 

1071 3K 
xouc; uxcoxoug)— D sys 

John 12:19 (1369.A.31.L) 

Xsxxe OU5EV ISE O KOCJ | \ioq O7iiao) auxou owrqX, | 0EV rjaav 5E sXXr\veq 

Koonoq) + oXoq D L Q © Y / 1 3 33 892 1241 1424 al 
lat sy s p h" ac bo 

John 12:32 (1369.C.5.R) 

u\|/co0co EK xr\o yx\q nav \ xaq eAxuac) 7ipoq ejxau | xov xouxo be eXeyev 

navxaq) rcavxa ^ 6 6 K* (* D) pc latt 
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Gospels 

John 12:35 (1369.C.18.R) 

£i7tsv ouv auxoiq o ir|aoo<; | ETI usiKpov %povov TO | <j)coc; sv uuiv soriv ne 

usiKpov xpovov ) xpovov UEiKpov y1 3 69 788 1346 
TO (j)coc;) — A 

John 12:47 (1370.A.32.L) 

av TIC; uoo aKoucrn TCOV | prmaxcov Kai |a.r| <|>uX.a | E,r\ syro ou Kpivco auTOv 

Kai nr\ tyoXalj]) K<xi tyuXaJlj] ^ 6 6 c D 0 070 579 1241 pc it vgms 

Kai un <j)u^a£,ri) \xr\bz <j>uA.a£ri W 
Kai fin (j)uA,a(̂ ri) Kai \xr\ TUCTEUOT) 0250 2ft q syhme 

Kai |xn (|)uA,a^r|) — e 

John 13:23-24 (1371.A.36.L) 

EV TOO KOAJIOO TOU iT]aou ov | T|ya7ta irjaouq vsusi oov TOU | TCO CTIUOOV TiETpoc; Kai 

T)ya7ia ) + o $p66* B 69 are unique 

TOUTCO) TOUTOV G 28 157 

John 13:26-27 (1371.B.7.L) 

6cDC7i iou8a aiuoovoc; 11 mcapicoTOU Kai ueTa TO | VJ/COUIOV TOTE EIGT)A,0£V 

iGKapicoTou) icncapuoTri ^p^AW/ 'Sf t 

loxapicoTOu ) TOO loncapicoTn / 1 3 

icncapicoTOu ) arco Kapuarcou D 
(i8Ta TO yoouiov) — D e boms 

John 13:38-14:1 (1371.C.17.R) 

^covrian scoq ou apvr)or| | us xpxq \u\ TapaaaeaGto | uucov r\ Kap8ia 7UGTSU 

Tpic;) + Kai EITCEV TOICJ ua0r|Tai(; auTOu D a aur c (sys) 
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Gospels 

John 14:13 (1372.A.31.L) 

Tcatepa rcop£uofiai Kai | o xi av aixTjxai ev xoo | ovouaxi |iOU xouxo 

xi av ) £av ?P661 131 565 1582pc 
aixr]xai) aixr)ar|xs $p75vid ̂ Qpcare unique 

aixrixai) + xov Traxspa 33 pc vgc et 

John 14:24 (1372.B.41.L) 

|ie xouc; A,oyouc; uou | ou x-npsi Kai o A.oyoq ov | aKOU£X£ OOK saxiv z\ioq 

xripsi) xr)pr|a£i D 519 pc sams ac bo 
A-oyoc;) + o EUOC; D / 844 pcaer1 syh ac2 

John 15:20 (1373.C.3.R) 

o Koa(4.o<; |ivrmov£u | sxe xou Xoyou ou ey© | EITCOV uuiv OOK ECXXV 

xou Xouyou ou ) xouq Xouyouq ouc; D 
xou A.ouyou ou ) xov X.oyov ov N 579 pc r 
xou A.ouyou ou ) oxi sys 

John 19:3 (1377.C.38.L) 

7i£pi£paXov auxov Kai | Tjpxovxo 7ipo<; auxov | Kai £^£yov xaipe o Paai 

Kai rjpxovxo npoq auxov)— A D S x F / 3ft f q syp 
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Gospels 

John 19:17 (1378.B.34.L) 

xov tr|aouv Kai Paaxa^cov | auxco xov axaupov e | ^ X 0 E V siq TOV ^eyo 

auxco) eauxco ^60vid66cN L w ^ ( 3 3 5 7 9 ) ^ ia t 

C565;?c) 
auxco xov axaupov) xov axaupov sauxco 

y1 565 
auxco xov axaupov) auxov / ' 
auxco xov axaupov) xov axaupov (s)auxou 

A C Ds / 844) 0 3K q syh co 

John 20:7 (1379.C.39.R) 

oGovicov K£i|aevov aA, | Xa %03piq evxETuA/iyjie | vov siq eva XOTCOV xo 

£vxsxuA,iyjj,svov ) evxexiA.iy(j.£vov 118 1346 

John 20:18 (1380.B.7.L) 

A.r|vr| ayyeAAouaa xoic; | ^a0r|Taiq oxi ecopaica | xov Kupiov Kai xauxa sinev 

ecopaKa) ecopaicev AD L 0 Y 078 0250/n33Jc it syp,h 

boms 

scopaKa) scopaKajj.£v 33 pc 

John 21:15 (1381.B.28.L) 

ai^covi 7texpco o iTiaouq ai|icov | icoavou aya7iaq \i£ like | ov xouxcov Xeyei auxco 

icoavou ) icova A C2 0 ¥ / ' 13 33 SDc (c) sy 
(ue TtXeov xouxcov) — 1118 131 

John 21:22(1381.C.26.R) 

inaou Kupie ouxoq 5s xi Aeyei | auxco o ir|aouq sav auxov 0s | Xco nsveiv ecoq epxo^iai 
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Gospels 

(1382.A.-33.L) 

Include Pericope de Adulterae f 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 1:4 (1382.B.16.L) 

xa 7i£pi xr|c; (3aaiX£ia<; xou GEOU | Kai auvaXi^oj^Evoq 7ia | pr|yy£iA.£v auxoig outo 

auva^i^oj^Evog) auvaXioxojafivoc; D* 
<jvvaXiC,o[ievoq) auvaiAi^oiasvoc; 323s 614 1241* 1739pm 
avvaXiC,o\x£voq) + Î EX aoxcov D it sy 

Acts 1:13(1382.C.30.L) 

r|aav Kaxa|a£vovx£<; | o XE 7t£xpo<; Kai icoawr|g | Kai laKcopoq Kai av5p£ 

icoavvr|<; Kai laKooPoc; Kai av8p£a<;) av8p£ac; Kai laKooPoc; Kai icoavvriq 
E 

icoavvr|<; Kai UXKCGPOC; Kai avSpEac;) iaK<x>Poc; Kai icoavvr)<; Kai av5p£aq 
33 1739s3Ksyh 

icoavvrit; Kai laKcoPog Kai avSpEac;) laKcopoc; icoavvriq Kai av8p£ 
¥ 9 4 5 1704 1891/x: 

Acts 1:14 (1382.C.39.L) 

Kapx£pouvx£c; o|a.o9u | |j.a8ov XT| 7tpoaEUXT| auv | yuvai^iv Kai jj.apiaji xr\ 

7ipoasuxri) + Kai xr\ 5ET|O-SI C3 33 1739s 5Di 

Acts 1:15 (1383.A.4.L) 

aco xcov a8£A,(j)cov SITIEV | TJV XE o%koq ovopxxxcov | Em xo auxo coas EKaxov 

r\v XE) yap C D* D2 

Acts 1:16(1383.A.8.L) 

E8EI 7iA,T]pa)0r|vai xr|v | ypa<j>T|v t|v 7ipO£i7iEV xo 17cv£U|ia xo ayiov 8ia axo 

ypa<hv) + xauxr)v C3 D E ¥ 33 1739s 3J* it vgms syh 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 1:26 (1383.B.18.L) 

KOU £5coKav K^ripouc; | auxou; KGU ercsaev o K)LTI | poq enx |aaG6iav Km auy 

auxotc;) auxcov D* E ¥ 3ft it vgms syh 

Acts 2:7 (1383.C.11.R) 

TO 5s Kai sGaujjai^ov A,e | yovxeq ou/ t i8ou navtzq | ouxoi £iaiv oi XaA.ouv 

Xeyovxeq) + npoq aXXr)Xovq C3 D E 096 (33) 1739 3R sy (' ¥ pc 
it) 

ouxi) OUK ^ 7 4 A C * P 3 3 1739 3K Eus 
ouxi) oux K DE81 1175 1891 al 

a/ 
Tiavxsq) a:iavx£<; *$14 K A Bz C D 096 323 945 1739 

Acts 2:24 (1384.B.14.L) 

o GEOC; avsaxrias Xvoaq xaq | to8ivaq xou Gavaxou | KaGoxi OUK TIV Suvaxov 

Gavaxou) a8ou D latt syp mae bo 

Acts 2:30 (1384.C.4.L) 

asv auxco o GEOC; £K Kaprcou | xr\q oafyuoq auxou Ka | Giaai ETII xov Gpovov 

OCT(j)Ouq) Kap5iaq D* 
oo(()ou(;) Koi^iac; pc gig p r syp 

auxou) + avaaxriaeiv xov xpicrrov Kai E 323 pc 
auxou) + avaaxr|CT£iv xov xpiGxov 1739 1891 

Acts 2:31 (1384.C.9.L) 

(oq xou xpicrxou oxi OUXE ey | KaxeXeî GTi eiq a8Tiv | OUXE r\ oapq auxou EI8E 

8yKax£A,8i(()0ri) + r\ \\>vyr\ auxou • C" E *F 33 1739 5Di sy 
aSriv) a8ou ACvidDE*F3R 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 2:43-44 (1385.A.29.L) 

aryisia. 8ia xcov arcoaxo | X.cov eysiVETO navtsq | 8E 01 TnaxEuaavxEc; e 

gysivExo) + EV iEpouaa^rm E 33 \ 04 pc syp 

sysivExo) + ev lEpouaa^rm <j)oPoc; XE r\v [ieyaq em rcavxac; Kai 
sp74N AC 326 1175 2495 pc 

lat (mae) bo 
Ey£iv£xo) + sv IspouaaA/rm ())o(3o(; XE -qv \ieyaq £7ii rcavxac; auxouc; Kai 

Vpc 

Acts 2:47-3:1 (1385.B.7.L) 

£o|isvou<; Ka0 rijaspav | eui TO auxo 7texpo<; | 8E KOU Icoavvrn; avEpai 

S7ii xo auxo riexpoq 8e) xr\ EKKA.r|aia em XO auxo 8e FlExpoc; 

E Y 33 2ft sy 
ETCI xo auxo Tlexpoc; 8s) xr\ £KK ,̂r|Gia ETCI XO auxo FIsxpoc; 8E 

945 (1505) 1739-pc 
ETCI xo auxo IlExpoq 8E) ETCI xo auxo EV xr\ E^A-Kaaia EV 8E xaic; rmspaiq xau 

xaic; risxpoc; D (p) mae 

Acts 3:3(1385.B.24.L) 

vai sic; xo i£pov rjpcoxa | 8A,ET||4.oaovTiv A,aPsiv | axsviaag 8E Tcsxpoq eiq 

kapeiv) — D 3K it syh 

Acts 3:10-11 (1385.C.15.R) 

oecoq em xoo au[j.p£Pr| | KOTI auxco Kpaxouvxog | 8E auxou xov rcExpov 

Kpaxouvxoq 8E auxou xov rcsxpov Kai xov Icoavvr|v auvs8pa|.i£v naq o Xaoq 
npoq auxouq) SK7iop£uo|j.£vou 8E XOU Efcxpou Kai Icoavou auv£^£7iop£U£xo Kpaxco 

v auxoua oi 8E 9a|iPr|0£vx£c; £axr|0"av D (h mae) 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 3:12 (1385.C.27.R) 

xi axeviC,exe coc, iSia | 8uvajisi r\ suaePeia ne | 7toir|Kocn.v xou nspina 

euaspsia) potestate h pc vgcl syp 

7i£7ioiT)KOcriv) 7I£71OIT|KOTCOV D (0236vl ) gig (p) r 

Acts 3:21 (1386.A.33.L) 

cov sX.aA.r)aev o Geoc. 8ia | cionaxoc, xcov ayicov | an aicovoc, auxou Ttpo 

axo^iaxoc) + Ttavxcov E ¥ 33vid 2Jc vgmss syh et 

Acts 3:22 (1386.A.35.L) 

arc aicovoc, auxou 7ipo j ^tixtov JICOUCTTIC (xev | einev oxi 7tpo<f)r)xriv 

an aicovoc auxo 7ipo<]>r|xcov) auxo 7ipoc|)rixcDV aicovoc, an 

fSi vgmss 

an aicovoc auxo 7ipo(|)T]xcov) auxo xoov 7ipo(|)r)xcov 
D(2)(pc)it 

an aicovoc, auxo 7ipocpr|xcov) auxo TCpocprixcov xoov arc aicovoc 
WlSOSpcsf* 

an aicovoc, auxo 7ipo(j)r)xcov) xoov an aicovoc auxo upocprjxcov 
^B 2 EC33 v ' d )945/?c 

Acts 4:8-9 (1386.C.18.L) 

Xovxsq xou A,aou icai 17ipeoPuTepoi ei TIJIEIC | armepov avaKpivojis 

Trpeofuxepoi) + xou Iapa^X D E ¥ 33 1739 331 it vgms sy(p)mae 

Acts 4:10 (1386.C.25.L) 

xi xco X.aco laparjA, oxi j ev TOD ovo^axi irjaou xpi^TOU xou] va^copaiou ov u|j.£ic; 

ir(aou xpiaxou) xPlo"TOU iT]crou d vgn 

iriaou xpicrxou) + xou Kupiou E vg 

mss 

ms 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 4:17 (1387.A.24.R) 

avE|ir|6r| eic, xov >^aov | a7t£iA.T)a(Q|iE0a aoxoiq | |xr|K£xi A.a^£iv em TCO 

Xaov) + ansikr\ ¥ 33 3K syh 

?taov) + Tri prunaxa xauxa a7i£iA.r| E (gig h mae) syhmg 

Acts 4:24 (1387.B.16.L) 

5ov ripav (j>covr|v 7ipo<; | xov BEOV Kai ei7tav 8ECT7IO | xa au o 7ioir|aac; xov ou 

8i7tav) eiTtov Ealpler 

Acts 4:27 (1387.B.31.L) 

Xpicrxou auxou auvr|x0T|aav | yap en aA/r|9£ia(; ev vr\ no \ kei xauxrj em xov ayiov 

sv xr| xolsi xauxri) — H3 P 049 056 1 69 

Acts 4:35-36 (1387.C.35.R) 

KaOoxi av xiq x p £ i a v £ l I 5Cev UDOT]<|> 8E O E71IKA,T| | 0£i<~ papva^aq ano xcov 

Icoar|(j>) Icoariq ¥ 33 3ft syh 

Acts 5:3 (1388.A.13.L) 

eiTiEv 8E o Tiexpoc; ava | via 8ia t i E7tXTjpcDa£v | o oaxavac; xrjv Kap8iav 

o Elsxpoq avavia) o IlExpoc; 7ipoc; avaviav 
Tpcvgm s s 

o risxpoc; avavia) IlExpoc; npoq avaviav 

S7tA,t|pcoa£v) £7tr|pa)a£v K* pc 
£7lA.r)pCDCT£V) £7l£ipaa£V ty14 Vg 

£7i^r|pcDa£v) £ucopcoa£v 2492 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 5:14 (1388.B.28.L) 

auxoug o Xaoq \iaXXov | 8E 7ipoaExi0£vxo 7IICTX£O | ovxsg TOO Kopico n?tr|0r| 

7ipoa£Tiesvxo) 7ipooExi9ovTo 049 1 3 4 90 330 1241 1646 
7ipoa£TieEvxo) + oi A 33 61 326 1270 2344 
TcpoasxiOsvio) 7ipoaETi6evTeo 2344 

Acts 5:15 (1388.B.36.L) 

iva spxo(ievou 7rsTpou | Kav r| a i aa E7ti<TKiaaEi | xivi aoxcov auvr|px£ 

S7iicnciaa£i) ETiiaKiaar) all mu. except B 33 69 103 383 462 
611 

Acts 5:28 (1389.A.20.R) 

A.eycov 7iapayys^ia na \ pi]yysika\xsv u|j,iv \ii) | 5i5aaK£iv em xco ovo 

u|iiv) u|a£iv D 
(ir|) )j.ri5£vi 1241 

Acts 5:34 (1389.B.12.L) 

CTEV ŝ co Ppaxu zovq av | Gpamouc; 7ioir|aai ei7i£v | XE rcpoc; aoxouc; av5p£c; 

Ê CO Ppaxu xouq avGpcoTiouq) Ê CO Ppaxu xoo<; a7tocjxoA.ouc; 
(* D syh) E V 0140 33vid 1739 2Ji (gig 

h) sy sa mae 

Acts 5:37 (1389.B.30.L) 

[ispaiq xrig anoypa^q | Kai oarecTTriaEV Xaov cmi | aco auxou KaKEivoa arcco 

Xaov) + ticavov Ac ( S E T 33 614pc) 0140 1739 2Jt 
Xaov) + noXvv C(*) D it 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 6:2 (1389.C.28.R) 

TO nXr\Qoq xcov |ia9r|xcov | eurav OUK apecrxov eaxiv | rifiac Kaxa^£iv|/avxac; 

si7iav) + npoq aoxouc; D sa mae bomss 

Acts 6:10 (1390.A.32.L) 

axrjvai xr| ao<Jna Kai | TO 7tvet>|j.axi to ekaksi \ TOTS u7is(3aXov av8pag 

co ekakei) TCO ayico co s l a l s i 5ia TO sXsyxscrOai aoxouc; ETC aoxoo \iexa 
7iaar)q Trapprjaiag \xr\ 5uva|j.£voi ouv avxo<j)6aA.|j.siv rn dkr\Qeia 

D E h t w syhmg (mae) 

Acts 6:13 (1390.B.6.L) 

ou nausTai Xa^cov pr\ | |j.axa Kaxa xoo xo7ioo | xoo ayiou xouxou Kai 

?iaA,cov prmaxa) pr|}iaxa pA,aa(j)r||j.a ,̂aA.cov 
E Y C 33 36 pc) !Dc (t w vgmss) mae 

Acts 7:8 (1390.C.21.L) 

TCO Sia0r|Kriv 7t£pixo | \vc\q Kai ouxcoq eyev | vrioxv xov laaaic Kai 7is 

ouxcoq) ouxo<; N 049 056 2 3 38 76 93 103 319 398 
440 450 463 457 1270 

Acts 7:30-31 (1391.C.8.R) 

opouc; a iva ayysA.o<; sv | fyfayfi Tiupoq [iaxou o 8e | ncouarjc; iScov e0au|aa 

§Koy\ Ttupoq) Tiupi ^koyoq <$14 A C E 36 323 945 1739 al vg 
syp 
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Acts 7:37-38 (1392.A.6.L) 

Acts and Catholic Epistles 

xcov a5£̂ (|)CQv u|acov | a>q s\xe omoq ecmv O | ysvo^Evog EV xr| EKK^TI 

ejxe) + auxoo akouasaGe C D(*) E 33 36 323 614 945 (1175) 
1241 1739 al gig vgclww sy mae bo 

Acts 7:48 (1392.B.27.L) 

X o U\|/ICJTOC; sv x^po 17ioit|TOig Kaxcmcex Ka | Gcoc; o 7tpo(j)r|XT]c; A.£yei 

aXX ov% o uv|/iaxog EV xsipoxoir|xoi<; KaxoiKsi) o 8E oyiaxoc; ou KOXOIKEI EV 

X£ipoxoir)xoi<; D (syp) 

Acts 7:55 (1392.C.20.L) 

£I8EV So^av GEOU Kai irjaouv | saxona eic 8e£i(ov TOO j GEOU KOU EITCEV iSou GECO 

iTjaouv) + xov Kupiov D h p (samss) mae 

Acts 8:10 (1393.B.12.L) 

ouxoc; ECTXIV r\ Suvajaig | xou GEOU r| KaA.ODjievT| LIE | yaXr\ 7tpoa£i%ov 8E au 

KO^OULIEVTI) XeyoiaEvri 614 pc 
KaAou|j.Evr|) — *F 3ft syp sa mae 

Acts 8:16 (1393.B.39.L) 

7uv£U(j.a ayiov OUSETCCO | yap TIV en OOSEVI auxcov | ETciTCETtxcoKoc; LIOVOV 

£71 OUSEVI) £711 OU8EVO. D* 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 8:36-38 (1394.B.19.L) 

xi KcoA.u£i [XE (3a7itia0Ti I vai Kai SKS^eoaev CTT\ | VGU TO ap^xa Kai Kax£pr| 

Pa7ma9r|vai) + EITCEV 5E auxco EI nioTeveiq zt, oXr|a xr\q icapSiac; aou 
E^EGTIV a7ioKpi9£ic; 5E EITCEV 7iiax£uco xov uiov xou BEOU £ivai xov IT|CTOUV Xpiaxov 

(E) 36 323^453 945 1739 1891 pc (it 
vgcl syh** mae; Ir Cyp) 

Acts 9:4 (1394.C.13.L) 

Kouasv ())Covr|v ^Eyou | aav ainoo aaouA. aaouA, | xi Î E SICQKEIC; EITCEV 8E 

OOLOVX OaOuX) OaOuXe OOLOVXZ £ 1 (Latin corrector) 

Acts 9:8 (1394.C.28.L) 

xoov o(j)0a^)j.(ov auxou | ou8ev epXercev x^payc) | youvieq 8E auxov siq 

OUSEV) ou5sva Ac C E Y 1739 2ft 

Acts 9:23 (1395.B.23.L) 

8E £7iX,r|pouvTo rmspai | iKavai CTOvePouXeoaav | xo oi iou5aioi OVEA-EIV 

iKavai) r)Kavai 049 
auvEpouA-Eoaavxo) aov£PouA,suaavxcD 2344 

Acts 9:28 (1395.C.7.R) 

TO EV xco ovojj.axi ir|aou Kai | r\v \XST auxov 8ia7iopeu | o\ievoq Kai EKTCOPEUO 

r|v) Eiv 1243 
Kai r\v ja£x auxcov EioTtopsuofaEvoc; Kai £KTtopsoo(j,£voq) — 

1837 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 9:29 (1395.C.14.R) 

npoq xovq eX'k'qvvjxac, | 01 8E £7isx£ipouv ave^xxv | auxov EmyvovxEc; 5s 

aveXsiv autov) auxov avsXsiv H L P 

Acts 9:30-31 (1395.C.19.R) 

8£,a7isaxsiXav auxov | eiq xapaov T| LIEV OUV | EKKAr|aia Ka0 okr\q xr\q 

r\ LIEV ouv £KKAr|0"ia KO.0 oAr|c; xr\q IouSaiac; Kai TakiXaiaq Kai Eafiapeiat; 
sixev £ipr)VT)v OIKOSOLIOULIEVTI Kai 7topEUOLisvr| too (|)opoo TOU Kupiou Kai xr\ 
7iapaKAr|0"£i TOU ayiou TWEULiaxoc; £7tA.r|0ov£xo ) ai LIEV ouv EKKA-rjaiai KaO oXr\q 
xr\q IouSaiac; Kai TaA.iA.aiac; Kai EaLiapEiac; sixov Eipr]vr)v oiKo8oLiou|j£viav Kai 
7iop£UOLi£vai xco ())oPco TOU Kupiou Kai TT) 7iapaKAr|a£i TOU ayiou TrvEULiaxoq 
£7iAr|6ov£To (E) 2K it syh bomss 

Acts 9:32 (1395.C.29.R) 

EyEVETo 5E TtETpov 5i | Ep/OLiEVOV 6ia 7iavx(ov [ KaTEAGsiv real npoq xovq 

Acts 9:38a (1396.A.19.L) 

EV autr) aTiEaxEiAav I 8uo av8paq Tipoq auxov 1rcapaKaAouvxEc; LIT] O 

8uo avSpaq) — 3ft 

Acts 9:38b (1396.A.21.L) 

TiapaKaXouvxEc; LIT] o | KVT|CTT|? 8IEA,0EIV ecoq | T]LIG)V avaaxac; 8E TCS 

(jKvr\or\q) oKvr\GEiq 40 
Lir) OKVT|OT|C; 8IEA,0£IV e&q TILICDV) LIT] cncvr|aai 8IEA.0EIV s(oq auTcov 

C3vid H L P 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 9:39 (1396.A.30.L) 

Xitcovaq KOU i|naxia o | a a £7roisi \iex auxcov | ooaa r\ Soptcag £i<Pa?icov 

Acts 10:4 (1396.B.26.L) 

TOO KOU s|_i(j)oPoc; ysvo | jiEvog EUIEV xi saxiv | KupiE EITTEV 8E auxco ai rcpoa 

Acts 10:6-7 (1396.B.38.L) 

a£i co ECTXIV oiKia raxpa 6a | taxaaav cog 8E a7iT]A.0EV | o ayyE^og o XaXav auxco 

Ga^aaaav) + ouxog XaA/r|a£i aoi xi as 8EI 7IOIEIV 

69m g l l 14 436^cPcvgcl 

Acts 10:11 (1396.C.17.L) 

Kai Kaxapaivov OK£UO<; | xi cog OGOVTJV \ieyakr\v | xEoaapaiv apxaig Ka8i 

)a£yaA.r|v)— C 

Acts 10:21 (1397.A.15.L) 

xaPag 8E 7i£xpog npoq | xoug avSpag ei7iev i8ou | Eyco Eijai ov Qr\x&xxz xig 

av8pag) + xoug a7i£axaA.ja.£voug a7io Kopvr|Xiou rcpog auxov 
H(1505)^c(w) 

Acts 10:30 (1397.B.25.L) 

ri^Epag f̂ EXPi xauxrig | XT|g copag T\\ir\v XTJV eva | xiqv 7ipoa£uxo|j.svog 

ano XExapxrjg r||a£pag \xsxPx tauxrig xr\q copag) arco xr|g xpixr|g r||j.£pag 
^EXpi trig apxx copag D ( ' 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 10:32 (1397.B.39.L) 

(̂ exou EV oiKia ai^icovoc; | Popaeax; 7tapa 9aA,aaaav | £^aoxr|<; ouv E7i£|̂ v|/a 

QaXaaaav) + oq TtapayEvo^evoq XaXr\osi GOI 
C D E Y 1739 3JI it sy (sa mae) 

Acts 10:35-36 (1397.C.13.R) 

5iKaioauvr|v SEKXOC; | auxco eaxiv xov ta>yov | a7i£axeiA.£v xoic; uioiq 

xov) + yap C* D 614pc 1 p t syph" 

Acts 10:37 (1397.C.20.R) 

Ko.9 oA/r)<; xrjq iou5aiag | ap^a\ievoq arco XT|g ya | AAcuac; ^isxa xo paTtxi 

ap^afaevoq) ap^ap.£vov ?p45 33 2ft 
ap^a(i£voq) + yap $i7 4AD lat 

Acts 10:38 (1397.C.23.R) 

G^a o EKrjpû EV icoavvriq I iriaouv xov arco va^apsG <oq | £xpic-£v auxov o 9£oq 
7rv£U|aaxi 

coq £xpic7£v auxov) ov EXPIGEV D* it sy mae 

Acts 11:5 (1398.B.17.L) 

opajxa KaxaPaivov cncsu | oq xi <oq OGOVTJV \ier/akr[ j xsaaapaiv apxavc; icaGi 

o0ovr|v) oGcovriv 049 330 
Kaxapaivov CTKEOog xi) GKSUOC; xi KaxaPaivov 

81 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Actsll:19(1398.C.39.L) 

TEC; (XTIO xr\q 9A.IV|/SCDCJ | xr\q yevofxevriq ETII axe | (|)avoo 5ir|W)ov ecoq (jioi 

74 £7ii axE(j>avco) em ax£<j)avou $P A E T 6 3 3 / ? c 
£7ri ax£(|)avco) aTto TOU ax£(j)av(o D1 ,(D 

Acts 11:25-26 (1399.A.30.R) 

xapaov ava^r|xr)CTai aau | Xov icai eopwv riyayev | EIC; avxiox,£iav £y£V£ 

e£,r\\Qsv 5E EICJ xapaov ava^r)xr|aGU aauA.ov Kai Eupcov r|yay£v) aKouaaq 8E 

oxi aauXoc; £cmv EICJ Gapaov e£,r\Xdev ava£/r|xa>v auxov KCU cog auvxuxcov TtapEKa 
Xeaev EA-BEIV D (gig p* syhmg mae) 

Acts 12:3 (1399.B.28.L) 

xo au^A.aP£iv Kai 7i£xpov | r]aa\ 8E ruxspai xcov aLp | |acov ov Kai niacaq eQe 

5E) + ai A D E ¥ 33 2Jt 

Acts 12:22 (1400.B.20.L) 

auxouq o 5E 8r|fioc; £7t£ | <|>COVEI 6SOO «j)COVTj Kai ou | K avGpamou 7tapa%pr] 

(j)covri) (j)covai D* lat syp 

Acts 12:25 (1400.B.30.L) 

PapvaPac; 8E Kai aaokoq | t)7teaTpe\|/av siq ispou | a a l rm 7iA/npcoaavx£<; 

aauXoc;) + OCJ £7t£KXr|8r| 7iaoA,oc; 614 p* syh** mae 
EICJ) 4 gi74 A 33 945 1739 al 
EICJ) arco D E ¥ 36 323 453 614 1175 al 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 13:16-17 (1401.B.2.L) 

en cpoPoofiEvoi xov Bsov | (XKOucraxE o Qeoq xou faxoo | xou lapatjA, eqeXsqaxo 

cxKouoaxs) aKouaaxou C 2344 

Acts 13:19 (1401.B.14.L) 

80vr| £7ixa EV yr\ %avaav | KaxeicXT]povo(j.r|aev TT|V | yqv auxoov coa SXEOI xe 

xriv yr]v auxcov) auxoic; xrjv yqv auxcov A C D E 1739 M lat syp 

xr)v yr\v auxcov) XTJV yr|v xcov aXA.ocbuA.cov 
D* syh** mae 

Acts 13:23-24 (1401.B.35.L) 

Kax £7tayyeA.iav riyaysv | xco iapar]A. acoxripa IT]CTOUV 7tpo | KT)puE,avxoc; icoavvou 

acoxripa vr|aouv) acoxr|piav $p E 33 2K 
CTcoxTipa irjaouv) eiq acoxr|piav 6pc 

Acts 13:33a (1401.C.38.R) 

VT]V oxi xauxrjv o Qeoq I EKnE7iA.TipcoK6v toiq | XEKVOK; r||acov avaaxr| 

O Qsoq £K7I£7lA/r|pCOK£v) £K7I£7lA.T|pCOK£V O 0£O<; 

¥ 9 2 7 

Acts 13:33b (1401.C.40.R) 

XEKVOK; r|Licov avaaxT) | aaq it|aoov cog Kax EV TOO \|/aX | LICO y£ypa7ixai xco 5EU 

xco \|/aA,|aco y£ypa7ixai xco 5£ux£pco) xoiq x\faX\ioiq yEyparcxav 
^ 4 5 v i d t 

xco \j/aA.jj.co ysypa7txai xco 5£uxspco) xco Ttpcoxco \|/aA.|j.co yEyparcxai 
D 1175 gig 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 13:33c (1401.C.41 R) 

oaq irjaouv coc; Kai £v xco \\iak | u,co yeyparcxai xco 5su | xspco uioc; uou si av £yco 

xco v(/al(ico ysyparcxai xco Ssuxspco) xco vj/aluw xco 8£ux£pco ysypaTrxai 

E3Jc 
xco \\ia\\i(D yeypantai xco SsuxEpco) xco 7ipcoxco \j/aXuco yeypanxai 

D 1175 gig 
xco v|/aA.|j.co y£ypa7ixai xco Ssuxepco) xoic; \j/aA.uoic; yeypaTixai 

^ 4 5 v i d t 

Acts 13:42 (1402.A.38 L) 

av xiq 8K8iriyrixai up.iv | e^iovxcov 5e auxcov | siq xo usxa^u aaP(3axov 

auxcov) auxcov EK xr\q auvaycoynq xcov iou8aicov 

3Jc 

auxcov) EK xr|<; auvaycoyr|c; xcov iou8aicov 
P 6 1505 pm 

Acts 13:45 (1402.B.16.L) 

a a v £r|A,ou Kai avx£A,E | yov TOK; UTTO rcauXou | ^aA,ou|a£voiq pXaacbri 

xoic;) + A.oyoi<; D* 

xoiq) + Xoyoiq zoxq D E gig (syp) 
UTIO) + xou C D E 097 33 1739 3Jc 

Acts 13:48-49 (1402.B.38.L) 

xsxayusvoi e\q £cor|v | aicoviav 8iE<j>spexo | 8E O Xoyoq xou Kupiou 8i oA.r|s; 

aicoviav) aicoviov B is unique 

aicoviav) Kai aicoviov D 945 

Acts 14:6-7 (1403.A.3.L) 

Kai 8£pPr)v Kai xryv 7i£ | pi^copov KaKei euayys | A.i£p|j.£voi r)aav Kai 

Tispixcopov) + oXr\v D E lat (mae) 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 14:13-14 (1403.A.33.L) 

svsyKcu; auv xoiq OX^OIC; | T|0EXEV GUEIV aicooaav | xeq 5s 01 cncoaxotan Pap 

sveyKac; auv xoig o%Xoiq TIGE^EV GUEIV) EVEyicavxEi; auv xoxq oyXoxq T|GEA,OV 

E7U0UEIV D (gig) 
aKooaav xsq 5E 01 a.7roaxoA.oi ( aicouaae; 8E 

D(gighsyp) 

Acts 14:18 (1403.B.21.L) 

7iauaav xouq o%Xouq | xou pr] Gosiv aoxoiq | £7xr|XGav 8E a7io avxio 

auxoiq) + aA.^a TtopEUEaGou EKaaxov eiq xa i8ia 
C 6 33 36 81 104 453 614 1175 a/ 

(h) syhmg 

Acts 14:25 (1403.C.15.L) 

aavxEc; EV 7i£pyr| xov | X.oyov KaxePriaav exq | axxaA.iav KaKEiGEV Eiq 

Aoyov) + xou Kupiou X A C Y 33 81 326 614 al vg syph** 
Aoyov) + xou GEOU ^ 7 4 E gig boms 

Acts 15:2 (1403.C.35.R) 

ou SuvaaGE acoGrjvai | yEVC>nsvr|<; 8E axaaEroq | KOU C,r\xr\<5zv}q OUK ok\ 

8E) OUV sp74 A E 0294 3K d 1 vg syh 

Acts 15:33 (1405.A.34.L) 

a8sA(|>a)v npoq xouq a 17ioaxsiA,avTa<; auTooq 17iauA,o<; 8E KOU papvapat; 

auxouq) + E8O£E 8E XCO aiAa ETnĵ Eivai auxou 
(C) 33 36 323 453 614 (945) 1175 

1739 1891a/syh**sabomss 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 15:37 (1405.B.6.L) 

ov TOO Kupiou ncoq e%ovoiv | papvap*a<; 8E EPOUXETO | au^7iapaXaPsiv Kai xov 

EPOUXEXO) spoulsuaaxo H L P 

Acts 16:1 (1405.B.33.L) 

\ioQeoq moc; yuvaiKoq | lOoSaiag n\OTT)q 7taxpog | 8s eX\r\voq oq E|iapxu 

Kripai; 

Kripa<; IouSouac; 
— 

gigpvgmss 

104(pc) 
E 

Acts 16:13 (1406.A.10.L) 

Ê CO xr[q nvXr\q napa no | xajiov ou evojai^ofxev | npoosv%r\ Eivai KOU Ka 

Evojaî oĵ Ev 7rpoa£uxri) £vo|ai^o^£v 7rpoa£uxr|v 
Ac 0 ^ 3 3 8 1 ^ bo 

£VOfJ.l^O(J.£V 7ipoa£UX1"|) £ V O | ^ £ V 7TpOa£UXr|V 

£VO|J.l^O|a£V 7ipOa£UXT|) £VO|ai^£XO 7ipoa£UXTl 

E1739 2K 
£ V O | ^ 0 | J . £ V 7ipoa£OXT|) £VO|J.l^£V TtpoaEUXT} 

gb7 4 

evo^nQo^iev 7rpoa£uxr)) E8OKEI upoa£uxr| 
D 

Acts 16:16 (1406.A.32.L) 

cncr|v xiva Exouaav 17iVEUjia 7iu9cova vmav | XTJCTCU r^ iv r\xiq spyacri 

TtuGcova) nvQmvoq $p45 C3 D1 E Y 33 1739 3ft 
U7iavxr|aai) a.7tavxr|Gai AD1739 2K 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 17:4 (1407.B.16.L) 

K^r)pco0r|c>av TCO navXw | Kai aeiXa TCOV TE asPo | u£vcov £^Ax|vcov nXr\ 

KOU) + TCO B is unique 
asi^a xcov TE) ai^ea xr\ 8i5axtl TIOMLOI TCOV 

D 

Acts 17:5 (1407.B.20.R) 

TCOV TtpcoTcov ouK oliyai I <̂ T]X,cocjavT6<; 8e 01 too | Saioi Kai 7ipoaXapou£ 

î r|A.coaavT£(; 5E 01 ioo8aioi Kai 7ipoa^aPop.£voi TCOV ayopaicov av8pac; 
Tivat; novr\povq Kai ox^07toir|aavTEc; £0opu(3ouv) oi 5E a7i£i0oovT£c; ioo5aioi GO 
aTp£\(/avT£<; Tivac; avSpac; TCOV ayopaicov Tovripooc; £0opopoocrav 

D 
C,r\X(oaavxsq bs oi iou5aioi Kai 7ipooA.apo|Li£voi TCOV ayopaicov avSpac; 

Tivac; 7iovT]pou<; Kai oxA.OTioir|C7avT£c; £0opopoov) 7tpoaA,aPoLi£voi 5E oi iou8aioi 
oi a7r£i0ouvT£<; TCOV ayopaicov Tivaq avSpac; 7tovr|poo<; Kai oxAxmoiri £0opuPouv 

3Jc 

Acts 17:10 (1407.C.9.R) 

TOV TE 7iauA.ov Kai TOV I aei^av eiq pepoiav o m | veq 7iapay£voLi£voi eiq 

Pepoiav) Pfippoiav 43 99 104 105 106 547 614 927 945 
1270 1505 2495 2147 2412 2492 

Acts 17:13a (1407.C.28.R) 

ioo5aioi oxi Kai EV xr\ | flepoia Karriy/sAri UTIO | TOO Ttao^oo o A,oyoq TOO 

Kai EV Tr| Pspoia KaTT|yysA.r| 07ro TOO navXov o A,oyo<; TOO 0EOO T|X.0OV) 

A,oyoq 0£oo KaTT|yy£A,r] eiq Pfipoiav Kai £7iiaT£ocyav Kai r\XQov eiq aoTT|v 
D (2) 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 17:13b (1407.C.30.R) 

xou 7iau^ou o 'koyoq xou | GEOU r|A,Gov KaKEi aaA,eu | ovxsq KCU xapaaaovxEc; 

See above. Variant runs from C.27 to C.30. 

Acts 17:14 (1407.C.35.R) 

E,aii£(JTEi'kav oi a5£A.(|)Oi 17top8uea6ai EGN; 87ii TTIV | GaXaaaav U7i£|i£ivav 

EUGECOC; 5E TOTS xov raxuXov e^amaxei'kav oi a8e?i(boi 7iopso£aGai) tov \xev 
ouv 7iauA,ov oi a5sX.c()oi £E,a7i£ax£i^av amXQsiv 

D (syp) 
ECO<;) coq ¥ 3JI syh 

ecaq) — D 049 pc gig syp 

Acts 17:23 (1408.B.9.L) 

y£ypa7ixo ayvooaxco Geco | o ouv ayvoouvxeq su | aepsixs xouxo eyoo Ka 

o ouv ayvoouvxec; euaspsixs xouxo) ov ouv ayvoouvxsc; EUCTEPEIXE xouxov 
N2ACEY33 1739 3K sy 

Acts 17:26 (1408.B.23.L) 

xa 7iavxa £7roir|a£v x£ | e£ evoq 7iav sGvoq av | Gpamcov KOIXOIKEIV e 

zvoq) + cai^axoc; D E 3ft gig sy 

Acts 17:29 (1408.C.1.L) 

\iiC,exv xpuaco r\ apyupco | T| Aa6a> xapaypmi Texv^q j KOU sv6u|xr]a£coc; avGpco 

Acts 18:5 (1409.A.10.L) 

o xifioGfioq auvsixeto | TOO kcyyco o raxutax; 8ia | |aapxupo(i£voq xoic; i 

tayyco) Trv£U|aaxi 1739 3JI syhmg 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 18:7 (1409.A.23.L) 

EKEIOEV î A-Oev sic; OIKI I av xivog ovonaxi xm | ou louaxou a£Pop.£vou 

OVOJJXXXI) — Apch 

xixiou) xixou N E 36 453 945 1175 1739 1891 pc 
syp co 

Acts 18:16 (1409.B.25.L) 

ou PouA.o|_ica Eivai KCU a 17tr|A.acy£v aoxoog arco xou | prmaxoq £7nA.a|3o|j.£ 

a7rr)A,aa£v) anskvaev D* h 

Acts 18:21a (1409.C.8.R) 

Xa aTioxa^a^Evot; Kai | emav naXiv avaKa^vj/a) | npoq vyiaq xou 0EOU GEX-OV 

EUCCOV) + 5EI (J,£ 5E navxatq xr)v eopxr|v xr|VT]jiEpav EpxoiaEvrjv 7toir|aai ciq 

i£pOCToA,up.a D* 
EITCGOV) + 5EI \ie navx(oq TX\V Eopxriv xr|v r|}j,£pav Epxo^isvriv 7toir|aai eiq 

i£poaoXup.a D 
ElTtCOv) + 5fil US TtaVXCOq XT]V EOpXTIV XT|V EpXOJi£Vr|V 7lOlT|CJai £iq 

i£poao^u|aa ¥ 3Ji gig w sy 
7iaA.iv) 7taA.iv 8E *F 9K gig sy 
7taA.iv) — D sa bopt 

Acts 18:21b (1409.C.10.R) 

Tcpoq ufiaq xou GEOU 0EA,OV | XO<; avt|x0Tl omo tr\q e | ())£aou Kai Kax£A.0cov 

avTix6ri) Kai avi^Or) E G H L P Y 049 056 1 69 88 104 
226 330 440 1505 2495 

Acts 19:11 (1410.B.17.R) 

5aiou<; XE Kai eXXr\vaq | SuvajiEK; xe oo xaq xu | xouaaq o 0so<; ETCOIEI 5ia 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 20:1 (1411.C.32.R) 

il/a^svoc; o nav'koq xoug | \xaQr\xaq Kai 7iapaKaA,E | oaq acynacsa^ievoq eqr\X 

napoLKaXeoaq) noXXa napaxEkevGaq D*VI 

Acts 20:4 (1412.A.6.L) 

7i£To 8s auxco aamaxpot; 17ioppoo Pspoiaioc; 0ECT | aaXoviKscov 5s api 

Tiuppou) — 2ft sy 

Acts 20:14 (1412.B.20.L) 

eiv coc; 8s auvsPaXAsv | Tj(i.iv eiq TX\V aaaov ava | XafiovtEq auxov r)X,0o 

eiq) em K 
aaaov) vaaov L 
aaaov) 8aaov P 

Acts 20:15 (1412.B.27.L) 

xr\ 8s sxspa 7tapsPaA.o | |iev eiq aap.ov TT| 8e e | %o\i£vr\ r\kQo\i£v eiq |ai 

aajaov xr| 8s) + Kai \iEivavxeq sv xpcoyu^ico xt] 
3ft gig sy sa 

aa|iov xr| 8E) + Kai ^sivavxsc; ev xpcoyuXAico xr| 
D T 

Exo^evri) spxonsvri D* 614 1175 1891 al 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 20:24 (1412.C.32.L) 

0Xi\|/£iq |̂ s jjEvouaiv | aAA ouSsyoq Xoyoo 7toi | ou|iai xr|v \(/uxrlv Tl 

OUSEVOC; Aoyou Tcoiou^ai XT]V V|/UXT|V) ouSevoq Aoyov eyco OU8E Ttoiou^ai 
TTIV\|/O^TIV ?b74K2 A (33) pc 

ovdevoq Aoyou 7ioioujaai xr|v \|/uxr|v) OU8EVO<; Aoyov syco ̂ oi ou5e 
7ioiou)aai xr|v v|/u£r|v |aou D* 

ouSsvot; Aoyou jioioofmi XTJV \j/uxriv) ouSevog A.oyov noioujuai OU8E EXCO
 Trl 

v i|/uxr|v \xov E 2ft (syh) 
OUSEVOC; A.oyou jtoiou|aai xriv I|/UXTIV) ouSevoq Aoyov 7ioiou(j.ai OUSE EXCO 

xr|v \|/uxr|v ¥ 1739 al 
OU8EVO<; Aoyou 7ioiou|_iai xriv \|/UXT|V) ouSevoq TOUTOOV Aoyov 7ioiou^ai 

OUSE SX<O xr|v \|/uxriv pc 

Acts 20:28 (1413.A.17.L) 

av TOU 0EOU r\v 7i8piE7ioi I t]aon:o 8ia TOO aijxaToq | xou i8iou eyco oi8a 

7l£pi7lOlT]aaXO) + ECXOXCO g^41vid Q 

aijKxxoq xou 18100) i8iou ai^axoc; 2K 

Acts 20:29 (1413.A.21.L) 

xa xr|v a(|)iE,iv |j.ou | X,UKOI Papeig eig unaq | \xr\ <|>£i8o|j.£voi XOU 

Papeiq) Papic; K 

Acts21:21(1414.B.18.L) 

uaecoq xouq Kaxa xa E | ©VT] Tiavxaq ioo8aiou<; | A,£ycov pr| 7i£pixsnvgiv 

xa SGVT] Tiavxaq) xa 80VT̂  $p74 A E 33 pc latt bo 
xa sGvri rcavxaq) xa £0r| navxaq D1 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 21:39 (1415.B.4.L) 

av9poo7roc; \xev sifii IOU | 8aio<; xapaeoq ir\q KI | ̂ iKiaq OUK aarmoo no 

xapa£ug xr\q KiAaKiaq OUK aarmou 7ioA.£coc; noXm^q) EV xapaco 8e xr\q KI^IKI 

aq Y£yevvri)j.£vo<; D (w, syp) 

Acts 22:9 (1415.C.22.R) 

KSIC; ov 8e auv s^ioi ov | izq TO .̂ev §(£>q sGea | oavxo xr|v 8e <j>covr|v 

\i£v)— 618 2344 

Acts 22:12a (1415.C.37.R) 

Gov ei<; 8a|aacncov ava | vxaq be xxq avr|p EuXa$r\q | Kara xov vojaov (j.ap 

suXapri^) — ?p74 A vg 

Acts 22:12b (1415.C.40.R) 

xupou|j,8vo<; UTto 7iav I xcov xcov KocTOiKoov | xcov touSaicov EA,9COV 

KaxoiKOuvxcov) KaxoiKOuvxcov sv 8a|iaaKco 
¥ 3 3 1739 3Jcvgmsssyhsa 

KaxoiKOuvxcov) KaxoiKOuvxcov EV xr) 8a|aao~Kco 
rv\41vid 

KaxoiKOuvxcov) EV Sa^iacncco 1505 
KaxoiKOuvxcov) KaxoiKOuvxcov 8K£i gig (syp) 
KaxoiKOuvxcov) — 629 pcd 

Acts 22.20 (1416.A.39.L) 

fyeoxaq Kai auv£u8o | KCOV Kai (|>uA,acyaa)v | xa ijaaxia xcov avaipouv 

CTUV£U8OKCOV) + xr| avaip£C7£i auxou *F (33) 1739 5Dc sy^ 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 22.24 (1416.B.16.L) 

eiq xr|v 7tap8nPoA,r|v | sntaq Liacm^iv avs ta | (^eaGai auxov iva £7ii 

av£xa^£o0ai) avsxa^eiv D* pc 

Acts 22:30 (1416.C.8.L) 

ptov pooA.o|iEvo<; yvco | vai TO ac^akeq TO TI K<X | xriyopsuai UTTO xcov i 

xo xi) xi E 

Acts 23:3 (1416.C.27.L) 

auxov EIUEV XU71X81V I ae LISM,EI o Bsoq TOI^E KE | KoviaiiEVE Kai o~u Ka9r| 

Acts 23:9 (1417.A.23.L) 

|i£v EV xco avGpamco xou | TOO EX 8E 7rvsojj,a eXdkr\ | asv auxco r\ ayyE^oq noX 

Acts 23:15 (1417.B.16.L) 

ouv uiiEiq Eja^aviaa | TE TOO %ikiap%Gi auv TOO | aovsSpico OTCCOC; Kaxa 

auv xco auv£8pico) — ($p48 gig) h syhmE sa 

Acts 23:22 (1417.C.30.R) 

yexXaq (ITISEVI £K>.aX,i"i | a a i OTI Tama EVE(|)a | vioaq npoq LIE Kai 7ipo<; 

Acts 24:5 (1418.B.38.L) 

yap xov avSpa xouxov | A,OILAOV Kax KIVOUV | xa axao~£i<; nam xotq i 

XOILXOV) A,oi7tov A 
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Acts 24:6-8(1418.C.4.L) 

Acts and Catholic Epistles 

o~£v Pspri^coaou ov KOU | EKpaxTjaajiEV 7iap ou | 8ovr|oTi auxoc; avaKpi 

£KpaTr|<ja|j.£v) + Kai Kaxa xov r|usx£pov vo|aov ri0£Xrio"ajj.sv Kpivai uapeA. 
Ocov 8E Xvoiaq o xi^iotpxoc; u£xa noXXr\q Piag SK XCOV xsipcov TJUCOV a7tr|yay£v KEAE 

uaac; xovq Kaxriyopouc; auxou £px£O"0ai snx oe 
¥ 33 945 1739pm gig vgcl sy(p) 

£Kpaxriaa(j.£v) + KOU Kaxa xov r|U£X£pov vouov r|0£A,T]o"ap.EV Kpivai 
7tap£^9wv 8E Xvaiaq o xiXiap%oq u£xa no'k'kr\q fiiaq £K XCOV x^pcov r)ucov 
aTiriyayEv K£X.£uaat; xouc; Kaxriyopouc; auxou spxso"0ai ETCI ox 

E2464 pc 
£Kpaxr|0"ap.£v) + KOU Kaxa xov r|fj.£X£pov vop.ov r|0£^r|O"afj.£v KpivEiv 

7iap£X6cov 5E A.umacj o yxkxapyjoq |a£xa noXXr[q piaq EK XCOV x£ipcov r|ucov a7tr|yay£ 
v K£A.£uaa<; xouc; Kaxriyopouc; auxou £px£O"0ai £7ii aou 

614 1505 
EKpaxr|Gap-£v) + Kai Kaxa xov r|u£X£pov vop.ov r|0£?ir|o-a|j.£v Kpivai 

7iap£A,0cov 5E A,uaiacj o xxXvxpyoq u£xa •K.ok'kr\q Piaq EK xcov xzipvsv r|ue)v 
a7iT)yay£v KEAxuaac; xouc; Kaxr|yopouq auxou £px£O"0ai em aou 

323 

Acts 24:13 (1418.C.32.L) 

Kaxa xr)v 7ioA.iv OU5E 17tapacyTT]CTai Suvavxai | aoi 7i£pi cov vuvi Ka 

jrapaaxriaai) + ^£ HP 049 1 4 56 66 69 78 96 97 100 
104 106 142 1245 

Acts 24:14 (1418.C.39.L) 

Aaxpsuco xco Traxpco | co 0eco 7ii(xceucov TOICJ | Kaxa vouov Kai xoiq 

TtiaxEucov) + Ttaai B is unique. 

Acts 24:20-21 (1419.A.26.L) 

axavxocj uou em XOU | aove8pioo r\ 7iepi fiiacj | xauxr|<; <j>covr|c; r\q EKE 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 24:26 (1419.B.20.L) 

KOU EXJTÎ COV cm xpTi I \iata 5oQr\aeiai vno TOO 17tau^ou 5io Kai XUKVO 

5o9r|a£xai) + auxco B p* vgst are unique. 

Acts 25:2(1419.B.36.L) 

ano KaiaapEiaq sv£(()a | viaav TE auxco oi ap%i | spsiq KOU OI 7ipcoxoi xtov 

auxco) — ?P74 

oi apxxepsiq) o apxispeuc; H P 049 189 326 pm 

Acts 25:18 (1420.B.13.L) 

xriyopoi ou8suiav ai | xiav 8(()epov cov eyco j UTIEVOOUV 7iovripcov 

£(|)£pov) £7i£(j)epov 6 104 1241 3Jt 

Acts 25:24 (1420.C.12.L) 

n'kr\Qoq xcov iou5aicov | EVETOXOV \ioi ev TE IE | poo~oA.uuoi<; Kai £v9a8£ 

EVEXUXOV) £VEXUX£V B H *P 104 945 al 

Acts 26:17 (1421.B.32.L) 

cov XE o(()9r|ao(iai aoi | E^axpooLiEvog CJE EK TOU | X.aou Kai EK XCOV EBVCOV 

Acts 26:26 (1422.A.4.L) 

xcov ou TOiGouai OU0EV | ou yap EOTIV EV ycovia | u£7ipayu£vov xouxo 

Eaxiv) — H LP 31 40 42 57 69 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 27:5 (1422.B.22.L) 

OCXVTEC; KaiT]?iGojj.£v | exq fiuppa ir\q X.OKiaq | KOCKEI supov o EKO/TOV 

HUppa) |aupa ^ 33 1739 
jauppa) a^upvav 69 
^luppa) ^.uaxpav $p74 X (A) lat bo 

Acts 27:8-9 (1422.B.40.L) 

^Evac; oo syyuq r|v Tto t̂c; | Xaaza iKavou 8e xpovou | 8iay£vo|i£vou Kai ov 

Xaasa) Xaaaa 36 81 453 945 pc 

Xaosa) X,aiaaa K2 

XaaEa) aXaoaa A syhmg sa 
A,a0£a) Thalassa lat 
A,aa£a) ^.aaaia N* *F 2ft 

Acts 27:9 (1422.C.3.L) 

xr|v vT]ax£iav r\8r\ Tta | pe^XuGsvai 7iapT]VEi | o raxoA.oc; ̂ .Eycov auxoiq 

Acts 27:13 (1422.C.29.L) 

^avxEQ XTJC; 7ipo6£a£ I cog KeKpaTTjKEvai apav | xeq aaaov 7ia.pEA.Eyov 

Acts 27:16 (1422.C.42.L) 

8pajaovx£<; KaA.ou | jievov icao8a taxucrci | JJEV p.o?ac; 7t£ptKpaxsiq 

Kau8a) KXau5a N* Avid33 81 614 945 1505 \739pc 
vgmss syh 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 27:19 (1423.A.14.L) 

xn auxoxsipsc; xr)v crceo | r\v TOU 7tA.oiou 8ppi\|/av | ur|X£ 5e r)Xiou p/nx£ 

8ppiv)/av) £ppiv|/au£v *P 3ft sy 

Acts 27:22(1423 .A.31.L) 

Kai xrjv ^r|uiav Kai xa | vuv raxpaiv© \>\iaq eu | GUUEW anofioXr] yap 

£u0u|a8iv) suGuvsiv 13 

Acts 27:27 (1423.B.12.L) 

xr\q VUKXO<; UTCEVOOUV | OI v a m a i 7ipoaaxeiv | xiva auxoi<; x<»P<*v Kai 

7tpoCTaxeiv) 7ipoar|X£iv 
Tipoaaxew) 7ipoaav£xeiv 
jcpoaaxeiv) 7ipoayay£tv 
npooaxeiv) 7ipoa£yyi^£iv 
Tipoaaxeiv) TtpoaayEiv 

gigs 
B2 

K* pc 
614 1505 2147 
?p74 K2 A C ¥ 33 1739 ^ 

Acts 27:33-34 (1423.C.7.R) 

XE (iri0£v 7ipoaX,aPo|j.£ I voi 8io Kai 7iapaKaX,co | v^iaq fi£xaA.aP£iv xpo 

Kai) — B is unique 

Acts 28:1 (1424.A.26.L) 

8iaaco0£vx£q xoxe e 17ieyvcofi8v OTI |J£7,ITT| | vr| r| vnaoa KaA,£ixai 

JJ.£A,lXTlVr]) jaiA-lXT) ^74vid 

fj.£A.vrnvn) [isXizr] B* lat syh bo are unique. 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Acts 28:6 (1424.B.13.L) 

npoaeSoKcov auxov | pE?tA,£iv 7iip7ipa<T6ai | r\ Kaxa7ii7tx£iv a(()vco 

Tcip.7ipaa6ai) £p7U7ipaa8ai N* 323 945pc 

Acts 28:11 (1424.C.7.L) 

aco aXsE,av8pivco Ttapa | crnpco 8xocjKOupoiq Kai | Kaxax0£vx£<; sxq aupa 

Sioaicoupoiq) 8ioaKopcn<; <tp74 P* Y 81c 104 326 453 2464 al 

Acts 28:16 (1424.C.29.L) 

sXaPsv Qapooq OXE 8s | z\ai\kQo\\zv zxq pcopT|v | £7t£xpa7tr| xco 7iauA.co 

STrexpaTCT] xco TraiAco) o eicaxovxap^oc; 7iap£8coK£v xouc; SEcrpiouc; xco 
axpaxo7ts8apxco xco 8E 7tauXco enexpanr\ 

3ft gig p (syh**) sa 

Jasl:19(1426.B.38.L) 

auxou Kxiapaxcov | ICJTE a8EA,(j)Oi poo aya | urjxoi eaxco 8E Tiaq av 

lore) +8e ^74vid A 2464 vgmss sa bomss 

teres)— 1839/7C (ex led.) 
ICJXE) COCTXE P ¥ 3Jc syh 

Jas 1:22 (1426.C.ILL) 

8E 7ioir|xai Xoyou KOU | \IX\ aKpoaxai povov 1n:apaA.oyi£opsvoi Eao 

aKpoaxai povov) povov aKpoaxai $p74 X A C P T 1739 3Jc 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Jas 1:26 (1426.C.32.L) 

saiou £i xiq 5oK8i | 6pr|GKOc; eivat Lit] %CL | AAVOOV y^coaaav auxou 

eivai) + evuuiv 049 3ft (s pc) 

Ka^ivrov) Ka>avayooyoov B is unique. 

Jas 2:5 (1427.A.27.L) 

xouc; 7ixcoxouc; TOO KO | auxo TtXoucnoog ev m | axei Kai KXripovououc; 

TCO Koajioo) sv TOO Koauxo 322 323 pc (vg) 
TOO KOO-LIOO) TOO KOCTUOU A2 C2 P *F 3JI ff co? 

TOO KOCTllOO) TOO KOCTUOU TOUTOU 61 til 

Jas 2:18 (1427.C.2.R) 

E%sxq Kayoo epya s%co | 8ei<;ov u.oi TTIV 7iiaxiv | aou x^P1? T«>v spycov 

Jas 2:23-24 (1427.C.27.R) 

oauvr]v Kai <j)iA.o<; 0eou | SKXTIGTI opaxe oxi s | i; epycov SiKaiouxai av 

opaxe) + xoivuv 3J£ 

Jas 3:2-3 (1428.A.7.L) 

yooynaai Kai oX,ov xo | aooixa si 8s xcov ioi7icov | xouq xa^- lvouG £ l€ T a 

si 8e) i8e 81 323 614 630 945 1241 1505 1739 

pm sa? (C P sine ace.) 
8i 8s) I8OU pc sa? 

Jas3:5(1428.A.23.L) 

ecmv Kai u^yaXa au | %ei i8ou TT̂ XKOV 7iop | T|A.IKTIV ulr |v avarcxsi 

riXiKOv) oXiyov A*vid C* Y 33 1739 3tt ff vgmss 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Jas3:6(1428.A.26.L) 

KOU r| yA,coaaa 7tup o KO | a\ioq xr\q a8tKia<; r\ yA.(oo | oa KaGiaxaxai ev xoiq 

a8iKiaq) + ouxcoc; P 3ft syh** 
a8iKiaq) + ouxcoq Kai L al 

Jas3:7(1428.A.36.L) 

KOU rcexeivcov spue | xcov TE Kai svaAaoov | 8a(j.a^exai Kai 8e8a 

Jas 3:12a (1428.B.16.L) 

Kpov \ir\ 5uvaxai aSsA. | <|>oi jiou GUKT| zkcaaq | 7ioir|aai r\ a|i7CEX.oq au 

Jas 3:12b (1428.B.18.L) 

n.oir|aai r| ap.7ieA.oq au | Ka OUTE aA.OKOv yA.OKU | noiTiaai uSoop xiq ao 

auKa) +ouxcoq X C 2 P ¥ 33 1739 3ft latt syp 

ouxeaA-UKOv) ou5e aAuKOV X (33) 81 322 323 1739pc 
ouxe aA,uKov) Kai aAuKOV 1241 
ouxs aA.UKOv) ou8£)j.ia 7rr|yr| a^uKov Kai (P) 3ft syh 

Jas 3:15 (1428.B.31.L) 

K ECTXIV auxr| r] oxxjna | avcoGsv KaxspxonE | vr\ aAAa sjuyeioa \|/u 

Jas 3:17 (1428.B.41.L) 

xa eipriviKT) em | BiKTig EU7iEi0Tiq HE | axt] sXeouq Kai KapTtcov 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Jas 4:4 (1428.C.22.L) 

(iov 8a.7Tavr|ar|TS )aoi | x«?ii8eq OUK oi8axe | oxi r\ ((nXia TOO KOG^IOU 

Jas4:ll(1429.A.17.L) 

vsi vofiov ei 8E vo^iov | Kpiveiq OUK ei 7coiT] | Tr\q vo^iou aAAa Kpixriq 

OUK) OUKSTI K P ¥ 69 945 1241 1243 1739 2298 
pc 1 vgmss 

Jas 4:12 (1429.A.22.L) 

voc; acoaou Kai outokz | oai au 8s %xq EI O Kpivov | xov 7i^r|aiov aye vuv 

8E) — 429 614 630 1505 al sabopt 

o Kpivcov) oq Kpiveic; fSi 

Jas 4:13a (1429.A.24.L) 

xov 7rA.r)0"iov aye vuv | oi Xsyovxeq armepov | r\ aupiov 7topeuao|j.£ 

Jas 4:13b (1429.A.28.L) 

XlV K a i 7tOlT|0"0|Ll£V £ | K81 EVKXUXOV K a i B\l | 7tOp£UCTO|a£0a Ka i K£p 

EKEI) — A ¥ 33 81 al 

Eviauxov) + £va A *F 33 3ft sy 

Jas5:3(1429.B.18.L) 

KCU; u|j.cov coq 7iup fiGriaau | piaaxe ev eaxctxaiq r\ \ jj.Epa.ic; i8ou o faiaGoc; 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

Jas 5:5-6 (1429.B.31.L) 

xac; KapSiag ujacov sv r| | pepa a^aynq Kaxe8i | Kaaaxe £<|)Ovsuo~ax£ 

Jas5:7(1429.B.40.L) 

Kapxcov xr\q yr\q |aaicpo | Guficov ETC auxco etoq | A-ap-q 7tpoi|aov KOU o\|n 

auxco) auxov K L 049 322 323 

ECOC;) + ou 442 pc 

scoq) + av N P ¥ 69 323 614 639 1505/?m 
syhmg 

Jas 5:12-13 (1429.C.27.R) 

xo ou ou iva \vc\ u7io Kpi I aiv 7i£cxr|X£ KaK07ia I 0EI x\q sv up.iv Ttpoasu 

UTCO Kpiaiv) EK; uuoKpiaiv P *P 2JI 

Jas 5:16 (1430.A.1.L) 

XoyeiaQe ouv akX^Xoiq \ xaq a\iapTiaq Kai 7ipo | CTEUXECJGEI urap aA,̂ r|A.cov 

xaq ajiapxxac;) xa 7rapa.71xcofj.axa 049 2Jc 

Jas 5:20 (1430.A.23.L) 

xco^ov EK Ttkavr\q o6ou | auxou acoaei \|/UXTIV j EK Gavaxou auxoo Kai 

acoasi) + xriv A 049 1243 al 

1 Pet 1:12 (1430.C.23.L) 

axaA.svxi a7t oupavou | EI<; a 87ii9u(i.oucnv ay | yE^oi 7iapaicuv|/ai 8to 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

1 Pet 1:17 (1430.C.42.L) 

yco ayio<; Kai si 7iax£pa | E7UKaA,eia0£ xov owtpo | aco7ioA.r||i7Txa)<; Kpi 

£7iiKaA,sia6£) Kakeixe $P 
87ciKaA.£ia6e) aix£ia0£ 322 323 

1 Pet 1:22(1431.A.26.L) 

o^cov riyviKOTEc; £v | TT) U7iaKOT| XT]<; aX,r|9ei | aq eiq <j)i?ia8£A,<|)iav 

1 Pet 1:24 (1431.A.37.L) 

wq %opxoq KOU naaa | 8o£a aorri<; cog av0o<; | %opxoo eZ,r\pavBr\ o 

avxr\q) auxou K* bomss 

auxriq) avOpamoo P *P 3JI 
auxr^c;) — 322 323 

lPet2:2(1431.B.10.L) 

Xa £7ii7ro0r|aax£ iva | ev auxco au4r|0T|Te si? | acoxr|piav £i sy£oaaa0£ 

eiq acoxripiav) — 3ft 

lPet2:4(1431.B.17.L) 

8oKi)j,aaja£vov 7iapa | 8s Geo SKXEKTOV EVTI | |J.OV Kai auxoi aq X,i0oi 

1 Pet 2:5a (1431.B.20.L) 

Qcovxeq oiKo8ofX£ia0£ | oiKoq Trvsu ĉraKoc; | eiq ispax£U(ia ayiov 

TWEu îaxiKot;) 7TV£û .axo<; X 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

1 Pet 2:5b (1431.B.21.L) 

oiKoq 7i£U|̂ axiKoq | eig lepaTEOjia aytov | avsveyicai 7tveujiaTi 

eiq) — P3ttvg 

1 Pet 2:18-19 (1432.A.10.L) 

Kai smsiKsaiv aA.A.a Kat | xoiq aKoA,ioiq TODTO | yap x a P l ? S l 5ia aov£i5r| 

1 Pet 2:23-24 (1432.A.35.L) 

Sou 5e xco Kpivovn | SIKOCIGX; oq xaq a^iap | xiaq rmcov avxoq avr\ 

SiKaicoq) a8iKcoq pc t vg 

lPet3:7(1432.C.2.L) 

Kai auvKXr|povo|j.oi(; | xapixoi; C,(or\q eiq TO | [ir\ syKO7TCEO"0ai xoiq 

Xapixoc; C,(or\q) roiiaXric; xapixoc; C,(or\q A (C2) 614 623 630 1505 2464 al 

syh bo 
Xapixoc; C,(or\q) xapixoq C,G>r\q aicoviou $p72 (syp) 

1 Pet 3:8 (1432.C.5.L) 

7ipoaeuxaq v\i(ov | TO 8E TeX.oq TiavTEc; o | (ao(|>pov£c; aunTiaOsiq 

1 Pet 3:15 (1432.C.38.L) 

xcov (j.T| (|)oPr|0riT£ | Kupiov 8e TOV XPICTTOV ayiaaa | TE ev xaiq Kap8iai<; u 

Xpiorov) Bsov P2ft 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

1 Pet 3:16 (1433.A.6.L) 

ayaOrjv iva sv co Kara | A,a ,̂eia0E icaxaiaxov | 0coaiv 01 £7rr|p£at,ov 

\caxakakeiaQs) Kaxa^a^ouaiv UJJ.GOV cog KaKcmoieov 
X A C P 33 an it vgmss syp-(h") bo 

KaxaA,aA.£ia0£) KataA,aA,coaiv up.cov coc; KaKcmoiGov 
Lpm 

KaxaiaxuvGcoCTiv) aiaxovOooaiv $p72 

1 Pet 3:22 (1433.A.38.L) 

coc; irjaou xpiazov oq soxiv sv 8s j £ia 0sou 7iopso0£i<; eiq | oupavov imoxaysv 

8s£ia) + xou ?p72 N2 A C P 0285 33 1739 5m 

1 Pet 4:1 (1433.B.1.L) 

cov xpiatou ouv TiaOovxoc; | aapKi Kai UJXEK; TT]V au | xrjv Evvoiav OTiA-iaa 

7ia0ovxo<; aapKi) 7ia0ovxo<; im£p T|(IGOV aapKi 
N2 A P 3J* syh bo 

7ra0ovxo<; aapKi) 7ia0ovxo<; UTCEP ujaoov aapKi 
69 1505^c(vgms)syp 

rcaGovxoc; aapKt) 7ta0ovxoq £v aapKi 049(c) (z) vg sa? 
7ia0ovxog aapKi) aTioOavovxoi; im£p r\\iov aapKi 

X* 

lPet4:3(1433.B.10.L) 

acu xpovov apK£xoq | yap o 7iapsXTiA.o0(B<; | xpovoc; xo PouA/r||ia xcov 

yap) ojaiv X630/W2bo 
yap) r\\ii\ C K L P 049 69 623c 2298 pm 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

1 Pet4:8(1433.B.37.L) 

EKTEvr) sxovxsc; oxi | aya7rr| KaA,U7ixsi itkr\ | Goq a|aapxicov (jnXo ŝ 

KaXuTixei) naXvyex $>72 X P 049 3K 

1 Pet 4:14a (1433.C.23.R) 

si ovei8i<^sa0e EV ovo | \iaxi xpicrrou jxaKapioi oxi | xo xr\q 8o^r|c; Kai XO XOU 

Xpicrxou) tr|CTOu xpicrxou 13 33 

1 Pet 4:14b (1433.C.25.R) 

xo xr\q &o£,r\q Kai XO XOU | Geou 7tv£Ojxa E(|) ufj.a<; | avarcauexai [ir\ yap 

Kai xo xou Geou) Kai Suva îscQc; Kai xo xou Gsou 

A P 33 81 323 945 1241 1739pm (r 
z vgcl) bo 

Kai xo xou Geou) Kai xr|q Suva^isax; Kai xo xou Gsou 
K pc 

Kai xo xou Gsou) Kai 5uva|i£coc; xou Gsou ovojaa Kai 
614 630 1505-pc syh 

1 Pet 4:16 (1433.C.33.R) 

aiaxuvsaGoo 5o^a^s | xco 8e xov Gsov ev T© OVO | |aaxi xouxco oxi Kai 

ovo|aaxi) fispsi P 049 2ft 

lPet5:2(1434.A.18.L) 

avayKaaxcoq aA.A,a s | Kouaicoq \ir\5z aitrxpo | Ksp5cog aAAa TipoGu 

SKOuaiax;) + Kaxa Gsov <$12 K* A P Y (33) 69 81 323 945 
1241 1739a/lat(syp)sabo 

HTi8e) jilt A L 1243 1881 al h r syp 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

1 Pet 5:6 (1434.A.36.L) 

tva u^ac; u\|/coar| sv | Katpco 7iaaav tr\\ \xz | pifivav ujacov STiipi 

Kaxpco) + STIIOKOTITIC; A P OF) 33 623 2464 al (it) vg syh** 
bo 

1 Pet 5:10 (1434.B.13.L) 

oXvyov 7ia9ovxaq ax> \ zoq Kaxapxiasi crnpi | ^si aGsvcoaei auxco 

Kaxapxiaei) Kaxapxiei *P 0206 
Kaxapxiasi axr|pi^£i) Kaxapxiaai ojiac; 

P(1739m8)3tt 
Kaxapxiasi axtipi^si) Kaxapxiaai uaxr|pi2,ai 

614 630 1505 a/ 

1 Pet 5:13 (1434.B.25.L) 

aarcai^sxai ujnaq r\ sv | paPoXxovi CTOV8KA.E | KXTJ Kai fiapKog o uioc; 

PapuA.covi) pco îrj 1238 pc 

PapuA.covi) + sKKX.T]aia K pc vgmss syp 

2Petl:10(1435.A.10.L) 

\iaXkov abzk^ox a7iou | 8aaaxe PePaiav ofaxov | xr|v Kl-qaiv Kai EKA.O 

arcooSaaaxs) iva Sia xcov KaA,cov spycov 
K ¥ 81 614 (623) 630 1505 1852 

(2464) al h vg sy co 
arcouSaaaxs) iva 8ia xcov KaXcov u|icov epycov 

Ape 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

2 Pet 1:11-12 (1435.A.20.L) 

•nuxov KCU acoxripog | ITJOOU xpicrxou 8io [velXr\a(o a | £i upag urcojiiuvri 

810 u.£A,A.r|aco) Sio OUK ap£A,r|aco 0209 3Ji h vgmss sy sa 
Sio )̂ sXX.r|a(o) 8i ou |j.£AAr|Gco $p72vF/?c 

2Petl:16(1435.B.2.L) 

xnv TOO Kupioo r(|j.cov vr|aoo | xpioxou 8ovajj.iv Kai 7iapoo | aiav akX enonxai y£ 

8uvap.iv) +. xe ' • P 13 31 

2Pet2:2(1435.C.8.R) 

£E,aKoX.ou0r|aouaiv | auxov xaiq aaeXyex | caq 8i ovq r\ o8oq rr\q 

2Pet2:4(1435.C.21.R) 

^o(|)ou xaptapooCTaq 17raps8coKev eiq Kpiaiv | xr|pou|j.£vou<; Kai ap 

2 Pet 2:5 (1435.C.24.R) 

Xaiou Koapou OUK s<j)si | aaxo aKXa oy8oov va> | £ SiKaioauvnq Kr|pu 

aXXa) aX,X. KP 

2Pet2:13(1436.A.31.L) 

poi £vxpu(|)covx£q | ev xaiq ayarcaiq auxcov | auveucoxoupEvoi 

aya7iai<;) arcaxaic; Ac B Y 623 1243 1611 2464 pc 

syphhmgsams are unique. 
aTtaxaiq) ayvoiaiq 322 323 945 (1241) 1739 1881 pc 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

2Pet2:17(1436.B.16.L) 

|H8vai oiq o C,o$oq xoo | aKoxoogxexT]pT|xai | UTispoyKO. yap |iaxaioxr| 

CTKOXOUI;) + eic, cucova A C L P 049 33 69 323 614 945 
1739^w boms 

GKoxouq) + eiq aitovaq 81630124l£>m 

2Pet2:18(1436.B.21.L) 

Hiaiq aapKoq aoEkyei \ aiq xouq oXiycoq GOTO | (j)£uyovxac; xovq EV 

oXiyaq) ovxcoq X* C P 048vid 1739 2K 
oA-iycot;) ovxaq 1241 1881 pc 
a.7io(j)£uyovxa.<;) a,7i:o<|)uyovxac; P 2Jc vgmss co 

2Pet3:3a(1436.C.23.L) 

xeq oxi EA.EUGOVXOU | ETC eaxaxcov xcov r\\is\ pcov EV £|i7icuy|j.ovr| 

saxaxcov) saxaxou (C*) P 2ft 

2Pet3:3b(1436.C.25.L) 

pcov EV £|i7iaiyjaovr| | en7iaiKxai Kara xaq | ibxaq £7n0u|aia<; auxcov 

E^TtaiKxai) s^7rsKxai KC 
£|i7iatKXCXl) EV 7IEKXOU A 

2Pet3:10(1437.A.20.L) 

voiav xcoprjaai T|^EI | 8S TuiEpa Kupiou co<; Kkeit^q \svr\oi oupavox poit^r] 

5E) +ri X A P501 
KXeKxr\q) + EV VUKXI C 2ft vgmss syh 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

2Pet3:17(1437.B.24.L) 

(j)uA.aao8a6E iva p.r| TX\ | xcov a08a(J.tov rikavr\ | ovvanaxQevxsq EK 

1 John 1:3 (1437.C.19.R) 

XE JUEG rmcov KCU r) KOI | vcovia 8e T] rmexepa | (ista xou 7iaxpo<; KGU 

Se) — C* P 33 81 323 630 945 1241 1505 
1739a/syhsa 

1 John 1:4 (1437.C.23.R) 

vqaou xpicfTou Kai xauxa ypa<|)o | (lev r\ii£iq iva r\ x«pa | rmcov T] 7teuA/r|poo|j.e 

rmei<;) u^iiv ACC 1739 3JI t vg sy sams bo 

1 John 2:3-4 (1438.A.33.L) 

svxoA.aq auxou xr\ | pco îsv o A,sy<Dv oxi | eyvcoKa auxov KOU xaq 

xripcofiEv) xr|priaco|j.£v ¥ 1852 
xripcofXEv) (|>uA.aqa)n.sv N* 

1 John 2:7 (1438.B.12.L) 

Xr\ rj 7iaA,aia Eaxiv o A,o | yoq ov TiKOiXTaxs na \ Xiv EVXOX,T|V Kaivr|v 

r|Kouaaxs) + an ap%r\q fDl 

1 John 2:12 (1438.B.36.L) 

u|iiv xsKvia oxi a(()E | covxai ojiiv a i ajxapxt | at 8ia xo ovo|aa auxou 

u(iiv) u(i(ov L ¥ 69 614 630 1505 2464 al 
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Acts and Catholic Epistles 

1 John 2:13(1438.B.38.L) 

ai 5ia to ovo|_ia auxou | ypa(()a) ofiiv rcaxepec; | on syvcoKaxs xov a 

1 John 2:23 (1439.A.17.L) 

£X£i o ojao^oycov xov | oiov Kai xov uaxepa | e%ei v\xsiq o riKouaa 

o o îo^oyoov xov uiov Kai xov rcaxEpa £%£i) — 
2K z vgms boms 

1 John 3:1 (1439.B.12.L) 

rmiv o Tcaxrip iva xsKva | Geoo KA,T)0CO(18V Kai ea|iev | 5ia xouxo o Koajiioc; 

Kai sa^isv) — K L 049 69 3K vgms 

1 John 3:16 (1440.A.8.L) 

EyvcoKajaEV xriv aya | m\v OXI eKEivoq imep | r||j.cov xr|v \yvxr\v au 

1 John 4:3(1440.B.26.L) 

Goxa 8K xou 0£ou saxiv I Kai 7iav 7rvei)fj,a o \ir\ | o^oA,oysi xov irjaouv EK XOU 

JJ.TJ o|aoA,oyei) A,usi vg 

1 John4:ll(1440.C.31.L) 

xcov ajxapxicov r|(icov | aya7irjxoi ei ouxax; o | Oeoc; r|ya7rr|CTev r\\iaq K 

1 John 4:16 (1441.A.14.L) 

fiev Kai TtertiaxsuKa | fiev TT|V aya^t|v T|v 8 | %EX O Qeoq sv r||aiv o Qsoq a 
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Uohn 5:7 (1441.B.37.L) 

ecrav r) aA.r|9£ia oxi | xpeic; eiaiv 01 napxupoov | xsq TO 7rv£U|ia KOU 

oxi) + o K 69 

Uohn 5:9 (1441.CAR) 

cmv r\ faapxupia xou | Geoo oxi fie|a.apxupr|KEV 17t£pi xou uiou auxou 

oxi) TIV P3K 

Uohn 5:10 (1441.CAR) 

7I£pl XOU UIOU aUTOU | O 7liaT8U(OV 6l<; TOV Ul I OV XOU 0£OU £%Z\ XT|V |_iap 

Uohn 5:16 (1442.A.2.L) 

Oavaxov eaxiv a|iap j xia 7ipo<; Gavaxov ou | rapi £KSIVT)<; A,£yco iva 

2 John 7 (1442.B.35.L) 

7i£pi7iaxr|X£ oxi nok I "kox 7iA,avoi S£T|A,6OV I £i? xov KOCT^OV oi \vr\ 

e ^ G o v ) eiariXeov P049 5Kbo 

2John8a(1442.B.41.L) 

Kai o avxixpio"xo<; | fikernxz eauxooq i1 va \\r\ a7iô .£OT|X£ a £ip 

£auxou<;) auxouc; KL pc 
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2John8b(1442.C.2.L) 

yaaa|i£0a a ? l a uiaOov 17tA,T|pT| a7ioA,aPT|xs naq | o rcpoaycov KCU pr| u£ 

aizol.afir\Te) arcoAapcou£v P 3ft 

3John5(1443.A.20.L) 

spyaar) eiq xouc; aSsA. | fyouq Kai xouxo £evooq | oi e^apxupriCTav aou 

TOUTO) eiq xovq P 3ft 

Jude 1 (1443.C.3.R) 

a5£A,<|)oc; 8E iaK<»Pou | xoiq ev Geo 7taxpi T|ya | 7irmsvoiq Kai ir|crou xpicfxco x£ 

xoig) + EGVECJIV 323 614 945 1241 1505 1739 al sy 

Jude 4 (1443.C.24.R) 

KOU xov uovov SSCJTIO | XT|V Kai KUpiov rmcov irjaouv %p\axov | apvou^svoi u7touvr| 

5£anoxT)v) +9EOV P Y 3ft (vgms) sy 

Jude 5 (1443.C.28.R) 

EiSoxag u\iaq a7ia£, 1rcavxa oxi iTjaooq X,aov 8K | yr|q aiyuTtxou ocaoaq 

7iavxa oxi ir|aouq) xouxo oxi o Kupioq K 3ft 
ir)aouq) Qeoqxpioxoq $p 7 2 c 

\r\oovq) o 0£oq C2 623 vgms 

Jude 16 (1444.B.24.L) 

7iop£uo|j.£voi Kai xo | axop,a auxcov Xa!ksi | urcfipoyKa 0au|ia^ov 
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Jude 21-22 (1444.C.8.L) 

Kupiou rmcov ir|aoo %piaxou siq C,a> | T|v aicoviov Kai ooq \\sv | sXeaxe 8iaKpivou£ 

Kai) — $P72 boms 

Jude 25a (1444.C.21.L) 

fiouc; ev aya^ iaoe i | |xovoo GECO aavrnpi T|U.(DV | 5ia ir|aoo xpiaxou too Kupiou r|ue)v 

fiovco) + ao(j)co P 3ft 
acoxripi) — ?P72 442c 

Jude 25b (1444.C.22.L) 

(aovro GECO acoxripi rmoov | 8ia iTiaoo XPICTTOU TOO Kupiou rmcov | 8o£a u£yaA.coauvr| 

5ia ir|aou xpiaxou TOO Kupiou rijacov 8o£a UEya^cocruvr) Kpaxo<; Kai 
e^ouaia npo navToq xou aicovoc;) aoxco 8o£,a Kapxoq xijaa 8ia taaou xpicrxou xou 
Kupiou rmoov auxco 5o^a Kai i^sya^coauvri $p72 

5ia irjaou xpicrxou xou Kupiou rmcov 8o^a jaeya^coauvr) Kpaxoq Kai 
s^ouaia npo 7iavxo<; xou aicovoc;) 8o^a Kai |j.£yaA.coauvr| Kpaxoq Kai s^ouaia 

P3Ji 

Jude 25c (1444.C.25.L) 

Kpaxoq Kai e^ouaia 17ipo 7tavTO<; too aico | vocj Kai vuv Kai eiq nav 

See above. The variant runs from C.22 to C.25. 
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Pauline Epistles 

Roml:3(1445.A.9.L) 

uiou auxoo TOO yevo | jxevou 8K a7tep|j.axo<; | 5oan5 Kaxa aapica too 

ysvousvou ) yevvco^svou 61 syp 

Rom l:17-18a(1445.B.35.L) 

o be 8IKCUOC; SK TCIGXE | <oq £naexou OWIOKCXXA) 17IXEXOU yap opyn GEOU a 

Roml:18b(1445.B.40.L) 

avGpamtov TOOV xr\v | aX.T]68iav sv a8iKia | Kaxsxovxcov 810x1 

aA,r|6£iav ) + xou Geou a vgcl sa 

Rom 1:21-22 (1445.C.17.R) 

eaKoxiaGr) r| aauvsxoq | auxcov Kap8ia <j>aaicov | xeq sivai ao())oi EUXO 

Rom 1:25 (1445.C.33.L) 

VEC; |j£xriA.A.a£lav xrjv | a ^ B e i a v TOO Geou ev xco | V|/EU8EI Kai sasPaaGrjaav 

Rom 1:26 (1446.A.1.L) 

A,8iai auxcov ^Exr\kXa | £av xr\v <(>uaiKT]v xpil | aiv siq xr|v rcapa cpuoiv 

Xpaaiv) Kxiaiv D* 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 1:32(1446. A.37.L) 

0EOU E7uyvovT£c; I oxi 01 TOO xoiaoxa 7cpaa | aovxeq a^iox Bavaxou 

S7nyvovT£c;) + OUK Evoriaav D* 
£7nyvovT£<;) + OUK eyvcoaav G 

Rom2:5(1446.B.28.L) 

rmepa opyr|<; KOU ano | KaXuij/ecog 8tKaiOKpi | aiac; xou 0EOU oq a7io8co 

a.7TOKaA,ov|/£coc;) avxano5oa£(oc; A 
anoKakvyecoc;) + Kai K2 D2 F̂ 33 1739 1881 SDR syh 

Rom 2:17 (1446.C.37.L) 

ys^iov |j.ou Sia xpicrtou irjaou | ei 8e au ioo8aioa ETCO | voua^r| Kai E7iava7iau 

ex SE ) I8E D2 33 1739 1881 3K syh 

Rom 2:23-24 (1447.A.21.L) 

TOU vo|aou tov 0EOV a t i I lUxCpxq TO yap OVOJJXX j xou 0£ou Si uuaq fiXaa§r\ 

Rom 3:8-9 (1447.C.3.L) 

0a cov TO Kpijia EV8IKOV | EGTIV TI ouv upoexo | jasGa ou navxcaq Tipo 

7ipo£xop.80a ou TiavTcoq) 7rpo£xo|i£0a P 
7iposxo|ae0a ou navxcoq) 7tpo£xcoti£0a ou Tiavxcoq 

AL 
7ipo£xojj.£0a ou Tzavxaq) 7tpoKax£xoii£v 7i£piaaov 

D* G OF) 104 (1505)pc it syph* 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 3:27 (1448.A.30.L) 

xa xov EK maxecoq ir|aou | rcoo ouv t| Kau%r|cn<; | £^£K^sia9r| 5ia TCOIOU 

Kauxtiaig) + aoo FG/?citvgww 

Rom 4:5-6 (1448.B.28.L) 

r] mcma auxou sic 5i | Kaioca>vr|V KaOarcep | Kai 8aoi8 Xeysi xov 

KaGaTtsp ) KaGcoc; D F G 

Rom4:9(1448.B.41.L) 

OUV OUXOq £711 XT]V 7l£ | piTO|XT|V T| Kttl £711 TT|V | (XKpoPuCJXiav l£yO|J.£V 

7i£pixour|v ) + |aovov D it vgd 

Rom 4:17 (1449.A.7.L) 

Xcov £0vcov x£0£iKa I ae Kaxsvavxi ou em | CTXEUCIEV 0EOU xou £coo 

Rom 4:18-19 (1449.A.17.L) 

eiprmsvov ouxcoq £ | axai TO a7iep|i.a aoo Kai | p i aa0£vr|O"ac; xr| m 

CTOO ) +aq oi ao~x£p£c; TOO oupavou Kai xo ajj,)_iov xr\q Q<xkao(jr\q 

F G a 

Rom 4:22 (1449.A.32.L) 

EQXIV Kai Ttoirjaai 5io | e?.oyia8T) auxeo eiq 81 j Kaioauvr|v OUK eypa 

5io ) + Kai N A C D *F 33 3K m syh** bo 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 4:23-24 (1449.A.35.L) 

(jrr| 58 5i auxov fiovov | oxi sA,oyia0T| aoxco aX \ Xa Kai 5i rmaa oia ^sk 

auxco ) + sic, 8iKouoauvr|v D2 1241 pc vgcl syp 

Rom 5:2-3 (1449.B.11.L) 

Kauxoo(_is9a en fiA.7n.5i \ tr\q 5o£ng xou 0eou ou (4.0 | vov 8e aA.A.a Kai Kau%a) 

5oxr]q ) + flliorum lat 

Rom 5:7 (1449.B.27.L) 

ausGavsv uo?ac; yap u | 7iep 8iKaiou Tig a7to0a j veixai UTisp yap xou a 

Rom 5:13 (1449.C.19.R) 

a r\v EV Koajaco ajiapxi | a 8e OUK eXA-oyeixai |jr| | ovxoq vouou aAAa e 

fiAAoyeixai) fiAAoyaxo 
sAAoysixai) eAAoyaxai 
eAAoysixai) sveXoysixo 
eAAoyeixai) svfiA.oy£ixai 

A1505^c 
N1 1881 
X* itvgcl 

X2 

Rom 5:19 (1450.A.22.L) 

auapxcoA.oi Kaxsaxa | 9r|aav oi 7toM,oi ouxoq | Kai 5ia xr\q U7taKori<; 

Kax£axa9riaav) Ka0eaxr]Ka|j.8v 
Kax£ora9r|CHXv) Ka0scrxr|Kacnv 
Kax£axaOr|aav) Ka0£axa0r||j.ev 
ouxoog) ouxoq 
ouxax;) oux© 

2 1243 2815 
614 999 2147 2412 
691241 1243 2815 
F 1319 
69 104 205 226c 365 517 547 1242° 

1245 1891 2495 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 5:21 (1450.A.36.L) 

5ia 8iKaioauvr|c; sic; | Cfor\v aicoviov 8ia xpicrcou | it|aou xou icupiou TJUCOV xi ouv 

XpvaTOU irjaou ) ir|aou xpiorou B is unique. 

Rom6:2(1450.A.41.L) 

7tA.sovaor| |ur| yevox | TO oixiveq arceGavo | fiev xt] auapxia 7too<; 

omv£<;) + yap F G vg 

Rom 6:3 (1450.B.2.L) 

exi ^r|ao^i£v ev auxr] | r| ayvoeixe oxi OCJOI | £^anxicQr\HEv siq xPlo"TOV 

Rom 6:11 (1450.B.42.L) 

auapxia f̂ oovxac; 8E | TOO GEO ev xpicyx© iT|aou | ur| ouv PaaiA.suexco 

iriaou ) + xco Kupioo rmcov $p94vidN C 33 1739c 1881 3tt vgcI 

(syp) bo 

Rom 6:12 (1450.C.4.L) 

xco uucov acouaxi eiq | TO vmaicoueiv xaiq s 1TnGuuaau; auxou \ir\ 

xaic; STnGu^iax^ auxou )auxTi ?p46D F G b 
xaiq £7iiGu)aiaiq auxou ) auxr| sv xaic; £7iiGuuiaiq auxou 

C3 T (33) 3Jt syh 

Rom 7:2a (1451.A.30.L) 

SsSexai vofaco eav 5e | a7toGavr| o avrjp Ka j xripyr|xai ano xou vo 

arcoGavri) arcoGavEi L 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom7:2b-3(1451.A.32.L) 

Tr|pyr]Tai ano TOU vo | uou TOO avSpoq apa | ouv Î COVTOC; TOU av 

TOU vouou ) — 1624 1633 1641 
TOU ) F 

Rom7:4(1451.B.6.L) 

8K vsKpcov eyepGevxi I iva Kap7io<j)opr|acou.EV I xco OECO oi£ yap t|U£v EV 

KapjiO())opriaco|j.£v ) Kap7io<|)opr)aou£V P 6 88 1175 1315 2147 
Kap7io<|)opr|acousv ) Kap7io(|)op8acojisv F G 

Rom 7:15 (1451.C.20.R) 

TT)V auapTiav o yap Ka | Tepya^ouai ou yivoo | cncco ou yap o 0£^co TOO 

Rom 7:24-25 (1452.A.19.L) 

\xazoq TOU OavaTou | TOUTOU XaPlS T t0 9££0 I § i a
 "1<TOU xpiorou TOU Kupiou rijicov 

•Xapiq) + 8e' K1 ¥ 33 81 104 365 1506pc 
Xapi^ TCO OECO ) EuxapiaTco TOO OECO X* A 1739 1881 2Jc sy 
Xapi^ TCO Oeco) t) xaprj TOU OEOU D 
Xapiq TCO OECO ) r\ x<xpr| Kupiou F G 

Rom 8:5-6 (1452.B.6.L) 

7cv£U|aa Ta TOU 7iv£u I \xaioq TO yap <|>povTi | ua xr\q aapicoc; OavaToc; 

Rom 8:10 (1452.B.25.L) 

ua v£Kpov 8ia auxxpTi | av TO 5e Ttveuua ĉo | r\ 5ia 8iKaioauvr|v EI 

c>r) )fy\ F G vg 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 8:20 (1452.C.29.L) 

yr| oux SKOuaa dkXa | 8ia xov urcoxa^avxa | e§ eXmdi oxi Kai au 

Rom 8:23 (1452.C.40.L) 

8ivsi axpt xou vuv I ou |j.ovov 8e aX'ka Kai | auxoi xr|v a7iapxr|v 

Kai) + r\\iziq D F G lat 
KCU auxoi) Kai auxoi r\\xexq oi 104 630 
Kai auxoi) — ?p46 

Rom 8:26 (1453.A.15.L) 

auvavxi^anpavexai | XTJ aaGevsia r\\i<QV xo | yap xi 7ipoasu£,cou£Ga 

xri aaGsvsia) xaxq aaGsvsiaic; *F 33 2ft syh 

xri aaOsvsia) rr\q 8er\<3S(oq F G 
XT) acrGsveia) + xr\q 8er\(j£(oq it 

Rom 8:28-29 (1453.A.30.L) 

xoic; Kaxa TtpoGsaiv | KA,T|TOI<; OUCTXV cm ot><; | Tipoeyvco Kai upooopi 

Rom 8:32 (1453.B.4.L) 

KaG r]|j.cov oq ye xou 11 8iou moo OUK e^eiaa | xo aX.X.a urcep r|ucov 71a v 

ye xou i8ou uiou OUK ) ou8e xou i8ou uiou 

D(FG)(syp) 

Rom 8:35 (1453.B.17.L) 

vei unsp rmcov xi<; | rmaq x^P 1 0 8 1 a 7 I ° TT1S I aya7tr|g xou Geou xrjaev 

Xtopiasi) x<»piar| A 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 8:38-39 (1453.B.36.L) 

OUXE ns?iA.ovTa OUXE | 8uva|isi<; ouxe ov|/co | \\a OUXE PaOog OUXE 

svsaxcoxa OUTE [leXXovxa OUTE 8uvaj_i£ic;) 8uvap.£i<; OUTE EVEaxcoxa OUXE 

neMovxa Q¥) 33 3Jt b syp 

Rom9:4(1453.C.14.R) 

iapar|Xixai cov r\ uio | Geaia Kai TI 8o£a KOU r\\ 8ia0riKr| Kai r\ vo|_io 

r\ 5ia9TiKTi) ai 5iaGr|Kai K C T 0285 33 1739 1881 Sm: it vgst 

sy bo 

Rom 9:10 (1453.C.39.L) 

Kai Ecruou TT] aappa vioq | ou fiovov 8s aXA.a Kai | pEpEKKa E£, EVO<; KOITTIV 

Rom 9:20 (1453.A.39.L) 

voq T(o 8ECO ̂ r| Epsi TO 17iA,aafj.a xco rcXacyavxi | TI (J.E £7tovr|aac; ouxcoc; 

TiXaaavTi) 7t>„aaavT£i F G 

RomlO:2-3a(1454.C.25.L) 

9EOU E^ouaiv aAA oo Ka | T eTiiyvcociv ayvoouv | TEC; yap xrjv xou 0EOU 8IK 

ayvoouvxEc;) ayvoouvTTjc; F 
ayvoouvxEg) ayvcoouvTEc; 33 104 326 460 618 1735 1837 1891 

Rom 10:3b (1454.C.27.L) 

TEC; yap xr|v xou GEOU 8IK | aiocruvr|V Kai xr|v i8iav | ^T|TOUVT£C; axTiaai ir\ 

8iKaioauvr|v) SiKaioauv D 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 10:5 (1454.C.34.L) 

xco 7iiaT£uovTi ucouar|c; | yap ypa<j)Ei TTIV 8IKOCI | oaov-qv xr|v EK vouou 

ypcufrei) + oxi (D*) (33*) 81 630 1506 1739 

Rom 10:8 (1455.A.6.L) 

vayaysiv akXa xi A-sysi | syyu<; aoo TO prifia E | crxiv EV XOO CTXOUUXI 

A.8yEi) + r\ ypa^ri D 1 33 104 365 629 

Rom 10:16 (1455.B.3.L) 

X ou Ttavxsq UTCTIKOU | aav xco soayyEXico T| | aaiac; yap Xsyei KupiE zxq 

urtriKOuaav ) + EV X 

Rom 10:17-18 (1454.B.8.L) 

K.or\q r\ 8E aKor| 5ia pr| | |i.axo<; xP l (TTOU aXXa .̂Eyco | \xr\ OUK r|Kouaav lie 

Xpiaxog) 9soo X AD1 ¥ 33 1881 2K sy 

Rom 10:21—11:1 (1455.B.31.L) 

l aov a7i£i6ouvxa Kai | avxi^syovxa Asyco | ouv \vr\ aTrcoaaxo o Qeoq 

Kai avxi^Eyovxa) — F G 
avxiA,£yovxa) A.£yovxa D* 

Rom 11:4-5 (1455.C.12.R) 

oixivsq OUK EKaji\j/av | yovu TT| PaaX, OUTGK; | ouv Kai EV XCO VUV Kai 

yovu) yovoi E 
XT| ) XCO G 

xr|) xo F 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 11:6 (1455.C.18.R) 

STISI r| xapiq OUKSTI | yivetai xocpxc, EI 8E I sE, spycov OUK8TI yjxpxq 

si 5 s ) — ?p 4 6 K*ACDFGP(81)629 630 
1739 188 \pc\aX 

Rom 11:13-14 (1456.A.18.L) 

TT̂ V 5iaKoviav LIOO | 8o£a^a> EX 7tcoa 7iapa | r̂)X,coaco uou xr\v aap 

5o^aCco) 8o^aaco ^ 4 6 F G ¥ 33 1175 pc latt 

Rom 11:32 (1456.C.18.L) 

GUVSKXSIGSV yap o Qeoq | xoog 7iavxaq siq owrsi | Gsiav iva xoua Tiavxaq 

xou<; navxag ) xa Ttavxa $p4 D* latt 
xouq Ttavxac; ) 7iavxa F G 

Rom 11:33 (1456.C.21.L) 

eXsr\(jr\ co Pa6oq TCA,OU | TOD KOU oofyiaq Kai yv© | asooc; Gsou ooc; avs^spau 

icai) — 321 lat 

Rom 11:36 (1456.C.32.L) 

8i auxou KOU sic; auxov | xa 7iavxa am© T| 8o£a | sic; xouq aicovaq aur|v 

auxoo r\ 8o£,a siq xouc, aioovac; aiiTjv) — 1 

Rom 12:11 (1457.B.3.L) 

poi xco 7rvsuLiaxi QEOV | TEC, xco Kupico 8OUA,EUOV j xeq XT) sA,m8i xoupov 

Kupico) Kaipco D*c F G pc 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 12:13 (1457.B.8.L) 

TtpocncapxEpouvxec; | xaig xP E i a i ? TC0V ocyicov | KOIVCOVOUVXSC; XTJV 

Kpsiaiq) )j.vEiaiq D* F G t vgmss 

Rom 12:17 (1457.B.24.L) 

KOU arcoSiSovxec; 7ipo | VOOULISVOI KCCXOC svco | mov rcavxcov avGpco 

KaXa ) + sraooTtiov xou Gsou Kai A1 

K a l a ) + ou (aovov evamoiv TOU Geou akXa Kai 
F G 629 lat 

Rom 12:20 (1457.B.36.L) 

o ejQpoq aou v|/co|ii^s j auxov sav 8iv(/a 7ioxi£s | auxov xouxo yap 7ioicov 

sav) Kai eav D* 
eav ) sav 8s D2 V 1505 pc syh 

Rom 13:1 (1457.C.4.R) 

asaGco ou yap saxiv s£,ou | ana ei |J.TJ imo Geou ax 8s ou | aa i tmo Gsou xsxayfaevai 

UTio ) arco D* F G 629 945 pc 

Rom 13:2-3 (1457.C.11.R) 

KOXSC; sauxoic; Kpiua | A/r|Ln|/ovTai oi yap apxov | xeq OUK SICTIV (fioPoq xco 

Xr)LiV|/ovxai) X/nGovxai B Dc E L P 

Rom 13:4-5 (1457.C.25.R) 

yr)v xco xo KaKOv rcpaa | aovxi 8io avayKTj urco | xaacrsaGai ou uovov 

avayKT) urcoxaaaeaGai) urcoxaaaEaGs $p46 D F G it 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 13:11 (1458.A.13.L) 

(ia ouv vojaou r\ aya7rr| | Kai xooxo EI5OTE<; TOV | Kaipov cm copa r\8r\ u 

£i5oxec; ) i5ovx£<; A* F G 

Rom 13:13 (1458.A.26.L) 

EoaxrUiovcoc; rcepiTia | xr|aa)|a£v UT| KCOfxcnc; | Kai )j.£9aiq pr\ Koixaig 

KCO|LIOIC; ) KU|_iaq 37* 

Rom 14:6 (1458.B.17.L) 

Kupico ECJGIEI euxapiaxei | yap xco GECD Kai o |j.T| E | GOICOV Kupico OUK eaGiei 

suxapiaxei yap ) Kai Euxapiaxei P 31 43 

Rom 14:9 (1458.B.30.L) 

Ecjfjsv eic; xouxo yap | %picrzoq aueGavsv Kai eC,r\ | asv iva Kai 

Xpiaxoc;) + Kai Kc C3 D1 1881 3Jt d vgst syh 

£^T|aev) aveaxr| F G 629 v g w 

E^TIOEV ) aveaxri Kai E ^ Q E V NC D1 ¥ 0209 33 fSl sy(p) 

Rom 14:18 (1458.C.27.L) 

7xvsu|aaxi ayico o yap | EV XOOXCO 8OOX,EUCOV | xa> xP lOTC0 Eucxpsaxoq xco 

xouxco ) xouxoiq X' D2 Y 33 2ft b vgmss sy 

Rom 14:19 (1458.C.33.L) 

\isv Kai xa xr)q OIKO | 8ofrr]<; xr\q ziq aXA/r| | X,ou<; \xr\ EVEKEV Ppco 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 14:22 (1459.A.4.L) 

T] aa0svEi au maxiv I T)v E^SK; Kaxa aeauxov | E%E svco7iiov xou 0sou 

T]v)— D F G T 1739 1881 gjtlat co 

Rom 15:2 (1459.A.18.L) 

ECCUXOIC; apscncEiv s | Kaoxoq Tjnarv XCO 7iA,T| | aiov apscncExco eiq xo 

TIUCOV) u îcov D 1 F G P 0 4 8 0209vid104 365 614 
630 1505 1506 1881 al lat bo 

Rom 15:3^a(1459.A.26.L) 

xcov ae £7i£7isaav ETC £ | u,e ocra yap eypa<|>r| 7iav | xa siq xr]v r|U£X£pav 

eypa(j)T|) Tiposypa^r] B and lat are unique 
Ttotvxa) — B P ¥ 33 are unique 

Rom 15:4b (1459.A.28.L) 

xa Eiq XT|V r]U£X£pav | 8i8aaicaX,iav 8ypa(|)Tj | iva 8ia xr|a 07iouovr)<; 

£ypa<|>r|) 7tpo£ypa(j)r| A *F 048 33 2ft syh 

Rom 15:5-6 (1459.A.38.L) 

vsiv sv aXXriA,oi<; Ka | xa xpicjxov tTjaouv iva ou,o0ou<x | 5ov £v EVI axoumi 

Xpicrxov tr |aouv) iTjaouv xpiaxov K A C F P 048 104 629 1505 al lat sy 

Rom 15:13 (1459.B.32.L) 

sv XT) eXmSi EV Suva | u£i 7rveuu,axoc; ayioo 17t£7i£iaum 8£ a8£X(|)oi 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 15:14 (1459.B.36.L) 

Tispi V]i(ov oxi KOU auxoi I jiEaxoi ECTTE ayaGcoao | vr\q 7T£7iA.rip(Gu.£vot 

aya0coauvr|c;) aya.7rnc; F G latt 
ayaGcoauvrn;) ayicoauvr|c; 629 pc 

Rom 15:17-18 (1459.C.13.R) 

EV xpicrtco inaou t a npoq xov | Beov ou yap xoTiu,© TI Xa \ Xeiv cov ou Kaxeipyaaa 

xo^co ) xo^jariaco B and N are unique. 

xoA,uxo xi Xaksiv) xoA.ur|aco Xaleiv xi *F 33 3K b 
xoA,ur|aco xi Xdkeiv ) xi xoA,ur|aa> A,a^eiv $p 
Xdkexv ) straw D F G 
Xakeiv ) A,aA,r)aai 1881 pc 

Rom 15:21 (1459.C.32.R) 

OUK avr|yysA.r] nepx au | TOO Kai oi OUK aKTjKoa | aiv auvr|aouaiv 8io Kai 

auxoo ) + ov|/ovxai B and pc are unique. 

Rom 15:23-24 (1459.C.41.R) 

EA-GEIV 7tpo<; ufxcu; arco | IKOCVQV ETCOV ©g av 17rop£ucojj.ai eic, xr|v 

iKavcov) noXXmv B C P 81 326 365 1175 1506 pc are 
unique. 

Rom 15:29 (1460.A.29.L) 

npoq ujiaq EV T&ripco | uaxi EuXoyiat; xPlCTXO° ZXEV | aouai 7iapaKaX,co 

Eu^oyiac;) xou £uayy£A.iou xou K 2 ¥ 3 3 3Kvgclsy 
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Pauline Epistles 

Rom 15:30 (1460.A.33.L) 

|jcov ir)oou xpvcrxou Kai 8ia xr\q \ ayanr\q TOO 7tvsuu.a | xoq auvaycoviaaaGai 

Rom 15:31 (1460.A.40.L) 

xr\ iou8oua Kai r\ 5amo | (|)opia |aou TJ tepou | aa l r | u eimpoaSsKxoc; 

8copo(()opia) SiaKovia B D* F G it are unique. 
r\) + siq B D* F G 1505 pc are unique. 

Rom 16:3 (1460.B.18.L) 

suoo auxou | aaTiaaaaGe 7ipei<TKav | Kai aicuA.av xovq auv 

TipsioKav) TipicnaMav 81 365 614 629 630 945 1505 1881 
a/vgmsssy(bopt) 

Rom 16:5 (1460.B.32.L) 

saxiv a7iapxri xr|q a | aiaq eiq xpiaxov | aartaaacrGe |aapiav r\ 

aaxaq) axaiaq D1 ¥ 33 1881 3JI sy 
eiq xpiaxov ) sv xpicrxco D F G 1505 1881 pc 

Rom 16:7 (1460.B.37.L) 

aarcaaaaOe av5poviKov | Kai touviav xoo<; aoy | yeveiq [iov Kai xouq) 

louviav) touXiav $p46 6 vgmss bo 

Rom 16:8 (1460.C.2.L) 

yovav 8v xpicrxoo | aarcaaaaGe afj.7tA,iaxov | aya7tr|xov sv Kupico 

a\iizXiaxov ) a\inXxav B2 D Y 33 (365 1505 1739° 1881 3Jt 
vgmss sy sa 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 1:10-11 (1462.A.3.L) 

auico voi KOU EV TT) ou) I TT| yvcô T] e8r\X(oQr\ | yap uoi nspi uucov a 

yvcofj.r|) yvco^si L 
yvco(iTi) yvcoaei 2 

1 Cor 1:15 (1462.A.21.L) 

eiTrn oxi sic; TO euov | ovofia epa7ma0T|T£ | sPaTtxioa be Kai xov 

epaTcxiaGriTri) spa7ixiaa C3 D F G *F 1881 3tt is sy 
EPa7iTia0T]Tri) £Pa7iTia9ri 104 pc 

lCor3:2(1463.B.16.L) 

ua ou7tco yap eSuvacGs | aXk OU8E VUV SovaaGe | exi yap aapiciKoi saxe 

oo8e) + sxi ?p46 B 0185 are unique. 

lCor3:3(1463.B.19.L) 

OTIOU yap sv uuiv C,r\ | "koq Kai epicj oo^i trap | KIKOI eaxe Kai Kaxa 

epic;) + Kai Stxoaxacnai $>46 D F G 3 3 3 J l a b s y 
crapKiKoi) aapKivoi ^ 4 6 D * C F G 

1 Cor 3:5a (1463.B.26.L) 

OUK avGpamoi eaxe | TI OUV ecrav a7ioX.X,coq | xi 5e ecrav 7iauX,ocj 

xi)xi<; £ 4 6 v i d K i CDFG , F188iaRsy 
arcoAAcocj) navXoq ¥ 3K sy 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 3:5b (1463.B.27.L) 

xi oov ecrav ano'k'kioc, | TI 5s scmv naoXoq | Siaicovoi 5i cov STUGXSU 

xi)xi<; ?p46vidN2CDFG ¥1881 2ft sy 
7iauX,oq) anoXXmq *F 2Ji sy 

1 Cor 3:13 (1463.C.18.R) 

spyov (jxxvepov yevt] | asxai T| yap TjixEpa Br\ka> | asi cm sv 7iupi a.7toKa 

yEvnasxai) ysvr]xai D* a b 

lCor3:22(1464.A.19.L) 

is svsaxcoxa sixs îsA. | X,ovxa rcavxa rma>v | r^eic; 5s xpiaxou XP i aT0? Ss Gsou 

7tavxa) + 5i F G 
riurov ) u|j.cov B 43 48 52 are unique. 

lCor4:6(1464.B.8.L) 

Haq iva sv r^ iv ua0r) | xe TO HTJ orcsp a ysypa | Tixai iva ur| SIC; imsp 

a ) o DFGSJ ia 

lCor4:8(1464.B.18.L) 

r|8r| £7tX.ouxr|aax8 %co I pi? Tifioov ePa<TiX,Euaa | xs KOU O<|)£^OV ys spa 

Xcopiq rmcov sPacnAsuoaxs) — A 

1 Cor 4:16 (1464.C.17.L) 

a a uapaKa^co ou | v upag uxurixai jioo yi | vsaGs 5ia xouxo ene[i 

oov) 5s D F G 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 5:1 (1465.A.1.L+R) 

xoiauxr| jropveia r|xic; | ou8e ev xoiq eGvemv | coaxe yuvaiKa xiva xou 

sGveaiv ) + o v o ^ E x a i $>6* N2 ¥ 1881 SDl vgmss sy 

lCor5:7(1465.A.32.L) 

a£,ouoi Kai yap xo 7ia | aya r|fj.cov exuGr) yjpxcxoq | OOOTE sopxa^co|_iev 

TIJIOOV ) + UTtsp rmcov N2 C3 ¥ 1881 2K sys a boms 

1 Cor 6:12-13 (1465.C.33.R) 

A, OUK syco E^ouCTiaaGrj | aofiai U7io xivoq xa ppco | uaxa xr\ KoiAaa Kai r| KOI 

1 Cor 6:20a (1466. A.25.L) 

K seres sauxoov rjyo | paaGT]xe yap zi\ir\q | 8o%aaaxs 5r) xov Gsov 

TiyopaaGrixE ) riyopaaGavxai F G P 131 629 1646 2464 

1 Cor 6:20b (1466.A.26.L) 

paaGrjxs yap xiuriq | 8o£aoaxe 5r\ xov Geov | ev xco aa>|aaxi U|j.cov 

5ri)apaxs 1505*vid 1611 (vg) 

1 Cor 7:3 (1466.A.36.L) 

Spa exetco XT) yovai | KI o avr|p XTJV O<|>EIA,T|V | a7io5i5oxco ouoicoc; 

o(()£iA-riv) 0(|)£iA,0|asvr|v suvotav fDl sy 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor7:5(1466.B.6.L) 

Ttpoc; Kcupov iva a^o | kaar\ie xr| npoGev%r\ | Kai nakiv snx xo auxo 

xr|) + vr)ax£ia Kai xr) X 2ft sy 

1 Cor 7:32 (1467.B.1.L) 

Eivai o aya|aoq jaepi | }xva xa xoo KUpiou 7i©<; ape | ar\ xco Kupico o 8s ya[ir\<jaq 

1 Cor 7:40 (1467.C.2.L) 

sv Kupico uaKapicoxepa 5E | eaxiv eav ouxcoq neivr| | Kaxa xrjv £jj.r)v yva>|j.r|v 

OUTOX; ) ouxro A 1 104 205 209 618 1175 1241 
1242 1245 1738 

|J.£lVr| ) (J.8VSI P 

lCor8:2(1467.C.ll.RR) 

nr\ OIKOSOJIEI si xiq 5o | K8i eyvancevai xi otma) | eyvoo KaOcoq 8EI yvcovai 

eyvcoKsvai) EISEVCU K L 6 614 629 1241 1505 3ftlat 

Tl ) - $ " 

ou7ico) u5£7ico D*FGx¥pc 
ou7rco) OU8ETCCD OU8SV D 3Ji sy 

lCor8:4(1467.C.19.R) 

siScoXov ev KOCJJJ.0) Kai I oxi oo8ei<; Qeoq ei \ir\ eiq | Kai yap Eircep eiaiv A.syo 

Geoc;) + sxspog K2 2ft sy 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 8:10 (1468.A.3.L) 

aGeveaiv eav yap xig i1 8T) TOV E^ovxa yvcomv | sv si8co?isico KaxaKSiu^ 

i8r|) + as $p46 B F G latt are unique 

1 Cor 9:6-7 (1468.B.3.L) 

|i£v e^oucnav (j.r| epya | ^eaGai xiq axpaxeoe | xcu iSioiq o\|/covioi<; no 

axpaxsusxai) xpaxsusxai F* 
axpaxeusxcu) axpaxsuExs A D* 365 

1 Cor 9:22a (1468.C.41.L) 

xouq avojj.ouq syevo | (ATJV xoiq aaGsveaiv | aaGevric; iva xoua acrGs 

aaGeveaiv ) + ©<; N2 C D F G ¥ 1881 3fc vgms sy co 

1 Cor 9:22b (1469.A.3.L) 

aiv yeyova navxa iva 1rcavxax; xivag ocoaco | navxa be noico 6ia xo 

xavxcoq xivaq) xou<; navxaq 33 
xavxcoq xivaq) navxaq D F G latt 

1 Cor 10:7 (1469.B.12.L) 

5e si5coA,oA,axpai ysi | veaGe KaGcoq xiveq au | xcov ©arcsp ysyparcxai 

yeiveaGs) yeivsaGai F G 

KaGcoq) + Kai D 
xivec;) + s£, A 
xiv£q auxoov coansp) — F G 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 10:17-18 (1469.C.17.R) 

uavxec; SK TOO evo<; ap | TOO HETEXOHSV PX,E | rcsxs xov iapar)X Kaxa 

apxou ) + KOU xouc; evoc; 7ioxr|piou F G (629) it vgmss 

apiou ) + KOU xouc; 7toxr|piou D 

1 Cor 10:24-25 (1470.A.l.L) 

auxoo T̂iteiTOO akXa | TO TOO exepou 7iav TO | ev |aaKsXA.(o ra»A.ouu£ 

exspoo ) SKaaxoq D *¥ 3K sy 

1 Cor 10:28-29 (1470.A.18.L) 

vuaavxa Kai xriv au | vsi8r|mv auvei8r| | civ be A,£ya> ouxi xr|v 

auvsi5r)aiv ) + xou yap Kupiou r\ yr| KOU XO 7iA,r|pco^a aooxriq 
HCxP3Ji syh 

auvsiSriaiv1) — ?p46 

1 Cor 11:10 (1470.B.37.L) 

xouxo o(()eiA.ei r\ yuvrj | e^ouaiav e/siv 87ii rr|<; | Ks<|)aA,r|c; 8ia xouc; ay 

e^ouaiav) KaA,u^ua vgmss bopt 

1 Cor 11:14 (1470.C.8.L) 

xco Gsco TipoasuxecjGai | ouSe T| fyvaiq auTT| 8i 18aaKsi u^iac; oxi avrjp 

7ipoaeux£a9at) + r\ D15K sy1""8 sa 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 11:22 (1471.A.4.L) 

JJ.T] exovxaq xi et7ico | ujuav e7taivco uu.aq ev | xouxco OUK eTrcuvco £ 

STtaivco) + ETtouvscrco $p46 B F G lat are unique 
uuag) — ?p46 

1 Cor 11:27 (1471.A.32.L) 

r\ 7i8ivrj xo 7toxripiov | TOO Kupiou ava^iooc; EVO | %oq eaxai TOO aoouu 

ava^icoc;) TOO Kupiou K D 2 L 326 1505 al syh 

1 Cor 11:28 (1471.A.38.L) 

KCU ouxoog EK xou ap I TOO eaGiSTOO Kai 8K TOO 1roxripiou Tteivexoo 

1 Cor 12:3 (1471.B.30.L) 

08|xa ir|aouc; KOU ou5ei<; 5u | vaxai EircEiv Kupio^ iT|(rouq si JJ.T| | ev Ttveouaxi ayioo 5i 

Kupioq irjaouq) Kupiov laaouv D F G ¥ 2ft a b vgmss 

1 Cor 12:27-28a(1472.A.42.L) 

5e eaxs acc>|aa xpicrtou KOU | \\zki\ EK fxspoix; KOU oug | \\zv eGexo o 9eo<; ev xr\ 

jaepouq) |aeX.oug D* *F t vg syh 

1 Cor 12:28b-29 (1472.B.9.L) 

KuPepvpaeic; yevr| yXcoa | oov JJ.T| navzeq cwro | axoXoi \xr\ navxeq Ttpo 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 13:4 (1472.B.42.L) 

8T0ti r| aya7ir| ou t/r)A.oi | ou 7isp7iEpeuExai oo | (|)uaiooxai OOK aa^r) 

C,r)Xoi) + n ayanr\ B 33 104 629 1175 2464 pc lat sa 
boms are unique. 

1 Cor 13:11 (1472.C.26.L) 

ox8 £ysvour|v avnp | Kaxr]pynKa xa xou vrj | mou pA,£7io|j.£v yap ap 

Kaxr|pyr]Ka xa xou vr|7riou ) xa xou vrjTiiou KaxripyriKa 
D E F G 

1 Cor 14:3 (1473.A.6.L) 

GpcoTtoic; Xakei OIKO5O | irrjv KCU 7tapaic)a|aiv Kai | TtapauuOiav o A,aA.cov 

1 Cor 14:5 (1473.A.17.L) 

yXcoaaaiq EKXOC; EI ur| | 8iepu/nvsuT| iva r\ EK | KA.r|aia oiKoSo|ir|v Xafir\ 

8i£puriv£UTi) 8sipur|V£Ucov D* 
8i£pur|V£ur)) r) o 8i£pur|V£ucov F G 

1 Cor 14:10 (1473.B.2.L) 

vr| (|)(ovcov Eiaiv EV I Koajioo Kai ouSev a(()CD | vov Eav ouv ur| EISCO 

OUSEV ) + auxrav K2 D2 T 3K a g vgmss sy 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 14:16 (1473.B.24.L) 

A,co KOU xco voi S7i8i eav I euXoyriq sv 7tvso|j.aTi | o avomAripcflv TOV TO 

EvXoyr)q) suloyr|OT|g <$46 F G Y 048 2K 
8V)TCO ¥1739 3)? 
e v ) — sp46N*AFG 0243 33 629 1241 

1881sal 

1 Cor 14:18 (1473.B.34.L) 

xco 08co Ttavxcov u(i(ov I \iaXkov yX,(oaoaiq A,aA.eo | akXa sv 8KKA.r|cn,a 9eA.co 

yXcoaaai<;) y^coacrn X A Ds F G 0289 33 pc latt bo 

XaX(o) XaXav 3ft 
Xdk(o) Xakeiv $p46 

XaXco) — A 

1 Cor 14:33 (1474.A.20.L) 

(oc, ev Tiaaaiq xaiq 8K | Kkr\aiaiq TCOV ayicov | ai yuvaiicec; ev xaiq SK 

1 Cor 15:5-6 (1474.B.23.L) 

oxi co(|)0r| Kr|<|)a eixa | xoiq ScoSeKa £7isvca co | ^Grj Ercavco 7tevTa.Ko 

8co5sKa) EvScoSeKa D* F G latt syhmg 

1 Cor 15:20 (1474.C.37.R) 

vei 8e xpitfto^ eyriyspxai 8K | veKpcov a7iapxT| TCOV | KeKoi|ar||j,evcov ensx 

8K ) + TCOV F G 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 15:26 (1475.A.18.L) 

UTio tout; 7to5a<; auxou | eaxatoq e^Gpoq Ka | xapymai o Gavaxoc; 

eo%axoc, £%Qpoc, Kaxapyeixai o Gavaxoc;) — 
D* 

1 Cor 15:32 (1475.B.3.L) 

ei Kaxa av9pco7iov EGT) | piou,axr|aa sv e^eaco | xi uoi xo o^s^oq si ve 

s<))8aco) £<|)£aaco F G 

1 Cor 15:34 (1475.B.11.L) 

u£i?aaiKaKai £Kvr|V|/a | xe SiKaiax; Kai u,r| au,ap | xavexs ayvooaiav yap 

1 Cor 15:44 (1475.C.13.R) 

xai acoua jrvsuuaxiKov | ei eaxiv acouxx \\IV%IKOV | eaxiv Kai Trveuuaxi 

s i ) — D E K L 

1 Cor 16:2 (1476.B.1.L) 

rjaaxE Kaxa uiav aaP | Paxou eKaaxog uu,cov | Trap sauxco XIGEXCQ Gr) 

aaPPaxou) aaPPaxco N* 
aappaxou) aappaxoov X2 K L M 

1 Cor 16:9 (1476.B.31.L) 

av£(oy£v |i£yaX,r| Kai | evepyr|<; Kai avxiKEi | |isvoi 710AX01 sav 5s 

Kai avxiK£iu,£voi KOXXOI) — L 
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Pauline Epistles 

1 Cor 16:12 (1476.C.1.L) 

rcspi 8e anoXXoa xoo a | 8EX<|>OU noTJka 7iapeKa | A.£aa auxov iva eXBr) 

a8sA,(()OU) + dr\Xco ouiv oix K* D* F G a vgcl 

1 Cor 16:15 (1476.C.14.L) 

uucu; CXSEXIJKH oiSaxE | TT|V oiKiav aTE<|>ava | cm eaxiv anapxri xr)q 

ax£(J)ava) + Km (j)opxouvaxoo K2 D 104 629 1175 1241s 2464 pc b 

vgstbo 
ax£(()ava) + KOU (|)opxouvaxou Kai axaiKOO 

c*vid F G 365 ] 505 ̂ c a vgcl syh" 

1 Cor 16:19 (1476.C.35.L) 

aaTiai^Exai o^ac; EV | Kopieo 7ioA,X.a aKuXaq Kai | Ttpicnca aov xr| Kax oi 

noXKa. aKuA,a<;) aKoA.aq noXka D E 
aKuX,aq) aKuA,a F 17 

2Corl:4(1477.B.22.L) 

ascoi; r\q TtapaKcdou | p.s0a caran U7io xou | 0sou oxi Ka0co<; Ttepioaeu 

7iapaKaX.ou|j.e6a) + Kai D* F G lat 

2Corl:7(1477.B.41.L) 

vot EGXE xoov TcaGrjixa | xcov ooxcoq Kai vr\q | 7tapaKXr|a£C0c; ou yap 

£ax£ xcov 7ia0r|naxu>v ouxcoq) xcov 7ta0r|Uttxcov ECTXOU 

FG 
ECJXE xoov 7ta0r||j,ax(jov ) xcov 7ra0r|(a.axcov eax£ 

D 629 1245 
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Pauline Epistles 

2Corl:8(1477.C.4.R) 

6?a\)/£co(; rmoov xr\q | yevofXEVTiq ev xt] aaux | oxi Ka6 UTt£p|3oA.r|v u 

yevo^.evr\q) + r]uiv N2 D1 0209 3ft sy co 

2Corl:10(1477.C.16.R) 

vsKpouq oq SK TT|A.IKOO I xou Gavaxoo spuaaxo | rjuac; Kai puasxai eiq 

TTjliKoutou Bavaxou ) XT]A.IKOUXCOV Gavaxcov 
gb46630pcd(lat)sy 

2Corl:ll(1477.C.22.R) 

[i(£>v xri 5er|asi iva SK | noXXov 7ipoaco7i(ov xo | siq r\[i(xq xapiafaa 5ia 

SK nokXayv 7tpoaco7ioov ) sv noXXa Ttpoaama) 
Sp46F G ¥ 0121 0243 6 1739 1881 

pc ah 
£K 7toA.A.00V 7lpOaC07lCOV ) SV 7ipOCT(D7ICO 7toA.A.00V 

365 1175/?crsy(p) 

2Corl:20(1478.A.30.L) 

ysXiai Gsou sv auxco xo | vai 8io Kai 8i auxou | xo a^riv xco 0sco rcpoc; 5o 

8io) — ?p46D*b 
5io Kai 8i auxou) Kai sv auxoo D2 2ft syh 

2 Cor 1:24-2:1 (1478.B.7.L) 

u|j.cov XT] yap moxsi s | axT|Kaxe EKpiva yap | s^aoxco xooxo xo ur| 

yap ) 8s K A C D ' F G Y 0285 2ft lat syp 

yap) xs D* 
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Pauline Epistles 

2Cor2:3(1478.B.15.L) 

Km sypavya xouxo au | TO iva fxr| EA,6CDV X,U7ir|v | 07, a> acj) cov ESEI |i£ xou 

Eypa\|/a xouxo auxo ) £ypa\|/a auxo xouxo 
C* 0285 33 W5pc 

a u x o ) — A 81* 630 1881 pc 
eypavj/a xouxo auxo ) xouxo auxo eypa\|/a uuiv 

D F G 629 it vgww 

2Cor2:4-5(1478.B.27.L) 

r\v e%ay 7r£piaaox£pox; | eig up.ag si 8E TI<; XeXu | TVT\K.EV OUK £p.£ XeXu 

eiq) npoq F G 

2Cor2:10(1478.C.4.L) 

C,saQe Kay© Kai yap syco | o KExapiajAai EI TI KE | xapiajaai 8i v[iaq EV rcpo 

o ) — D* 
o K£xapia|aai si xi) EI XI KE^apiauai co D1 *F (33) 3ft (b) syh 

2Cor2:17(1478.C.34.L) 

npoq xauxa xxq iKavoq | ou yap EajiEV cog oi itoX | A.01 Ka7ir|̂ £oovx£<; xov 

n o U o i ) XOITIOI ?p46 D F G L 6 326 614s 630 945 
1505 al sy 

2Cor3:l-2(1479.A.2.L) 

KCOV £7cicrxoA,(ov npoq I u^iaq r\ s§ uficov r\ em | o-xoA,r| r\n<ov vpsiq £ 

up.cov) + auaxaxiKcov D(*)2ft b (sy) 
ujicov) + auaxaxiKcov £7iiaxoA,cov F G 
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Pauline Epistles 

2Cor3:3(1479.A.12.L) 

KovriGsicra u(|) r|p.cov | Kai svysypau.|J£vri ou | ueAavi akXa 7rveu|aa 

K a i ) — qi46B0243 630 1175 1739 881jpcf 
vg are unique. 

2Cor3:16(1479.B.39.L) 

av auxcov Keixai r|vi | ica 8av £7iiaxp8i|/r| 7tpo<; | Kupiov 7i£piaipsixai TO Ka 

5av) 8e eav N A 17 
5av) 5E C 

2Cor4:4(1479.C.34.R) 

ysAiou Tr|q 8o£r)<; xoo | %pxaxov oq ecmv EIKCOV TOO | 9SOU OU yap eauxouq KT| 

xou xpi<7xou ) xoo Kupiou C 
oq) o F G 

2Cor4:14(1480.A.36.L) 

8i8oxsc; oxi o eyeipac; | xov iriaouv Kai imaq aov ITICTOU | eyepei Kai 7iapaaxr|aEi 

xov) + Kupiov X C D F G 4 M 8 8 1 3Jc absybo 
CTUV ) 8ia K2 D1 Y 3K sy 

2Cor6:3(1481.B.6.L) 

8i5ovx8<; 7ipo<jK07iriv I iva JXT| U.CO0T| T| 8iaKOvi | a a^A. sv 7iavxi auviaxa 

\XQQT\) (j.co|j.r|0r| B is unique. 

2Cor6:16(1481.C.21.R) 

svoiKT|aco ev auxoiq Kai | ev7i6pi7iaTTjaco Kai e | aojxai auxcov Gsoc; Kai au 

8V7ispi7iaxr|aco) euJispircaxriaco K D E K L P 
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Pauline Epistles 

2Cor7:16(1482.C.10.L+R) 

QGE auxov x^ipco oxi | ev Tiavxi Gappco EV t> | \iiv yvcopiî o|a£v 

2 Cor 8:4-5 (1482.C.30.R) 

av rr\q 8iaicoviaq xr|q | ei<; xoog ayiouq Km ou | KaGcoc; r|A.ra.Kan£v aX, 

ayiouc;) + Ss^aaGai rjuaq 6 945 al 

2Cor8:18(1483.B.12.L) 

\|/auev 8E )J.£T auxou | xov a8eX,<|>ov ou o e | izaivoc, ev TOO euayys 

jaex auxou xov a8eA.(|)ov ) xov a8£A.<j)Ov [iex auxou 
N ?pc 

2Cor8:19a(1483.B.19.L) 

cricov auv£K5rmoCT r\ | jicov ev xt| xapvri xau | xr| xr) 8iaKOvou|aevr| 

£K)auv $p46N D F G ^ S K a b p 

2Cor8:19b(1483.B.22.L) 

u<j) rjucov npoq zr\v xou | Kupiou 8o£av Kai 7ipoGu | uiav rmcov ax£A,A.o 

2 Cor 8:20-21 (1483.B.28.L) 

xr| 8iaKovou|i£vr| u | § rmcov 7tpovooonev | yap Kaka ou ^ovov £ 

7tpovoouu£v yap ) rcpovoouuEvoi yap C 0225 33 81 326 365 1505 pc 
7ipovoouu£v yap ) 7ipovooujJ.£voi *F 311 
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Pauline Epistles 

2Cor9:4(1483.C.33.R) 

XeycQu.£v v[ieiq EV xr\ | u7ioaxaa8i xaoxr| | avayKaiov oov r|yr)aa 

xauxri) xn<; Kauxriaecog N2 D2 Q¥) 0209 3K sy(p) 

2Cor9:10(1484.A.26.L) 

apxov eiq Ppcoaiv %o | pTiyrjaei Kai 7iXt|0uv£i | XOV G7iopov uucov Kai 

Xopr|yr|a£i) xopr|yr)aai $P 46 

K 2 D 2 F G ¥ 048 0209 0243 1739 
Xopr|yr|a£i Kai 7tA.r)0uvei) %opr|yr]aai Kai 7iA.r|0uvai 

"D 2FG l 

1881 an 

2CorlO:7(1484.C.9.L) 

auxou oxi KaOcoq au | xoq xPlCTTOU ouxmq Kai TIHSN; | sav yap Trepiaaoxspov 

Xpicrxou ) o xpiaioc, $P 

2CorlO:10(1484.C.20.L) 

A,cov oxi a i £7iiaxoA.ai | jiev <|>aaiv papsiai Kai | la^upai r\ 8E rcapooaia 

(()aaiv) (f)r|cnv B lat sy is unique 
<|Kxaiv)— ^46v ,d1881bbomss 

2Corll:21(1485.C.34.R) 

uiav A.syco oo<; oxi r\ \ \iexq T|a08vr|Kau£v | sv co 8 av xiq xoA,u.a sv 

riCT0svriKa^£) r|a0evr|aa[i£v D F G Ivid ¥0121 1739° 3tt 
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Pauline Epistles 

2Corll:23(1485.C.41.R) 

appaap eiaiv Kayco | 8iaKovoi xpitftou eiaiv rca | pa^povcov kakco urcep 

Xpicrxou £iaiv ) Eiaiv %pioxov F G 
eiaiv ) + Kayco H 

2 Cor 12:9 (1486.C.8.L) 

aoi r\ XaP l? pou r| yap | Suvapig ev aaBevsia | xsA.sxxai r)5icjxa ouv 

5uvapi<;) + pou N2 Ac D1 ¥ 0243 0278 33 1739 1881 
2ft sy bopt 

2 Cor 12:10-11 (1486.C.20.L) 

vco TOTE 5uvaxoq ei I pi yeyova a<()ptov upeiq | ps r|vayKaaaxs syco 

a<(>pcov) + Kau^copevoq Y 0243 1881SK b sy(p) 

2Corl2:14(1486.C.38.L) 

TT|V aSiKiav xaoxr|v | i8ou xpixov xouxo | sxoipcoc; s^co e^Gsiv 

xuxou)— K L P 614 629 945 1241 pm b 

2 Cor 12:18-19 (1487.A.24.L) 

oo xoiq auxoiq ixve | aiv nctXai 8OKEIXE OXI | upiv a7toA,oyoops0a 

rcaXai) ou naXai *$ 
naXax) raxA.iv K2 D ¥ 0278 !Dc g vgmss sy bo 

2Corl3:7(1487.B.35.L) 

apsv a5oKipoi euxo | peGa 8e 7tpoq xov Geov pr] 17ioir)aai upaq KaKov 

euxopeOa ) euxopai D E K L 
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Pauline Epistles 

Gal 1:15 (1488.B.27.L) 

KCOV \iov 7iapa8oaEcov | oxe 8e EU8OKT)CJEV O | a^opiaaq |us EK KOIA.I 

euSoKTiaev ) + o Qeoq N A D ¥ 0278 33 1739 1881 SO? 
h** 

sy 

Gal 2:6 (1489.A.8.L) 

jj.sivr| 7ipoq v\iaq OCTO | 8E xoov 8OKOUVXCOV | EIVGU TI cmoioi 7IOXE 

8 E ) — 17 33 

Gal 2:8 (1489.A.20.L) 

xpoq xr\q 7i£pixofir|c; | o yap svepyriaaq 7texp© | EK; a7toaxoA,T]v xr\q 

KExpco EK; a7ioaxoX,riv) — X F G 
7t£xpa>) 7i£xpov L 

Gal 2:13 (1489.B.7.L) 

ur|<; KOU auvu7i£Kpi0r| | aav aux© oi tan7toi IOU | 8aioi OOCJXE Kai Papva 

auxco)+Kai X A C D F GH ¥ 0278 33 3tt b r 
vgms sy sa 

Gal 2:14 (1489.B.14.L) 

0£iav xou EuayyEliou | EITCOV XCO KTj<|>a Efircpo | CTOEV rcavxrov si au IOU 

KT|(()a) TiExpco D F G 5DI it vgmss syh 

Gal3:2(1489.C.17.R) 

xouxo jaovov QeXto ua | Gsiv cu|> u^cov E£ epycov | vo^iou xo 7tv£uua. eXa 

QeXco |j.a9£iv) UXXOEIV 9EX,CO D* E F G 
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Pauline Epistles 

Gal 3:6 (1489.C.30.R) 

r| s% axorio moxemq | KaGcoc; aPpaap, E7UCTTEO | asv xco 0eco Kai E^oyi 

KaOcoc;) + yEyparcxai F G vg 
appaa|a £7nax£uo"£V) £7no"X£ua£v aPpaa^ 

FG 

Gal 3:17 (1490.B.5.L) 

Kopco(i£vr|v UTIO xou | 08013 o jj.sxa TExpotKOCTKX | Kai xpiaKOvxa £XT) ye 

0EOU ) + siq xpiaxov D F G I 0176 0278 3JI is sy 

Gal 3:19 (1490.B.18.L) 

Qj] a%piq av EA,0TI XO | aitep\ia co E7rr|yyEA,xai | 8iaxay£ic; 5i ayy£A,cov 

co) o L 075 1 

Gal 3:28 (1490.C.13.L) 

csv Kai 0r|A,u rcavxEc; | yap up,si<; exq ECTXE EV | ^piaxco ir|aou £i 8E v\iexq xpiaxou a 

EI<; £ax£ EV xpicreco) EV EQXE EV xpicrxco F G 33 
£iq EQXE EV xpicrxco) EQXE xpicreou ?p A 

Gal 4:7-8 (1491.A.5.L) 

5E vioq Kai KATIPOVO | fiog 8ia GEOO akXa TOXE | |J.£V OUK si8ox£q 0EOV 

5ia GEOU ) 8ia 0EOV FG1881/?c 

5ia 0soo) 5ia xpioxou 81 630 pc sa 
5ia GEOU ) Sia v^aou xpictou 1739° 
Sia 0£ou ) ©sou 8ia ir|aou xpiorou P 6 326 1505 pc 
8ia 0EOU ) 0sou Sia xpioxou N2 C3 D 0278 !Sl a sy 
8ia 0EOU ) KX.ripovo(aoq \xev 0sou auyKA,r|povojj.oq 8E xpicxou 

¥ pc 
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Pauline Epistles 

Gal 4:14(1491 .A.29.L) 

ispov KCU xov 7i£ipaauov | ujicov EV xr| aapKi uou | OUK £j;ou0£vr|aax£ 

uucov) uou $p46 

u^cov ) uou xov C*vid D ' ^ f f i a vgms syh sa boms 

uucov)xov N2 0278 81 104 326 2141s 2464 pc 
uucov) uucov xov 6 1739 188 \ pc 

Gal 4:14-15 (1491.A.33.L) 

Xa coq ayye^-ov OEOU e5£ | £acj6s U£ ax; xPlCTTOV vnaouv 7tou | ouv o uaKapiauoq uucov 

7iou ) xiq D 501 b r syh 

Gal 4:18 (1491.B.3.L) 

va auxouq £r|A,oux£ | KO$.OV 8s £r]A,oua0e | sv Ka^co 7iavxox£ KCU 

£r|A,oux£) + £r|A,oux£ 5e xa Kpsixxco xapiauaxa 

D * F G a b 
5 E ) + XO DFGiDc 
C,r(kovcsQe ) £r|Xoua0ai N B 33 pc are unique. 

Gal 4:30 (1491.C.17.R) 

7tou8icncn<; uexa xou | uiou xr\q eXeuGepaq | 5io aSfiA^oi OUK ECJUSV 

xr\c, eXsvQepaq) uou laaaK D* F G it vgn ,ms 

Gal 5:8 (1492.A.5.L) 

Xr|0£ia ur| neiQeoQai \ T) UEICXUOVTI OUK EK TOU | KOIOUVXOC; uuaq USIK 

7tsi0sa0ai ) + |ar)8£vi 7t£i0£cr0£ F G a b vgs 

OUK ) — D* pc b 
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Pauline Epistles 

Gal6:2(1492.C.3.L) 

pr| p'aaxaC.exE KOU OUXCOC; | ava7iXr|pcDaexe xov vo | |aov xou xpicrrou ei yap 5oK8i 

avaTtA/qpcocyexe ) avaTtXiipcoaaxE K A C D *F 0122 33 1739 1881 3H 

Gal 6:12 (1492.C.41.L) 

vayKa^oucriv u^iac, Tie | pixeuveaGai fj.ovov 11 va xco axaupo xoo xpiaxou 

Eph 1:3-4 (1493.B.12.L) 

jiaxiKTi sv xoic; ETCOU | pavioig ev XPNXTOD KaGax; | e£,eA,sE,axo rijaaa sv au 

EV xpiaxco) + iriaou D E K 4 46 47 76 109 155 

Eph 1:6-7(1493 .B.25.L) 

r\q sxapixcoaev r\iiaq | ev xco T|ya7iT||X8V(0 ev | co E%0[XSV xr|v aTto 

riya7irmsv(o) + uico auxou D* F G 629 it vgcl syh" sa 

Eph 2:1-2 (1494.A.33.L) 

Kai xaiq £7a0u(iian; | OJJXDV ev a\q Ttoxe 7te | pi£7caxr|aaxE Kaxa xov 

U|acov) eauxcov A 
TCOXS ) — L 

Eph2:8(1494.B.26.L) 

xi e(p tifiac; sv %piaxco iT]aou | xt\ yap x a P m ECTTC a e I crcoajaevoi 8ia Ttiaxeax; 

xr| yap x a P l T l eaxe aeacoa^evoi) xt) yap %apixi asacoajasvoi eaxe 
D*E* 
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Pauline Epistles 

Eph2:17(1494.C.29.L) 

6cov suTiyyeA-ioaxo si | pTivnv opiv xoiq inaicpav | Kai £ipr|vr|v xoiq eyyuq 

£ipr|vr|v ) + sipr|vr| D* 

Eph3:6(1495.A.32.L) 

Kai auu^iExoxa xr\q \ sna.yye'kxa.q EV XPICTTCO ITICTOU | 5ia TOO suayyE^iou 

ETtayyeXiaf;) + auxou D1 F G *F 2ft a vgcl syh 

Eph3:8a(1495.A.40.L) 

8uva(j.eco(; auxou E | |J.OI T© EX,axicrcox£ | pco 7ravxa>v ayioov e 

£A.axi<7xox£pco) E^axicrxco F G 49 

Eph3:8b-9a(1495.B.4.L) 

aaxov 7iA.ooxo<; xou | xpicra>u Kai ((KDTiaai rcavxaq | xi<; r\ oiKovo^ia xou 

Tiavxaq)— X* A 6 1739 1881 pc 

Eph3:9b-10(1495.B.9.L) 

OUOOVGOV EV xco GECO xco I xa 7iavxa Kxiaavxi iva | yvcopiaOri vuv xaic; ap 

Kxiaavxi) + 5ia vnaou xpicrxou D 1881 3Jt sy 
Kxiaavxi) + 5ia xpiaxou ir|aou 0278 

Eph3:13(1495.B.25.L) 

EV xaxq 0A,iv|/£cnv |aou | U7tep ojicov -qxiq eaxiv | So^a u|j.cov xouxou 

on<Bv)ima>v ?p460278*81/?cboms 

r\xiq) r) xi<; 1175 1881 
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Pauline Epistles 

Eph 3:21 (1495.C.17.R) 

T) 5o^a EV xri £KKA.r|cna | KOCI ev %picz(Q vr\aov eiqnaaaq \ xaq yeveaq xou aicovog 

K C U ) — D2 ¥ 3K vgmss sy samss boms 

Eph4:8(1496.A.3.L) 

yei avafiaq Eiq uyoq r) | %uakcDxeoaev aî MO. | Xcoaiav Kai ESCQKEV 5O 

rixfiaX-ooxeuasv ) r|%uaA,cox£ucrac; A L 2 32 43 47 52 55 63 71 114 

Eph 4:17 (1496.B.10.R) 

ur)v sauxou EV aya7rr| | TOOTO OUV Xsya> Kai jiap | xupojaai ev Kupioo UTIKEXI 

Eph 4:19 (1496.B.22.L) 

aiv rr\q Kap5iac; auxcov | oixiveg a7rnA/ynKOTeq | eauxooc; 7iap85a)Kav 

a.7rr|A,yriKOxe<;) anr\XTziKOTEq D F G P 1241s pc latt syp 

Eph5:9(1497.A.28.L) 

zoq TiepiTraxeixs | o yap KapTtoq xou <|>(oxo<; sv 17ra<xr| ayaGcoauvri Kai 

tyaToq ) 7tv£Ujj.axo<; *$46D2y¥?Bl sy11 

Eph 5:19 (1497.B.19.L) 

CJGS EV TWEuuaxi A.a^ouv | xeq eamoiq ev \\raX\io\q | Kai uuvoiq Kai coSaiq 

E V ) — KADFGxF18815mvgm s 
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Eph 5:27 (1497.C.6.R) 

sv prison iva 7tapaaxr| | ar| auxoqeauxco ev5o | E,ov xr)v SKKXr|aiav 

7tapaaxr|ar|) 7iapaaxr|aei P 
aoxoc;) auxrjv D E K 
sauxco)auxco X* 

Eph 6:2-3 (1498.A.3.L) 

svxoXri jipcoxT] sv s I Tcayyelia iva su aoi ye | vr]xai Kai sari Mcncpo 

Eph6:7(1498.A.21.L) 

xj/uxtiq |J.£x suvoiaq | 8ouA.£Dovxe<; coq xco | Kupico Kai OUK av8pco7ico 

co<;) — D 2 K L ^ 326 614 629 1241s* 2495 
al 

Eph 6:12 (1498.B.5.R) 

oiaq rcpoq xouq KOGUO | Kpaxopag xoo aKOxouq | xouxou npoq xa 7xvsu 

CJKOUXOU!; ) + xou aicovoq N2D2vF 1739mg 1881 2Jt syh" 

Eph 6:20 (1498.C.3.L) 

lauaxripiov unsp ou rcpscj | peoco ev aA.oaei iva a | uxco 7tappr|aiaacoum coq 

iva) + sv ?p46 B 173 9 1881 are unique, 
auxo ) auxco $p46B 1739 1881 are unique. 

Phil 1:13 (1499.B.14.L) 

CTOOU sv oX.co xco Tipaixco I pico Kai xoiq A,oi7ioiq | rcaaiv Kai xooq 7tX,sio 
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Phil 1:28(1499.C.42.R) 

710 xcov avxiK8i|ui8vcov | r|xi<; ECTTiv auxoiq ev I SEI^K; ancoXsiaq opcov 

EOTIV auxoiq) auxoiq UEV ECTTIV 3K 
eaxiv auxoic;) eaxiv auxoic; |asv D2P<F 075 104 1505pc 

Phil 2:1 (1500.A.15.L) 

vcovia 7rv£uuaxo£; | ei xiq (T7iA,ay%va Kai oi | Kxeipjaoi 7iA,ripcoaaxe 

xiq) xi K Y 81 323 365 614 630 945 1241 

1739 1881a/vgstww 

xiq) xiva pc it vgcl 

Phil 2:4-5 (1500.A.30.L) 

akXa Kai xa sxepcov s | Kaaxoi TOUTO <|>po | veixe ev rip.iv o Kai ev 

EKaaxoi) EKaaxoq 0278 3ft d sy 
SKaaxoi ) — F G lat 
xuxo ) + yap ?p46 N 2 DFG 075 0278 1739 1881 

3K lat syh 

xuxo ) + ouv 2492 pc 

Phil 2:14 (1500.B.27.L) 

xr|q eu6oKiaq rcavxa | noiEiTE x^P1? yoyyo | aficov Kai 8iaX.oyiafj.cov 

Phil 2:20 (1500.C.10.L) 

xa 7iepi ujicov ouSeva | yap exco iao\|/uxov oa | xiq yvrjaicoq xa 7ispi u 
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Phil 2:24-25 (1500.C.24.L) 

on KCU auxoq xaxecoc; | eXeuao^ai avayxai | ov 8e riyriaauiiv ena 

eXeuao^ai) + npoq v\iaq N * A C P 0282 326 629 2141s 2464 
pc lat syp samss bo 

Phil 3:5(1501.A.32.L) 

vcu sv aapKi eyco \xaXkov | 7repvcojxT] OKxarme | poc; etc yevouc; iapar|X 

Phil 3:16-17 (1501.B.42.L) 

E<j)9aaafx£v TOO auxco | OTOIXEIV ax>\i\i\\ir[xa\ | faou yivsaOe aSe^cboi 

axoixeiv) + Kavovi xo auxo (|)poveiv X2 T 075 2ft sy(p) 

xco auxco axoixeiv) xo auxco (j)povsiv xco auxco xocvovi axoiicsiv 
81 104 365 (629) 1175 1241s 1881 al 

(fvg) 
xco auxco axoixeiv ) xo auxco cppovsiv xco auxoi OTOIKSIV 

D* 
xco auxco axoixeiv) xo auxco (|)pov£iv xco auxco axoiKeiv xavovi 

D2 

xco auxco axoixeiv) xo auxco cppoveiv xco auxco auvaxoiKeiv 
FG 

Phil 4:8-9 (1502.A.21.L) 

pexr) Kai ei xi<; zuaxvoq | xaoxa A,oyi£ea9e a Kai | efxaGexe Kai 7iape^a 

e7taivo<;) + e7naxr||xnc; D* F G a vgc 

Phil 4:23 (1502.B.42.L) 

onciac; r\ xapic; xou Kupiou ir|aou | xpiaxou jxexa xou 7tveunaxo<; u|acov | 

xou 7xveu|j.axog ) rcavxcov N *F 5Dc sy 
uu«v) + a^iriv ^ 4 6 X A D ¥ 33 1739c 5Dc lat sy bo 
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Col 1:2(1502.C.8.L) 

pi<; uuw Kai siprivr) a 1710 Geoo naipoq r\\i<av | suxapiaxouuEv xco 

cl 

r|ucov) + KOU Kupiou vnaou xpiaxou K A C F G1 (p) 075 3JI it vg 
(syh**)bo 

Coll:7(1502.C.33.L) 

nr\xov auvSouXou r| | |j.cov oq eoxiv 7tiaxo<; | urap T]|icov SiaKOvoc; 

Col 1:12 (1503.A.17.L) 

Xapaq suxapiaxouvtsq | autx xco rcaxpi t o Kake. | aavxi Kai iKavcoaav 

a p a ) — ?p46 B are unique 
xco) + 0sco (s F G) 365 pc f g vgcl syp sams boms 

XCO) + 9SCOKOU C3 075 6 81c 104 326 614 629 

1739mga/avg ssyh" 
Ka^saavxi) iKavcoaavxi ?p46 61vid K A C D21 ¥ 075 1739 

1881 EDRvgsybo 

Col 1:14 (1503.A.27.L) 

ayaTrnq auxou sv co £ \ayo\xzv xr|v a7ioA.oxpco | oiv xr|v a<))eaiv xcov 

8axo|j.8v ) exojaEV B co are unique. 

Col 1:19 (1503.B.10.L) 

xco suSoiencTSv nav xo 17iA,T|pcona Kaxoncrjaai | Kai 5i auxou arcoKaxaX. 
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Col 1:20 (1503.B.15.L) 

5ia xou aifiaxog xou | cxaupoo aoxou CITE | xa zm yr\q EIXE xa sv 

auxou ) + 81 auxou ^ 4 6 N* A C D1 ¥ 048vid 33 3tt sy bo 

Col 1:23-24(1503. B.39.L) 

vo|jr|v syco navkoq | 8iaKOVO<; vuv xaipoo I £v xoic; 7ta6r|uacn.v u 

SiaKovot; ) Kr|poE, Kai ajtoaxoloc; X* P m 
SiaKovoc;) KripuE, KOU a7ioaxoA.o<; Kai 8iaKvoc 

A s y W s a m s 

SvaKovoq ) + Kai a7ioaxoA.oc; 
81 vgms 

Col 1:27 (1503.C.20.R) 

xouxoo EV xoiq SGVE | CTIV O eaxiv %picioq ev u|xiv | r\ eknxq zr\q 8o£,r|<; ov 

o ) oq N C D H I ¥ 075 0278 3K 

Col2:6(1504.A.20.L) 

A.ap£X£ xov xpiaxov irjaouv xov | Kupiov ev auxco 7repi7taxei | XE £ppi^co(j.£voi Kai 

Col 2:11 (1504.B.4.L) 

r|xco EV xr) an£K5ua£i | xou a(o\xatoq zr\q crap | Koq ev xr| 7C£pixojj.r| 

(jcoiiaxoq) + x<ov auapxirav N2 D1 Y 075 (* 0278) !Sl (b) sy 

Col 2:14 (1504.B.22.L) 

0 r|p.cov %£ipoypa(|)ov | xoiq SoyjKxaiv o T|v o 17T£vavxiov r^iv Kai 

xoic; 8oyp.aaiv)— 1881 
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Col 2:15-16 (1504.B.31.L) 

pr\oia Qpia^evaaq au | TOUCJ ev amco jLtr| ouv | TIC, u|aacj KpsivEtco EV 

EV auxco ) EV Eauxco G 
|xr| ouv TICJ ) [ir\ TIC; OUV 37 

Col 2:20-21 (1504.C.15.L) 

TEC; EV KOODOO 8oyp.a | Ti^eaGe fj.r| a\\ir\ \ir\ \ 8e ysuori pr|8£ Qiyr\q 

\ir\be yEuari) — L 

Col 3:10 (1505.A.22.L) 

TOV avaKaivoufiEvov | zxq STtiyvooaiv icca et | Kova TOO KTICTCIVTOC; 

Col 3:14 (1505.B.2.L) 

ETii Tiaaiv 8e TOUTOICJ | TTIV ayowiriv o ecrav | auv5£a^ocj xr\a xs 

o)oq X*D*81 
o ) riTicj K2 D1 ¥ 075 3K b g vg" 

Col 3:16 (1505.B.17.L) 

TIKOUCJ EV xr\ xotpi^i a | 8ovtecj ev TCUCJ icap | 8iaicj u|icov TCO SECO Kai 

TOUCJ Kap8iaicj) xx\ KapSia D 15Di 

Col 3:18-19 (1505.B.26.L) 

CJECJOS xoiq avSpaaiv | cocj avT îcev ev icopico oi | av8pecj ayajtaxE xaq 

EV ) + TOO F G 
o i ) co G 
oi) o F 
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Col 3:20 (1505.B.33.L) 

navxa xouxo yap eu | apeaxov eaxiv ev Kupico | oi naxepec, [ir\ epeOi 

£v)xco 0198 81 326 629 630 945 1241s al 
(a)vgn 

Col 3:22 (1505.C.1.R) 

ev aTiA-oxrixi KapSiac; | <J>oPoDfj,evoi xov Kuptov | o sav 7ioir|X£ £K \yv%r\q 

Kuptov ) 9£ov ?p46 N2 D2 3^ d vgcl 

Col 3:25 (1505.C.11.R) 

xou o T]8iKria£v Kai ou | K eaxiv 7ipoacc>7ioA,T||j. | \j/ia oi Kupioi xo SiKai 

7tpoaco7ioA.r|p\j/ia) TtpoacoTtoA/nGia D2 E K L 

Col4:7(1505.C.37.R) 

V£a0ai xa Kax £|ae 17iavxa yvcopiaei UJJIV | XUXIKO<; o aya7ir|xoq 

Col 4:9a (1506.A.6.L) 

Kai aya7rr|x(o a8eX(j)co | oq eaxiv e£ u|j.cov 7iav | xa u^iv yvcopiaouaiv 

Col 4:9b (1506.A.7.L) 

o<; eaxiv e£, uficov nav | xa ojaiv yvcopiaouaiv | xa COSE 

yvcopiaouaiv) yvcopiouaiv N * A C D 2 K L 1 7 
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Col 4:12 (1506.A.25.L) 

§paq o E^ UJICOV dovkoq | %piaxoo it|aou 7KXVXOXE ayoovi | ^oiisvoq U7i£p u|j.cov 

Xpiaxou IT|GOO ) IT-JOOU %piaxou P 1241s pc vgmss 

i r iaou)— ^ 4 6 D F G T 075 1739 1881 SI it 
vgmsssy 

1 Thessl: 1-2(1506.C.6.L) 

Kupico irjaou xpicrxoo %apiq ufj.iv I Kai eipr|VTi euxapiaxou | JJEV xo GECO TKXVTOXE 

eiprivt]) + areo Gsou Tiaxpoc; rfucov Kai Kupioo irjaou xpicrcou 
X A (D) I 33 an (m) vgmss syh" bo 

1 Thessl:7 (1506.C.38.L) 

ayiou CDCTXE yeveaGai | Ufaac; xorcov 7iaatv | zoiq maxEuouaiv EV 

XUTTOV ) TUKOVC, N A C D2 F G ¥ 0278 3n shy 

lThess2:2 (1507.A.25.L) 

cm ou K£vr| yEyovEV | aXAa 7ipo7ia9ovxsq | Kai uPpia0£vxE<; Ka 

lThess2:4 (1507.A.38.L) 

5£8oKiuaajj.£Ga vmo | xoo Geou 7iiax8U0Tivai | xo £uayy£>,iov ouxax; 

lThess2:7 (1507.B.13.L) 

7ioaxoX,oi aAAa £y£vrf | 0T]fJ£V vri7iioi sv fj£ | aco ufjrov COCT £av xpo 

vriTtioi) TITUOI N2 A C^D 2 ^ 0 0278 33 1739 1881 
an vgst (sy) samss 
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lThess2:9(1507.B.27.L) 

xov fioxOov vuKiog I Kai r\\ispaq epya^ou£ | voi Tcpoc; TO JUT| £7nPa 

VUKTOC; ) + yap D2 3Ji syhmg 

lThess2:13(1507.C.10.R) 

yov ctKoric; nap rmcov | TOO Geoo 88e£aa6e ou Xo | yov avGpamcov aAAa 

1 Thess2:15(1507.C.26.R) 

KOU xov Kupiov auoKtsi | vavxcov ir|aouv Kai xoog | Tcpo^rixaq Kai r\[iaq 

xovq ) + i8iou<; D1 *F 3JI sy 

lThess2:16(1507.C.36.R) 

auxcov 7iavxox£ £ | «(>9aKEV 8e t| opyn, E71 a u I t°vq £i<; isXoq r\]xeiq 

8(|)eaK£v ) £§6aoev K A D 2 F G 33. 1739 1881 5K 
r|opyr|) — B is unique. 

lThess4:la(1508.C.5.L) 

xco|asv u|j.a<; Kai uapa | Ka^ou^EV ev Kupico ir|aou iva | KaGcog 7tap£A,aP£X£ 

i v a ) — KAD2 vF 1739 1881 2K syh 

lThess4:lb(1508.C.10.L) 

Kai apecnceiv Geoo KaGoog | Kai rceputaxeixe iva | 7C£piaa£ur|T£ ua?i^,ov 

KaGcoc; Kai 7ispi7rax£ixe ) — D ¥ 2JI syp 
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1 Thess4:8(1508.C.36.L) 

Xa EV ayiao)aco xovyap | ouv o aGsxcov OUK av | Opamov OBEXEI aA.^a 

1 Thess4:9(1508.C.42.L) 

7tepi 5e Tr\q <()iXa5£A, | fymq ou xpsiav EIXO^EV | ypa(|)£iv u^uv auxoi 

EiXo^sv ) exoixov ^ D ' F G T 0278 6 104 365 1505 
1739 1881 2464 ;?clatsyh 

eixop.Ev ) EXETE K A D1 H 33 SDR syp co 

1 Thess 5:5 (1509.B.33.L) 

xoq EGXE KOU uioi Ti(i£ I paq OUK ECJJXEV VUKXOC; I OU8E CTKOXOUC; apa ouv 

EGUEV ) ECTXS D* F G it vgmss syp sa 

1 Thess 5:20-21 (1510.A.5.L) 

x£iaq (ar| E^OUGEVSI | xe 7iavxa 8s SoKi^a^e | XE XO KOIA.OV KCXXEXE 

5 E ) — K*A 33 81 104 614 629 630 945 pm 

f* vgms syp 

2Thessl:5(1510.B.28.L) 

Kaxa^icoGrivai u^iaq | iT\q PaaiX,eia<; xou 9sou | U7i£p r|<; Kai n:ao-%EX£ 

2Thessl:6(1510.B.32.L) 

avxaTcoSouvai xoic; | 6X,eiPouaiv u^iaq QXx |v|/iv Kai u|aiv xoiq 6X,EI 
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2Thessl:9 (1510.C.3.L) 

ir|aou oxxxvsq SIKTIV XEI | aouaiv oXsGpov cuco | viov auo 7ipoaa>7rou 

o>.£9pov) oleGpou b d 

2Thess l : l l (1510.C.17.L) 

7repi ojacov iva ujj.a<; | aq\(oar\ xr\q Kkr\<ye(oq | o Qsoq rmcov KOU Tî ripco 

a^icoat]) a^icoaev P 116 
K^paecoc;) + ujacov F G 

2Thess2:2a(1510.C.38.L) 

a A-oyou jxnxe 5i ETUI | GToXr\q cot; 81 T||j,cov | cot; cm EVECTXTIKEV 

5I T])icov) Ttap r|(acov P 

2 Thess 2:2b-3 (1510.C.40.L) 

cot; oxi EVECTXTIKEV I T] rifispa xou Kupiou JJ.T| xiq | u\iaq E£,a7iaxr|CTri x a 

Kupiou ) xpicrxou D2 5DI 

2Thess2:4(1511.A.8.L) 

voq Kai uji£paipo|j.E | vot; S7ii rcavxa X,eyo | [isvov 0EOV r\ oa^aa\xa 

Kai UTrspaipofiEvoc;) — X* 
u7t£paipo^i£voc;) £7taipo[a£vo<; F G 
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2Thess2:8(1511.A.27.L) 

KaAu(j)9r|a£TC!U o avo | jio^ ov o Kupiog aveA,ei xa> 17tv£op.axi TOO GXO 

Kupioq) + iriaouq K A D* F G Lc P ¥ 0278 33 81 104 
365 1241 2464 joclattsy co 

ave^ei) ava lo i X* 
a v s k i ) avsXoi D*vid F G 33 1739pc 
avzkzx) avaXaosi D2 ¥ 1881 3tt co 

2Thess2:10(1511.A.38.L) 

KOU sv na<jr\ a7raxr| a | 8iKiaa xoiq anoTJko \ [ievoiq av0 cov xr|v 

a5iiaa<;) + £v X2 D1 ¥ 1881 3Ji sy 

2Thess2:13(1511.B.14.L) 

UTio Kupiou o n EiA.axo ujaac; | o Qeoq a7capXT|V siq acoxT| | piav EV ayiaajaco nvev 

auapxriv ) arc ap£,r|<; N D *F 3JI it vgms syp sa 

2Thess3:8(1511.C.28.R) 

aa^isv EV ujiw OU5E | Scopsav apxov e^ayo | ^sv raxpa xivoc; aXX EV 

£(j)ayo|i£v ) eXa^o[iev 91 109 120 

2Thess3:12(1512.A.9.L) 

TtapaKaXoup.£v EV Kupico | IT]CTOO xpiaxat iva fxexa r\av \ XXOJC, £pya^ojj.£voi xov 

EV Kupico iT]aou xpicrxco ) 5ia xou Kupiou rmcov ir|crou xpi^xoo 

N2D23Ksyh 

EV Kupico v^aou xpvoxco ) 5ia xou Kupiou iT]aou xpicrxou 
"9 1505 pc 

Xpicrxco) xpicrxou D* 
Xpvaxco) — P bo 
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2Thess3:14(1512.A.17.L) 

TOO Xojd) u îcov 8ia xr\q | s7UC7XoA.r|<; xouxov | armeiouaGe \xr\ auva 

XOUXOV ) TOV XOIOUTOV 4 7 

2Thess3:16(1512.A.27.L) 

5ia Tiavxog sv 7iavxi | ipona o Kupioq \xeza 7tav | xcov u^cov o a(ynao\xoq 

xp07ico ) XOTIOO A* D* F G 33 pc latt 

Hebl:3(1512.B.17.R) 

|j.8C0(; auxou KaGapiafiov | xcov ajaapxicov rant] | aa|aevo<; sicaOiasv 

a|aapxicov ) + T||J.GOV K2D] H 33 1881 sy 
ajaapxicov 7iovr|aa(aEvoc;) 7roir|aajasvoq a|aapxicov 

an 

Heb 3:10(1514.A.10.L) 

xa £xr| 5io 7ipoaa>x6i | era vc\ yevea xaoxr] Kai | eirov a£i 7iX.avcovxai 

xauxr)) £K8ivr| C D2 Y 0278 3tt a vgmss sy bo 

Heb 3:19 (1514.B.12.L) 

oxi OUK ri8uvriGriaav | eiaeX.9eiv 8i owiiaxiav | (()Opr|Gcô 8v ouv \\x\ 

8i) 8ia C D2 E L 
8i)8uxxr|v 4 109 115 178 219 
aTtiaxiav) arisiGeiav 47 

Heb5:8(1515.B.20.L) 

arco xriq soXa(3sia<; KOU 17iep cov oioq 8fia0ev | a§ cov s7iaGsv XT]V U 
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Heb 6:10(1516.A.16.L) 

Gsog STnXaOsaBou TOO | spyou ou,cov Kai xr\q \ ayanr\q r\q £V£5si£,a 

Kai) + xou Kcmoo D 2JI bo 

Heb 7:14(1517.A.21.L) 

xa?LK£v o Kupiog rmcov siq | r|v <|>uA.r|v rcspi lepecov | ouSsv U(OUCTT|C; eXalt] 

7ispi ispecov oo§£v (acoucrnc; £A.aA.r|a£v ) OU5EV 7t£pi i£p£cov (j.couar|c; 
sXaXT}oev 81 1739 1881 pc lat 

7t£pi i£p£cov OUSEV p.coucrr|c; EXakr\aev ) OU5EV 7t£pi lEpcoauvric; |ioouar|<; 
eXaXr\ D2 ¥ 3K b vgmss 

Ti£pi i£p£cov OUSEV }j.cGDcrnc; E^aXriaEv ) OU5EV lEpcoauvTiq 7i£pi u»uar)c; 
ekaXr\ C 

7i£pi i£p£COV OUSEV |icou<ync; sXakr\Gev ) ooSsv TCEpi i£pcocruvr|c; eXakr\aav 
ucooarig ¥ 1505 pc 

Heb 7:25(1517.B.23.L) 

7tavT£A,sq 5uvaxai xouc; 17tpoaepxou£vou<; Si | auxou xco GECO rcavxo 

Heb8:ll(1518.A.37.L) 

0i xov Kupiov oxt navTsq | eiSouaiv u,e a7io u,i \ Kpou Ecoq jj.EyaA.ou au 

Ei5ouCTiv ) Ei5r|aooaiv B is unique, B . 
EiSouaiv) EISECJOUCHV D 

Heb9:3(1518.B.16.L) 

uexa de xo 5£ux£pov | Kaxarcexaafia <TKT|VTI | r| A.£yofj.£vr| xa ayia xcov 
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Heb9:14(1518.C.40.L) 

TO <xi|m xou XPICTTOU o<; 5ia 17rveuuxxTog aicoviou | gauxov TipoativEyKev 

atcoviou ) ayiou K2D* P 81 104 326 365 629 630 
2464 al a vg samss bo 
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